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Foreword

At the 1992 Society for American Archaeology meetings, the New Mexico Bureau of Land

Management (BLM) sponsored a symposium to inform the public of the many ongoing

archaeological field schools and research projects underway on the public lands in New
Mexico. Dr. Stasia's report on the field school at Fort Cummings was one of the featured

presentations. At the height of our involvement in 1993, the BLM permitted or directly

funded ten field schools. Many of these excavation projects are now winding down and

are in the laboratory analyses or write-up stages. Over the next few years, the New Mexico

BLM expects to publish a number of final excavation reports of research at a variety of

sites, including Mimbres villages, historic military forts, and prehistoric settlements in

the Fort Stanton area.

The field school at Fort Cummings was an appropriate use of limited BLM funding. Here

was a site that had suffered badly from pot hunters. And it was still actively being picked

over by looters with metal detectors when we began to increase the BLM's presence there

in 1988. Mike Mallouf, then BLM Mimbres Resource Area archaeologist, played a key role

in inviting Dr. Edward Staski at New Mexico State University to initiate a field school at

this badly vandalized property. The presence of the field school led to improvements in

the site, including backfilling of pot holes, signing, fencing, stabilization, and most
important the installation of a permanent site caretaker. Site vandalism has now stopped.

Archaeological field schools at heavily damaged sites are demonstrating that in most
instances valuable data still remain below levels of pot hunter disturbance. The
photographs, maps, and artifacts retrieved from Fort Cummings represent an invaluable

permanent data source which can shed light on this historic military fort for years to

come. This volume should be viewed as a summary report. Reams of data, artifact counts,

and detailed lists were extracted from the original report but are available on diskette

upon request at the State Office of the New Mexico Bureau of Land Management in Santa

Fe.

Documents such as Research on the American West: Archaeology at Forts Cummings and
Fillmore are contributing to our understanding of western frontier history. Given the

extreme rates of erosion of adobe structures at military forts in New Mexico, the long-

term prospects for architectural preservation are not good. It is incumbent upon us,

therefore, to study adequate archaeological samples of these sites so that we capture at

least a portion of the material record left behind. We hope this is the first of many
research projects to utilize this Fort Cummings data base.

Stephen L. Fosberg
Series Editor
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Introduction and Background

Introduction to the Site

Fort Cummings is located approximately 15 miles northeast of Deming, New Mexico, in

Section 23, Township 2 IS, Range 8W, and appears on the Massacre Peak Quadrangle

(USGS 7. 5 -minute series; Figure 1.1). It lies nearly in the shadow of Cooke's Peak, at the

entrance to Cooks Canyon, and consists of a number of standing adobe and stone walls,

numerous piles of melted adobe, extensive scatters of refuse, and several obvious trash

concentrations. A portion of the site lies on Bureau of Land Management land, and the

bureau provided support for the project. The remainder of the site lies on the privately

owned Hyatt Ranch. Mapping and excavation occurred on both the public and private

lands (Figure 1.2).

Elevation at the site is approximately 4,800 ft above sea level. Nearby Cooke's Peak rises

to an elevation of 8,400 ft. Although the area is drained by numerous intermittent

washes, and contains the permanent water source known as Cooks Spring, the nearest

major drainage is the Mimbres River some 15 miles to the west.

The climate is arid, with rainfall averaging between 8 and 10 inches annually. Most of the

precipitation occurs in the spring and summer. The area is hot in the summer and mild

in the winter, with approximately 200 frost-free days each year.

The soils are of the Lehmans association. They are shallow, rolling to very steep, cobbly

soils and rock outcrops on hills and mountains. Soils adjacent to the Cookes Range are

of the Mohave-Stellar association and are deep, nearly level or undulating on alluvial fans.

Brown sandy loams intermixed with alluvial and colluvial gravels are common.

The dominant vegetation along the flanks of the Cookes Range consists of scrub

mesquite, yucca, Mormon tea, fourwing saltbush, creosote, and grama grasses. Pinyon,

juniper, and mountain mahogany occur at the higher elevations.

Fort Cummings was officially in use from late 1863 until the summer of 1887, with

several periods of abandonment and reoccupation. The fort was named for Major Joseph
Cummings, First New Mexico Cavalry, who had been killed by Navajos in the early

summer of 1863. The original outpost was 320 by 360 ft and provided sufficient space

for 100 men and 65 horses and mules. This compound was surrounded by a 10-foot-high

adobe wall to guard against Apache attack (Figure 1.3). Subsequently the fort was
expanded.

Throughout its existence, Fort Cummings played a key role in various Apache campaigns.
After all, the fort was established in the heart of Apache territory, and it served as an
important base for patrols and expeditions against bands of warriors led by Cochise,

Victorio, Nana, and Geronimo. A detailed chronology of events pertinent to the

archaeological research is presented in Appendix A (also see Couchman 1988, 1990).



Figure 1.1. Location of Fort Cummings.
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A chain of events had resulted in the establishment of Fort Cummings. Civil War military

action in New Mexico ended shortly after it began, in 1862. Most significant, this military

action ceased before the arrival of the California Column under the command of Gen.

James H. Carleton (Miller 1982). These two thousand or more Union volunteers had
marched east to expel the Confederates, but since Brigadier Gen. Henry Hopkins Sibley

had already been defeated, they were reassigned to protect the growing American civilian

population in New Mexico from hostile Native American groups. Carleton was given the

task of reorganizing this Union force.

He did this through an ambitious plan that involved the establishment of several military

outposts across the region. Included were Fort West (established in February 1863,

though abandoned shortly thereafter— in December of the same year), Fort McRae
(established in April 1863), Fort Goodwin (established in May 1864), Fort Seldon

(established in May 1865), and Fort Bayard (established in July 1866). Fort Cummings was
also established as part of this reorganization (Figure 1.4).

Carleton recognized the need to protect settlers and travelers in southern New Mexico
from the Apache. He also knew that the area surrounding Cooks Spring needed special



Figure 1.3. Painting of Fort Cummings, February 10, 1867. Courtesy of the Museum of New
Mexico, Neg. 14515.

protection, since it was one of only a handful of reliable water sources along the southern

route to California. In August 1863, he sent Gen. Joseph West to select a location for the

fort, and by the end of September a collection of officers had arrived to help make the

final decision. In October Capt. Valentine Drescher (First Infantry California Volunteers)

and 40-50 accompanying soldiers established Fort Cummings as a permanent outpost.

Cummings was continuously occupied for the next sixteen years. From 1863 through

1865 soldiers spent much of their time on construction. They also planted a garden and
attempted to establish themselves as a military force despite a number of supply

problems. Initially, few materials could be obtained. The soldiers' diet was particularly

poor. A typical daily ration during the early years consisted of "12 ounces of pork or

bacon, or 20 ounces of fresh or salt beef . . . and 22 ounces of soft bread or flour, or 16

ounces of hard bread" (Couchman 1990:171).

Troop size increased significantly by the end of 1865, and links to more established parts

of the territory (and the country) improved. Butter, canned vegetables, and other foods

became available. A post office was established at the fort a year later, in December 1866,

and in 1867 the stage station was moved from its original location (near the fort's

cemetery—see the discussion of site areas below) to a spot closer to the fort. This move
resulted from the return of stage operations to the area, reflecting the fact that Fort

Cummings was becoming a more effective military establishment.
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Still, life at Fort Cummings throughout the remainder of the 1860s and 1870s was
difficult, to say the least. Many diverse problems faced the officers, soldiers, and civilians

who lived there. The Apache were a constant threat, but they may not have been the

greatest challenge faced by the military, despite the fact that their subjugation was the

primary stated goal of the Fort Cummings operation. It was in fact the Euroamerican
civilians who caused the military establishment continuous frustrationby squabbling over

property rights, undermining the army's authority, and (perhaps worst of all) providing

the soldiers with opportunities for vice. Alcohol from civilian sources, often available in

large quantities and at low prices, was the source of numerous upsets, especially since

the soldiers were often bored, lonely, and suffering under poor conditions. Excessive use

of alcohol resulted in violence, insubordination, and general poor judgment (see Faunce

1992).

Sanitation was generally poor. Refuse piled up in many locations, creating unpleasant and
unhealthy conditions. Disease was common, and more soldiers died from disease than

from wounds received in battle. Enlisted personnel were forced "to live in dirty, dark,

overcrowded, vermin-infested barracks" (Faunce 1992:8). The tale of putting bedposts in

buckets of water to discourage tarantulas from climbing on sleeping soldiers is probably

apocryphal, but it does underscore the terrible conditions at Fort Cummings.

Clothing rarely fit properly, and it deteriorated rapidly. Soldiers were often forced to

substitute worn-out jackets with burlap sacks. The soldiers worked long hours at menial,

often meaningless, tasks. Discipline was severe and punishments could be brutal. Military

pay was low, and often delayed. All of these problems contributed to very high rates of

desertation and absence without leave from forts across the frontier.

Significant numbers of soldiers at Fort Cummings were African-American, and tensions

between these soldiers and the white officers exacerbated the difficulties listed above.

The additional racial differences resulted in more complex behavioral patterns than one
might initially expect. Certainly, black soldiers were generally treated even worse than

their white counterparts. The common reaction among the former, however, was to

display greater loyalty and ambition. The desertion and absentee rates among African-

American soldiers were significantly lower than the overall average. Perhaps they

recognized that their opportunities outside the military were limited, and therefore they

did what was necessary to make the army a career.

Still, even the African-American units could take only so much abuse. Indeed, only four

years after it was established Fort Cummings exploded in an outright mutiny. The
number of arrests of black soldiers had risen dramatically, resulting in a higher level of

frustration. Then, on December 1, 1867, Second Lt. Henry F. Leggett discovered that some
of his money was missing and had the enlisted men searched. No money was found, but

a female servant named Mattie Merritt was suspected of having stolen it. She was ordered

off the grounds on December 7, and a number of soldiers responded by threatening and
interfering with the guard detail. These threats and the interference were sufficient cause

for charges of mutiny to be filed.

The "mutiny" had little impact on fort operations. Only one soldier, Corporal Robert

Davis, was found guilty. His rank was reduced to private and he forfeited his pay. He was
dishonorably discharged and sentenced to ten years in a federal penitentiary (Couchman
1 990: 1 80). Other soldiers were ordered to increase work details to alleviate any remaining
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Figure 1.6. Fort Cummings, 1882. Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, U.S. Army Signal

Corps Collection, Neg. 1678.

tensions. These details included construction of bunks as well as the stone wall around
the fort's cemetery.

In April 1870 a four-square-mile military reservation was established around the fort,

although the problems with civilians and generally poor living conditions continued. The
Apache also remained a source of fear and frustration, and the available military force

was inadequate to deal with the situation. Finally, in December 1873, Fort Cummings was
abandoned for the first time when First Lt. Horace P. Sherman and the twelve remaining
soldiers marched away.

From 1874 until 1879 Fort Cummings remained unoccupied, and local ranchers and
travelers scavenged the ruins. This was a time of relative peace with the Apache, and the

cost of maintaining a military presence at Cooks Spring was thought to be too high. The
peace did not last long, however. Troops came back to the fort in November 1879, in

response to increased hostilities by groups under the leadership of Victorio, Nana, and
others. During the summer of 1880 the fort was officially reopened.

The early 1880s was a time of great conflict with the Apache, and troop size at Fort

Cummings swelled to several hundred (Figure 1.6). A tent city was constructed outside

the walls of the original fort in 1880 to accommodate this force, and a major campaign



against Victorio was undertaken. Victorio was defeated and killed in October, though not

by the U.S. Army but by Mexican troops.

Conditions at Fort Cummings during the 1880s continued to be poor, with the same
problems plaguing the soldiers. One historical highlight was a visit by President

Rutherford B. Hayes and his wife. Another development was a ninefold expansion of the

military reservation around the fort, part of the continuing effort to reduce civilian

interference in military affairs. Both of these events occurred in late 1880. By the end of

that year, an additional development overshadowed these others: the arrival of the

railroad.

The Southern Pacific Railroad moved east out of Yuma, Arizona, in December 1878.

Construction across southern Arizona and New Mexico was slow and difficult work. Still,

sometime in May 1881 the first train pulled into El Paso. The tracks had passed south of

Fort Cummings during December of the previous year. By March 1881 the Atchison,

Topeka and Santa Fe connnected with the Southern Pacific track at a place soon to

become Deming, New Mexico. These tracks passed within five miles of the fort, and the

Deming connection established the second transcontinental rail line in the United States.

Life in southwestern New Mexico and surrounding regions would never be the same.

Indeed, the arrival of these railroads played a significant role in the final abandonment
of Fort Cummings and other, similar outposts over the next several years (see discussion

in Chapter 4).

Military activities at Fort Cummings diminished after the arrival of the railroads in an

inevitable move toward complete military withdrawal. The last significant clash between
the Apache and soldiers from Fort Cummings occurred in April 1882. New construction

at the fort during 1882 and 1883 included adobe buildings with "rock foundations, wood
floors, sashed windows, and shingled roofs" (Couchman 1990:210). A new garden was
established as well, but the number of troops began to decline rapidly.

The abandonment of the fort was ordered in August 1884, and it was completely

abandoned by May 1885. A temporary reoccupation occurred during 1886 (Figure 1.7),

when a heliograph station was established at Cooke's Peak. This renewed activity did not

last long, however. Geronimo surrendered in September of that year, ending the

hostilities with the Apache, and the military faced another reorganization. In October

1891 Fort Cummings was officially closed and the military reservation was turned over

to the Department of the Interior.

The "main fort" and "Hyatt land" areas of the site, consisting of several adobe and stone

structures, contain the remains of Fort Cummings proper (Figure 1 .8). These locations are

associated with a number of other points of interest. The Fort Cummings cemetery is

located just over 600 m to the southeast of the main fort, and nearby are the remains of

a Butterfield Overland Stage Station. Between these areas and the main fort,

approximately 300-350 m to the southeast of the latter, lie what has long been thought
to be a major trash dump along with a series of stone walls forming an L-shaped

complex. Further to the west is the spring house, nearly 250 m southwest of the main
fort and historically associated with the Southern Pacific Railroad. Just beyond is the

corral. Each of these locations was mapped and many were at least partially excavated.



Figure 1.7. Fort Cummings, ca. 1886. Photograph by J. R. Riddle. Courtesy of the Museum of

New Mexico, Neg. 76124.

Main Fort

The main fort consists of the standing adobe walls and associated areas of Fort

Cummings on BLM land. Forty-five excavation units were located here (Table 1.1). Five

were excavated in 1989, thirty in 1990 (one of these, 32S-14W, was placed on the 1989
grid in order to relocate a feature), and ten in 1992.

Fully thirty-two of the units are directly west of the standing adobe walls, and all of them
contain other walls, foundations, and additional features representing a single structure

(Figure 1.9) called henceforth "the excavated structure." Three of the remaining thirteen

units were located to the south, over obvious depressions. A pit containing considerable

amounts of refuse, and more than 2 m deep, was located at 34S-14W and 32S-14W. It is

thought to have been a privy. The other ten units are either east or north of the standing

adobe walls.

The standing adobe walls (Figure 1.10) and the stone walls of a structure adjacent to and
northwest of the main fort but still on BLM land (Figure 1.11) were mapped in 1989. No
excavations were conducted within these structures. All visible walls and features on
Hyatt land were mapped in 1990, but the units were not excavated until 1992. Figures

1.12 and 1.13 document the deterioration of some of these remains.

None of the structures at the main fort and currently on BLM land can be identified

positively from available documentation. Contemporary maps (Figure 1.5) show the

10



Figure 1.8. Visible features on the main fort (BLM) and Hyatt land.

original fort only, which is entirely on Hyatt land. The intended and actual purposes of

the structure with standing adobe walls, the excavated structure, and the stone walls are

suggested by the archaeological data alone. As discussed elsewhere in this report, these

suggestions remain tentative.
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Figure 1.9. The excavated structure in the main fort area on BLM land.
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Figure 1.10. The standing adobe walls in

the main fort area.

Figure 1.11. The stone-walled structure in

the main fort area.
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Table 1.1. Excavation Units, Main Fort

Unit Size (m) Orientation Levels Associated Features

40S-12W 2 by 2 1989 grid Surface, Level 1

34S-14W 2 by 2 Surface, Levels 1

through 9, Wall

Feature 5 (privy)

32S-14W 2 by 2 Surface, Levels 1

through 5

Feature 5 (privy)

10N-28W 2 by 2 Surface, Level 1 Feature 2 (adobe wall)

12N-30W 2 by 2 Surface, Levels 1

through 5, Wall

Feature 3 (structural debris:

adobe bricks and wood),

Feature 4 (adobe wall and rock

foundation)

18N-42W 2 by 2 Surface, Levels 1

through 4

7S-23E lby 1 1990/1992 Surface, Level 1

1S-2W 1 by 1.5 east-west

(1992)

Surface, Levels 1

through 3

Feature 62 (structural debris:

floor and window)

0N-2W 2 by 2 (1992) Surface, Levels 1

through 4
Feature 49 (clay and lime lens)

and Feature 50 (wood and
charcoal)

0N-4E 2 by 2 (1992) Surface, Levels 1

through 4, Wall

Feature 48 (trash inside room),

Feature 52 (adobe wall),

Feature 55 (trash inside room)

10N-30W lby 10 north-south Surface, Levels 1

(north and south)

and 2

Feature 14 (charcoal, coal,

wood, ash) and Feature 21

(exterior "floor")

13N-32W lby 2 east-west Surface and Levels 1

through 3

13N-29W lby 5 east-west Surface and Levels 1

through 3

Feature 31 (adobe wall and
rock foundation)

13N-24W lby 4 east-west Surface and Levels 1

and 2

Feature 31 (see above)

14N-38W lby 3 east-west Surface and Levels 1

through 3

14N-35W lby 5 east-west Surface and Levels 1

through 3

14N-22W lby 6 north-south Surface and Level 1 Feature 30 (adobe wall, rock

foundation) and Feature 36
(fireplace)

15N-43W lby 5 east-west Surface and Levels 1

and 2

13



Table 1.1 (continued)

Unit Size (m) Orientation Levels Associated Features

16N-42W lby 5 north-south Surface and Level 1 Feature 37 (adobe wall, rock

foundation) and Feature 38

(fireplace)

16N-23W lby2 north-south Surface and Level 1 Feature 36 (fireplace)

18N-41W lby 2 north-south Surface and Levels 1

through 4

Feature 38 (see above)

20N-40W lby 5 east-west Surface and Level 1

20N-30W lby 5 east-west Surrace and Levels 1

and 2

Feature 13 (adobe wall),

Feature 1 5 (trash and rubble),

20N-25W lby 5 east-west

21N-41W lby 5 north-south

21N-29W lby 5 north-south

21N-21W lby 3 north-south

21N-7W 2 by 2 (1992)

22N-2W 2 by 2 (1992)

Surface and Level 1

Surface and Level 1

Surface and Levels 1

and 2

Feature 16 (adobe wall),

Features 18 and 19 (dirt

floors)

Feature 10 (adobe wall) and
Feature 12 (adobe wall and
associated trash and rubble)

Surface and Level 1 Feature 30 (see above)

24N-28W 1 by 5 east-west

24N-23W 1 by 2 east-west

Surface and Levels 1

through 4

Surface and Levels 1

through 4

Surface and Levels 1

and 2

Surface and Levels 1

and 2

24N-21W 1 by 5 north-south Surface and Level 1

24N-6E 2 by 2 (1992)

25N-40W 1 by 5 north-south

25N-22W 1 by 1

Surface and Levels 1

and 2

Surface and Level 1

Surface and Levels 1

and 2

Feature 66 (adobe wall) and
Feature 74 (trash)

Feature 43 (adobe wall),

Feature 44 (fireplace), Feature

54 (fireplace apron), Features

58 and 59 (wooden floors)

Feature 19 (see above) and
Feature 26 (two adobe walls)

Feature 26 (see above), Feature

32 (fireplace), Feature 34

(fireplace apron), Feature 35

(wall fall)

Feature 24 (adobe wall),

Feature 29 (modern hearth),

and Feature 30 (see above)

Feature 45 (adobe wall),

Feature 46 (wall fall), Feature

47 (wood beam)

Feature 17 (adobe wall)

Features 34 and 35 (see above)
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Table 1.1 (continued)

Unit Size (m) Orientation Levels Associated Features

26N-41W lby 5 north-south Surface and Level 1 Feature 37 (see above),

Features 39 and 40 (fireplaces)

27N-14W 2 by 2 (1992) Surface and Levels 1

through 3

Feature 67 (corner of adobe
wall) and Feature 70 (fireplace)

28N-32W 2 by 2 Surface and Levels 1

and 2

Feature 1 1 (adobe wall and
wall fall)

29N-27W lby 5 east-west Surface and Level 1 Feature 24 (see above) and
Feature 25 (adobe wall)

29N-22W lby 5 east-west Surface and Level 1

30N-40W lby 5 east-west Surface and Level 1 Feature 27 (adobe wall and
rock foundation) and Feature

28 (adobe wall)

30N-35W lby 5 east-west Surface and Level 1 Feature 23 (adobe wall)

30N-30W lby 5 east-west Surface and Level 1 Features 23 and 24 (see above)

46N-6W 2 by 2 (1992) Surface and Levels 1

and 2

Feature 71 (human burial)

46N-4W 1 by 2 north-south Surface and Levels 1

and 2

Feature 71 (see above)

Figure 1.12. Fort Cummings today. Compare with Figure 1.7, which was taken from nearly
the same spot ca. 1886.
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Figure 1.13. The standing adobe walls (main fort), ca. 1936. Courtesy of the Museum of New
Mexico, Neg. 55336.

Hyatt Land

The Hyatt land location lies adjacent to and north of the main fort and also contains

remains of the fort proper. Indeed, this privately owned land contains evidence for the

earliest military occupation in the area.

The datum for the Hyatt land location was established just over 150 m northwest of the

main fort datum (Figure 1.2). Ten units located in relation to this datum were excavated

during the 1992 field season (Figures 1.8 and 1.14). The Hyatt family, owners of the

ranch, granted permission to conduct these excavations. The scattered units revealed a

number of features, including the outer perimeter wall of the original fort (in 9N-10W
and 9N-8W) and a trash-filled privy (in 133N-15E). Excavation units located on Hyatt land

are described in Table 1.2, and some of the remains are illustrated in Figures 1.15 and
1.16. Only one excavation unit was located within the perimeter wall of the original fort

(4S-4E). The remaining nine were placed outside the fort to test various features for which
no documentation exists.

Cemetery

The perimeter wall of the cemetery was mapped in 1989, along with several obvious

features within the wall (Figure 1.17). One is a possible burial, though it is unclear if

human remains are present. One excavation unit was placed at the cemetery location

during the 1992 field season, where the BLM intends to place an interpretive sign. This

unit is located at 3S-9W, measures 1 by 1 m, and only one stratigraphic level was
excavated. No associated features were found.
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Figure 1.14. Visible structures on Hyatt land north of the BLM main fort area.
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Figure 1.15. Remains of the sally port on Hyatt land, ca. 1965. Photograph by Nicholas Karstens.

Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 55335.
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Figure 1.16. Remains of adobe structures on Hyatt land, today.

Table 1.2. Excavation Units, Hyatt Land

Unit Size (m) Orientation Levels Associated Features

4S-4E 2 by 2

3S-24W 2 by 2

7N-12W 2 by 2

9N-10W 1 by 2 east-west

9N-8W 1 by 2 east-west

111N-13E 2 by 2

112N-73E 2 by 2

113N-75E lby6 east-west

120N-2W 2 by 2

133N-15E 2 by 2

Surface and Level 1

Surface and Levels 1

and 2

Surface and Levels 1

and 2

Surface and Level 1

Surface and Levels 1

through 3

Surface and Level 1

Surface and Levels 1

and 2

Surface and Levels 1

through 3

Surface and Levels 1

and 2

Surface and Levels 1

through 7, Wall

Feature 56 (charcoal-stained

soil and trash)

Feature 57 (charcoal-stained

soil and trash) and Feature 60
(structural debris)

Feature 63 (trash deposit)

Feature 65 (adobe wall)

Feature 64 (fireplace) and
Feature 69 (adobe wall fall)

Feature 68 (privy)
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Figure 1.17. The cemetery at Fort Curnrnings.

Stage Station

The stage station consists of standing stone walls of both the station and the corral along

with a concentration of surface artifacts spreading to the east. The original Butterfield

Overland trail is also evident (Figure 1.18).

The stage station datum was located just over 600 m southeast of the main fort datum
(Figure 1.2). Six excavation units were located here in 1989 (Table 1.3), four within and
adjacent to the station itself—4N-8E, 8N-10E, 8N-13E, and 8N-15E—and two within the

artifact concentration— 12S-21E and 2N-45E.

In 1992, two additional excavation units were placed on spots where the BLM intends to

place interpretive signs, at 1S-47W and 11N-2W m relative to the stage station datum
(Table 1.3 and Figure 1.18).
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Figure 1.18. The stage station at Fort Ciunrnings.

Table 1.3. Excavation Units, Stage Station

Unit Size (m) Orientation Levels

12S-21E 2 by 2

1S-47W lby 1

2N-45E 2 by 2

4N-8E 2 by 2

8N-10E 2 by 2

8N-13E 2 by 2

8N-15E 2 by 2

11N-2W lby 1

(1992)

(1992)

Surface and Levels 1 and 2

Surface and Level 1

Surface and Levels 1 and 2

Surface and Levels 1 through 3

Surface and Levels 1 and 2

Surface and Levels 1 and 2

Surface and Levels 1 and 2

Surface and Level 1
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Figure 1.19. The trash dump area at Fort Cummings.

Trash Dump

The trash dump consists of a large concentration of artifacts, traditionally thought to be
the main dumping area for the fort (Figure 1.19). The datum for the trash dump is just

over 300 m south-southeast of the main fort datum (Figure 1.2). The ten units excavated

in this area in 1989 (Table 1.4) were scattered across the dump so all areas would be

sampled. Several units were purposefully located directly over high surface artifact

concentrations.

Stratigraphic and artifact data suggest that this location might not have been the scene

of much purposeful dumping. Most artifacts were located relatively near the surface, and
no pits were evident in unit profiles. There appears to have been much mixing of

material. In addition, nearby Cooks Spring narrows in the vicinity, suggesting that many
of the artifacts were deposited here by water, creating the concentration. Yet there is little

question that the vast majority of the material originated with the fort's occupants.
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24S-0E 2 by 2

20S-24E 2 by 2

15S-20W 2 by 2

8S-10E 2 by 2

ON-10W 2 by 2

2N-2W 2 by 2

2N-20E 2 by 2

4N-8E 2 by 2

16N-22E 2 by 2

16N-24E 2 by 2

Table 1.4. Excavation Units, Trash Dump

Unit Size (m) Levels

Surface and Levels 1 through 3

Surface and Levels 1 through 3

Surface and Levels 1 through 5

Surface and Levels 1 through 4

Surface and Levels 1 through 3

Surface and Level 1

Surface and Levels 1 through 3

Surface and Levels 1 through 4

Surface and Levels 1 through 4

Surface and Levels 1 through 4

L-Shaped Complex

The datum for the stone walls forming the L-shaped complex is approximately 124 m
east-northeast of the trash dump datum (Figures 1.2 and 1.20). The original purpose of

these walls remains unknown, though they might have served as a corral during or

slightly after the time of fort occupation. The 1876 military map of the Fort Cummings
reservation (Figure 1.5) shows the post garden nearby, and the stone walls might have
originally demarcated this area.

Spring House

The spring house near Fort Cummings was constructed by the Southern Pacific Railroad

in the early 1880s so water could be pumped from Cooks Spring to the rail line several

miles to the south. Water was a precious commodity at a time when steam was the only

locomotive force, especially in the arid Southwest, and the effort involved in moving
water over this distance was extensive but necessary.

The spring house datum is just over 255 m southwest of the main fort datum (Figure

1.2). One unit was excavated in 1989, at the 0-0 point. Eleven additional units were
excavated in 1991 (Table 1.5). The former tested the location for a BLM interpretive sign,

while the latter were located where the BLM intends to plant a series of cottonwood trees

(Figure 1.21). Cottonwood trees were present at the spring house during the late nine-

teenth century.

The most striking characteristic of the recovered materials is the great time depth they

represent—artifacts dating from the Paleoindian to the early twentieth century were
recovered from this location of generally mixed soils.
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Figure 1.21. The spring house at Fort Cummings.
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Table 1.5. Excavation Units, Spring House

Unit Size (m) Orientation Levels Associated Features

12S-6W lby 1 Surface and
Levels 1 and 2

10S-2E lby 1 Surface and
Levels 1 and 2

Feature 41 (ash and burned
wood)

6S-16W lby 1 Surface and
Levels 1 and 2

6S-12W lby 1 Surface and
Levels 1 and 2

3S-16W lby 1 Surface and
Levels 1 and 2

0N-17W lby 1 Surface and
Levels 1 and 2

ON-OE 2 by 2 (1989) Surface and
Levels 1

through 3

Feature 6 (dark soil)

3N-17W lby 1 Surface and
Levels 1 and 2

6N-4W lby 1 Surface and
Levels 1 and 2

7N-14W lby 1 Surface and
Levels 1 and 2

9N-3W lby 1 Surface and
Levels 1

through 5

Corral

Eleven units were excavated at the corral location during 1991. These units covered the

area that would include the planned sewer line, septic tank, and leach field for the

caretaker's residence (Figure 1.22; see also Figure 1.2). Little archaeological material was
recovered from these test units (Faunce 1991), which are described in Table 1.6.
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Figure 1.22. The corral at Fort Cummings.

Table 1.6. Excavation Units, Corral

Unit Size (m) Levels

8S-25E lby 1 Surface, Levels 1 and 2

6S-21E lby 1 Surface, Levels 1 and 2

1S-24E lby 1 Surface, Levels 1 and 2

3N-20E lby 1 Surface, Levels 1 and 2

5N-15W lby 1 Surface, Levels 1 through 7

5N-12W lby 1 Surface, Levels 1 through 5, Wall

5N-6W lby 1 Surface, Levels 1 through 4

5N-1W lby 1 Surface, Levels 1 through 3

5N-4E lby 1 Surface, Levels 1 through 3

5N-8E lby 1 Surface, Levels 1 through 3

5N-20E 2 by 2 Surface, Levels 1 and 2
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Field and Laboratory Methods

The Fort Cummings Project began with an invitation from the BLM to conduct research.

The original research design was developed and submitted in late 1988 and early 1989

(see Chapter 4; Staski 1989c). During this same period the site was visited several times

and a number of experts were consulted (e.g., historians, local enthusiasts). An
archaeology field school was planned for the coming summer.

1989 Field Methods

The first field season at Fort Cummings was conducted as a traditional field school. Thus,

equal emphasis was given to instruction in standard field methods and techniques, and
basic material retrieval/data generation. The same was true for the 1990 and 1992 field

seasons (see below). Giving adequate attention to both the educational and the

professional tasks was a challenging, yet achievable, goal.

Twenty-two units were excavated during the 1989 field season, in four separate areas of

the site: five at the main fort, referred to as the "western side of the fort, on BLM land"

in the research design (Staski 1989c), six at the stage station, ten at the trash dump, and
one at the spring house. All excavation units measured 2 by 2 m and ranged in depth
from approximately 30 cm to nearly 2 m.

Portions of four site areas were mapped: the standing adobe walls of the main fort (along

with traces of walls from adjacent structures), the stone walls of a structure adjacent to

and northwest of the main fort, the cemetery, and the stone walls located between the

main fort and the stage station, forming the L-shaped complex.

The field work conformed to methods proposed in the research design (Staski 1989c),

following standard procedures established during previous NMSU archaeological field

schools and projects. A permanent datum was established in concrete at the main fort,

and other permanent datums were established at the cemetery, stage station, and trash

dump areas—the 0-0 datum at the spring house was not permanent. Excavation units

were located either judgmentally or randomly to ensure adequate sampling of site

locations (in 1989 this objective was accomplished in all locations but the main fort, a

situation rectified by excavations in 1990— see below). Natural strata were followed

except where they could not be detected or were more than 20 cm thick, in which case

arbitrary 20 cm levels were excavated.

Excavators used shovels when few artifacts or features were present, and trowels (or even
more delicate instruments) within artifact concentrations and features. The matrix was
screened through quarter-inch mesh. Recovered artifacts were bagged by provenience and
artifact class. Other information was recorded on every bag: crew chief's name, date, and
total number of bags in each sample. In addition, approximately one quart of soil from
each provenience was bagged in plastic for later analysis.

Observed features were drawn and photographed, as were most unit profiles.

Standardized field forms and journals were maintained (see Appendix B, which also

contains the standard lab forms used during analysis).
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All excavation units were backfilled at the end of the 1989 field season. Aluminum cans
were placed at the bottom of each unit for future identification. Features were protected

with heavy black plastic before units were backfilled.

1990 Field Methods

Field methods were significantly different during the 1990 field season, although this

season was also conducted as a traditional field school. An additional thirty units were
excavated at the main fort, one placed on the original 1989 grid near the privy (Feature

5) and the others placed adjacent to and west of the standing adobe walls. These latter

units were located at or near what has come to be called the "excavated structure." No
other locations were investigated in 1990.

Units were of various dimensions, though most were 1 by 5 m. The primary goal of the

1990 season was to locate and follow architectural features (especially walls), and
trenches were considered more appropriate than square test pits for meeting this

objective. Unit depth was rarely greater than 0.5 m, since the remains of the structure

being investigated were very near the modern surface.

The permanent datum established in 1989 was used. Excavation units were located to

expose walls and other architectural features. Natural strata in association with

architecture were followed when possible.

In some units simply sweeping the surface with a broom was sufficient to expose adobe
and stone walls. In others, several centimeters of windblown sand had to be removed
with shovels in order to expose architectural features. In either case, once they were
exposed, walls and other features were drawn and photographed and left in place as the

surrounding matrix was removed by trowel. The matrix was screened and artifacts were
bagged in the same manner described previously. Soil samples were also collected. Field

forms and journals were maintained.

A significant amount of wood was observed, mostly shingles, slats, boards, and other

architectural pieces. When possible, the wood was removed for laboratory analysis and
conservation, though much of it was too fragile or deeply buried. The wooden pieces left

in place were treated several times with a 5% PVA solution to enhance their preservation.

All architectural features were covered with plastic and all units were backfilled at the

completion of the 1990 field season. Since a more porous (or "breathable") material would
better preserve adobe remains, plans were made to replace the plastic at some future

time.

1991 Field Methods

The 1991 field season was unique. No field school was held, nor were extensive

excavations conducted. Rather, a small crew of advanced students carried out limited

testing near the spring house and the nearby corral. The purpose of this testing was to

determine whether significant remains were located in places facing potentially adverse
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impacts from the planting of cottonwoods and the improvement of the caretaker's

residence.

Nine test units were excavated at the spring house, and eleven were dug at the corral. All

but one (5N-20E in the corral) measured 1 by 1 m, the exception being 2 by 2 m.

Excavation depths ranged from 20 to 80 cm, with most units excavated to a depth of 40
cm. Screening, bagging, and soil collection procedures matched those described for

previous seasons. The same field forms were also used. Excavated test units were not

backfilled, since these precise locations were soon to be disturbed by BLM activities.

1992 Field Methods

The final field season involved a field school once again. Students returned to excavate

ten units at the main fort. In addition, and for the first time, excavations were carried out

on Hyatt land, where the northern (and oldest) part of Fort Cummings proper is located.

Ten units were excavated there as well.

Most of the excavation units at both locations were 2 by 2 m, though one was 1 by 1.5

m (1S-2W in the main fort), two were 1 by 2 m (9N-10 and 9N-8W, both on Hyatt land),

and one was 1 by 6 m (113N-75E on Hyatt land). Excavation depths ranged from several

centimeters to over 1.5 m; the deepest unit contained the second privy (Feature 68, at

133N-15E on Hyatt land).

In addition, the BLM requested that six test units be excavated at places where additional

reconstruction and interpretive activities were anticipated. Three were located at the main
fort (7S-23E, 46N-6W and 46N-4W), two at the stage station (1S-47W and 11N-2W), and
one at the cemetery (3S-9W). These units were 1 by 1 m (at least initially, but see below)

and were nowhere more than 0.5 m in depth. Two of them (46N-6W and 46N-4W, both
in the main fort), located on the original parade ground at a spot intended for a modern
copy of the original flag pole, yielded prehistoric human skeletal remains. Methods
unique to the recovery of the skeleton are described in Appendix C. These test units

measured 2 by 2 m and 1 by 2 m, respectively.

The same screening and bagging procedures were followed, and soil samples were again

taken in a similar manner. One additional form of documentation was the use of video,

described in Appendix D. Field forms remained the same, helping to assure a workable
degree of consistency over the four years of field work. All excavation units were back-

filled at the end of the season, but all test units were left open.

Laboratory and Analytical Procedures

Standard laboratory procedures were followed, beginning with the initial identification

and cataloging of all recovered artifacts. These tasks were carried out by undergraduate
and graduate students enrolled in archaeology lab methods courses. Subsequent analyses

were conducted by advanced students for independent study credit or to complete their

masters' theses.
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Literally tens of thousands of artifacts were recovered from excavations at Fort

Cummings. The majority were collected during the 1989 season, since trash deposits

were sought and excavated during that year. During the 1990 season emphasis was given

to uncovering and recording architectural features. The 1991 testing resulted in the

recording of only one feature (Feature 41). In 1992, however, the number of recovered

artifacts increased dramatically, because trash deposits on Hyatt land were sought out

and excavated, a strategy similar to the one followed during the first season.

Artifacts were bagged by provenience and material type: glass (bottle, window, and other),

ceramic (historical-imported and prehistoric—no locally produced historical materials

have been recognized), metal, faunal remains, architectural remains, miscellaneous, and
lithic artifacts. Munitions were placed in a separate material class in the lab.

During the 1989 season a lab was established at the Luna County Museum in Deming,
and approximately one-third of all recovered artifacts were initially cataloged while field

work was progressing. The remaining two-thirds were cataloged in a laboratory class

offered at NMSU during the fall semester, 1989. The Deming lab was deemed unnecessary

during later field seasons. An additional lab methods class in the fall of 1991, and
numerous independent study classes, resulted in the cataloging and analysis of all

remaining artifacts.

The entire artifact assemblage is recorded on Wordstar 5.0 computer files. Copies of

these files can be obtained from the BLM's state office in Santa Fe. Throughout this

report, summary tables are used to provide the maximum amount of readable

information in the minimum amount of space.

Report Outline

Chapter 2 presents detailed descriptions and analyses of all recovered artifacts, from all

locations, by artifact class. Chapter 3 is a lengthy consideration of all recorded features

and associated artifacts. Chapter 4 contains the revised research design and responses

to all research questions as far as possible at this time. Numerous appendices present

additional information and descriptive data. The report is necessarily descriptive in

orientation. Much of the space is devoted to presenting data and specific, descriptive

analyses and interpretations. More abstract theoretical interpretations will be presented

in the future, in other publications.

Most of the material considered here was recovered from Fort Cummings. Some
additional material from Fort Fillmore is considered as well, for the sake of comparison.

Excavations at Fort Fillmore, located entirely on private land, were conducted during the

summers of 1986 and 1987.
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Artifacts

In this chapter, artifacts recovered during the Fort Cummings excavations are described

by material type or class. The data allow a number of problems to be resolved, including

questions about dates and function.

Artifacts are most clearly and directly dated in terms of manufacture. These dates can

be compared with dates of use and dates of deposition (both of which can be estimated

by reference to historical and other archaeological information). Discrepancies between

these various dates reflect lag times in the manufacture, use, and discard of objects;

patterns of use and reuse; and certain social and economic conditions experienced by the

people who used the artifacts (Hill 1982; see Chapter 4).

Functional categories of architectural features are suggested by artifact types and
intended uses. A number of historical archaeologists have recently created and employed
such categories in an attempt to improve our understanding of activities and conditions

at the site. Originating in the work of South (1977) and subsequently developed by others

(e.g., Garrow 1982; Henry and Garrow 1982; Klein and Garrow 1982), they are currently

being used to reconstruct and interpret life at frontier military forts (e.g., Gerow 1991).

The functional categories used in this analysis are as follows:

1. Military. This category consists of all artifacts that can be directly related to military

activities, except munitions (see the next category). Included are uniform parts, such as

buttons, insignia, and other decorations. It is the most narrowly defined category and
thus the one least often represented in the archaeological record (see below and Chapter

3).

2. Munitions. Included here are "the various projectiles, associated weapons, and items

used for their maintenance" (Staski and Johnston 1992:66). This functional category was
made a separate artifact class during the original field work and was also kept distinct

during lab work because of the unique analytical possibilities represented by these

materials.

3. Subsistence/Mess. This very broad functional category includes artifacts related to

food preparation, food service, food storage, and food refuse. The materialist perspective

of this research (Chapter 4) makes this category perhaps the most significant and
informative. Included are glass bottles for food, glass tableware, relevant ceramic items

(bowls, plates, and so on—note that no prehistoric materials are included in any
functional category), metal cans for food (along with related lids), cooking and eating

utensils, bones representing animals of dietary importance, and various other organic

materials also of dietary importance (shells, nuts, and so on).

4. Indulgences. This category includes artifacts reflecting the use of alcohol, tobacco, and
anything else not necessary for human survival. The vast majority of these items are
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Figure 2.1 Chiricahua Apache Indians ca. 1880. Photo by James N. Furlong. Courtesy of

the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 28266. Prior to white contact, the range of the

Chiricahua Apache included southwestern New Mexico, southeastern Arizona, and the

northernmost portions of the Mexican states of Sonora and Chihuahua (Mails 1981:207).

Fort Cummings was built in the heart of the Chiricahua territory.

glass bottles for wine, beer, and spirits. A few tobacco jars and tins were also found,

along with a few ceramic liquor jugs.

5. Architecture/Construction. Included here are tools, hardware, and materials used to

build and maintain structures. As it turned out, this category was almost everywhere the

largest, regardless of how the archaeological record was being analyzed. Included are

most nails, numerous pieces of metal hardware (screws, bolts and nuts, washers), wire,

mesh, sheet metal, various cut wood fragments, and many other objects and artifacts.

6. Furniture. All items related to the interior use, maintenance, and general decoration

of structures are placed in this functional category. Included are glass and metal pieces

of lighting fixtures, furniture parts and related furniture hardware, and more.

7. Personal/Clothing. All items of personal (mostly hygienic) use are found here,

including all clothing other than parts of uniforms, which fall under the "military"

category. Specifically, included are medicine and toiletry bottles (glass and ceramic);

buckles, hasps, and other clothing parts; and nonmilitary buttons.
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Figure 2.2 Colonel Philip St. George Cooke ca. 1858-1861. An officer in the First

Dragoons and part of General Steven Watts Kearney's Army of the West in 1846, Cooke
was on his way to California with Kearney when he was ordered back to Santa Fe to take

command of the Mormon Battalion and lead them to California. The portion of the route

in New Mexico that Cooke and the Battalion blazed to the Pacific was used as a stage route

by the Butterfield Overland Mail from 1858 to 1861 (Couchman 1990:31-43). The canyon,

spring, and peak around Fort Cummings all bear his name (although with variant

spellings). Photo by the Carter Studio. Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 9854.
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8. Other. Certain items were placed in a catch-all "other" category because they did not

appear to fit in any of the functional categories used in this analysis. Still, they could be
recognized and counted and were thus included.

Functional categories have a number of analytical and interpretive weaknesses. Some
artifacts cannot be easily classified because there is always a certain amount of overlap

between the categories. This was particularly troublesome when it came to deciding

whether certain items should be classified as architectural/construction or furniture. It

was also difficult when the original contents of certain bottles could not be determined-
after all, in this case contents determine function. In addition, where reuse (and especially

recycling) was present, proper categorization was often difficult, if not impossible.

Another problem was that some artifacts could not be recognized or counted. Indeed,

some materials that were weighed (e.g., certain architectural and miscellaneous materials)

could not be included in this analysis. Other materials could not be recognized at all, or

just in a very general way. Many of the faunal remains fall into this category (e.g., many
bones could only be identified as "mammal").

Despite these problems, functional categories are powerful tools for interpreting site

activities as well as social and economic conditions. In this chapter, after each artifact

class is considered, functional categories are considered by site location. In the next

chapter, functional categories are discussed by feature.

Glass

Summaries of glass bottle distributions are presented by glass color and site area in Table

2.1. Most of the glass at the site came from bottles. Descriptions of other glass items

recovered during the project follow preliminary discussion of the bottle glass.

Bottles

Counts presented in Table 2.1 are based on estimated number of whole bottles

represented in the archaeological record, not individual fragments. Numbers of whole
bottles were estimated as follows. From each provenience (excavation unit, level, and
feature where applicable), (1) each neck fragment was counted as one bottle if its form
and style were obviously different than the others, or if it did not cross-mend; (2) each

base fragment counted as one bottle under the same conditions; and (3) all body
fragments of similar appearance (i.e., that could have come from the same bottle) counted

as one bottle, while those of obviously different form or style were counted separately.

The first two rules most likely resulted in an overestimate of number of bottles, but the

third rule probably underestimates the count, thus serving as a balance.

By this method, an estimated 2,610 glass bottles were recovered from all locations at Fort

Cummings (Table 2.1). A total of 614 (23.5%) were recovered from the main fort, 730

(27.9%) from Hyatt land, 780 (29.9%) from the trash dump, 272 (10.4%) from the stage

station, 158 (6.1%) from the spring house, and 56 (2.1%) from the corral.

Amber is the most common color in the glass bottle assemblage. An estimated 1,176

bottles are represented (45.1%). In decreasing order of occurrence, there are 535 clear
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Table 2.1. Estimated Counts of Whole Glass Bottles Represented by Shards Recovered

during Excavations at Fort Cummings

Main Hyatt Trash Stage Spring

Fort Land Dump Station House Corral Total

Clear 221 129 101 57 26 1 535

Aqua 39 53 88 38 15 6 239

Dark Green 50 34 35 27 3 149

Light Green 9 22 39 11 2 83

Green 20 25 47 28 11 3 134

Olive Green 2 5 7

Dark Amber 17 69 1 3 1 91

Light Amber 9 14 2 25

Amber 233 322 412 101 77 31 1176

Light Blue 1 1 2

Blue 6 2 3 4 3 18

Light Purple 2 3 5

Purple 16 14 30

Violet 10 27 21 1 5 64
Yellow 1 1

Black 1 16 1 1 19

White 5 16 6 5 32

Total 614 730 780 272 158 56 2610

bottles (20.5%), 239 aqua (9.1%), 149 dark green (5.7%), 134 green (5.1%), 91 dark amber
(3.5%), 83 light green (3.2%), 64 violet (2.4%—distinct from "purpled" glass, which is the

result of exposure to the sun and not an original color), 32 white (1.2%), and 30 purple

(1.1%—again, distinct from "purpled" glass). Colors representing less than 1% of the

assemblage each are olive green, light amber, light blue, blue, light purple, yellow, and
black.

There is a degree of subjectivity in recording glass bottle colors, especially when it comes
to "light" and "dark" categories. In addition, significant color variations appear on many
individual bottles, raising the possibility that different colors were assigned (and different

bottles were counted) when in fact a single bottle is present. These caveats aside, it is

assumed that most if not all of the 17 colors represented in the total glass bottle

assemblage are "real."

Relative frequencies of bottle colors are similar in each of the site locations. Amber is

found everywhere and is the most common color. In all locations except the corral, clear

bottles are the second most common. Variations in relative frequencies of the other, less

common colors do occur, though these differences are of little informational value.

Both the wide range of glass bottle colors (17 categories) and the fact that colors other

than clear represent fully 79.5% of the total assemblage are congruent with the known
dates of occupation of the fort. Until ca. 1880, clear bottles were nearly nonexistent

because of the added expense of purifying the raw materials. At that time, however, it

became increasingly common to store and ship food items in glass bottles. In response,
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Figure 2.3. Ruins of Fort Cumrnings ca. 1930s. This photograph is from an old postcard,

which has "Ruins Ft. Cumrnings N.M. Old Stage-Station on the Butterfield Trail 1858 to

1861 near Deming. Murphree" written on the negative. Fort Cumrnings was not a stage

station on the Butterfield Trail; in fact, it was not constructed until after the Butterfield

Overland Mail ceased operations across New Mexico in 1861. The old Butterfield station

was located about one-half mile southeast of the spring and was destroyed by Apaches
in late 1861. Courtesy of the New Mexico State Records Center and Archives, Department
of Development (DOD) Collection, Neg. 1815.

consumers increasingly demanded that the bottles appear clean and pure, and clear glass

gave that appearance. The added price of producing clear glass was offset by greater

sales (Munsey 1970). Clear glass soon became the most common bottle color by far.

Clear glass bottles do not dominate the Fort Cumrnings assemblage, indicating a pre-1880

date of occupation. The number of clear glass bottles that are present suggests an
immediate post-1880 date as well. Of course, the fort was occupied both before and after

this temporal watershed.
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Table 2.2. Fort Cummings Historical Ceramics: Vessel Parts

Body Rim Base Total

Main Fort 127 56 11 196 *

Hyatt Land 187 67 25 285 *

Trash Dump 84 30 16 130

Stage Station 46 24 13 83

Spring House 18 2 1 22 *

Corral

Total 462 179 66 716

* Totals include a few additional pieces (e.g., handles).

Other Glass

Besides bottles, a number of other glass artifacts were recovered from across the site,

primarily windowpane fragments. Most of these artifacts came from the main fort.

Indeed, fully 906 fragments (1,413.8 g) of windowpane were recovered there. Less of this

glass material was recovered from Hyatt land (479 fragments/1,212.7 g), and much less

from the trash dump (3 28 fragments/312.3 g), stage station (242 fragments/219.9 g), and
especially spring house (13 fragments/6.5 g) units. None was recovered from the corral.

Thus, from a grand total of 1,968 windowpane fragments (3,165.2 g) each of these

locations yielded 46.0% (44.7 g), 24.3% (38.3 g), 16.6% (9.8 g), 12.3% (6.9 g), and 0.7% (0.2

g) of the fragments, respectively. Additional glass artifacts represent lamps, tumblers,

bottle stoppers, jars for preserves, various pieces of tableware, and other items.

Ceramics

It is not possible to discuss numbers of once-whole ceramic vessels represented by
sherds recovered from Fort Cummings (as was attempted with sherds recovered from
Fort Fillmore; Staski 1990). Though the method of estimating numbers of vessels from
sherds is similar to that described for estimating whole glass bottles from fragments
(with rims being treated like necks), it is more difficult and time consuming, and it

results in even less confident estimates. Nevertheless, some observations and conclusions

regarding ceramics once used at Fort Cummings can be reported.

Historical-Imported Ceramics

A total of 716 historical-imported ceramic sherds of different types, parts, and/or styles

were recovered (Tables 2.2-2.4; see also Table 2.5 for comparable Fort Fillmore data). Of
these artifacts, 196 (27.4%) came from the main fort, 285 (39.8%) from Hyatt land, 130
(18.2%) from the trash dump, 83 (11.5%) from the stage station, and 22 (3.1%) from the

spring house. No historical ceramic artifacts were recovered from the corral.

Body sherds total 462; 179 sherds were identified as rims and 66 as bases (Table 2.2). At
all site locations, body sherds are most, rims are less, and bases are least numerous.
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Figure 2.4. Bvt. Brigadier General James H. Carleton, 1866. Commander of the California

Column volunteers who replaced the regular Army units when they were recalled to the

East during the Civil War, Carleton served as commander of the Department of New
Mexico from September 1862 to 1866. While commander, he devised a two-part plan to

solve the "Indian problem." The first part was the establishment of the large reservation

at Bosque Redondo for the incarceration of defeated Native groups. The second part

entailed the construction or reoccupation of forts in strategic areas to do battle with

groups not yet defeated. Fort Cummings was established under this second part of the

plan (Couchman 1990:168). Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 22938.
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Table 2.3. Fort Cummings Historical Ceramics: Pastes

Porcelain Vitreous Semivitreous Earthenware Total

Main Fort 1 5 168 22 196

Hyatt Land 19 261 5 285

Trash Dump 1 22 94 13 130

Stage Station 1 4 69 9 83

Spring House 11 10 1 22

Corral

Total 3 61 602 50 716

Table 2.4. Fort Cummings Historical Ceramics: Decorated vs. Undecorated

Decorated Undecorated
Total

Number Percent Number Percent

Main Fort 43 21.9 153 78.1 196
Hyatt Land 70 24.5 215 75.4 285
Trash Dump 87 66.9 43 33.1 130
Stage Station 67 80.7 16 19.3 83
Spring House 5 22.7 17 77.3 22

Corral -

Total 272 37.9 444 62.0 716

Fully 602 of the sherds exhibit a paste that can be described as "semivitreous," the kind

of material one would expect for the common, rather inexpensive mass-produced wares
in use at military installations (Table 2.3). An additional 61 sherds are vitreous or fine

china, while 61 are earthenware. Only three sherds appear to be true porcelain. The paste

of each sherd was recorded subjectively by feel and visual observation. Nevertheless, the

identifications appear to be accurate and meaningful.

Only 272 of the 716 ceramic sherds in the assemblage exhibit any kind of decoration

(37.9%; Table 2.4). In this instance, some informative comparisons can be made between
the various site locations. Fully 80.7% of the sherds recovered from the stage station are

decorated (67 of 83 artifacts). Somewhat similarly, 66.9% of the sherds from the trash

dump exhibit one kind of decoration or another (87 of 130 artifacts). In stark contrast,

Hyatt land, the spring house, and the main fort revealed 24.5%, 22.7%, and 21.9%
decorated sherds, respectively (70 of 285 artifacts, 5 of 17 artifacts, and 43 of 196
artifacts). This contrast might be indicating the temporal distinction between pre-fort and
fort occupations.
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Table 2.5. Historical Ceramics from Comparable Features at Fort Fillmore: Decorated
vs. Undecorated

Decorated Undecorated
Total

Number Percent Number Percent

Feature 30 _ 10 100.0 10

Feature 58 77 30.5 175 69.4 252
Feature 59 76 27.5 200 72.5 276
Feature 60 10 15.9 53 84.1 63
Feature 62 15 19.2 63 80.8 78

Feature 63 98 56.6 75 43.3 173
Feature 64 - 8 100.0 8

Total 276 32.1 584 67.9 860

Mass production of undecorated whitewares became more common after ca. 1860-1870,
reflecting an attempt by manufacturers to reach a growing market at a lower cost after

certain technological improvements made such production feasible (Gates and Ormerod
1982). During the next several decades these plain, undecorated whitewares became
increasingly common owing to the need for even greater production at decreased per-unit

cost. Thus, the relative frequencies of such undecorated ceramics in the archaeological

record should increase through the later nineteenth century.

Dates of occupation of the stage station vs. the immediate Fort Cummings vicinity, and
the percentages of decorated ceramics at these locations, support these observations.

Also, notably, the trash dump appears intermediate in both a temporal sense (as far as

decorated ceramics are concerned) and a spatial sense (between the stage station and the

main fort). Perhaps it was the scene of refuse disposal even before the fort was built.

These interpretations are not clearly supported by available ceramic data from Fort

Fillmore, however. Comparable features include a privy (Feature 30) along with several

discrete refuse deposits from both the officers' quarters (Features 58-60, 62) and the

enlisted men's barracks (Features 63 and 64) (Table 2.6). Data from these features show
that decorated ceramics make up only 32.1% in total (276 of 860 sherds), with a range

from 0% (Features 30 and 64) to 56.6% (Feature 63; Table 2.5). Yet, Fillmore was
contemporary with the stage station and antedated Cummings. A definitive statement

regarding decorated ceramics and dating cannot be made. Relative frequencies of

particular decoration types and styles might be suggestive of certain social and economic
conditions, however.

These ceramic data suggest that few expensive commodities were present at the fort (also

note the domestic nature of the vessel types shown in Table 2.7). Nevertheless, the fort

was neither totally nor even significantly isolated from the more developed regions of the

country, where historical-imported ceramics were being manufactured. These conclusions

are reflected by the glass data, in that few high-status luxury items are represented

among the many imported glass objects recovered. I develop these themes further,

elsewhere in this volume (see Chapter 4).
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Table 2.6. Decorations on Historical Ceramics from Forts Cummings and Fillmore

(numbers of sherds)

Decoration

Fort Cummings

Main
Fort

Hyatt

Land
Trash

Dump
Stage

Station

Spring

House Total

Solid color 16 12 70 18 - 116

Feather edge

Molded
1

9 9

- - - 1

18

Banded 1 1 8 17 3 30
Hand-painted

Transfer

2

9

4

29

2 1

1

- 9

39
Gilt 2 1 - - - 3

Decal - - 3 - - 3

Other* 3 14 5 30 2 54

Total 43 70 88 67 5 273

Decoration

Fort Fillmore

Feature Feature Feature Feature Feature

58 59 60 62 63 Total

Solid color 13 58 5 4 6 86
Feather edge
Molded

- - - - 1

5

1

5

Banded 55 1 - 1 55 112
Hand-painted
Transfer 1 1

- -

2 4
Gilt 3 - - 1 - 4
Decal - - - - - -

Other* 5 16 5 9 29 64

Total 77 76 10 15 98 276

* This category includes vessel types that were difficult to classify.

Prehistoric Ceramics

Analyses have been conducted on the recovered prehistoric ceramics as well. A number
of these were field-identified as Mimbres wares, though most can be described as plain

and utilitarian. No prehistoric ceramics occurred in any spatial concentration, rather they

were scattered throughout the site and were uniformly small in size.

Of the 374 total prehistoric ceramic sherds recovered (Table 2.8; see Table 2.9 for Fort

Fillmore data), 217 came from the main fort, only 2 from Hyatt land, 36 from the trash

dump, none from the stage station, 25 from the spring house, and 94 from the corral.

Fully 346 sherds are from vessel bodies, while only 25 were identified as rims and only

one was from a vessel base (Table 2.8). Additionally, almost all individual sherds are

small, complementing the fact that no spatial concentrations (or prehistoric features for
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Table 2.7. Recognized Historical Ceramic Vessel Types at Forts Cummings and Fillmore

(numbers of sherds)

Fort Cummings Fort Fillmore

Vessel

Type Main Hyatt Trash Stage Spring Feature Feature Feature

Fort Land Dump Station House 59 63 64

Bottle 1 1 11 - - . 2 .

Cup 12 6 3 - 1 3 7 -

Saucer 1 - - - - - - -

Bowl 25 2 - - - - 127 -

Chamber
Pot - - 2 - - - - -

Plate 46 3 8 14 11 - 7 2

Storage - 1 - - - - - 6

Jar 11 - - - - - - -

Jug 5 - 1 1 - - - -

Mug - - 1 - - - - -

Serving

Platter - 1 1 13 - - - -

Other* 1 21 1 1 - - 7 -

Total 102 35 28 12 3 150 8

* This category includes vessel types that were difficult to classify.

Table 2.8. Fort Cummings Prehistoric Ceramics: Pastes and Vessel Parts

Pastes Vessel Parts

Total
Red Brown White Utility Body Rim Base

Main Fort* 9 9 10 189 205 10 217
Hyatt Land 2 2 2

Trash Dump 4 1 2 29 32 3 1 36
Stage Station

Spring House 3 1 1 20 22 3 25
Corral 9 22 2 61 85 9 94

Total 25 33 15 301 346 25 1 374

* Total includes a few additional pieces (e.g., handles).

that matter) were observed anywhere. As a result, relatively few vessel types could be
recognized (N = 22). Of these, 18 are bowls (6 from the main fort and 12 from the corral)

and only 4 are clearly jars (3 from the main fort and 1 from Hyatt land).

Prehistoric ceramic pastes were identified according to traditional ware-types (Table 2.8).

Redwares (N = 25), brownwares (N = 33), and whitewares {N= 15) account for a minority
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Table 2.9. Fort Fillmore Local (Historical) Ceramics: Vessel Parts

Feature 58 Feature 59 Feature 60 Feature 62 Feature 63 Total

Body
Rim

Total

102

3

105

283
10

293

111

4

115

12

1

13

129

2

131

637
20

657

of the recovered sherds, while coarse, plain utility wares (N = 301) account for the

majority.

Prehistoric vs. Local Ceramics

While both historical-imported and prehistoric ceramic sherds were recovered from Fort

Cummings, no locally produced historical pieces were observed. In stark contrast, the

Fort Fillmore ceramic assemblage contains significant numbers of local sherds (Table 2.9),

but very few prehistoric ones. Several explanations can be offered.

First, Fort Fillmore was located relatively close to a number of Hispanic/Anglo civilian

communities, including Mesilla and Dona Ana. As a result, the military found it relatively

easy to establish and maintain contact with the regional economy. Apparently, the

military could depend upon this economy for ceramic vessels (and other items as well)

during the time of Fort Fillmore's occupation. Cummings was, in contrast, much more
isolated during the time of its occupation. The military there must have found it

necessary to maintain a greater degree of self-sufficiency.

Second, there are no known prehistoric sites in the immediate vicinity of Fort Fillmore,

as there are at Fort Cummings. Few prehistoric artifacts of any kind should be expected
at the former. Why they are found at the latter, however, is not exactly clear, as they most
likely did not serve any utilitarian function.

These issues are developed further in Chapter 4. Similarly, the apparent greater use of

locally produced items like ceramics by officers at Fillmore (when compared with enlisted

men) is considered (also see Staski 1990).

Metal

A summary of metal artifacts is presented in Appendix E. By weight and volume, most
of the metal artifacts are unidentifiable, and this material is not discussed here. The
identifiable metal has been cataloged and placed into several categories, including whole
nails (square and wire), nail parts, whole cans, can parts, whole lids, and various kinds
of hardware (screws, bolts, washers, and so on).

It is possible to arrive at some general conclusions regarding the nature and distribution

of metal artifacts. Nails and cans are given the greatest attention because they are so
numerous in the assemblage and because they can provide a relatively large amount of

information.
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Figure 2.5. Troop H, 9th Cavalry, taken at Fort Wingate, New Mexico, ca. 1899-1900. Photo
by Phelps. Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 98732. On July 28, 1866,

President Andrew Johnson signed the Army Act of 1866, which increased the size of the

U.S. Army by four new cavalry regiments—7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th—along with additional

artillery and infantry regiments. Both the 7th and 8th were organized in the usual manner,
but the recruits of the 9th and 10th were composed entirely of African-Americans, most
of whom were recently freed slaves. All commissioned officers were white (Steffen

1978:95). In late 1875, as hostilities between soldiers and Indians increased, the Army
decided to send fresh troops to New Mexico. The 8th Cavalry, which had been in the

territory for five and a half years, was ordered out and replaced by the entire 9th Cavalry

under the command of Col. Edward Hatch. Between 1880 and 1881 numerous companies
of the 9th were stationed at Fort Cummings, including Troop H, which was temporarily

assigned to the post for two separate months in these two years (Billington 1991:44, 216).

Nails

A grand total of 7,662 nails were recovered from the site: 3,159 from the main fort

(41.2%), 2,754 from Hyatt land (35.9%), 1,330 from the trash dump (17.3%), 106 from the

stage station (1.4%), 287 from the spring house (3.7%), and 26 from the corral (0.3%).

Relevant data are presented in Tables 2.10 and 2.11 and Figures 2.6-2.9. Of all these

nails, 5,637 are whole or partial square-cut nails (73.6%) and 2,025 are whole or partial

wire nails (26.4%). Only 32.5% of the square-cut nails are whole (1,831), while 67.5% are

partial (heads or shafts—3,806). Similarly, only 35.1% of the wire nails are whole (711),

while 64.9% are partial (heads or shafts— 1,314). Apparently, square-cut and wire nails

were subject to a comparable rate of breakage across the site.
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Table 2.10. Square-Cut and Wire Nails from Fort Cummings, by Provenience

Square-Cut Wire

Total
Whole Part Whole Part

Main Fort 728 1584 95 752 3159
Hyatt Land 678 1247 586 243 2754
Trash Dump 312 868 18 132 1330
Stage Station 38 31 2 35 106

Spring House 60 65 10 152 287
Corral 15 11 26

Total 1831 3806 711 1314 7662

Table 2.11. Distribution of Nails along Fort Cummings Grid Lines

All Square-Cut Nails All Wire Nails

TotalNumber Percent Number Percent

Main Fort, N-S Lines

40S 141 99.3 1 0.7 142
34S 88 97.7 2 2.3 90
32S 140 96.5 5 3.5 145
7S 6 100.0 6
IS 128 94.1 8 5.9 136
ON 365 98.1 7 1.9 372
ION 90 84.9 16 15.1 106
12N 17 20.2 67 79.8 84
13N 100 31.1 221 68.9 321
14N 169 52.0 156 48.0 325
15N 31 91.2 3 8.8 34
16N 31 36.0 55 64.0 86
18N 28 75.7 9 24.3 37
20N 115 82.7 24 17.3 139
21N 207 93.6 14 6.4 221
22N 264 97.1 8 2.9 272
24N 141 80.6 34 19.4 175
25N 10 47.6 11 52.4 21
26N 17 34.7 32 65.3 49
27N 121 87.7 17 12.3 138
28N 1 4.3 22 95.7 23
29N 54 65.1 29 34.9 83
30N 12 10.3 104 89.7 116
46N 11 100.0 11

Total (Main Fort) 3132"
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Table 2.11 (continued)

All Square-Cut Nails All Wire Nails

TotalNumber Percent Number Percent

Main Fort, E-W Lines

43W 31 91.2 3 8.8 34
42W 27 43.5 35 56.5 62
41W 53 55.2 43 44.8 96
40W 15 21.1 56 78.9 71

38W 42 31.8 90 68.2 132

35W 118 51.1 113 48.9 231

32W 89 78.8 24 21.2 113

30W 203 65.9 105 34.1 308
29W 110 38.1 179 61.9 289
28W 90 85.7 15 14.3 105

27W 53 64.6 29 35.4 82
25W 13 92.9 1 7.1 14

24W 2 4.0 48 96.0 50
23W 11 26.8 30 73.2 41
22W 12 48.0 13 52.0 25

21W 31 70.4 13 29.6 44
14W 349 70.5 24 29.5 373
12W 141 99.3 1 0.7 142

7W 84 98.8 1 1.2 85
6W 7 100.0 - 7

4W 4 100.0 - 4

2W 459 96.2 18 3.8 477
4E 298 98.3 5 1.7 303
6E 39 97.5 1 2.5 40
23E 6 100.0 - 6

Total (Main Fort) 3132*

Hyatt Land, N-S Lines

4S 27 100 27

3S 376 98.9 4 1.1 380
7N 114 97.4 3 2.6 117

9N 24 92.3 2 7.7 26

111N 169 42.8 226 S7.2 395

112N 11 100 - 11

113N 39 86.6 6 13.4 45
120N 64 82.1 14 17.9 78

133N 1082 65.7 564 34.3 1646

Total (Hyatt Land) 2725*
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Table 2.11 (continued)

All Square -Cut Nails All Wire Nails

TotalNumber Percent Number Percent

Trash Dump, N-S Lines

24S 27 100.0 - 27

20S 61 100.0 - 61

15S 12 100.0 - 12

8S 101 100.0 - 101

ON 48 39.3 74 60.7 122

2N 436 94.9 23 5.1 459
4N 287 88.6 37 11.4 324

16N 210 92.9 16 7.1 226

Trash Dump, E-W Lines

20W 12 100.0 - 12

10W 48 39.3 74 60.7 122

2W 171 93.9 11 6.1 182

OE 27 100.0 - 27
8E 287 88.6 37 11.4 324

10E 99 100.0 - 99
20E 265 95.6 12 4.4 277
22E 151 90.9 15 9.1 166

24E 120 99.2 1 0.8 121

Total (Trash Dump) 1330

Nails from unknown proveniences included in totals.

Relative frequencies of square-cut and wire nails are indicative of date of manufacture,

and (by extension) use and deposition. The fact that both types occur at Fort Cummings
in fairly significant numbers reflects the known dates of occupation of the fort.

Square-cut nails were the nearly exclusive type available from ca. 1810 until ca. 1880. At

that time, and for the next few decades, wire nails became increasingly dominant
(Fontana and Greenleaf 1962:44-66). Thus, the fort's occupation spans this technological

transition, and the occurrence of both types of nails should come as no surprise.

There are observable variations of percentages among and within the six locations across

the site, but they do not consistently reflect known dates of occupation. Square-cut nails

and nail parts account for 73.2% of all nails from the main fort (2,312 of 3,159), and
69.9% of all nails recovered from Hyatt land (1,925 of 2,754). Given the fort's dates of

occupation, these relative frequencies are to be expected. Yet, 100% of all nails from the

corral are square-cut (26 of 26), while 88.7% of all nails from the trash dump (1,180 of

1,330), 65.1% of all nails from the stage station (69 of 106), and 43.6% of all nails from
the spring house (125 of 287) are square-cut. Clearly, the historical transition from
square-cut to wire nails cannot be used to date the various site locations relative to each
other. Various postoccupation activities probably best account for the observed variation.
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Figure 2.6. Square-cut nails as a percentage of total nails at the main fort (south-north across

the location)

43w42w41 W48w38w35w32w30w29w28w27w25w24w23w22w21 wl 4w1 2w07wfl 6wO4w02wO4e

Figure 2.7. Square-cut nails as a percentage of total nails at the main fort (west-east across the

location)
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Figure 2.8. Square-cut nails as a percentage of total nails on Hyatt land

(south-north across the location)
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Figure 2.9. Square-cut nails as a percentage of total nails in the trash dump: south-north (left)

and west-east (right) across the location
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Table 2.12. Measurable Whole Nails: Pennyweight

Pennyweight Main Hyatt Trash Stage Spring

(dwt) Fort Land Dump Station House Corral Total

2 6 46 2 1 55

3 17 28 13 1 8 67
4 86 99 37 1 30 1 254
5 325 101 44 2 7 1 480
6 91 168 61 4 5 2 331
7 49 56 29 12 1 147
8 142 277 46 10 14 4 493
9 16 49 19 2 2 1 89
10 70 218 44 5 7 1 345
12 33 77 17 3 1 131
16 4 10 4 1 2 21

20 2 5 7 2 1 1 18

30 6 2 2 1 11

40 3 3

50 3 1 4
60

Total 847 1142 326 39 80 15 2449

* Some whole nails could not be measured because of their condition (e.g., bent,

twisted, corroded).

More informative are observable variations in relative frequencies within locations,

especially within features. These are considered in more detail in Chapter 3. Here, it can
be noted that relative frequencies of square-cut and wire nails within the main fort, Hyatt

land, and trash dump locations reveal only two, rather subtle patterns that might reflect

the chronological history of building activities across the site (Figures 2.6-2.9 and Table

2.11). Combined square-cut nail relative frequencies were plotted south-to-north (main

fort, Hyatt land, and trash dump) and west-to-east (main fort, trash dump) within these

locations, and while there is significant variability there is no very obvious pattern.

Two subtle patterns are seen at the main fort, one involving the south-to-north nail

distribution and the other involving the west-to-east nail distribution. Square-cut nails

seem to predominate to the south (Figure 2.6) and east (Figure 2.7). The latter pattern is

particularly intriguing. When dates of various features are compared (determined by
considering all datable materials— see Chapters 3 and 4), the eastern portion of the main
fort appears to reflect earlier activities than the western portion. Distributions of

square-cut and wire nail relative frequencies alone support this observation.

Nail pennyweights were recorded by measuring the lengths of whole square-cut and wire

nails whenever possible (Table 2.12). These ranged from 2 dwt. (1 inch long) to 50 dwt.

(5.5 inches long). The more common pennyweights represented in the assemblage include

8 dwt. (493 of 2,449 total measurable nails, or 20.1%), 5 dwt. (480 nails, 19.6%), 10 dwt.

(345 nails, 14.1%), 6 dwt. (331 nails, 13.5%), 4 dwt. (254 nails, 10.4%), 7 dwt. (147 nails,

6.0%), and 12 dwt. (131 nails, 5.3%). Several other pennyweights represent less than 5%
of the total.
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Figure 2.10. Col. Edward Hatch, a native of Maine, moved to Iowa prior to the Civil War
after having spent time at sea and dabbling in the lumber business in Pennsylvania. With

the onset of the Civil War, he was appointed a captain in the 2nd Iowa Cavalry in August
1861 and served with distinction. In 1866 he was commissioned the regimental colonel

of the 9th Cavalry and served as its commander for many years (Billington 1991:46). From
1876 to 1881, Hatch commanded the miliary district of New Mexico (Bloom 1935:320).

Photo courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 128134.

Clearly, no single nail size dominates the assemblage. There is a wide range of sizes and
several of these occur in significant numbers (especially mid-size nails ranging from 4

dwt. to 12 dwt.). This pattern suggests that nails were used at the site for a wide range

of general functions. For example, "4 dwt. nails were used for shingling and slating, 6

dwt. for clapboarding, 6 and 8 dwt. for finishing, 8 and 9 dwt. for flooring, and 9 and 10

dwt. for boarding" (Gerow 1991:57; Fontana and Greenleaf 1962).
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Table 2.13. Cans and Lids: Total Counts

Whole Parts Total

Main Fort 5 306 311
Hyatt Land 10 138 148
Trash Dump 2 343 345
Stage Station 31 31

Spring House 10 10
Corral 4 4

Total 17 832 849

35

65

65 88
58 65 68 75 76 88

38 42 56 58 62 65 66 68 75 76 88
38 . 40 41 42 . 45 46 47 48 54 55 56 57 58 . 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 . 68 70 71 . 75 76. 78 80. 82 87 88

115

. 92 93 . 98 99 . 1 02 . 1 05 . 1 1 5 . 1 30 mm

Figure 2.11. Measureable cylindrical metal can diameters (n = 60): each number represents

a single can (diameter in mm).

Cans

A grand total of 849 metal cans and can parts were recovered from Fort Cummings (Table

2.13). Of these, only 17 were whole (2.0%), underscoring the impacts of use and site-

formation processes on this artifact type. A total of 345 whole or partial cans were
recovered from the trash dump (40.6%), 311 from the main fort (36.6%), and 148 from
Hyatt land (17.4%). In contrast, only 31 were recovered from the stage station (3.6%), 10

from the spring house (1.2%), and 4 from the corral (0.5%).

A number of diagnostic features were observed on certain cans and lids. A total of 64

hole-in-top cans or can parts were recognized and 33 matchstick-filler-hole cans or can

parts were observed. The dates of manufacture for both are ca. 1810-1910 (Rock 1987),

reflecting the occupation dates of the site. Additionally, 36 cans or can parts exhibit

crimped seams of the kind commonly manufactured during the nineteenth century.

Indeed, no formal attribute dating well before or well after the fort's occupation was
observed on any cans or can parts.

The majority of cans and lids for which formal dimensions could be taken are cylindrical

(60 of 85, or 70.6%; see Appendix F). Eighteen are rectangular, four are oval, and three are

square. Observable dimensions vary a great deal. For instance, measurable cylindrical can

diameters range from 30 to 130 mm, with no obvious clustering (Figure 2.11). A great

variety of cans is represented in the assemblage.
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Other Metal Items

Many other metal objects were recovered from Fort Cummings (Appendix E), though none
were as numerous as nails or cans. Many of them are considered in some detail in

Chapter 3.

Faunal Remains

Laboratory analyses of faunal remains included separating identifiable from
unidentifiable material, the former consisting of bones and bone fragments that can
provide information on species, bone/body part, cut of meat, nature of processing,

amount of weathering, and so on; classifying the identifiable bones to the most specific

level possible; and counting and weighing the bones by provenience.

General observations regarding faunal remains are presented here. Data from both Fort

Cummings and Fort Fillmore are presented in Tables 2.14 and 2.15. This large sample
makes a much more detailed study possible in the future.

Taxonomy

The taxonomic placement of individual bones was accomplished with the greatest

precision possible. Often, only general taxonomic class was recognizable (e.g., mammal).
Other bones revealed evidence for a more precise classification (e.g., ungulate); still

others allowed actual species identification (e.g., Sus scrofa).

Bones were placed in 23 different categories of varying degrees of inclusiveness. The
most numerous of the 1,350 identifiable bones recovered from Fort Fillmore are ungulate

(676 bones or 50.1%; Table 2.15). In decreasing order of occurrence, significant numbers
of the remaining identifiable bones are mammal (241, or 17.8%), Aves (232, 17.2%), Bos

(116, 8.6%), fish (17, 1.2%), and Rodentia (13, 1.0%). The remaining 17 taxonomic
categories are represented by fewer than one percent of the sample, or not at all.

A similar number of identifiable bones (1,155) was recovered from across Fort Cummings
(Table 2.15; see Table 2.14 for taxonomic counts by location, which are not the focus of

this discussion). In this case, mammal is the most numerous (577, 49.9%) and ungulate

is second most numerous (371, 32.1%). Following are Aves (66, 5.7%), lagomorph (44,

3.8%), Lepus (2.8%), Rodentia (20, 1.7%), and Reptilia (1.7%). The remaining 16 taxonomic
categories are represented by fewer than one percent of the sample, or not at all.

The most interesting contrasts between the assemblages from Fillmore and Cummings
are (1) the presence of significant numbers of fish at Fillmore and their total absence at

Cummings, and (2) the presence of significant numbers of lagomorphs at Cummings
(including Lepus) and their relatively small number at Fillmore.

The fish are quite small and probably came from the Rio Grande, which is less than a

mile from Fort Fillmore. Whether the soldiers themselves caught the fish is unclear. They
might have been supplied by residents of nearby Mesilla or Dona Ana, contemporary
villages also near the river. Regardless, the fish are not considered to have been a major
part of the diet. No waterway is in the vicinity of Fort Cummings, nor was there any small

community nearby. Fish were probably not available to any degree at that outpost.
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Table 2.15. Total Fauna by Taxa: Forts Cummings and Fillmore

Fort Cummings Fort Fillmore

Number Percent Number Percent

Aves 66 5.7 232 17.2

Anatidae - 1 0.1

Columbidae 1 0.1 -

Gallus domesticus - 8 0.6

Meleagris gallopavo 1 0.1 2 0.1

Fish - 17 1.2

Gastropoda/snail - 1 0.1

Mammal 577 49.9 241 17.8

Carnivore/Canis 1 0.1 1 0.1

Lupus lupus 1 0.1 -

Lagomorph 44 3.8 5 0.4

Lepus 32 2.8 5 0.4

Rodentia 20 1.7 13 1.0

Ungulate 371 32.1 676 50.1

Bos 10 0.8 116 8.6

Capra - 1 0.1

Cervidae - 1 0.1

Equus caballus 1 0.1 -

Ovis - 2 0.1

Sus scrofa 10 0.8 12 0.8

Reptilia 20 1.7 1 0.1

Coluber constrictor - 10 0.7

Testudinata/turtle - 5 0.4

Total 1,155 99.8 1,350 100.0

It is also noteworthy that fully 20 of the 23 taxonomic categories are represented in the

faunal assemblage from Fort Fillmore, whereas only 14 are represented in the assemblage
from Fort Cummings. Thus, the Fillmore faunal remains exhibit greater taxonomic
diversity than do those from Cummings. This conclusion is underscored by the fact that

the types missing from Fillmore are doves/pigeons (Columbidae), wolf {Lupus lupus), and
horse (Equus caballus). None of these would have formed a large part of the diet, and
clearly horses were present at Fillmore, if not the other two types. They are just not

present among the recovered materials.

The types missing from Cummings include certain aquatic birds (Anatidae), chicken

(Gallus domesticus), fish of all kinds (as mentioned), shellfish (snail), goat (Capra),

deer/elk (Cervidae), sheep (Ovis), certain snakes (Coluber constrictor), and turtle

(Testudinata/turtle). The proximity of Fillmore to the Rio Grande explains why the aquatic

birds, shellfish, and turtle would occur there and not at Cummings, as was discussed

previously regarding fish. However, the chicken, goat, and sheep might very well have

been important for subsistence along the military frontier in general, and their absence

at Cummings might be better explained by social rather than environmental factors.

Specifically (and as alluded to with regard to fish) the proximity of Mesilla, Doha Ana, and
other villages might very well have made it possible for the soldiers at Fort Fillmore to
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Figure 2.13. Spring house at Cooks Spring, ca. 1882. The spring house was built by the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad in early 1882 over the spring 100 yards south of

Fort Cummings. Water for steam locomotives was piped nearly five miles to Florida

Station. Photo courtesy of the Arizona Historical Society Library, Neg. 24728.

acquire a greater variety of subsistence goods. In contrast, the relative isolation of Fort

Cummings narrowed the range of available food supplies (see Chapter 4).

Greater isolation necessitates greater effort in the transport of various food sources to

the soldiers. The relative ease of transporting various species might have played a role,

therefore, in the degree of taxonomic diversity present at the two forts. Specifically,

species deemed increasingly more difficult to move would be increasingly less likely to

appear at Cummings. This phenomena is more obvious when it comes to the age

distribution of animals represented by the two assemblages, however.

Age

A striking contrast emerges when we consider relative numbers of bones identified as

either from juvenile or adult animals. At both sites, just over 75% of the bones could
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not be so identified (Tables 2.16 and 2.17). However, at Fort Fillmore fully 17.4% of the

remainder (N = 236) are juvenile, while only 7.1% (N = 97) are adult. At Fort Cummings
the pattern is nearly opposite—only 6.7% are juvenile (N = 79) whereas 17.9% are adult

(N= 210).

As mentioned, this contrast is best explained by reference to the relatively greater

isolation of Cummings, and the resulting greater effort needed to move animals there.

Adult animals are relatively easy to move across long distances, while juveniles are

relatively difficult to move. This was especially true in the harsh, desert environment of

southern New Mexico and surrounding regions.

Butchering

Evidence of butchering was observed on 20.2% of the bones from Fillmore (N= 274) and

on 1 5.0% of the bones from Cummings (N= 1 76). Here again, a striking contrast between
the forts must be noted. At both sites very few bones show evidence of ax, knife, joint,

or other cuts (Table 2.17). Yet, fully 225 bones from Fort Fillmore show evidence that a

saw was used (16.6%) while only 37 show evidence that a cleaver was used (2.7%). The
pattern is again nearly opposite for the Cummings assemblage, with only 13 bones
indicating saw (1.1%) and 141 indicating cleaver (12.0%) use.

Butchering patterns can reflect food preparation and other dietary choices, and these are

often sensitive indicators of ethnic affiliation. The use of a cleaver, for example, suggests

the presence of Chinese workers or entrepreneurs, who often operated kitchens in

Western towns during this period. It is unclear how many Chinese immigrants might have

been at Fort Cummings, and it is even less clear what degree of influence they might have
had on food preparation strategies. Still, it is certain that no Chinese were at Fort

Fillmore, which was occupied well before any of these people reached the Southwest
(Staski 1985). Further, it is doubtful that even an indirect Chinese influence was possible

at Fillmore, though such indirect influence was likely at Cummings. Even if Chinese

immigrants were never actually present, or were only there in small numbers for short

periods of time, their influence was probably felt through certain attitudes and behaviors

of soldiers and civilians arriving from California (including members of the California

Column— see Miller 1982). The West Coast was where the Chinese (and Chinese culture)

were concentrated.

Use of Body Parts

Of course, all faunal analyses relating to social and economic realities depend on
knowledge of (or assumptions about) animal part utilization patterns. Unfortunately,

recognizing such patterns in the archaeological record is fraught with difficulties because
of its fragmentary and disturbed nature and given the complexity of animal skeletons.

Still, some attempt must be made to understand how various animal parts were used at

the forts, and how frequently these parts were used.

To accomplish this, a few taxonomic categories were selected for analysis based on
whether they met three criteria. First, they had to represent large animals whose parts

could be used in various discrete ways, and recognized as such. Second, they had to

represent animals of socioeconomic or (more specifically) subsistence importance to

people at the forts. Third, they had to be reflected in the assemblages by a significant
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Table 2.17.

Patterns

Total Faunal Counts, Forts Cummings and Fillmore: Age and Butchering

Fort Cummings Fort Fillmore

Number Percent Number Percent

AGE
Juvenile

Adult

Unknown

Total

79

210
884

1173

6.7

17.9

75.4

236
97

1025

1358

17.4

7.1

75.5

BUTCHERING
Saw
Ax
Knife

Cleaver

Joint

Other/Unknown
None Seen

Total

13

2

1

141

19

997

1173

1.1

0.2

0.1

12.0

1.6

84.9

225
3

4
37
1

4

1084

1358

16.6

0.2

0.3

2.7

0.1

0.3

79.8

number of individual bones. Only mammal, ungulate, and Bos meet all three criteria—the

last category is included because of its socioeconomic importance despite the fact that

only 0.8% of the total Cummings faunal assemblage is so identified. Mammal and
ungulate are, of course, general categories that might include species of little socio-

economic or subsistence importance, but these are assumed to be a distinct minority.

A total of 49 skeletal parts were identified and recorded during analysis of faunal

remains from both Fort Fillmore and Fort Cummings (see Table 2.18 for totals, which are

used in the following discussion. Appendix G presents comparable data for each Fort

Cummings location). Some could be recognized as general body parts only (longbone,

foot, joint, skull, vertebra, and flatbone). These were generally very fragmentary or

deteriorated, and more precise identification was impossible. Others could be recognized

with more precision (e.g., femur, fibula) because they were generally larger and less

deteriorated. Some of the categories overlap (e.g., longbone/epiphysis vs. joint/epiphysis).

Placing bones into these categories was a judgment call that depended on the relative

amount of each part observed on any individual bone.

A total of 1,038 bones from Fort Fillmore meet the criteria for analysis: 252 could be

identified as mammal (24.3%), 679 as ungulate (65.4%), and 107 as Bos (10.3%). There was
a similar number of eligible bones from Fort Cummings (N = 928): 558 mammal (60.1%

of this subsample), 360 ungulate (38.8%), and 10 Bos (1.1%) elements. The Fillmore

material was identified with greater precision because these bones were less fragmentary

and less deteriorated, in general.
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Table 2.18. Bone/Body Parts of Elements Identified as Mammal, Ungulate, and Bos: Fort

Cummings and Fort Fillmore totals

Fort Cummings Fort Fillmore

Mammal Ungulate Bos Total Mammal Ungulate Bos Total

Longbone 274 64 1 339 53 135 6 194

epiphysis 6 6 1 1 1 3

femur 18 5 1 24 9 6 1 16

fibula 3 2 5 1 1 2

humerus 3 2 2 7 2 1 3

radius 2 4 6 3 4 7

tibia 18 18 36 3 16 15 34

ubiotarsus 1 1

ulna 7 3 10 3 4 7

Foot 1 1

calcaneus 2 2 1 5 6 18 15 39
carpus 4 4

hoof 3 3

metacarpus 3 3 1 2 3

metapodial 8 27 35 6 22 28

metatarsus 3 6 2 11 2 2

phalange 4 19 23 7 14 5 26
talus 1 1 10 23 33

tarsus 2 5 7 11 119 13 143

Joint 1 1

carpus 5 9 14
epiphysis 31 14 45 16 59 2 77

fulcrum

patella 1 1 1 1

sesamoid 2 2 1 5 1 7

tarsus 9 9 1 1

tibiotarsus

Skull 7 5 12

cranium

mandible 8 2 10 5 10 15

premaxilla 1 1

premax-cranium
tooth 3 31 2 36 2 18 20

Vertebra 30 9 39 15 66 5 86
atlas 2 1 3 1 1 2

cervical 9 4 13 2 2

coccyx 3 3

epiphysis 2 2 19 19
lumbar 8 1 9 5 2 7

thoracic 6 8 14 6 5 2 13

Flatbone 7 7 5 14 1 20
menubrium 1 1

rib 48 86 134 48 79 15 142
Shoulder coracoid

scapula 17 10 27 14 24 2 40
Pelvic acetabulum

ilium

pelvis 8 3 11 18 12 30
sacrum 12 2 14 3 6 9

Total 558 360 10 928 252 679 107 1,038
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Table 2.19. Percentages of Bone/Body Parts in Forts Cummings and Fillmore Assemblages

Fort Fort

Cummings Fillmore Difference

Longbone 36.5 18.7 17.8

epiphysis 0.6 0.3 0.3

femur 2.6 1.5 1.1

fibula 0.5 0.2 0.3

humerus 0.7 0.3 0.4

radius 0.6 0.7 -0.1

tibia 3.9 3.3 0.6

tibiotarsus 0.1 -0.1

ulna 1.1 0.7 0.4

Foot 0.1 0.1

calcaneus 0.5 3.7 -3.2

carpus 0.4 -0.4

hoof 0.3 0.3

metacarpus 0.3 0.3

metapodial 3.8 2.7 1.1

metatarsus 1.2 0.2 1.0

phalange 2.5 2.5

talus 0.1 3,2 -3.1

tarsus 0.7 13.8 13.1

Joint 0.1 0.1

carpus 1.5 1.5

epiphysis 4.8 7.4 -2.6

fulcrum

patella 0.1 0.1

sesamoid 0.2 0.7 -0.5

tarsus 1.0 0.1 0.9

tibiotarsus

Skull 1.3 1.3

cranium
mandible 1.1 1.4 -0.3

premaxilla 0.1 -0.1

premax-cranium
tooth 3.9 1.9 2.0

Vertebra 4.2 8.3 -4.1

atlas 0.3 0.2 0.1

cervical 1.4 0.2 1.2

coccyx 0.3 0.3

epiphysis 0.2 1.8 - 1.6

lumbar 1.0 0.7 0.3

thoracic 1.5 1.2 0.3

Flatbone 0.7 1.9 - 1.2

menubrium 0.1 -0.1

rib 12.9 13.7 -0.8

Shoulder coracoid

scapula 2.9 3.8 -0.9

Pelvic acetabulum
ilium

pelvis 1.2 2.9 - 1.7

sacrum 1.5 0.9 0.6
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Counts of each skeletal part represented within each of the three taxonomic categories

are presented in Table 2.18. Totals of each skeletal part represented within each of the

three categories are also given, and percentages for both Fort Fillmore and Fort

Cummings are presented and compared in Table 2.19. Percentages, and not absolute

numbers, are the proper units of comparison. The most informative column is that

showing the differences in percentages between the two forts.

The largest of these differences in percentages is found with the general skeletal part

termed "longbone." Fully 36.5% of the eligible bones from Fort Cummings have been

identified as longbones, while only 18.7% of the eligible bones from Fort Fillmore have

been so identified. Thus, the difference in percentages is 17.8. Other, more precise

longbone categories (e.g., longbone/epiphysis, femur) exhibit nowhere near this degree

of difference. Indeed, this is the case with most of the skeletal parts represented in the

assemblages (see below). The remaining longbone categories exhibit differences that

range from only 0.1 to only 1.1.

Foot bones show a pattern similar to that of longbones, with the precise category "tarsus"

exhibiting a very large difference (13.1) and the other categories exhibiting little

difference (ranging from 3.2 to 0). In this case, however, the greater relative amount is

from Fillmore (13.8% of the eligible bones) and the smaller relative amount is from
Cummings (only 0.7% of the eligible bones).

All of the various joint bones show relatively little in the way of percent differences

between the forts. These differences range from 2.6 to 0. The same can be said for the

various skull bones (differences ranging from 2.0 to 0), vertebral bones (differences

ranging from 4.1 to 0.1), and other axial bones (differences ranging from 1.7 to 0). Thus,

the onlybone parts identified during analysis to show notable differences in percentages

of occurrence at the two forts are longbones and tarsus bones. And, as mentioned, the

former is relatively more numerous at Fort Cummings, while the latter is relatively more
numerous at Fort Fillmore.

Explaining these patterns is not possible at the present time. At first glance, the pattern

would seem to run contrary to the fact that Cummings was more isolated than Fillmore.

This observation is based on the assumption that longbones represent body parts of

greater socioeconomic value than the body parts represented by foot bones. Parts of

greater value would be used everywhere, while parts of little value would only be used
in isolated locales where supply was uncertain. This question could be addressed during

future research, which should also include more sophisticated analysis of factors such
as biomass and subsistence support.

Architectural Remains

Relatively few removable architectural remains were noted, and even fewer were collected.

These cataloged items consist of adobe fragments, brick fragments, pieces of cement and
concrete, mortar chunks, plaster, slate, and shaped stone. Pieces of window trimming and
possible shingles were collected and catalogued as well, along with other wood items. All

recovered wood has been treated with a PVA solution to preserve it. These wooden
materials are discussed in the miscellaneous artifact class (see below).
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Table 2.20. Architectural Remains (weight in g)

Main Hyatt Trash Stage Spring

Fort Land Dump Station House Corral Total

Adobe 6838.3 290.7 7129.0

Brick 19215.3 4175.5 689.6 24080.4
Cement 4115.2 4115.2

Concrete 631.5 631.5

Mortar 3329.5 1441.2 348.7 270.8 5390.2

Plaster 915.5 2.5 926.0

Slate 25.8 25.8

Stone 1903.8 818.1 1008.4 3730.3

Total 36974.9 6728.0 1008.4 1046.3 270.8 46028.4

The judgmental sampling strategy was based on whether taking a sample was feasible

and whether the material exhibited diagnostic attributes. Thus, the amount of material

recovered from each provenience is not necessarily an accurate measure of the amount
present at the site. Still, some interesting general observations regarding architectural

remains are possible (see Table 2.20 for the relevant data).

Of the 46,028.4 g of architectural remains recovered from Fort Cummings, fully 24,080.4

g is brick (52.3%; but note that brick is relatively heavy, easy to collect, and often

identifiable). Adobe accounts for 7,129.0 g (15.5%), mortar 5,390.2 g (11.7%), cement
4,115.2 g (8.9%), shaped stone 3,730.3 g (8.1%), plaster 926.0 g (2.0%), concrete 631.5 g
(1.4%), and slate merely 25.8 g (less than 0.1%).

The vast majority was recorded from the main fort (36,974.9 g, or 80.3%), which is to be

expected. Much less was recovered from Hyatt land (6,728.0 g, or 14.6%), not because few
architectural features are located there but rather because of the placement of most
excavation units away from structures. Even less was recovered from the stage station

(1,046.3 g, 2.3%), where the original structures were rather small and few remains were

observed; the trash dump (1,008.4 g, 2.2%), where no structure was located; and the

spring house (270.8 g, 0.6%). No architectural remains were recorded at the corral.

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous materials do not neatly fit into any other artifact class. Those treated

quantitatively include charcoal, coal, wood, and slag (Tables 2.21 and 2.22 and Appendix
H). Other miscellaneous materials, not easily placed into discrete categories and counted,

include leather goods, cloth items, and plastic artifacts. Certain highly diagnostic

materials, like buttons, are treated separately below.

Quantifiable Miscellaneous Materials

A grand total of 27,885.3 g of quantifiable miscellaneous materials was recovered from
Fort Cummings (Table 2.21). Of this amount, fully 19,183.3 g are wood (68.8%), 4,473.6

g are charcoal (16.0%), 3,263.3 g are coal (11.7%), and only 965.1 g are slag (3.5%).
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Table 2.21. Miscellaneous Remains (weight in g)

Charcoal Coal Wood Slag Total

Main Fort 3396.0 1418.7 17976.5 949.9 23741.1

Hyatt Land 84.6 440.4 725.8 1250.8

Trash Dump 193.3 163.9 7.0 364.2

Stage Station 222.3 4.7 25.2 252.2

Spring House 571.8 1233.9 401.3 15.2 2222.2

Corral 5.6 1.7 47.5 54.8

Total 4473.6 3263.3 19183.3 965.1 27885.3

Table 2.22. Structural/Architectural Wood Remains

Main Hyatt Trash Stage Spring

Fort Land Dump Station House Corral Total

Shingle 1046 1 18 1065

Slat 66 66
Board 97 1 3 37 138

Floorboard 1 1 2

Windowframe 2 2

Stake 1 1

Block 24 24
Moulding 2 2

Total 1213 2 3 82 1300

Understandably, most of this material was recovered from the main fort (23,741.1 g,

85.1%). Less came from the spring house (2,222.2 g, 7.9%), Hyatt land (1,250.8 g, 4.5%),

trash dump (364.2 g, 1.3%), stage station (252.2 g, 0.9%) and corral (only 54.8 g, 0.2%).

Some of the cut wood falls into a number of recognizable types (Appendix H and Table

2.22). Of 1,300 pieces, shingles are the most numerous (1,065, 81.9%). In addition, there

are recognizable boards (138, 10.6%), slats (66, 5.1%), wooden blocks (24, 1.8%); two each
of floorboard, window frame, and molding; and a single wooden stake (all less than 1%).

Not surprisingly, most of this cut wood was recovered from the main fort (1,213 pieces,

93.3%). Fewer pieces were found at the spring house (82, 6.3%), and just a handful from
the trash dump (3, 0.2%) and Hyatt land (2, 0.1%). None was recovered from the stage

station or the corral.

Traces of paint were observed on 812 pieces of cut wood (Appendix H). A total of 790
shingles and two slats exhibit red paint. No other color was observed on either of these

types. Also, the two window frames and eight of the boards exhibit white paint. No other
color was observed on these types either, though at least three unidentifiable pieces have
evidence of green paint and at least three have evidence of blue paint. All painted cut

wood was recovered from the main fort. Although paint color can be clearly associated
with type of wood cut, it appears to exhibit no spatial patterning within this site location.
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Figure 2.14. Company A, Apache Indian scouts, Fort Cummings 1881, with Albert Sterling,

Lt. Charles W. Taylor, and H. W. Daly, packmaster (who donated the photo to the National

Archives, Neg. lll-SC-87756). The Army Act of 1866 provided for the enlistment of 1000
Indian scouts. The period of enlistment was usually six months. If less, the scouts had to

supply their own horse and other equipment. Scout uniforms were a mixture of native and
military clothing. General George Crook made Apache scouts in his command wear red

headbands to distinguish them from the Apaches being pursued (Reedstrom 1990:89;

Steffen 1978:95). Photo loaned by Donald H. Couchman to the BLM for reproduction.

Dimensions of cut wood types were taken whenever possible. This analysis was
problematic. Often, the type could be recognized but accurate measurements of

dimensions could not be taken because the wood pieces were worn or broken (see "?"

symbols, Appendix H). It nevertheless appears that shingles, slats, and boards (the types

numerous enough in the assemblage to warrant analysis here) were produced in a wide

variety of sizes. Uniformity in length, width, and thickness is nearly nonexistent.

Other Miscellaneous Materials

This category includes all those materials that could not be easily placed into any other

artifact class and that also could not be usefully quantified for comparative purposes (see

Appendix I). The material types are cloth (including burlap), cork, leather, organic remains

(plant and animal remains besides bone but including eggshell), paper, plastic, rubber,

and string. Also included are specialty ceramic, glass, metal, and wood items (e.g., doll

pieces, tool handles, etc.).
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Cloth and leather items are the only ones in this group that occur in sufficient numbers

to be discussed generally across site locations. Still, both materials tended to become
contaminated with dirt while in the archaeological record, so relative weights of the

assemblages must be interpreted with caution. Similarly, both materials are easily torn

into a greater number of smaller pieces. Thus, numbers of pieces represented in the

collections are also of questionable informative value.

Nevertheless, the available data are presented as follows. A total of 213 cloth fragments

were recovered from the site, 148 of which are burlap fragments (Appendix I). Together,

these weigh 1,528.4 g. With the exception of three fragments (weighing 0.3 g) recovered

from Hyatt land, all of the cloth was recovered from the main fort. Besides burlap, cloth

fragments exhibit a variety of colors, including black, blue, dark (navy) blue, dark brown,

pink, red, and yellow/green. The only fabric that was identified is cotton.

A total of 209 leather fragments were recovered (740.3 g; Appendix I). As with cloth, most
came from the main fort (141 pieces weighing 496.3 g; 67.5% and 67.0%, respectively).

Hyatt land yielded 55 leather pieces weighing 158.1 g (26.3% and 21.3%), the trash dump
12 pieces weighing 85.8 g (5.7% and 11.6%) and the spring house merely one piece

weighing 0.1 g (0.4% and 0.1%). Identifiable leather pieces include one complete adult's

shoe, one complete child's shoe, 57 shoe fragments, three woman's shoe fragments, eight

boot fragments, and two shoelace aglets. In addition, nine leather straps, fifteen thin

leather strips, one spiral-cut fragment, one rosette, and one belt were found. Most if not

all of these items are identifiable as horse trappings.

Seven specialty ceramic items are most likely fragments of children's toys. These were
recognized as representing a toy dish, a toy plate, a doll, a doll arm, a doll face, and a

ceramic elephant's foot. All but one of these items were found on Hyatt land, at 111N-13E
and 133N-1 5E (Feature 68). The remaining item was located at the spring house, at 0N-0E.

The only other items that might be associated with children are the shoe, mentioned
above, found at 14N-22W (main fort), and two safety pins found at 111N-13E (Hyatt land).

The only items that might be associated with women are the three shoe fragments
mentioned previously as well, all found at 10N-28W (main fort), a coin purse handle
found at 12N-30W (main fort), and a thimble found at 16N-24E (trash dump).

There is no question that some women and children were at Fort Cummings at various

times, though the low number of items clearly indicating their presence makes further

obvious analysis impossible. Perhaps a more "structural" interpretation of the role of

women at Cummings will be possible at some future time (cf. Clements 1993).

Buttons

A grand total of 144 buttons of various sizes and materials were recovered from Fort

Cummings (Appendix J and Table 2.23). Sixty-five (45.1%) came from the main fort, 34
(23.6%) from Hyatt land, 32 (22.2) from the trash dump, 10 (6.9%), from the stage station,

and 3 (2.1%) from the spring house. None were recovered from the corral.

Nonmilitary metal buttons (those not showing any clear signs of military association) are

the most numerous (72, or 50.0%). Next are military metal buttons (17, 11.8%) and then
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Figure 2.15. Two of the most common makers' names stamped on the back of the buttons

were Horstmann Brothers and Scovills, both of which were found on buttons in the Fort

Cummings assemblage (illustrations by Joanna Wilson, from Gillio et al. 1980:30, Fig. 8).

shell and composite buttons (11 individual artifacts each, or 7.6%). Pearl (7), glass (5),

plastic (5), ivory (4), ceramic (3), bone (2), and rubber (1) buttons make up the rest of the

assemblage. Analysis of button size and other particular aspects of form might make it

possible to identify specific functions (e.g., parts of clothing to which the various buttons

were once attached; see Gerow 1991).

Table 2.23. Buttons

Main Hyatt Trash Stage Spring

Fort Land Dump Station House Corral Total

Bone 1 1 2

Ceramic 2 1 3

Glass 3 1 1 5

Ivory 4 4

Metal/Military 9 1 4 3 17

Metal/Other 29 21 16 5 1 72

Pearl 2 4 1 . 7

Plastic 3 1 1 5

Rubber 1 1

Shell 3 8 11

Composite 9 1 1 11

Unknown 4 1 1 6

Total 65 34 32 10 3 144
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Table 2.24. Munitions

Main
Fort

Hyatt

Land
Trash

Dump
Stage

Station

Spring

House Corral Total

Blasting Cap
Bullet 8

5

1

5

9

Lead Bullet 14 1 4 1 20
Cartridge Case
Percussion Cap
Shell

86
4

12

2

1

1

26

2

5 130
7

2

Shell Base 2 2

Shell Head Casing 1 2 3

Total 115 23 1 1 32 6 178

Munitions

The number of munitions artifacts recovered from Fort Cummings (Appendix K, Tables

2.24 and 2.25) is surprisingly small (N= 178), especially when compared with the amount
recovered from Fort Fillmore (N = 368; Staski and Johnston 1992:68-69). Since the

recovery of munitions artifacts was neither deemphasized nor ignored during these

projects, no obvious explanation for this discrepancy comes to mind.

Most of the munitions artifacts from Fort Cummings came from the main fort (115,

64.6%). Fewer were recovered from the spring house (32, 17.9%), Hyatt land (23, 12.9%),

and the corral (6, 3.4%). Both the trash dump and the stage station yielded only one
munitions artifact each (0.6% for each location).

By far the most numerous of the munitions artifacts are cartridge cases (130, 73.0%). This

finding is similar to what Herskovitz discovered at Fort Bowie, where many more
munitions of all kinds were recovered. There, 1,965 of the total 2,850 munitions artifacts

were recorded as cartridge cases, which is 68.9% of the assemblage (Herskovitz 1978:47).

Cartridge case sizes observed at Fort Cummings range from .22 through .56 caliber, again

similar to the Fort Bowie collection (Herskovitz 1978:47; see Table 2.25). Additionally,

both assemblages exhibit a variety of headstamps and suggest activities both during and
after the occupation of the fort.

Besides cartridge cases, munitions artifacts consist of bullets (20, or 11.2% of the total

assemblage), lead bullets (9, 5.1%), percussion caps (7, 3.9%), blasting caps (5, 2.8%), shell

head casings (3, 1.7%), shells (2, 1.1%), and shell bases (2, 1.1%). More detailed analyses

of all munitions are continuing, and results will be reported at some future time.

Lithic Artifacts

A surprisingly large number of lithic artifacts was recovered from the site. Examination
of this material suggests repeated use of the Fort Cummings area through an extended
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Table 2.25. Cartridge Cases

Main Hyatt Trash Stage Spring

Fort Land Dump Station House Corral Total

unknown 19 5 18 4 46
unident. centerfire 2 2

unident. rimfire 3 3

unident. long centerfire 1 1

22 6 3 9

22 long 1 1

22 short 7 1 8

22 rimfire 15 15

22 long rimfire 11 11

22 short rimfire 5 2 7

30 centerfire 1 1

32 1 1

38 1 2 1 4

38 centerfire 1 2 3

38 long centerfire 1 1

41 centerfire 1 1

44 1 1 2

44 centerfire 2 2

44 rimfire 1 1

45 1 1 2

45 centerfire 6 1 7

45 long centerfire 1 1

56 rimfire 1 1

Total 86 12 1 26 5 130

period of time. The proximity of Cooks Spring encouraged frequent visits both pre-

historically and historically.

Initial Analysis

A number of attributes were recorded for each artifact recovered during the 1989 field

season, including material type, weight, reduction stage, platform type, presence or

absence of lipping, and utilization. Data are presented by location (Tables 2.26-2.30).

Materials were classified as igneous (obsidian, rhyolite, andesite, basalt), sedimentary

(chert, chalcedony, quartz), or metamorphic (silicified sandstone, siltstone). Primary

flakes lack flake scars on the dorsal surface. Secondary flakes have some cortex removed
from the dorsal surface. Tertiary flakes have no cortex on the dorsal surface.

The lithic material was analyzed by Gail Bockley-Fisher. Additional analysis was
conducted by Francisco Escobedo. Various archaeologists contributed their expertise,

including Timothy F. Lawton (Earth Sciences, NMSU), Neal Ackerly (formerly at the Center

for Anthropological Research, NMSU), Michael Mallouf (formerly at BLM Mimbres Resource
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Figure 2.16. Unidentified soldier, Civil War era. This photograph gives a detailed view of

the full uniform, including such accouterments as the carbine sling and saber. Courtesy

of the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 88580.

Area), Joseph P. Martin (formerly at BLM Caballo Resource Area), Pam Smith (BLM Las

Cruces District), David T. Kirkpatrick (Human Systems Research), and Pat Beckett (COAS).

By count, 13% of the lithic artifacts recovered in 1989 came from the main fort, 12% from
the stage station, 52% from the trash dump, and 23% from the spring house (percentages

are rounded to the nearest whole number). Considering the number and placement of
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Table 2.26. Initial Analysis of Lithic Artifacts: All Locations

(1989 field season only)

Number Percent

Material Type Sedimentary

Igneous

Metamorphic

281

115

21

67
28

5

Utilization Utilized

Nonutilized

Core

Biface*

82

297
21

17

20
71

5

4

Reduction Stage Primary

Secondary
Tertiary

23

104
290

6

25

69

* Projectile points were excluded from this analysis.

Results of chi-square tests:

Utilization and material type, %
2 = 366.9, df = 6, p = 1.0

Reduction and material type, x
2 = 199.4, df = 4, p = 1.0

Reduction and utilization, %
2 = 485.3, df = 6, p = 1.0

Note: Because of the abundance of zero-cells, %
2 goodness-of-

fit tests cannot be used for comparing data between locations

and levels.

units excavated during that first year of field work, lithic artifacts were relatively scarce

at the main fort, stage station, and trash dump (21 total units) and relatively abundant
at the spring house (1 unit). Significant mixing of materials was also observed at the

spring house (unit 0N-0E). Found there were points, other tools, and debitage dating from
the Paleoindian, early Archaic, late Archaic/Formative, and late Formative/Apache
periods. Clearly, the proximity of the spring has allowed nearly continuous occupation

of the immediate area for several thousand years.

The lithic material analyzed during this initial analysis can be summarized as follows:

1. Main Fort. No statistically significant relationships were noted (Table 2.27). No
primary flakes were recovered, although three cores (two of chert and one of rhyolite)

were found. No bifaces or formal tools were seen.

2. Stage Station. The relationships between utilization and material type, and between
utilization and level, appear to be statistically significant (Table 2.28). Only 32% of all

stage station material is utilized, though 94% of it consists of sedimentary precipitates.

Perhaps more important, fully 54% of Level 2 materials was utilized, which is surprising

since many of the projectile points and scrapers appear to have been resharpened and
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Table 2.27. Initial Analysis of Lithic Artifacts: Main Fort

(1989 field season only)

Number Percent

Material Type Sedimentary
Igneous

Metamorphic

38

15

1

70

28

2

Utilization Utilized

Nonutilized

Core

Biface*

10

41

3

18

76

6

Reduction Stage Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

14

40
26
74

Occurrence by Level Surface

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

1

45

7

1

2

83

13

2

* Projectile points were excluded from this analysis.

Results of chi-square tests:

Utilization and material type, %
2 = 1.3, df = 4, p = 0.13

Reduction and material type, %
2 = 4.2, df = 2, p = 0.87

Reduction and utilization, %
2 = 1.6, df = 2, p = 0.55

Level and material type, %
2 = 8.2, df = 6, p = 0.77

Level and utilization, %
2 = 8.5, df = 6, p = 0.79

Level and reduction, %
2 = 1.8, df = 3, p = 0.38

reused frequently. Whereas the frequency of materials and reduction stages from Levels

1 and 2 are very similar, the significant differences in frequency of utilization might
reflect a temporal or functional distinction.

3. Trash Dump. Here, the relationship between reduction stage and material type is

statistically significant (Table 2.29). Only 18% and 20% of sedimentary and metamorphic
material (respectively) is tertiary, while 93% of the igneous material is tertiary. At the

same time, nearly 78% of all lithic artifacts at the trash dump is tertiary. Sedimentary and
metamorphic materials thus constitutes a disproportionately high percentage of primary
and secondary flakes.

There is also a statistically significant relationship between level and material type.

Fifty-six percent of all lithic artifacts were recovered from Level 1. Sixty-one percent of

these are sedimentary precipitates. In Level 2, the frequency of sedimentary precipitates
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Table 2.28. Initial Analysis of Lithic Artifacts: Stage Station

(1989 field season only)

Number Percent

Material Type Sedimentary
Igneous

Metamorphic

50
1

2

94
2

4

Utilization Utilized

Nonutilized

Core

Biface*

17

32

2

2

32

60
4

4

Reduction Stage Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

6

17

30

11

32

57

Occurrence by Level Surface

Level 1

Level 2

1

28

24

2

53

45

* Projectile points were excluded from this analysis.

Results of chi-square tests:

Utilization and material type, %
2 = 26.3, df = 6, p = 0.99

Reduction and material type, %
2 = 4.8, df = 4, p = 0.69

Reduction and utilization, %
2 = 3.6, df = 6, p = 0.27

Level and material type, x
2 = 0.9, df = 4, p = 0.08

Level and utilization, %
2 = 14.4, df = 6, p = 0.97

Level and reduction, %
2 = 4.6, df = 4, p = 0.66

drops to 13%, and it remains there through Levels 3 and 4. The frequency drops again to

only 4% in Level 5. The relationship between level and utilization remains stable, as does

the relationship between level and reduction stage.

4. Spring House. The relationship between level and utilization in the single unit

excavated at the spring house appears to be statistically significant (Table 2.30). Most of

the cores from this location were recovered from Level 1. In addition, although the

highest frequency is from Level 3, the lithic artifacts from this level exhibit the lowest

frequency of utilization.

Several projectile points from spring house unit 0N-0E deserve special mention. One late

Formative/Apache point was made from obsidian. It has a straight base and rounded
shoulders. Approximately half of the point is missing, making positive stylistic

identification difficult. Still, it has been assigned to the AD 1300-1700 period, based on
the amount of hydration visible.
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Table 2.29. Initial Analysis of lithic Artifacts: Trash Dump
(1989 field season only)

Number Percent

Material Type Sedimentary 131 61

Igneous 68 31

Metamorphic 17 8

Utilization Utilized 45 21

Nonutilized 155 72

Core 7 3

Biface* 9 4

Reduction Stage Primary 14 6

Secondary 34 16

Tertiary 168 78

Occurrence by Level Surface 3 1

Level 1 121 57
Level 2 28 13

Level 3 28 13

Level 4 27 13

Level 5 9 4

* Projectile points were excluded from this analysis.

Results of chi-square tests:

Utilization and material type, x
2 = 4.8, df = 6, p = 0.43

Reduction and material type, %
2 = 13.2, df = 4, p = 0.98

Reduction and utilization, %
2 = 7.4, df = 6, p = 0.71

Level and material type, %
2 = 25.4, df = 10, p = 0.99

Level and utilization, %
2 = 19.1, df = 15, p = 0.79

Level and reduction, %
2 = 12.0, df = 10, p = 0.71

A second late Formative/Apache point is similar to the first, except that it is smaller and
more refined. The base is slightly concave and the shoulders are rounded. Again, a good
portion of the point is missing, though a ca. AD 1000-1300 date of manufacture is

suspected.

A late Archaic/Formative point made of rhyolite was also found. The base is concave,

there are no shoulders, and the blade is slightly convex. The stem is very slightly

expanding. The blade is ground, notched, and serrated. The point has been dated to ca.

AD 500-1200.

An early Archaic point was also made of rhyolite. The base is concave and the shoulders

are weakly oblique—less than 70-90°. The blade is slightly convex. The stem and base are

ground. The blade is serrated. It has been identified as a Jay point, dating to ca.

7200-5000 BC.
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Table 2.30. Initial Analysis of Lithic Artifacts: Spring House
(1989 field season only)

Number Percent

Material Type Sedimentary
Igneous

Metamorphic

62

31

1

66
33
1

Utilization Utilized

Nonutilized

Core

Biface*

10

69
9

6

11

73

10

6

Reduction Stage Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

3

39
52

3

42
55

Occurrence by Level Surface

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

23

18

53

25

19

56

* Projectile points were excluded from this analysis.

Results of chi-square tests:

Utilization and material type, %
2 = 18.4, df = 6, p = 0.99f

Reduction and material type, %
2 = 2.5, df = 4, p = 0.36

Reduction and utilization, x
2 = 9.5, df = 6, p = 0.85

Level and material type, x
2 = 2.3, df = 4, p = 0.31

Level and utilization, x
2 = 20.7, df = 6, p = 0.99

Level and reduction, x
2 = 3.2, df = 4, p = 0.47

t Cell sizes too small for accurate result.

A rhyolite Paleoindian point has been identified as Midland (ca. 8000 BC), similar to

Folsom but thinner and unfluted. The base is slightly concave and the stem is straight

to expanding. The point lacks shoulders. Stem and base are ground; the blade is serrated.

Final Analysis

Complete lithic analysis of a sample of the lithic materials recovered during the 1990 and
1991 field seasons was conducted by Edward Schneider. All lithic artifacts recovered

during 1992 were cataloged in a comparable fashion by William Russell. Lithic attributes

recorded for these analyses include artifact types, material types, textures, condition/

portion represented, dimensions/measurements, platform types, and cortex present.

1. Artifact Types (Table 2.31). A core is the parent material from which flakes were

detached. An artifact was classified as a core if it exhibited negative flake scars. Flakes
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Table 2.31. lithic Artifact Attributes (1990-1992)

Main Fort Spring House Corral

Total
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Artifact Type

Biface 9 1.3 4 0.3 13

Core 29 3.7 11 1.0 40
Core Tool 2 0.2 1 1.4 3 0.2 6

Flake 657 84.0 47 67.1 941 85.6 1645

Flake Core 6 0.7 8 0.7 14

Flake Tool 34 4.3 7 10.0 30 2.7 71

Groundstone 1 0.1 1 1.4 1 0.1 3

Hammerstone 1 0.1 1

Projectile Point 2 0.2 1 1.4 7 0.6 10

Shatter 41 5.2 14 20.0 95 8.6 150

Total 782 70 1099 1951

Material Types

Andesite 4 0.5 4

Basalt 17 2.1 3 4.2 21 1.9 41

Chalcedony 240 30.6 19 27.1 343 31.2 602

Chert 427 54.6 42 60.0 676 61.5 1145

Dolomite 1 0.1 1

Granite 1 0.1 1

Obsidian 15 1.9 13 1.1 28
Quartz 4 0.5 1 0.1 5

Quartzite 10 1.2 2 2.8 5 0.4 17

Rhyolite 63 8.0 4 5.7 40 3.6 107

Total 782 70 1099 1951

Material Texture

Glassy 15 1.9 9 0.8 24

Glossy 28 3.5 3 5.0 63 6.1 94
Fine 554 70.8 34 56.6 721 70.2 1309
Medium 158 20.2 20 33.3 210 20.4 388
Coarse 21 2.6 3 5.0 22 2.6 46
Grainy 6 0.7 1 0.1 7

Total 782 60 1026 1868

Condition

Whole 539 68.9 48 80.0 704 68.6 1291
Partial 243 31.1 12 20.0 322 31.4 577

Total 782 60 1026 1868
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exhibit one or more of the following attributes: platform or bulb of percussion; eraillure

scars, fissures, or Wallner lines; and hinge, step, or feather terminations. Flake cores

retain evidence of a release surface. Flake tools are any artifacts that retain one or more
flake attributes and exhibit use-wear on one or more edges. Core tools are any cores that

exhibit use-wear on one or more edges. Shatter are specimens that have neither negative

flake scars nor any of the flake attributes but are obviously the result of the knapping
process. Bifaces are defined as specimens with fully invasive bifacial flaking over one or

more surfaces. Projectile points are bifaces characterized by their distinctive shape.

2. Material Types. A type collection was used to identify the rocks represented in the

assemblage. All recognized material types—andesite, basalt, chalcedony, chert, dolomite,

obsidian, quartz, quartzite, and rhyolite—are locally available in Cooks Canyon or in the

nearby Florida Mountains. However, an intensive geologic survey would be necessary to

compare lithic availability.

The distinction between chert and rhyolite was often problematic. Fine-grained rhyolites

exist in the area as well as coarser-grained cherts. When in doubt, analysts classified

those rocks without inclusions (whether fine- or coarse-grained) as chert.

3. Textures. Since finer-grained materials exhibit more predictable fracture patterns,

artifacts were analyzed to determine whether prehistoric knappers were purposefully

selecting stones based on their texture. To determine texture, the rock was examined for

inclusions or phenocrysts. When neither were present, the flakability of the stone was
determined. The following classes of texture were recorded: glassy (used only for

glasslike obsidians), glossy, fine, medium, coarse, and grainy (used for rocks containing

large phenocrysts). Category assignments were made subjectively since many different

grades of the finer-grained materials were noted. Therefore, this attribute should not be
used for interassemblage comparisons.

4. Condition/Portion. A distinction was made between whole and broken (partial) lithic

artifacts. If the bulb and/or platform was missing, a flake was classified as partial. The
dimensions of only whole artifacts were measured.

5. Dimensions/Measurements (Table 2.32). Measurements for length, width, and thick-

ness are important indicators of lithic technologies. An abundance of small flakes might

reflect intensive reduction as a by-product of tool manufacture, whereas larger flakes may
result from only partial core reduction. Length was measured perpendicular to the

striking platform, width was measured perpendicular to the length, and thickness was
measured perpendicular to the resulting plane, at the thickest point (often located at the

striking platform). All measurements are in millimeters.

6. Platform Types (Table 2.33). Platform preparation is an integral part of formalized

core technologies. The more formal the technology, the more effort was expended in

preparing the platform. The two most formal types, faceted and ground, did not occur.

The types of platforms observed include cortex and flake scar, and often no platform was
seen at all (missing).

7. Cortex. The amount of cortex on the dorsal side of flakes is another indicator of the

degree of core reduction. The traditional debitage categories of primary, secondary, and
tertiary flakes reflect the sequence of flake removal. Although these categories were used
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Table 2.32. Lithic Artifacts: Dimensions (1990-1992)

Measurements
(mm)

Main Fort Spring House Corral

Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean

Length

Width
Thickness

7-68

7-94
1-42

21.8"

19.0*

5.7"

13-69
10-46
1-23

28.3

24.5

6.3

5-59
4-51
1-31

17.2

15.7

4.0

* 1992 data not included

during initial analysis (see above), more objective categories were used in subsequent
analyses (percentage of cortex remaining: 0%, 1-20%, 21-40%, 41-60%, 61-80%, and
81-K

In his analysis of the lithic artifacts recovered during 1990 and 1991, Schneider recorded
a number of additional attributes that Russell did not record for the lithic materials

recovered in 1992. These attributes are dorsal flake pattern, core flake pattern, number
of platforms, and number of utilized edges. Schneider's collection totaled exactly 1700
artifacts (1697 chipped stone, 2 ground stone, and 1 hammerstone).

8. Dorsal Flake Patterns. The pattern of flake removal from the dorsal surface indicates

specific reduction techniques (i.e., formal vs. expedient core technologies). For example,
a converging pattern indicates biface reduction whereas unifacial or bi/multifacial

patterns may result from less standardized technologies.

9. Core Flake Patterns. The sequence in which flakes are removed from a core also

indicates either a formal or an expedient technology. Many formal core technologies

shape the core in a way that will maximize the size and edge length of the flakes

removed. Expedient cores tend to exhibit "opportunistic" flake removal.

10. Number of Platforms. This category is also supposed to indicate knapping
technologies. It was not found to be a particularly informative attribute. Two of the 1,697
flakes had two platforms (probably the result of the natural fracture patterns in the

rocks). The other flakes either had one or no platform, depending on whether they were
whole or partial flakes.

11. Number of Utilized Edges. Although other attribute categories concern tool

manufacture, utilization is a direct indicator of tool use. Since Fort Cummings was built

very near (and even possibly partially over) the remains of prehistoric activities, many of

these remains were damaged and in other ways impacted by activities at the fort. There
is a good chance that many lithic artifacts were trampled, and trampling can easily be
misinterpreted as use-wear. With this caveat in mind, a lOx hand lens was used to

determine the presence of utilization. Results are shown in the last section of Table 2.33.
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Table 2.33. Lithic Artifact Attributes (1990-1992)

Main Fort Spring House Corral

Total
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Platform Types

Cortex

Flake Scar

Missing

Total

45
444
225

714

6.3

62.2

31.5

7

42
7

56

12.5

75.0

12.5

49
652
235

936

5.2

69.6

25.1

101

1138
467

1706

Presence of Cortex

0%
1-20%
21-40%
41-60%
61-80%
81-100%

Total

518

74

45
18

23

45

723

71.6

10.2

6.2

2.5

3.2

6.2

44
3

3

3

1

2

56

78.5

5.4

5.4

5.4

1.7

3.6

836
41

19

29
10

14

949

88.1

4.3

2.0

3.0

1.0

1.5

1398
118

67
50
34

61

1728

Dorsal Flake

Patterns*

Unifacial

Bi-/Multifacial

Converge
None

Total

361

89
9

11

470

76.8

18.9

1.9

2.3

47
6

2

1

56

83.9

10.7

3.6

1.7

859
56
11

10

936

91.7

5.9

1.2

1.2

1267
151

22

22

1462

Core Flake Patterns*

Bi-/Multifacial

Random

Total

9
12

21

42.8

57.2 1

1

100.0

6

8

14

42.8

57.2

15

21

36

Utilized Edges'1

Flakes with

One Edge
Two Edges
Three Edges

Nonutilized Flakes

Total Flakes

Total Utilized Edges

34

9

448

491

52

6.9

1.8

91.2

5

3

1

47

56

52

8.9

5.3

1.7

83.9

28

12

909

949

14

2.9

1.2

95.7

67
24
1

1404

1496

118

* 1992 data not included
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Figure 2.17. Trooper with horse. This photograph provides a detalied view of the cavalry

uniform and accouterments that would have been used by troopers at Fort Cummings.
Photo by Sgt. Charles Harvey, Post Quartermaster, Fort Bayard, New Mexico. Courtesy of

the New Mexico State Records Center and Archives, Ft. Stanton Collection, Neg. 37533.

Ground Stone

Two ground stone artifacts were recovered during the 1990 and 1991 field seasons, one
whole metate (slightly concave) from 10S-2E Level 2 (spring house) and one whole mano
(two-sided) from 5N-15W Level 3 (corral). Both of these artifacts are vesicular basalt.

Additional ground stone recovered during the 1992 field season includes a pestle from
46N-6W Level 1 (main fort).

Future Research

The large lithic data set makes it possible to reach certain general conclusions regarding

lithic materials from the Fort Cummings site. However, there was probably little vertical

or horizontal integrity to these artifacts. For this reason, and because this report is

basically preliminary and descriptive, only three statistical tests were run to compare
amount of cortex, flake length, and texture of lithic artifacts recovered from the main
fort, spring house, and corral. No conclusive statistical results were obtained.

Two possible avenues of future analysis would involve (1) an examination of neighboring

Mimbres and other prehistoric lithic assemblages to see if similar patterns exist, and (2)

a more experimental endeavor that would examine the effects of trampling and other site

formation processes on lithic artifacts subject to significant postdepositional disturbance.
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Functional Categories

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, all objects or artifacts that could be

placed in functional categories (i.e., that could be recognized and counted) were so

classified. Counts of such objects and artifacts recovered from each site location are

presented in Table 2.34, and percentages of each functional category recovered from each

location are presented in Table 2.35.

A grand total of 17,574 objects or artifacts recovered from Fort Cummings could be

placed in functional categories. More are from the main fort than from any other location

(7,562, or 43.0%). Fewer were recovered from Hyatt land (5,611, 31.9%) and the trash

dump (2,979, 16.9%), and even fewer were recovered from the stage station (718, 4.1%),

the spring house (604, 3.4%), and the corral (100, 0.6%).

From all locations, more objects or artifacts are found in the architecture/construction

category than in any other. Percentages range from 74.6% to 45.0% of all classifiable items

recovered. The relatively high percentages from the main fort and Hyatt land (74.6% and
72.0%, respectively) come as no surprise since these locations contain the greatest

concentration of structural remains. The trash dump yielded fewer, but even from this

location the majority of classified objects or artifacts are related to architecture/

construction (60.6%). This finding is somewhat surprising since no structural remains
were observed there. Clearly, all kinds of refuse material were deposited at or near this

location.

The stage station and spring house assemblages contain moderate amounts of

architecture/construction material (but it is still a majority of all functional categories

represented at these two locations—62.2% and 68.7%, respectively). The corral contained

the smallest amount (again, however, a majority relative to other functional

categories—4 5 .0%).

After architecture/construction, the next two largest functional categories are

subsistence/mess and indulgences. The former contains a greater percentage of the

classifiable objects or artifacts than the latter at the main fort and on Hyatt land. The
reverse is true for the trash dump, stage station, spring house, and corral. Thus, locations

containing many structural remains also appear to contain relatively more material

evidence for subsistence activities than for indulgent activities. The best explanation for

this pattern is that most subsistence activities occurred in and around structures,

whereas most indulgent behaviors occurred away from structures (possibly in order to

be discreet). Once more, and in contrast, all locations appear to have witnessed the

deposition of all kinds of material.

The remaining functional categories— military, munitions, furniture, personal/clothing,

and other—contain relatively few of the classifiable objects or artifacts that were
recovered. This relative lack of material is explained in several ways. First, some of these

functional categories are more narrowly defined than the others (e.g., military and
munitions). Second, much of the material involved is perishable and thus not often

present in the archaeological record (e.g., personal/clothing). Finally, and perhaps most
problematic, much of the material involved is difficult to place in the correct functional

category (e.g., furniture—many of these items might have been misidentified as belonging

in the architecture/construction category, as discussed earlier in this chapter).
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Additional Data

Certain other information was gathered in addition to the data generated from artifacts.

Several independent study projects are described here.

Soils

Each sample of soil (approximately one quart from each excavation unit, level, and
feature when applicable) was divided into three subsamples. The first subsample was
water-screened through sixteenth-inch mesh in the laboratory to recover small artifacts.

The second subsample was floated and screened to recover organic materials. The third

subsample was analyzed to determine geomorphic characteristics, including soil type and
particle size. This was conducted at the NMSU soils laboratory by David Smart.

Soil particle size analysis is a painstaking process. Soil samples were prepared the

evening before they were to be tested. Dried soil was pulverized and then sifted through
a 2 mm sieve. A 50-60 g sample was then thoroughly mixed (by a minimum of 2 minutes
and 1 5 seconds of vigorous shaking) with 100 ml of a 5% solution of hexametaphosphate
in deionized water, which is used as a dispersing agent to prolong the suspension of soil

particulate matter. The resulting mixture was transferred to a transparent 1000 ml
graduated cylinder. The cylinder was then brought to full volume with deionized water

and the water temperature was recorded.

The solution was thoroughly mixed with a plunger (a washer glued to the end of a dowel)

for at least 30 seconds. Then a hydrometer was slowly inserted into the solution, and
precisely 40 seconds later a hydrometer reading was recorded (top of the meniscus). This

procedure was conducted three times on each soil sample. After the final 40-second
reading was taken the solution was left undisturbed for 6 hours, and a final hydrometer
reading was made. All hydrometer readings are calibrated for a suspension temperature

of 68° F ([temperature i 68] x 0.2).

Grams of sand in each soil sample were determined by subtracting the average of the

three 40-second readings from the initial soil weight. Percent sand is calculated as

follows: (grams of sand/initial soil weight) x 100. The reading taken after 6 hours

provides the grams of clay, and percent clay is calculated in a similar fashion. Percent silt

is calculated as 100 h (percent sand + percent clay).

The 246 soil samples analyzed were all from different proveniences scattered across the

site (Table 2.36). At all locations and in all levels, sand is the primary constituent. Clay

and silt nearly always occur in lesser, approximately equal, amounts. The exception is

found at the trash dump, where relative amounts of sand decrease notably while silt

increases with depth (see Table 2.36). This finding is not surprising given the proximity

of Cooks Spring. What is somewhat surprising is the lack of a similar pattern at either the

spring house or the corral, two other locations near the spring. These two locations more
closely resemble the other four site areas.

In terms of standard nomenclature, soils from the trash dump range from sandy clay to

sandy clay loam at the higher levels to loam (and nearly silt loam) at the lower levels. In

contrast, soils from all other locations at all depths range from sandy clay to sandy clay
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Table 2.36. Soil Composition/Texture as Determined by Percent Sand, Clay, and Silt

Main Fort N Low Mean High

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Level 7

Level 8

Level 9

TOTAL

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand

Sand

Sand
Clay

Silt

48

28

17

111

39 53 71

16 21 27
16 26 36

44 54 65
14 21 26
19 25 31

24 56 71

17 21 38
10 22 37

45 59 84
12 20 24
5 21 33

59 60 64
18 21 24
18 19

60
17

23

61

19

21

53

22

25

50
22

29

20

24 55 84
12 21 38

5 24 37

loam to sandy loam to loam. In this case there is no obvious correlation with increasing

depth (see Bonneau and Souchier 1982; Soil Survey Staff 1951).

Interview Data

During the fall semester, 1989, Lori Heckman interviewed Ms. Elizabeth Hyatt in Deming,
New Mexico. Ms. Hyatt has lived in the vicinity of Fort Cummings since the 1920s, and
she supplied valuable information about the condition of the site through the years. More
than five hours of interview time have been taped, and certain highlights have been
transcribed.
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Table 2.36 (continued)

Hyatt Land N Low Mean High

Level 1 Sand
Clay

Silt

Level 2 Sand
Clay

Silt

Level 3 Sand
Clay

Silt

Level 4 Sand
Clay

Silt

Level 5

Level 6 Sand

Level 7 Sand

10

TOTAL Sand
Clay

Silt

21

43 61 71

17 20 23
10 19 35

57 60 62
17 20 25

18 19 22

52 61 69
17 19 21

11 20

67
22

12

69
20
12

68
20
12

28

NO SAMPLE

43 62 71

17 20 23
10 18 35

Cemetery

Level 1

N

Sand
Clay

Silt

Low Mean

67
18

15

High
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Table 2.36 (continued)

Stage Station N Low Mean High

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

TOTAL

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

13

20

60 65 75

16 19 23

9 16 20

45 57 65
17 23 36
18 20

66
21

17

22

45 63 75

16 20 36

9 17 22

Trash Dump

Level 1 Sand
Clay

Silt

Level 2 Sand
Clay

Silt

Level 3 Sand
Clay

Silt

Level 4 Sand
Clay

Silt

Level 5 Sand
Clay

Silt

TOTAL Sand
Clay

Silt

N Low Mean High

19

42

54 68 77

14 17 20
7 15 26

50 63 71

16 18 20
12 19 30

41 53 64
16 19 22

19 28 41

33 42 54

15 19 21

31 39

42
19

38

47

33 60 77

14 18 22

7 22 47
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Table 2.36 (continued)

Spring House and Corral N Low Mean High

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Level 7

TOTAL

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

Sand
Clay

Silt

18

17

51

46 60 73

14 18 24
11 22 31

32 56 81

12 21 32

7 23 36

57 68 72

16 18 20
11 14 23

68 71 75

13 16 18

12 13 15

66 67 68
18 18 19

14 15

65
18

18

70

17

14

16

32 61 81

12 19 32

7 20 36

Ms. Hyatt first saw Fort Cummings in the late 1920s when she was homesteading the

land. She describes the fort at that time as a desolate place. One of the houses on the

property, she says, was being lived in—today the remains of this residence may be the

standing walls at the main fort.

She reports that one of the standing walls had portholes, which she suspects were used

to protect the fort during confrontation with the Apache. This building with portholes

was taller than the others, and it was the only one of its kind (the sally port?). The adobe

"fence" enclosing the entire structure (the perimeter wall?) was the same height as the

other standing walls.

Ms. Hyatt also reports seeing numerous mule or oxen shoes, Dundee jamjars, coins, and

corner fireplaces at the main fort. She notes that many of the standing walls were pushed

over shortly afterwards (in the 1930s) because of a report that a gold ring had been found

in one of the adobes. She claims that treasure hunting has been a problem at the site for

many years. People with off-road vehicles and metal detectors have been visiting the site

for decades.
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Magnetometer Data

Tom Korsmo conducted a magnetometer survey of selected areas of the site during the

1989 season, most notably at the stage station. Subsequent subsurface observations,

from excavations, were compared with the magnetometer data. There was little

agreement between the observed locations of walls and artifacts and those of anomalies

on the magnetometer readout. A similar lack of useful magnetometer data resulted after

field testing at Fort Fillmore, and the applicability of this remote sensing technique

remains questionable.
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3

Features

Seventy-six features were recorded during the four field seasons. A feature is any
identifiable archaeological formation that is useful in site interpretation. Eight features

were recorded in excavation units during the 1989 field season, thirty-two features were

documented in 1990, one feature was noted during the 1991 testing, and an additional

thirty-five were found in 1992. More features were recorded in the second and fourth

seasons because of our emphasis on architectural remains. Archaeological remains

representing a single construction or behavioral episode were assigned several numbers
when they were observed in several units. Features were identified and numbered in a

way that best aided field work, not subsequent interpretation.

In this chapter, features are described and interpreted in the order of their discovery.

Artifacts in clear association with the feature are listed. When possible, artifact data are

used to aid the interpretation of feature dates and functions.

Feature 1 was located in 18N-42W (main fort, 1989 grid). It is a north-south segment of

adobe wall with a rock foundation that was originally part of an interior wall within the

excavated structure. A portion had fallen to one side but remained remarkably intact

despite its location only several centimeters below the current ground surface. Tiers of

adobe bricks were clearly visible.

Feature 1 is thought to have continued north to abut with the exterior wall of the

excavated structure. This segment is treated as a part of Feature 27 (see below).

The intact adobe bricks were of various sizes, measuring up to 40 cm long, 25 cm wide,

and 10 cm thick. Some bricks were nearly half as wide, and some appeared to be
significantly thicker albeit smaller overall, though it is not certain that all mortar lines

were clearly identified (and some cracks might have been misidentified as representing

original breaks between bricks). These problems were fairly common. As discussed later,

however, these dimensions were observed to be fairly common across the site. Brick

dimensions are summarized and discussed further in Chapter 4.

All the adobe bricks of Feature 1 were laid in a staggered fashion, with the long

dimension running perpendicular to the length of the wall. Wall thickness is therefore

equal to brick length.

The rocks in the foundation were of various sizes as well, though none were larger than
the largest adobe bricks and many were significantly smaller. The foundation appeared
only slightly wider than the adobe wall, and it contained more than a single row of rocks.

Portability of material might have been a greater concern than strength or durability of

the wall.

No artifacts were found in association with Feature 1 . A concentration of structural debris

and metal located in the same unit appeared to be secondary refuse and not associated

with the feature.
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Figure 3.1. Whole bottle found in the same grid unit as Feature 2.

Feature 2 was located at 10N-28W (main fort). It was a fallen segment of an east-west

adobe wall that formed an interior wall of the excavated structure. Like Feature 1, it was
also in a good state of preservation despite being only several centimeters below the

surface.

Several red-fired bricks (most likely parts of a fireplace) were associated with the feature,

though not collected. Several samples of the adobe (totaling 105.4 g) were taken from
Level 1, and a single whole wine bottle was also found in the northwest corner of the

unit, but not in clear association with the feature. Immediately to the east of this bottle

was a 37 cm by 29 cm ash deposit. Both the bottle and the ash were in Level 1, just below
the surface.

The adobe bricks of this feature most commonly measured 40 cm in length, 20 cm in

width, and 7 cm in thickness. Once again, the bricks were laid perpendicular to the length

of the wall. The unit excavation was not deep enough to uncover any rock foundation

that might be present.

Feature 3 was located at 1 2N-30W (main fort). It was a concentration of structural debris,

including red-fired brick bats (weighing 3059.4 g) and 61 red-painted pieces of wood
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(176.2 g), apparently shingles. A small amount of charcoal was also observed in clear

association with the feature, and 2.4 g of charcoal were recovered.

Feature 3 lies below a layer of ash and largely next to and above Feature 4, a segment of

an interior adobe wall in the excavated structure (see below). This placement and the

presence of wooden shingles suggest that Feature 3 represents a portion of a collapsed

and burned roof.

Feature 4 was also located at 12N-30W (main fort). It was a segment of a north-south

adobe wall with a rock foundation. The wall was encountered below Feature 3 and was
part of an interior wall in the excavated structure.

Intact adobe brick dimensions varied greatly, and the bricks were generally difficult to

measure. The rocks of the foundation were small, comparable to those in Feature 1 (and

other features).

A number of artifacts were observed in association with Feature 4. Some of them can be
used to date the feature. The 11 nail parts are all wire, antedating ca. 1880. Writing on
the porcelain jar lid ("MASON FRUIT FAR" "PHILADA PA.") indicates that it was
manufactured by the Mason Fruit Jar Co. in Philadelphia between 1885 and 1900
(Toulouse 1971:343-345; see Appendix L).

Most of the artifacts fall within the architecture/construction category. Only the leather

fragment and the porcelain jar lid do not.

Artifacts from Level 3 Artifacts from Level 4

bricks (25.3 g) adobe (26.5 g)

mortar (0.7 g) mortar (16.5 g)

11 nail parts (0 square [S] and 11 wire [W])

coal (9.7 g)

wood (277.3 g), 49 shingles

1 leather fragment (0.4 g)

1 porcelain jar lid (54.7 g)

Feature 5 was located at 34S-14W and 32S-14W (main fort), one of the two apparent
privies excavated at Fort Cummings (Figure 3.2; cf. Feature 68). It was a deep, narrow pit

beginning as a surface depression and continuing down at least 1.8 m. Within the pit

were a number of artifacts. In 1989 the feature was bisected and only the southern "half"

was excavated (34S-14W) in order to record a profile and the surrounding stratigraphy.

The bottom of the feature could not be found in the available time. In 1990 the northern
"half" of the feature was to be removed (unit 32S-14W), though this portion of the feature

turned out to be much smaller than anticipated—the feature extended only about 20 cm
into 32S-14W. For this reason complete excavation was determined to be unwarranted,

given the small amount of information retrievable and the great amount of work
required, and therefore the depth of the feature remains unknown.

The privy did not show any evidence of lining, though the pit was clearly not natural.

Nine arbitrary 20 cm levels were excavated in 34S-14W, and five were excavated
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in 32S-14W. No natural stratigraphy was seen within the feature (Figure 3.2), nor are

temporal distinctions suggested by the artifact contents of each level. Clearly the privy

was filled in a relatively short period of time, and the material within it is mixed.

All of the nails and nail parts {N = 38) are square-cut, suggesting a pre-1880 date (the

presence of wire nails elsewhere across the site indicates that they replaced the square-

cut variety when they became available). The only other artifact with clear dating

potential is a rubber button ("Novelty Rubber Co."), though dates of manufacture could

not be found (Appendix L).

Of the 31 bottles represented by shards recovered from the feature, five were wine

bottles and eight were for beer. The intended contents of the remaining eighteen could

not be determined. From the 52 historical-imported sherds recovered, only one vessel

type could be identified—a single ceramic bottle.

Sixty-six of the 137 countable objects or artifacts recovered from the feature fall into the

architecture/construction category (48.2%). This category represents the highest

percentage, followed by the subsistence/mess category (50 objects or artifacts, or 36.5%),

then indulgences (14, 10.2%), furniture (4, 2.9%), and personal/clothing (3, 2.2%). No
objects or artifacts in the military or munitions categories were recovered.

34S-14W

Artifacts from Level 2

1 nail (1S-0W)

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

2 strap pieces

6 Aves bones
1 mammal bone
1 lagomorph bone

Artifacts from Level 3

1 glass bottle stopper (10.0 g)

3 historical ceramic sherds

two body, one semivitreous and
earthenware

1 shell button

1 Aves bone
1 mammal bone
7 ungulate bones

Artifacts from Level 4

2 clear bottles

2 aqua bottles

2 dark green bottles

1 light green bottle

2 amber bottles

1 lamp glass fragment (0.5 g)

5 windowpane fragments (2.9 g)

6 historical ceramic sherds

four body, two semivitreous and two
earthenware; two rim, both semivitreous

7 nail parts (7S-0W)

3 strap pieces

1 rubber button

2 ungulate bones
1 Bos bone

Artifacts from Level 5

3 historical ceramic sherds

two body, both semivitreous; one semi-

vitreous rim
1 nail (1S-0W)

one 3 nail parts (3S-0W)

1 washer/pin

1 strap piece

charcoal (7.3 g)

coal (36.9 g)

1 metal button

3 ungulate bones
1 Bos bone

Artifacts from Level 6

2 clear bottles

2 clear rectangular bottles

2 aqua bottles

1 amber bottle

3 windowpane fragments (1.6 g)
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Figure 3.3. Examples of square nails

used in nineteenth-century construc-

tion. These nails were recovered from
excavations at Fort Craig but would
be typical of those at Fort Cummings
because the two posts were con-

temporaneous.

3 historical ceramic sherds

two semivitreous body
vitreous rim

lnail(lS-OW)

1 nail part (1S-0W)

1 washer
1 handle

6 ungulate bones

Artifacts from Level 7

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 amber bottle

2 windowpane fragments (0.4 g)

and one semi-

3 historical ceramic sherds

three body, one semivitreous and two
earthenware

3 nails (3S-0W)

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

1 washer
charcoal (0.8 g)

coal (2.1 g)

1 ungulate bone

Artifacts from Level 8

1 clear bottle

1 light green bottle

1 amber bottle

1 windowpane fragment (0.1 g)

1 historical ceramic sherd

one semivitreous body
1 nail (1S-0W)

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

5 can parts

1 claw hammer
1 strap piece

1 wire piece

charcoal (1.0 g)

coal (6.4 g)

7 ungulate bones
4 Bos bones

Artifacts from I^vel 9: none

Artifacts from Wall

3 windowpane fragments (2.1 g)

7 nails (6S-1W)

6 nail parts (5S-1W)

1 can part

1 tack

2 strap pieces

charcoal (1.3 g)

32S-14W

Artifacts from Level 1

12 historical ceramic sherds

1

1

semivitreous body, one semivitreous rim

Artifacts from Level 2

15 historical ceramic sherds

12 body, eight semivitreous and four

earthenware; one vitreous rim; two semi-

vitreous base
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Artifacts from Level 3 Artifacts from Level 5

1 semivitreous historical ceramic body sherd 2 clear bottles

2 dark green bottles

Artifacts from Level 4 2 amber bottles

4 historical earthenware body sherds

1 aqua bottle

1 amber bottle

2 historical ceramic sherds, both semi-

vitreous body

Feature 6 was located within unit 0-0 (spring house). It was a line of dark-stained soil

running roughly east-west thought to represent runoff from the spring. A few artifacts

had been carried by the water, including a nail and a nail part, both wire (post- 1880). All

of the recognizable objects or artifacts fall into the architecture/construction category.

Artifacts from Level 3

mortar (27.0 g)

1 nail (0S-1W)

1 nail part (0S-1W)

charcoal (1.8 g)

coal (12.1 g)

Feature 7 was located in units 8N-10E, 8N-13E, and 8N-15E(all in the stage station). It was
the hard-packed dirt floor of the station. It was very compact and easily recognized

during excavation. No artifacts were found on or associated with the floor, though
various artifacts were recovered from the soil above the feature in all the three units.

Feature 8 was located at 8N-15E (stage station). It was the north-south rock wall on the

east side of the station and was not well preserved; some sections were missing. Only a

shallow foundation trench was evident, extending just below the adjacent dirt floor

(Feature 7). No artifacts were found in clear association with the rock wall, although

various artifacts were recovered from the soil matrix above Feature 7. A few flecks of

white plaster were noted within this soil matrix near the wall, along with a few very small

clumps of adobe, but none were collected.

Feature 9 was a rock foundation running east-west across unit 10N-30W (main fort). It

formed part of the south exterior wall of the excavated structure (see Figure 3.4 for a

profile of the entire south exterior wall). This segment of the foundation was exposed and
lacked any associated remains of the original adobe wall, probably because of the

relatively low-lying ground surface in this area of the site.

The excavation unit exposed aim length of this rock foundation. (Additional portions

were given other feature numbers.) The width of the foundation ranged from 65 to 70
cm. Four rocks and numerous small cobbles formed the top of the exposed foundation,

the largest rock being 50 cm long and 30 wide and the smallest 35 cm long and 20 cm
wide. Rocks of similar sizes were observed all along the south exterior wall profile
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Figure 3.4. Profile of the south wall (exterior) of the excavated structure.
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(see Figure 3.4). Thus, although this exterior wall segment appears somewhat thicker than

the interior walls of the excavated structure, the rocks comprising its foundation appear

about the same size. Portability of the materials again appears to have been an important

consideration.

No artifacts were observed in clear association with Feature 9.

Feature 10 was an interior east-west adobe wall in the excavated structure. It was noted

at the east end of 20N-25W (main fort) and was very deteriorated. Portions of the wall

had fallen, and some adobe bricks were jumbled. Brick dimensions were relatively

difficult to measure and seemed to vary in size, though the most common size was 28

cm long, 16 cm wide, and 5 cm thick. This is significantly smaller than bricks observed

along other segments of the excavated structure's interior walls (e.g., Features 1 and 2).

A few artifacts were observed in association with Feature 10. The five nail parts are all

square-cut, suggesting a pre-1880 date. A "C" headstamp on one cartridge case might

indicate a carbine that would date from 1877 until 1886 (Herskovitz 1978:50), but dating

headstamps is notoriously problematic. An "H" headstamp on another cartridge case has

not been identified. No other artifacts provide specific temporal information.

One of the three bottles recovered from the feature was manufactured for wine, and
another for beer. The original use of the third is unknown. The vessel type of the single

(historical-imported) earthenware sherd is not known. Five of the ten objects or artifacts

are included in the architecture/construction category, three are in the munitions
category, and two are in the indulgences class. No military, subsistence/mess, furniture,

or personal/clothing artifacts were found.

Artifacts from Level 1

1 clear bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 amber bottle

1 historical earthenware body sherd

5 nail parts (5S-0W)

charcoal (2.7 g)

wood (5.2 g)

2 cartridge cases

1 percussion cap

1 flake

Feature 11 was another interior adobe wall and associated wall fall, but this one ran

north-south. Unit 28N-32W (main fort) was not excavated deep enough to expose a rock

foundation. As with other interior walls, adobe brick size was somewhat variable. Still,

the most common adobe brick dimensions were 40 cm long, 20 cm wide, and 7 cm thick.

Two rows of bricks were laid lengthwise and side-by-side to form the 40 cm wide wall.

Twenty-three nail parts were recovered from contexts in association with the feature.

Only one is square-cut, and the remainder are wire, suggesting a post- 1880 date. No other

specific temporal information was recorded.
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Figure 3.5. Panoramic view of Fort Cummings and Cooke's Peak taken by William Bell in

1867. Bell, an English physician employed as a photographer for one of the Kansas Pacific

Railway surveys, passed through Cooks Canyon and bought supplies at Fort Cummings
in October of 1867 (Couchman 1990:178). The highly visible white facade may be unique

to Fort Cummings. The wall around the fort also sets it apart. While some forts had partial

walls (e.g., Fort Craig), Fort Cummings was the only New Mexican fort to be entirely walled.

Photo courtesy of the Colorado Historical Society, Neg. 28152.

Four bottles (along with a number of other artifacts) were recovered in association with

the feature. One of these bottles was intended for wine, and two others were for beer.

The original contents of the fourth bottle remain unknown. No historical-imported

ceramic sherds were recovered. This information, combined with other data regarding the

41 recognizable objects and artifacts from this feature, shows that 27 fall in the

architecture/construction category (6 5 .8%), nine in the subsistence/mess category (2 1 .9%),

three in indulgences (7.3%), and 2 in munitions (4.9%). None can be included in the

military, furniture, or personal/clothing categories.
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Artifacts from Unknown Level

1 lagomorph bone
5 ungulate bones

Artifacts from Level 1

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 amber bottle

3 windowpane fragments (2.2 g)

cement (402.4 g)

stone (57.2 g)

8 nail parts (1S-7W)

spike

charcoal (21.6 g)

wood (381.7 g), one board and one shingle

cartridge case

lead bullet

7 flakes

1 ungulate bone

Artifacts from Level 2

1 amber bottle

brick (65.1 g)

cement (132.1 g)

15 nail parts (0S-15W)

charcoal (2.3 g)

wood (701.4 g), seven shingles

2 bottle corks (6.2 g)

Feature 12 was an interior east-west adobe wall in the excavated structure in 20N-25W
(main fort). The feature also included a trash and rubble concentration in the same unit

and in clear association with the wall. This concentration continued to the west as Feature

15 (see below).

Most of the adobe bricks in Feature 12 measure 30 cm long and 20 cm wide. The unit was
not excavated deep enough to determine the thickness of the bricks, nor was any rock

foundation noted. As with Feature 1 1 (and some others), two rows of bricks were laid

lengthwise and side-by-side to form a 40 cm wide wall.

Three nails and six nail parts (among other artifacts) were found in the associated trash

and rubble. All but one are square-cut, suggesting a date just before 1880. Twenty parts

of a matchstick-filler-hole can were also recovered; this type of can dates from ca. 1810
until ca. 1910 (Rock 1987). The single crown bottle cap indicates a post-1889 date (Rock

1987:9) and is probably intrusive.

Two bottles were recovered from Feature 12, one of which was identified as a beer bottle.

The other one could not be identified. No ceramics were found. Of the twenty objects or

artifacts that could be placed in functional categories, 13 were assigned to architecture/

construction, four to subsistence/mess, and one each to munitions, indulgences, and
furniture. No military or personal/clothing objects or artifacts were recovered.

The twenty boards and six shingles suggest that the concentration represents roof and
possibly wall fall. Their location in Level 1, above the adobe wall, supports this

interpretation (see Feature 15, below).

Artifacts from Level 1

2 clear bottles

1 amber bottle

1 lamp glass fragment (18.2 g)

4 windowpane fragments (1.9 g)

brick (15.2 g)

3 nails (2S-1W)

6 nail parts (6S-0W)

1 can

1 bottle cap

charcoal (17.4 g)

wood (31.2 g), twenty boards and six shingles

1 cartridge case

1 lithic core

9 flakes, 3 flake tools

1 lagomorph bone
1 Rodentia bone
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Figure 3.6. Elevation profiles of the south and east views of Fort Cummings, ca. 1867.

These profiles were compiled by Donald H. Couchman using an 1867 photograph,

drawings and sketches from military reports (including the Surgeon General's), and
National Archives records. The fort is depicted as 320 feet wide and 366 feet long but, as

constructed, it may have been slightly narrower. The placements of doorways, windows,
and fireplace chimneys were made from contemporary drawings and photographs and
from knowledge of 1860s territorial military construction in the Southwest; specific

locations are, in some cases, highly speculative. This plan is reproduced courtesy of

Donald H. Couchman, La Mesa, New Mexico, © 1990. No portion of this drawing may be
reproduced in any form, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, or by any
information retrieval system without express written permission of the author.

Feature 13 was a portion of the major north-south interior adobe wall in the excavated

structure. It was uncovered in units 10N-30W, 20N-30W, and 21N-29W (all in the main
fort area). It was located just below the current surface and extended north from the

south exterior wall at least two-thirds of the way across the excavated structure. Indeed,

it might continue all the way to the north exterior wall—this possibility was evident in

30N-30W, but more excavation would be necessary to confirm these suggestions (see

Figure 1.9).

As with some of the other interior adobe walls, Feature 13 was formed by placing a single

row of bricks side by side with their longest dimensions perpendicular to the direction

of the wall. Brick length, therefore, formed wall thickness. In this case, bricks were

unusually uniform and relatively large. Typical bricks measured 44 cm in length, 25 cm
in width, and 10 cm in thickness. They were laid in staggered tiers.

None of the units was excavated deep enough to uncover any foundation, though such

a foundation is likely under this major interior wall. In association with Feature 13 were

two hard-packed dirt floors, one above the other and both immediately east of the wall

(Features 19 and 18, respectively).
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A few artifacts were found in association with Feature 13, all in unit 20N-30W, Level 2.

Fully 37 of the 40 nails and nail parts are square-cut; the remaining three are wire. This

suggests a date just before 1880. One of the two cartridge cases is a .22 short with a

"SUPER X" headstamp. Dates for this headstamp are unknown. No other artifacts give

specific dates.

One of the three bottles was manufactured for beer. The original use of the other two
could not be identified. No sherds were found. Of the 53 recognizable objects and
artifacts, 49 (92.4%) fall in the architectural/construction category. Three (5.7%) are

munitions and only one (1.9%) is in the indulgence category.

Artifacts from Level 2

2 clear bottles

1 amber bottle

9 windowpane fragments (3.5 g)

3 prehistoric body sherds, one whiteware, one brownware, one redware

brick (24.1 g)

stone (24.2 g)

25 nails (25S-0W)

15 nail parts (12S-3W)

wood (8.4 g)

2 cartridge cases

1 lead bullet

5 flakes

Feature 14 was a concentration of charcoal, coal, some fragments of wood, and ash. It

was observed in the northern end of 10N-30W (main fort), in arbitrary Level 1, west of

Feature 13. No obvious association existed between the two features. The concentration

measured 34 cm north-south by 48 cm east-west. It was nearly 20 cm thick. Recovered
materials consist of charcoal (604.7 g), coal (150.3 g), and wood (7.7 g).

None of the artifacts recovered from Feature 14 suggest dates or specific functions (see

list). Even the two board fragments could not be further identified.

Feature 15 was a continuation of the trash and rubble concentration in Feature 12, here

observed in unit 20N-30W (main fort). It was located in arbitrary Level 1 and appeared
to overlie the adobe wall portion of Feature 12, as well as Feature 16 (see below). Features

18 and 19 are also located below the trash and rubble concentration (again, see below).

Thus, Feature 1 5 appears to postdate the construction and occupation of this portion of

the excavated structure. It can therefore be identified as secondary refuse.

A number of artifacts were collected from Feature 15. The two whole nails are wire,

whereas the two nail parts are square-cut, suggesting a date of ca. 1880 or slightly later.

No other artifacts supply specific temporal information.

All three bottles were identifiable: one was for wine, one for beer, and one for spirits. The
vessel type of the single historical-imported ceramic sherd could not be identified. Seven

of the eleven recognizable objects or artifacts are in the architecture/construction

category, three are in the indulgences category, and one is in the furniture category. No
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artifacts were placed in the military, munitions, subsistence/mess, or personal/clothing

categories.

Artifacts from Level 1

1 clear rectangular bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 amber bottle

3 windowpane fragments (1.7 g)

1 historical earthenware body sherd

brick (0.2 g)

2 nails (0S-2W)

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

1 tack

charcoal (3.8 g)

wood (1.3 g), five slats

4 flakes

1 flake tool

Feature 16 was an interior north-south adobe wall in the excavated structure, observed

in unit 20N-30W (main fort). A portion had fallen to the west. To the north, in unit

24N-28W (main fort), this feature reappears as a portion of Feature 26 (see below).

The one nail and two nail parts in association with Feature 16 are all square-cut,

suggesting a pre- 1880 date. No other individual artifact provided temporal information.

One of the three bottles was manufactured for wine, another for beer. The original

contents of the third bottle could not be identified. No sherds were found. Seven of the

fourteen recognizable objects and artifacts can be placed in the subsistence/mess

category, three fall into the architectural/construction category, and two each fall in the

indulgences and furniture categories. No artifacts could be placed into the military,

munitions, or personal/clothing categories.

Artifacts from grid 20N-30W, Level 1

1 clear bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 amber bottle

1 lamp glass fragment (0.1 g)

lnail(lS-OW)

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

1 washer
charcoal (2.2 g)

wood (6.2 g), three slats

5 ungulate bones

Artifacts from grid 24N-28W, Level 1

1 mammal bone, 1 ungulate bone

Feature 17 was an interior east-west adobe wall observed in units 2 5N-40Wand 26N-41W
(both in the main fort). It was flanked by two corner fireplaces along the exterior, west

wall of the excavated structure (see Features 39 and 40).

The south profile of unit 18N-42W (main fort), excavated in 1989, suggested that Feature

17 abutted Feature 1. These two features, along with portions of the west and north

exterior walls, form the northwestern corner room of the excavated structure.
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Figure 3.7. Jno. Ed. Fletcher, with tuba, June 4, 1895. Courtesy of the Museum of New
Mexico, Neg. 7223. This photograph provides a good example of a noncommissioned
officer's room and furnishings. The tuba on the bed suggests Sgt. Fletcher was probably

a member of the post band. Prior to the Civil War, each regiment had its own band, which
was usually stationed at regimental headquarters and funded by Congress. In 1862
General Orders abolished regimental bands but authorized each brigade to include a band
in its organization (Steffen 1978:81). After the war, a cost-cutting Congress refused to

fund the bands. Because the bands aided in the morale of the troops, many regiments or

posts continued to sponsor their own bands through collections, subscriptions, or drawing

from company funds (Wooster 1989:149, 170). A post band was present at Fort

Cummings, at least during the second occupation: when President Rutherford B. Hayes
visited the post in October 1880, the 15th Infantry band was unable to serenade the

presidential party because three of its members were in the guard house (Couchman
1990:202).

Relatively few adobe bricks were identified. Further, those that were seen could not be
measured because of the two fireplaces. The bricks did appear to be relatively small,

however. One appeared to be 28 cm long, 16 cm wide, and fully 10 cm thick.

A fair number of artifacts were found in clear association with Feature 1 7. Three whole
nails were recovered, two square-cut and of wire. Eight nail parts were also collected, six

square-cut and two of wire. This information suggests a date just after 1880. No other

artifacts could be dated.

Three of the six bottles could be identified. One was manufactured for wine, and two
were manufactured for beer. No ceramics were recovered. Of the forty objects or artifacts
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that could be placed into functional categories, sixteen are in the subsistence/mess
category (40.0%), thirteen are in the architecture/construction (32.5%), four are munitions
(10.0%), three are in the indulgences category (7.5%), and one is personal/clothing (2.5%).

None could be placed in the military or furniture categories. Three additional artifacts

(7.5%) were placed in the "other" category: a horseshoe, a horseshoe part, and a fragment
of a rubber hose.

Artifacts from Level 1

1 clear bottle

1 clear rectangular bottle

1 dark green bottle

2 amber bottles

1 yellow bottle

2 windowpane fragments (0.9 g)

brick (46.0 g)

cement (435.0 g)

stone (313.3 g)

3 nails (2S-1W)

8 nail parts (6S-2W)

1 horseshoe

1 horseshoe part

1 grommet
1 handle

charcoal (23.6 g)

coal (47.9 g)

wood (9.3 g)

slag (53.1 g)

6 eggshell fragments (0.1 g)

1 rubber hose fragment (8.5 g)

3 cartridge cases

1 lead bullet

14 flakes

1 mammal bone
8 Lepus bones

Feature 18 was a hard-packed dirt floor first seen in unit 10N-30W (main fort) and
subsequently in 20N-30W (main fort), in both cases at the bottom of arbitrary Level 2. It

abutted the east side of Feature 13 and extended across the excavated units towards the

east. It was very compact and easily recognized during excavation.

A few artifacts were located directly on the floor. None provided specific dates. One of

the two bottles was manufactured for beer; the original contents of the other could not

be determined. The historical-imported ceramic sherd is part of a bowl. Of the four

objects or artifacts, three belong in the subsistence/mess category and the fourth belongs
in the indulgences category.

Artifacts in Level 2

1 clear bottle

1 amber bottle

2 glass tumbler fragments (9.9 g)

1 semivitreous historical body sherd

cement (27.1 g)

charcoal (5.0 g)

wood (9.3 g)

Feature 19 was also a hard-packed dirt floor. It was first seen in unit 20N-30W and
subsequently in 24N-28W (both in the main fort). It lay above Feature 18, within the same
arbitrarily defined level, thus suggesting the presence of two floors used at two separate

times.

Many more artifacts were found resting directly on Feature 19 than on Feature 18. Eighty-

three nails and nail parts were recovered from this floor, 65 of which are square-cut and
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Figure 3.8. Cavalry in field, ca. 1880, with cannon on gun carriage. This photograph shows
how a cavarly troop would have looked during the field campaigns against Victorio.

Courtesy of the New Mexico State Records Center and Archives, W. V. Hall Collection, Neg.

11142.

18 of which are wire. This suggests a ca. 1880 date. No other artifacts provided specific

temporal information.

One of the bottles lying on the Feature 19 floor was manufactured for beer. The original

contents of the other could not be determined. The two historical-imported ceramic

sherds appear to be from two plates.

A total of 120 recognizable, countable objects and artifacts were resting on the floor. Of
these, 89 (74.2%) could be placed in the architecture/construction category, 19 (15.8%) in

the subsistence/mess category, six (5.0%) in the furniture category, and one each in the

military, Indulgence, and personal/clothing categories (0.8% each). No artifacts were
placed in the munitions category, but three recognizable and countable artifacts had to

be identified as "other" (2.5%). These were a bridle half, a metal rod, and a piece of chain.

Artifacts from 20N-30W, Level 2

1 clear bottle

1 amber bottle

4 lamp glass fragments (1.9 g)

5 windowpane fragments (7.8 g)

2 semivitreous body sherds

1 prehistoric earthenware body sherd
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brick (497.1 g)

cement (109.1 g)

31 nails (28S-3W)

36 nail parts (22S-14W)

5 can parts

2 tacks

1 bridle half

1 rod

1 decoration (star) from a uniform
charcoal (70.5 g)

wood (522.3 g), four shingles

19 burlap (cloth) fragments (35.2 g)

1 peach/plum pit (0.5 g)

3 flakes

3 ungulate bones
19 Reptilia bones

Artifacts from 24N-28W, Level 1

1 windowpane fragment (0.3 g)

1 prehistoric whiteware body sherd

brick (38.0 g)

cement (23.5 g)

3 nails (2S-1W)

13 nail parts (13S-0W)

8 can parts

1 chain piece

charcoal (0.4 g)

wood (170.1 g), one shingle

1 button

Feature 20 consisted of a highly deteriorated interior adobe wall of the excavated

structure in 20N-40W (main fort). The east-west wall was associated with Feature 22 (see

below). Since individual adobe bricks could not be identified, brick dimensions could not

be recorded. No artifacts were observed in association with the wall.

Feature 21 was an exterior "floor" observed in 10N-30W (main fort) against (and south of)

Feature 9, the south exterior wall of the excavated structure. A quick sweeping of the area

west of the unit and along the wall showed that Feature 2 1 continued in that direction.

The "floor" consisted of a mixture of hard-packed dirt and adobe melt and was very likely

created by repeated trampling. It extended an average of 1.2 m to the south of the

exterior wall and contained several rocks that might originally have been part of the

south exterior wall rock foundation.

A fair number of artifacts were observed on this "floor." Sixty-three of the 76 nails and
nail parts are square-cut, and the remaining 13 are wire, suggesting a ca. 1880 or slightly

later date. No other artifacts provide specific temporal information—a single "D" on a

bottle fragment cannot be identified (Appendix L).

Of the five bottles from Feature 21, one was for wine and one for beer. The original

contents of the remaining three could not be determined. The four historical-imported

ceramic sherds are thought to represent one bowl and three plates. These data, along

with information about the other recognizable artifacts, show that 93 of the 101 total fall

into the architecture/construction category (92.1%). Significantly fewer could be placed

in the subsistence/mess (four, 3.9%), indulgence (two, 1.9%), and personal/clothing (two,

1.9%) categories. No artifacts were placed in the military, munitions, or furniture

categories.

Artifacts from level 1

2 clear bottles

1 clear rectangular bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 amber bottle
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17 windowpane fragments (13.9 g)

4 semivitreous sherds, two body and two rim
24 nails (23S-1W)

52 nail parts (40S-12W)

2 grommets
1 lithic core

24 flakes

3 flake tools

1 hammerstone
1 piece of lithic shatter

Feature 22 was a fallen east-west interior adobe wall located in units 20N-40W and

21N-41W (both in the main fort). It was associated with Feature 20. Individual adobe
bricks could not be identified, and therefore brick dimensions could not be recorded. No
artifacts were observed in association with this wall.

Feature 23 was a part of the north exterior adobe wall of the excavated structure. It

formed the "central" portion of the wall and was observed in units 30N-35W and 30N-30W
(both in the main fort). Feature 11, an interior wall running north-south and seen in

28N-32W, abutted this part of the exterior wall (see above).

Two rows of adobe bricks were laid lengthwise to form the exterior wall, similar to

portions of the west exterior wall but different than the east and south exterior walls.

Bricks were staggered by tier and, to some extent, by row. Adobe brick dimensions varied

significantly, and the identification of many mortar lines was difficult. Still, bricks were
commonly found to be 40 cm long, 20 cm wide, and 7 cm thick. The units were not

excavated deep enough to expose any rock foundation that might exist, though it is

assumed a foundation is present.

A number of artifacts were found in association with Feature 23. Of the 54 nail parts

recovered, 50 are wire and only 4 are square-cut. This suggests a post-1880 date. No
other artifacts provided specific temporal information.

Of the three recovered bottles, two were manufactured for beer. The original contents of

the other bottle could not be determined. The one historical-ceramic sherd is from a

bowl. Of the 73 recognizable objects or artifacts that could be identified and thus placed

into functional categories, 61 (83.6%) fall into the architecture/construction category.

Eight are subsistence/mess (10.9%), two are indulgences (2.7%), and two are personal/

clothing (2.7%). None could be placed in the military, munitions, or furniture categories.

Artifacts from 30N-7W, unknown level

3 Aves bones
1 Rodentia bone
2 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 30N-35W, Level 1

1 aqua bottle

1 amber bottle

4 windowpane fragments (3.3 g)

1 semivitreous body sherd

cement (836.9 g)

50 nail parts (0S-50W)

charcoal (26.1 g)

wood (1930.1 g), 1 board, 21 shingles

2 metal buttons
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Figure 3.9. Unidentified military camp, ca. 1886. Photo by A. Frank Randall. Courtesy of

the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 561 58. When Fort Cummings was reactivated in 1880 for

the Victorio campaigns, most of the troops were housed in tents owing to the deteriorated

condition of many of the buildings and the number of troops stationed there (Couchman
1990:202; Myers 1968:39). This photograph provides a good view of military tents and tent

accessories (see also Figure 1.7).

Artifacts from 30N-30W, Level 1

1 amber bottle

3 nails (3S-0W)

4 nail parts (4S-0W)

charcoal (1.5 g)

2 cloth fragments (0.9 g)

1 flake

1 flake tool

1 piece of shatter

1 mammal bone
1 ungulate bone

Feature 24 was a continuation of the north exterior adobe wall of the excavated structure,

a collapsed portion of which was also observed in 30N-30W (main fort). Feature 24 was
north of Feature 23, suggesting that the wall had fallen outward. It was very deteriorated,

and many of the adobe bricks were broken and jumbled. Details regarding wall
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construction and brick dimensions could not be recorded, though they are assumed to

be similar to those exhibited by Feature 23 (see also Feature 25, below). The units were

not excavated deep enough to expose any foundation.

Eight nails and nail parts were found in association with this portion of the north exterior

wall. Seven are square-cut and one is wire, suggesting a ca. 1880 date. No other temporal

data are available.

Two of the four recovered bottles were for beer. The original contents of the other two
could not be determined. No sherds were found. Of the ten objects and artifacts that

could be identified, eight fall into the architecture/construction category and two fall into

the indulgence category. No other functional category is represented.

Artifacts from 24N-21W, Level 1

1 clear bottle

1 clear rectangular bottle

1 amber bottle

Artifacts from 29N-27W, Level 1

1 amber bottle

2 nails (1S-1W)

6 nail parts (6S-0W)

charcoal (5.9 g)

wood (1.3 g)

2 flakes

1 piece of shatter

Artifacts from 30N-30W, Level 1

charcoal (0.1 g)

Feature 25 was a further continuation of the north, exterior adobe wall of the excavated

structure, observed in 29N-27W and 29N-22W (both in the main fort). The western

portion of this feature had fallen and was greatly deteriorated. In contrast, the eastern

two-thirds of the feature were relatively intact. Construction techniques and adobe brick

dimensions were the same as those exhibited by Feature 23 and, presumably, Feature 24
(see above), except in the extreme eastern end of the wall. There, bricks were laid

lengthwise to form the wall thickness.

Feature 25 also included a segment of a north-south interior wall, abutting the north

exterior wall and presumably running south to abut Feature 26 (see below). The two
adobe bricks visible in this wall measure 44 cm long, 25 cm wide, and 10 cm thick.

Artifacts associated with Feature 25 included 74 nails and nail parts. Forty-six are

square-cut and 28 are wire, suggesting a ca. 1880 date. Other artifacts with dating

potential are three .22 rimfire cartridge cases (the fourth is unidentifiable). One has an
impressed "F" on its headstamp. Another has an "R" and the third has "Super". As
mentioned previously, dating headstamp markings is a problematic exercise.
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No glass bottles were observed in association with Feature 25. The one historical-

imported ceramic sherd did not suggest any particular vessel type. Of 85 recognizable

objects and artifacts, nearly all (80, 94.1%) are in the architecture/ construction functional

category. Four (4.7%) are munitions, while one (1.2%) is furniture. None fall into the

military, subsistence/mess, indulgences, or personal/clothing categories.

Artifacts from Level 1

1 semivitreous body sherd

cement (75.7 g)

plaster (1.8 g)

34nails(23S-llW)
40nailparts(23S-17W)
1 staple

6 strap pieces

charcoal (5.2 g)

wood (4.7 g)

4 cartridge cases

Feature 26 consisted of two interior adobe walls, one running east-west and the other

abutting it and running north-south. It was initially observed in unit 24N-28W (main fort).

The north-south portion appears to extend to unit 20N-30W (main fort) as Feature 16 (see

above), though this was not confirmed. The east-west portion clearly extends east into

unit 24N-23W (main fort). A fireplace (Features 32 and 34) was found at the eastern end
of this portion, on the north side.

The three visible adobe bricks in the north-south portion of the feature were laid in a

single row with their lengths perpendicular to the length of the wall. Brick length formed
wall thickness. Brick dimensions were 44 cm long, 25 cm wide, and 10 cm thick.

Wall construction and brick dimensions were different for the east-west portion of the

feature. In this case, two rows of bricks were laid lengthwise and side-by-side to form the

width of the wall. Adobe brick dimensions varied considerably in the east-west portion,

but all were somewhat smaller than those in the north-south portion.

A fair number of artifacts were observed in association with Feature 26, including 14

nails and nail parts. Eight are square-cut and six are wire, suggesting a ca. 1880 date. The
fact that all square-cut nails came from arbitrarily defined Level 1, while all the wire nails

came from arbitrarily defined Level 2, indicates that the artifacts were deposited in a

mixed fashion. No other artifacts provide specific dating information.

One of the six bottles was for wine, another for beer, and a third for spirits. The original

contents of the remaining three could not be determined. The eight historical-imported

ceramic sherds are thought to represent five cups and two jars. Of the 48 objects or

artifacts placed in functional categories, 27 are architecture/construction (56.2%), 16 are

subsistence/mess (33.3%), three are indulgences (6.2%), and one is military (2.1%). A single

piece of chain was placed in the "other" category. No artifacts were placed in munitions,

furniture, or personal/clothing.
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Artifacts from 24N-28W, Level 1

1 windowpane fragment (1.2 g)

8 historical ceramic sherds

three semivitreous body, three semi-

vitreous rim, one semivitreous base, and
one vitreous handle sherd

concrete (12.9 g)

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

1 chain piece

1 uniform star

5 wire pieces

charcoal (44.1 g)

wood (36.4 g), one board

Artifacts from 24N-23W, Level 1

1 clear bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 amber bottle

7 windowpane fragments (4.7 g)

brick (31.8 g)

3 nails (3S-0W)

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

9 can parts

charcoal (2.5 g)

wood (100.4 g), four boards and one shingle

4 flakes

2 flake tools

Artifacts from 24N-23W, Level 2

3 clear bottles

brick (535.3 g)

6 nails (0S-6W)

charcoal (0.2 g)

wood (17.3 g)

slag (0.7 g)

Figure 3.10. .45/70 cartridge cases. This

type of ammunition was issued to

soldiers between 1873 and 1878 or

1880, when it was replaced by
smokeless powder ammunition. These
cartridges came from Fort Craig.

Feature 27 was a segment of rock foundation and adobe wall in and just north of

30N-40W (main fort). It formed the western portion of the north exterior wall of the

excavated structure (Figure 1.9). Much of the feature consisted of exposed rock

foundation. Only a few adobe bricks were seen above this foundation, probably because
the surface in this area of the site is relatively low-lying. This situation is similar to the

one found at Feature 9 (see above).

Adobe wall construction and brick dimensions of the feature are different than those in

Features 23, 24 (presumably), and most of 25 but similar to those of other features.

Bricks were laid in a single row with their longest dimension perpendicular to the length

of the wall. The wall is therefore as wide as the bricks are long. All visible adobe bricks

measured 44 cm long, 25 cm wide, and 10 cm thick.
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Moving along the north exterior wall from west to east, therefore, we see alternating

construction techniques with bricks first being perpendicular (single row), then parallel

(two rows), and then perpendicular again (single row) at the eastern end (Figure 1.9; see

Features 23, 24, and 25, above).

A few artifacts were found in association with Feature 27. Of the five nail parts, two are

square-cut and three are wire, suggesting a date of ca. 1880 or slightly later. No other

artifacts provide specific temporal data.

Only two bottles were recovered. One was designed to contain beer, but the contents of

the other could not be determined. No ceramics were found. Only six objects or artifacts

could be placed in functional categories. Five are in the architecture/construction

category and the sixth is in the indulgences category.

Artifacts from Level 1

1 clear bottle

1 amber bottle

stone (12.8 g)

slate (6.8 g)

5 nail parts (2S-3W)

charcoal (0.9 g)

1 lithic core

1 flake

Feature 28 was an interior adobe wall running north-south and abutting the north
exterior stone wall. Though originally located in 30N-40W (main fort), this wall appears
to continue south into unit 18N-42W (main fort, 1989 grid) where it was identified as

Feature 1. Indeed, construction techniques and brick dimensions are the same in both
features. Bricks were laid in a single row with their long dimension perpendicular to the

length of the wall. The wall is as wide as the bricks are long. All visible adobe bricks

measured 40 cm long, 25 cm wide, and 10 cm thick. Although 30N-40W was not

excavated deep enough to expose a foundation, there is little question that this feature

has a rock foundation.

Artifacts observed in association with Feature 28 include 11 nail parts. All are wire,

suggesting a post-1880 date. No other temporal information is available from the

artifacts.

The one bottle recovered from the feature was manufactured for beer. No ceramics were
found. Eleven of the twelve objects or artifacts placed in functional categories represent

architecture/construction and only one is in the indulgences category.

Artifacts from Level 1 slate (19.0 g)

11 nail parts (OS-11W)
1 amber bottle charcoal (2.9 g)

cement (129.1 g) wood (4.0 g)

stone (11.8 g) 2 flakes
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Figure 3.11. Company G, 8th Cavalry in Box Canyon, New Mexico. This unit was stationed

at Fort Cummings in 1870. This photo was taken while the troop was assigned to Fort

Selden in 1871-1873. Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 155008.

Feature 29 was a modern hearth circled by rocks. It was constructed with relatively small

rocks from the excavated structure. It was observed in unit 24N-21W (main fort), on the

surface. The exterior of the circle was just under 1 m in diameter. The largest rock

measured 28 by 24 cm, but most commonly the rocks measured about 24 by 16 cm. The
only potentially datable artifact from Feature 29 is a .22 short cartridge case with an "F"

headstamp. No bottles or ceramics were found. Of the four objects and artifacts, two are

placed in the munitions functional category and one each in subsistence/mess and
personal/clothing.
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Artifacts from Level 1

can part

buckle

charcoal (149.5 g)

2 cartridge cases

2 flakes

Feature 30 was the entire east exterior adobe wall of the excavated structure, seen in

units 13N-24W, 14N-22W, 20N-25W, 21N-21W, and 24N-21W(all in the main fort; Figures

1.9 and 3.13. (Figure 3.12 is a key for many of the remaining figures in this chapter.)

Unlike the south and north exterior walls, though similar to the west exterior wall

(Feature 37, below), this feature was recognized relatively early in the 1990 field season

and therefore was assigned only one feature number.

Adobe wall construction techniques appear to have been different along various portions

of the feature. Along the "central" portion—from the northern half of 14N-22W to the

northern half of 24N-21W—bricks were laid in a single row with their long dimension
perpendicular to the length of the wall. The wall is therefore as wide as the bricks are

long. On the southern and northern "ends" of the feature, however, two rows of bricks

were laid lengthwise and side-by-side to form the wall width. Brick dimensions varied

somewhat along the entire feature, though the most common sizes were 44 cm long, 25

cm wide, and 10 cm thick (for the "central" portion) and 40 cm long, 20 cm wide, and 7

cm thick (for the "ends"). Some erosion on the outside of the wall, and some disturbance

near the middle, made it difficult to measure many of the adobe bricks.

A small segment of the rock foundation of this wall was exposed along its southern

"end." It appears similar to the foundation nearly completely exposed along the south

exterior wall, which is described elsewhere (see Features 9, 31, and 33, and Figure 3.4).

Numerous artifacts were observed in clear association with Feature 30. Of the 53 nails

and nail parts, 37 are square-cut and 16 are wire, suggesting a ca. 1880 date. Two
hole-in-top cans and one screw-top can lid were also recovered, the former dating from
1810 to 1910 and the latter from the mid-1860s to the present (Rock 1987). One glass

bottle fragment exhibits the letters "...ERQUE..." while another exhibits a single "L". In

addition, three cartridge cases have "F" headstamps and another has "4 B 4" (Appendix

L). None of these bottle fragments or cartridge cases could be dated, and no other

artifacts from the feature provide specific temporal information.

Of the 18 bottles recovered from the feature, four were manufactured for wine, five for

beer, and one for spirits. The original contents of the other eight could not be

determined. Among the 1 7 historical-imported ceramic sherds are portions of two bowls,

one jar, and 10 plates.

A grand total of 180 objects or artifacts were placed in functional categories. Seventy-

seven fall in the architecture/construction category (42.8%), 63 in the subsistence/mess

category (35.0%), 13 in furniture (7.2%), 11 in personal/clothing (6.1%), 10 in indulgences

(5.5%), and six in munitions (3.3%). No military category objects or artifacts were found.
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Artifacts from 14N-22W, Level 1

4 clear bottles

2 dark green bottles

1 green bottle

2 amber bottles

11 windowpane fragments (14.4 g)

4 historical rim sherds, three semMtreous
and one earthenware

3 prehistoric sherds, two body (one white-

ware and one brownware) and one
whiteware rim

brick (859.0 g)

3 nails (3S-0W)

11 nail parts (6S-5W)

1 spike

1 washer
1 grommet
1 thread spool (6.0 g)

2 burlap fragments (26.0 g)

1 cartridge case

1 biface

20 flakes

1 flake tool

1 projectile point

4 pieces of shatter

1 Aves bone
2 Rodentia bones
4 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 21N-21W, Level 1

2 clear bottles

1 dark green bottle

2 amber bottles

5 lamp glass fragments (4.3 g)

5 windowpane fragments (56.4 g)

1 semMtreous rim sherd

1 prehistoric brownware body sherd

brick (54.5 g)

cement (211.3 g)

stone (44.3 g)

6 nails (3S-3W)

12 nail parts (12S-0W)

1 tack

2 brackets

1 rivet

charcoal (46.8 g)

wood (61.8 g)

slag (13.8 g)

1 leather shoe fragment (1.7 g)

12 flakes

1 flake core

1 piece of shatter

1 mammal bone

Artifacts from 24N-21W, Level 1

1 clear bottle

1 clear rectangular bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 amber bottle

2 lamp glass fragments (0.3 g)

5 windowpane fragments (1.7 g)

12 historical ceramic sherds, six body (four

semivitreous, two earthenware), six rim (five

semMtreous, one earthenware)

1 prehistoric earthenware body sherd

brick (814.0 g)

cement ( 1 7.8 g)

plaster (2.5 g)

stone (278.2 g)

15 nails (7S-8W)

6 nail parts (6S-0W)

20 can parts

1 eyelet

1 spring clamp
2 wire pieces

charcoal (909.0 g)

coal (20.3 g)

wood (107.6 g), 31 shingles

4 leather shoe fragments (10.6 g)

3 milk glass doll fragments (3.3 g)

24 peanut shells (4.6 g)

4 cartridge cases

1 lead bullet

8 flakes

Feature 31 was a portion of the south exterior adobe wall—the eastern "end"—seen in

units 13N-29W and 13N-24W (both in the main fort). Adobe bricks along this portion of

the wall were laid in a single row, perpendicular to the length of the wall. The wall is

therefore as thick as the bricks are long. The size of these bricks was fairly uniform, with

dimensions of 44 cm long, 25 cm wide, and 10-12 cm thick.

The outside face of the rock foundation of the entire south exterior wall was nearly

completely exposed (Figure 3.4), including the portion considered here. This foundation
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extended only several centimeters beyond the adobe wall, and although the interior face

was not encountered, the foundation was probably not much wider than the wall itself

(cf. Features 9 and 27). The foundation was quite deep, however, extending between 35
and 40 cm below the bottom of the wall. Many rocks were used to construct this deep
foundation, none of which were very large. Although rock size and shape varied, typical

rocks averaged 30 cm by 20 cm by 15 cm. The importance of portability is again

suggested.

A number of artifacts were collected from Feature 31. Of the 45 nails and nail parts, 43
are wire and only one is square-cut, suggesting a post-1880 date. Two .22 rimfire

cartridge cases display headstamps impressed with a "C".

The intended contents of all 12 recovered bottles could be identified. One was for wine,

five for beer, one for champagne, one for medicine, one for food, and three for snuff. No
ceramic sherds were seen. In total, 88 objects or artifacts could be placed in functional

categories. Fifty-four are placed in the architecture/construction category (6 1 .4%), 1 1 each

in subsistence/mess and personal/clothing (12.5% each), 10 in indulgences (11.4%), and
two in munitions (2.3%). None fall in either military or furniture categories.

Artifacts from 13N-24W, Level 1

2 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 green bottle

3 amber bottles

1 glass jar fragment (9.4 g)

1 glass tumbler fragment (9.0 g)

7 windowpane fragments (8.2 g)

cement (104.6 g)

2 nails (0S-2W)

39 nail parts (2S-37W)

1 eyelet

charcoal (23.2 g)

8 cloth fragments (3.8 g)

7 peach/plum pits (14.5 g)

1 string fragment (0. 1 g)

2 cartridge cases

Artifacts from 13N-24W, Level 2

1 aqua bottle

1 green bottle

2 amber bottles

2 windowpane fragments (2.5 g)

concrete (57.6 g)

4 nail parts (0S-4W)

1 can part

charcoal (0.5 g)

wood (15.8 g), four slats

Artifacts from 13N-29W, Level 1

charcoal (165.3 g)

wood (144.0 g), 2 shingles

Artifacts from Unknown Unit, Level 1

wood (weight not recorded), 2 1 shingles

Feature 32 was a fireplace in the southeast corner of a room that is located in the

northeast corner of the excavated structure. It was observed in units 24N-23W, 24N-21W,
and 25N-22W (all in the main fort). It was one of several fireplaces recorded in the

excavated structure as well as in the structure associated with the standing adobe walls.

The adobe walls and additional adobe bricks in the corner of the room served as the back

and sides of the fireplace (portions of both Feature 26 and Feature 30; see above). These

bricks exhibit extensive evidence of repeated burning but are otherwise in fairly good
condition. An apron of red-fired bricks (Feature 34) in front of the fireplace was covered

by a mass of wall fall (Feature 35), thought to have been part of the Feature 26 walls that

had collapsed to the north.
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A number of artifacts were found in clear association with Feature 32—the adobe wall

surfaces forming the fireplace proper. They were all located in 24N-23W and above the

level of the fireplace apron (Level 1; see Feature 34, below). Of three recovered nails and

nail parts, two are square-cut and one is wire, indicating a date of ca. 1880. No other

temporal data were recorded. Of the four glass bottles, one was manufactured for wine,

one for beer, and one for food. The original contents of the fourth could not be

determined. No ceramic sherds were found.

Eight objects or artifacts were placed in functional categories. Four fall in the

architecture/construction category, two in indulgences, one in subsistence/mess, and one

in personal/clothing.

Artifacts from 24N-23W, Level 1

1 nail (1S-0W)

2 clear bottles 2 nail parts (1S-1W)

1 dark green bottle 1 wire piece

1 amber bottle charcoal (7.7 g)

brick (96.5 g) coal (0.1 g)

cement (158.6 g) wood (3.0 g)

stone (2.5 g) 1 cloth fragment (0.1 g)

Feature 33 was the western "half" of the south exterior adobe wall, seen in units

14N-38W, 14N-35W, and 15N-43W (all in the main fort; cf. Features 9 and 31). Adobe
bricks along most of this portion of the wall were laid in a single row perpendicular to

the length of the wall. Thus the wall is as wide as the bricks are long. The size of these

bricks, where visible, was fairly uniform. Dimensions were recorded as 44 cm long, 25 cm
wide, and 10-12 cm thick. Many of these bricks were difficult to measure, however.

The western "end" of the feature shows bricks laid in a different fashion—in two and
three rows with the long dimension parallel to the length of the wall. These adobe bricks

are more variable in size, though generally smaller than those seen towards the east,

averaging 40 cm long, 20 cm wide, and 7 cm thick (see Figure 1.9).

The outside face of the rock foundation of the entire south exterior wall was nearly

completely exposed (Figure 3.4), including the portion of the wall considered here. This

foundation extended only several centimeters beyond the adobe wall, and although the

interior face was not uncovered, the foundation does not appear to be much wider than
the wall itself (cf. Features 9 and 27). The foundation was quite deep, extending between
35 and 40 cm below the bottom of the wall. Many rocks were used in its construction,

and none were very large. Although rock size and shape varied, typical rocks averaged

30 cm by 20 cm by 15 cm. The importance of portability is again suggested.

No artifacts were recovered in association with Feature 33.

Feature 34 was the outer hearth or apron of the fireplace labeled Feature 32 (see above).

It was constructed of red-fired brick, laid in a single tier (Figure 3.14). At least twenty

bricks or brick fragments were recognized in the apron. Average brick size is 22 cm long,

9 cm wide, and 6 cm thick.
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Figure 3.14. Feature 34, the apron of the corner fireplace (Feature 32).

A few artifacts were observed in clear association with Feature 34—resting directly on the

red-fired bricks— at the top of Level 2 in both 24N-23W and 25N-22W. Thirteen nails and
nail parts were recovered, 1 1 of which are wire and two of which are square-cut. This

suggests a date shortly after 1880. One matchstick-filler-hole can was recovered, which
dates from ca. 1810 until ca. 1910 (Rock 1987). Pieces of a paper label were still attached,

with some writing that unfortunately could not be deciphered ("...O...VW..."

"...I...MO...LLN..."; see Appendix L).

One bottle cork had a number "5" on it, and one cartridge case had a headstamp marked
"WRA Co" "No 12" "RIVAL". This is identified as a 12-gauge shotgun shell manufactured
by the Winchester Repeating Arms Company between the late 1870s and early 1900s
(Herskovitz 1978:51; Appendix L).

No glass bottles or ceramics were recovered from Feature 34. Of the nineteen objects and
artifacts that could be placed in functional categories, fifteen fall in architecture/

construction and two each in munitions and subsistence/mess. None could be placed in

the military, indulgences, furniture, or personal/clothing categories.

Artifacts from 24N-23W, Level 2

concrete (561.0 g)

3 nails (0S-3W)

1 can
wood (29.8 g), 1 board
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Artifacts from 25N-22W, Level 2

1 windowpane fragment (0.8 g)

brick (63.1 g)

cement (356.0 g)

plaster (159.5 g)

10 nail parts (2S-8W)

1 screw

charcoal (1.2 g)

wood (250.3 g), 2 shingles

1 cork

1 cartridge case

1 shell base

1 flake

Feature 35 was a mass of wall fall and other debris directly above Feature 34, in units

24N-23W and 25N-22W (both in the main fort). Most of it is thought be from Feature 26
(see above). Also recovered were some wood fragments (included 10 shingles) and other

artifacts, all jumbled and mixed. None yielded any specific temporal information. Only

one bottle was recovered, and its original contents could not be determined. No ceramics

were found. Of the twelve artifacts that could be placed in functional categories, ten are

architecture/construction, one is subsistence/mess, and one is personal/clothing.

Artifacts from 24N-23W, Level 1

wood (20.4 g), 2 shingles

Artifacts from 25N-22W, Level 1

1 clear bottle

brick (818.9 g)

cement (244.1 g)

charcoal (2.8 g)

coal (18.3 g)

wood (80.9 g), 7 shingles

1 peach pit (1.6 g)

metal button

2 flakes

Artifacts from 25N-22W, Level 2

wood (141.5 g), 3 shingles

Figure 3.15. The plain eagle General

Service button, authorized for all enlisted

men between 1855 and 1884, came in two
sizes: a larger uniform coat and overcoat

button and a smaller cuff, vest, or jacket

button (illustration by Joanna Wilson, from
Gillio et al. 1980:31, Fig. 9).

Feature 36 was another fireplace, in the southwest corner of a room located along the

east exterior wall of the excavated structure. It was documented in units 14N-22W and
16N-23W (both in the main fort) and appeared similar to Feature 32. In this case, both the

adobe walls of the fireplace as well as the red-fired brick apron were given a single

feature number.

At least 25 red-fired bricks were observed in Feature 36, in a single tier. Average
dimensions are 22 cm long, 9 cm wide, and 6 cm thick, the same as the bricks in Feature

34.

A fair number of artifacts were observed in clear association with this fireplace.

Twenty-four nail parts were recovered, four square-cut and twenty wire, suggesting a

post-1880 date. A paper label on a glass bottle ("TOMATO" "CATSUP" "H.J. HEINZ Co."
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"PITTSBURG...") clearly identifies a post-1888 bottle of the H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh

(Toulouse 1971:236; see Appendix L). A small newspaper fragment, most likely from an
advertisement ("...Regular Sale..." "...shoes, hats,..." "...goods..." "...Avis, Haber & Co...."),

has not been dated (Appendix L).

Three bottles were recovered. One was manufactured for beer and one for food. The
original contents of the third remain unknown. The single ceramic sherd is thought to

represent a bowl. Of the forty objects or artifacts that could be placed in functional

categories, thirty-two are placed in architecture/construction (80.0%), three in

subsistence/mess (7.5%), two in personal/clothing (5.0%), and one in indulgences (2.5%).

The newspaper fragment and a glass stopper/pipe are placed in the "other" category

(5.0%). No artifacts are classified as military, munitions, or furniture.

Artifacts from 14N-22W, Level 1

1 windowpane fragment (0.4 g)

brick (91.4 g)

Artifacts from 16N-23W, Level 1

2 clear bottles

1 amber bottle

1 glass stopper and pipe (1.5 g)

7 windowpane fragments (4.2 g)

1 semivitreous body sherd

brick (82.2 g)

24 nail parts (4S-20W)

wood (100.7 g), one shingle

70 burlap fragments (120.8 g)

crumpled burlap (4.9 g)

newspaper fragment (0.1 g)

2 pearl buttons

1 lagomorph bone

Feature 37 was the entire west exterior adobe wall of the excavated structure, observed

in units 15N-43W, 16N-42W, 21N-41W, 25N-40W, 26N-41W, and 30N-40W(allinthe main
fort; see Figure 1 .9). Unlike the south and north exterior walls, though similar to the east

exterior wall (Feature 30, above), this feature was recognized relatively early in the 1990
field season and therefore was given a single feature number.

The northern "end" of this wall, along with relatively short sections elsewhere, were
constructed with adobe bricks lying perpendicular to wall direction; thus the walls are

as wide as the bricks are long. Brick dimensions averaged 40 cm long, 20 cm wide, and
7 cm thick, similar to interior walls but somewhat small when compared with other

exterior walls. Other portions of the feature were constructed by laying bricks parallel to

wall direction, in two rows. Average brick dimensions appear to be the same, though they

were more difficult to observe.

The foundation of Feature 37 was most clearly visible along the southern "end." A large

rock in the southwestern corner of the excavated structure measures 70 by 70 cm and
at least 50 cm thick. Other rocks in the foundation are significantly smaller—about the

size of the adobe bricks—and do not extend far from the adobe wall itself. One exception

is a scatter of rocks in the northern part of 16N-42W, probably the result of disturbance.

A number of artifacts were observed in association with this exterior wall. Of the 76 nails

and nail parts, 43 are square-cut and 33 are wire, suggesting a ca. 1880 date. All of the

wire nails were found along the northern "half" of the wall. One .22 short rimfire

cartridge case had an "H" headstamp and another had a "Rem" headstamp. These artifacts

cannot be dated with confidence.
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Six bottles were recovered, two manufactured for wine and two manufactured for beer.

The original contents of the two remaining bottles could not be determined. The five

historical-ceramic sherds represent two bowls and three jars.

Of the 191 objects or artifacts that could be placed in functional categories, 132 (69.2%)

are architecture/construction, nine (4.7%) are munitions, seven (3.7%) are subsistence/

mess, and four (2.1%) are indulgences. None are military, furniture, or personal/clothing,

though 39 must be considered "other" (20.4%). Included in this latter category are one
piece of chain, twenty-two horseshoes, six horseshoe parts, and ten muleshoes. All of the

shoes were found in a tight cluster on and next to the wall, in 16N-42W, Level 1.

Artifacts from 16N-42W, Level 1 Artifacts from 26N-41W, Level 1

1 clear bottle 1 clear bottle

2 dark green bottles 1 amber bottle

1 amber bottle 1 historical earthenware body sherd

52 windowpane fragments (230.5 g) 3 prehistoric earthenware sherds, two body and
4 historical body sherds, two semivitreous two rim

and two earthenware brick (311.6 g)

1 prehistoric earthenware body sherd 4 nails (4S-0W)

brick (466.8 g) 12 nail parts (12S-0W)

7 nails (7S-0W) charcoal (0.2 g)

53 nail parts (20S-33W) coal (4.5 g)

22 horseshoes 4 cartridge cases

6 horseshoe parts 4 flakes

10 muleshoes 1 flake tool

4 brackets

1 chain piece

charcoal (23.6 g)

wood (35.0 g), one slat

5 bullets

2 mammal bones

Feature 38 was apparently a fireplace in the northwest corner of a room located in the

southwest corner of the excavated structure. It was observed in units 16N-42W and
18N-41W (both in the main fort; Figure 3.16). Unfortunately, it was highly disturbed and
cannot be described in any detail. Further, no artifacts were observed in clear association

with the feature.

Feature 39 was a fireplace in the southwest corner of a room located in the northwest

corner of the excavated structure. It was seen in units 25N-40W and 26N-41W (both in the

main fort; Figure 3.17). This fireplace appeared relatively primitive in construction,

especially when compared with the other excavated fireplaces at the fort. Notably, the

apron was puddled adobe, not red-fired brick. A segment of the Feature 37 wall bounded
the fireplace and exhibited evidence of extensive burning. Still, the precise outline of the

fireplace was difficult to distinguish from the adobe walls. This was not a well-defined

feature.

Twenty-eight nails were recovered from this fireplace. All but one are wire, suggesting a

post- 1880 date. No other artifacts provide specific temporal data.
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Three bottles were found. One was designed for wine and another for beer. The original

contents of the third remain unknown. No ceramics were found. Forty-five objects or

artifacts could be placed in functional categories: 28 in architecture/construction (62.2%),

eight in personal/clothing (17.8%), six in subsistence/mess (13.3%), two in indulgences

(4.4%), and one in furniture (2.2%). No objects or artifacts are placed in the military or

munitions categories.

Artifacts from 26N-41W, Level 1

8 eyelets

1 clear bottle 1 bracket

1 dark green bottle charcoal (0.1 g)

1 amber bottle wood (9.6 g)

1 prehistoric earthenware body sherd 2 flakes

brick (1508.4 g) 2 Aves bones
28 nail parts (1S-27W) 4 lagomorph bones

Feature 40 was a fireplace located in the northwest corner of a room directly south of

Feature 39 (see above). The two fireplaces were "back to back" in adjacent room corners.

Feature 40 was identified in 25N-40W and 26N-41W (both in the main fort). This feature

was also relatively primitive, having a puddled adobe apron and unclear boundaries with

the contiguous adobe walls (e.g., see Feature 37). Even fewer artifacts were found in

association, but the assemblage did include five nail parts, none of which are square-cut,

suggesting a post-1880 date. No other artifacts provide specific temporal information.

No bottles or ceramics were recovered. Eighteen objects or artifacts could be placed into

functional categories: ten subsistence/mess, five architecture/construction, two furniture,

and one munitions. None fall into the military, indulgences, or personal/clothing

categories.

Artifacts from 26N-41W, Level 1

5 nail parts (all wire)

6 can parts

2 brackets

charcoal (1.2 g)

1 cartridge case

1 lagomorph bone
3 Lepus bones

Feature 41 was located in unit 10S-2E (spring house) during the 1991 testing. It consisted

of a concentration of ash and a few pieces of burnt wood. The feature was 30 cm long

and 13 cm wide and was encountered in arbitrarily defined Level 2 in the northeast

quarter of the unit.

None of the artifacts associated with the feature provide specific temporal information.

Three bottles were recovered, one of which was manufactured for beer. The original

contents of the other two are unknown. This single beer bottle is the only artifact that

could be placed in a functional category—indulgences.
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Artifacts from 10S-2E, Level 2

1 amber bottle

2 white bottles

1 semivitreous body sherd

1 prehistoric earthenware rim sherd

1 foil piece

charcoal (43.7 g)

wood (208.4 g)

Feature 42 was the first feature discovered during the 1992 field season, and the first to

be identified within the structure with standing adobe walls. Portions of this structure

were excavated during this last year of field work.

The feature was a concentration of adobe wall fall encountered in 24N-6E (main fort;

Figure 3.18). It was first seen in Level 1. Its depth could not be determined because no
clear boundaries with Feature 46 were found (see below). The north-south wall had fallen

to the east. The wall fall was deteriorated to the extent that feature and individual adobe
brick dimensions could not be determined. No artifacts were observed in clear association

with Feature 42.

Feature 43 was an interior adobe wall running north-south in unit 22N-2W (main fort;

Figures 3.19 and 3.20). It was located within the structure with standing adobe walls. Part

of this feature formed the back of the only fireplace uncovered in the middle of a wall

(Features 44 and 54, below) and not in a room corner. This part of the feature consisted

\

Figure 3.18. Probable wall or ceiling timber (Feature 47) in the structure with standing

adobe walls.
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of a single row of adobe bricks of various sizes, though all were close to 25 cm in width.

On either side of the fireplace, the wall was significantly wider and consisted of two rows
of bricks placed lengthwise in the same orientation as the wall. Overall brick size again

varied considerably, though wall width on either side of the fireplace averaged 40 cm (so

the adobe bricks were 20 cm wide here). Brick length varied from 28 to 44 cm, but
thickness everywhere approximated 7 cm.

No clear foundation was observed; rather, the wall appeared to rest on a combination of

caliche and puddled adobe.

A few artifacts were found in association with Feature 43. Of the twelve nails and nail

parts recovered, eight are square-cut and four are wire, suggesting a ca. 1880 or slightly

more recent date. In addition, two crown bottle caps indicate a post-1889 date. No other

artifacts provided specific temporal information.

No glass bottles or ceramics were recorded. Of the fifteen 15 objects or artifacts placed

in functional categories, thirteen are architecture/construction and two are subsistence/

mess.

Artifacts from 22N-2W, Level 1

10 nails (6 square-cut/4 wire)

2 nail parts (both square-cut)

1 spike

2 bottle caps

Feature 44 was a fireplace located on the west side of Feature 43, in unit 22N-2W (main

fort; Figures 3.19 and 3.20). It was located in the structure with standing adobe walls.

Unlike Features 32, 36, 38, 39, and 40 (all in the main fort), this fireplace was not in a

room corner, it was in the middle of the wall. In other ways, however, this and some of

the other fireplaces were quite similar. For example, Feature 44 had a red-fired brick

apron (Feature 54, below), and standard adobe bricks formed the back and sides of the

fireplace itself (Feature 43, above). The six red-fired bricks remaining in the feature at the

time of excavation averaged 22 cm long, 9 cm wide, and 6 cm thick.

A number of artifacts were found within the fireplace, either within the matrix that had

filled it (Level 1) or resting directly on its base (Level 2). Only three square-cut nails or

nail parts were recovered, suggesting a pre- 1880 date. Five clothing rivets marked "L.S.

& CO. S.F." were clearly manufactured by Levi Strauss and Company, San Francisco. These

postdate ca. 1850. More of these rivets were located in the same unit, some were found

in Feature 54 (below), and others not in clear association with any feature were also

found (see Appendix L).

Of the two bottles recovered from the feature, one was manufactured for beer but the

original contents of the other could not be determined. No ceramics were found. Twenty-

one objects or artifacts could be placed in functional categories: twelve in personal/

clothing, five in architecture/construction, three in subsistence/mess, and one in

indulgences.
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Figure 3.19.

corner.

Feature 44, the only fireplace in the excavated structure not built into a room

Figure 3.20. The apron (Feature 54) and the wooden floor (Feature 58) in front of Feature 44.
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Artifacts from 22N-2W, Level 1

1 amber bottle

mortar (36.2 g)

plaster (41.0 g)

1 nail part (square-cut)

5 rivets (Levi Strauss and Co.)

2 wire pieces

wood (34.3 g)

2 cloth fragments (4.3 g)

cloth/dirt clumps (7.2 g)

2 leather fragments (0.7 g)

1 metal/cloth button

3 mammal bones

Artifacts from Level 2

1 clear bottle

2 nail parts (both square-cut)

2 metal/cloth buttons

Feature 45 was a portion of the north exterior adobe wall of the structure with standing

adobe walls. It was recorded in unit 24N-6E (main fort; see Figure 3.18). Both wall

construction techniques and brick dimensions differ somewhat from those used in the

excavated structure, to the west. The wall was a single row of adobe bricks of varying

sizes, though all of them were relatively large. Some were laid with the long dimension
parallel to wall direction, others were laid perpendicular. Wall width was about 40 cm
throughout, and brick thickness was consistently 7-8 cm. Apparently, this exterior wall

did not have a rock foundation.

Artifacts observed in clear association with Feature 45 include 13 nails and nail parts. All

are square-cut, suggesting a pre-1880 date. No other artifacts provided specific temporal

information.

Only one bottle was recovered, and it was manufactured for beer. No ceramics were
found. Twenty objects or artifacts could be placed in functional categories: thirteen in

architecture/construction, three in subsistence/mess, three in furniture, and one in

indulgences. None fall in the munitions, military, or personal/clothing categories.

Artifacts from 24N-6E, Level 1

plaster (0.6 g)

2 can parts

1 dowel
wood (2.1 g)

Artifacts from 24N-6E, Level 2

1 amber bottle

plaster (1.7 g)

4 nails (all square-cut)

9 nail parts (all square-cut)

lbolt

1 rivet

charcoal (0.1 g)

wood (68.1 g)

1 ungulate bone

Feature 46 was a mass of wall fall in 24N-6E (main fort; Figure 3.18), apparently a portion

of the north exterior adobe wall of the structure with standing adobe walls, identified

previously as Feature 45. It had fallen to the south and was observed in Levels 1 and 2,

mixed and blended with Feature 42 in places (see above). Neither original wall

construction techniques nor individual brick dimensions could be determined. Feature

46 may have fallen before Feature 42.

A number of artifacts were recovered from the wall fall of Feature 46. Included are 24
nails and nail parts, 23 of which are square-cut. A ca. 1880 date is suggested. The name
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on a glass bottle fragment ("D" "FAM"; Appendix L) cannot be deciphered. No other

specific temporal data are known. Seven glass bottles were recovered, though the

intended contents of all of them remain unknown. No ceramics were found. Among the

46 objects or artifacts that could be placed in functional categories, 27 are included in

architecture/construction (58.7%), 10 in subsistence/mess (21.7%), seven in personal/

clothing (1 5.2%), and two in furniture (4.3%). None are military, munitions, or indulgences.

Artifacts from 24N-6E, Level 1

adobe (414.7 g)

plaster (11.7 g)

2 nail parts (both square-cut)

1 latch

1 wire piece

charcoal (0.8 g)

wood (21.1 g)

2 Lepus bones

Artifacts from 24N-6E, Level 2

4 clear bottles

2 aqua bottles

1 violet bottles

adobe (260.4 g)

5 nails (all square-cut)

17 nail parts (16 square-cut/1 wire)

2 can parts

1 tack

1 bar

1 wire piece

charcoal (7.0 g)

coal (9.5 g)

wood (41.3 g)

6 leather shoe or belt fragments (8.6 g)

1 plastic button

5 mammal bones
1 ungulate bone

Feature 47 was a large, long piece of wood associated with chunks of mortar and plaster

(not collected) and extending east-west adjacent to Feature 45, in unit 24N-6E Level 1

(main fort; Figure 3.18). It was on the inside of the adobe wall but was not beneath it. The
wood is thought to represent a wall or ceiling timber, not floor.

Only two square-cut nails provide specific temporal information, in this case a pre- 1880
date. All four artifacts observed in association with Feature 47 fall in the architecture/

construction functional category.

Artifacts from 24N-6E, Level 1

2 nail parts (both square-cut)

1 wire piece

wood (72.3 g), one board

Feature 48 was a trash deposit, primarily concentrated in the northwest corner of 0N-4E
(main fort). The trash was thus deposited within a room of the structure with standing

adobe walls. It was observed in Level 2, resting above Feature 55 (see below) and
separated from that feature by a layer of relatively sterile soil.

Numerous artifacts were recovered from this trash deposit. Included are 56 nails and nail

parts, 55 of which are square-cut. This suggests a ca. 1880 date, though clearly in this

case the date is not indicative of deposition but of use. The feature itself, consisting of

secondary refuse, was created after the nails (and other artifacts) were used. One oval

sardine can (Appendices F and L), which might date to the second decade of the twentieth

century or later (Rock 1987), also reflects the secondary and mixed nature of this deposit.

This interpretation is further supported by the writing on a glass bottle ("WIS. G. Co" "L"
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Figure 3.21. Unidentified soldier, Civil War era. This photograph shows a detailed view of

the uniform jacket and belt, including buttons and oval buckle. Because of the surplus of

uniforms at the end of the Civil War, these uniforms were worn by the frontier soldiers

until 1873 (Steffen 1978:96). Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 88581.

"MIL") manufactured by the Wisconsin Glass Company in Milwaukee between 1882 and
1886 (Toulouse 1971:541; see Appendix L).

Seventeen bottles are represented in the assemblage, including 12 that were

manufactured for beer. The original contents of the remaining five are unclear. The vessel

types of the two ceramic sherds could not be identified.
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Of the 142 objects or artifacts that could be placed in functional categories, 119 (83.8%)

fall in the architecture/construction category while 12 are in indulgences (8.4%), eight in

subsistence/mess (5.6%), two in personal/clothing (1.4%), and one in furniture (0.7%).

None fall in the military or munitions categories.

Artifacts from 0N-4E, Level 2

1 clear bottle

12 amber bottles

3 violet bottles

1 blue bottle

1 windowpane fragment (1.0 g)

2 semivitreous body sherds

19 nails (18 square-cut/1 wire)

37 nail parts (all square-cut)

1 can
1 can part

1 screw

1 ring

1 hasp/fastener

1 rivet/fastener

61 wire pieces

2 flakes

2 Aves bones
4 mammal bones

Feature 49 was a clay and lime lens in the southeast corner of unit 0N-2W (main fort),

documented in Levels 2 and 3. It contained a number of artifacts. Only a portion of the

feature was excavated because it extended south and east, beyond the limits of the

excavation unit.

Artifacts include one square-cut nail part but no wire nails or nail parts, suggesting a

pre- 1880 date. No other artifacts provided specific temporal data. Three bottles were
represented in the feature, and one of them was manufactured for beer. The original

contents of the other two are not known. The two historical sherds could not be
identified.

Only six objects or artifacts could be placed in functional categories: five in architecture/

construction and the remaining artifact in indulgences. No other functional category is

represented.

Artifacts from 0N-2W, Level 2

1 clear bottle

3 windowpane fragments (2.7 g)

3 prehistoric earthenware rim sherds

1 spike

wood (4.9 g)

Artifacts from 0N-2W, Level 3

1 clear bottle

1 amber bottle

2 semivitreous body sherds

1 prehistoric earthenware body sherd

mortar (238.8 g)

1 nail part (square-cut)

12 plastic fragments (70.1 g)

2 flakes

Feature 50 was a mixture of wood, charcoal, and organic material in the southwest corner

of 0N-2W (main fort) in Levels 2, 3, and 4. Since the top of this feature was 10 cm below
the top of Feature 49 (see previous discussion), it is older than the clay and lime lens.

Feature 50 may consist, in part, of the remains of a wooden doorway, facing south and
located between Feature 51 and Feature 53 (see below). This doorway would have

measured about 90 cm in width. Unit 0N-2W was intentionally excavated so a number of

adobe walls and related features would be uncovered—hence the concentration of these

features within this single provenience (see Features 51, 52, and 53, below).
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A few artifacts were recovered from this mixture of material labeled Feature 50. Five

square-cut nail parts were found, though no wire nails or nail parts were observed,

suggesting a pre- 1880 date. Again, this is very clearly a date of use, not deposition. No
other artifacts provide specific temporal information.

One wine bottle and one beer bottle were collected. The original contents of two
additional bottles could not be determined. No historical-imported ceramics were seen.

Eight of the ten objects or artifacts that could be placed in functional categories were
architecture/construction; the remaining two are indulgences, with none in military,

munitions, subsistence/mess, furniture, or personal/clothing.

Artifacts from 0N-2W, Level 2

1 dark amber bottle

3 windowpane fragments (6.4 g)

plaster (1.1 g)

wood (4.6 g)

Artifacts from 0N-2W, Level 3

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

mortar (239.2 g)

5 nail parts (all square-cut)

wood (423.8 g)

Artifacts from 0N-2W, Level 4

wood (0.5 g)

CHARLES MEAKIN
HANLEY

CHARLES MEAKIN
Hartley, Staffordshire,

England

Earthenware. Printed

1883-1889(1883-1889)

Figure 3.22. Example of hallmark found
on a sherd from unit 16N-22E, trash

dump (from Kovel and Kovel 1986:10).

Feature 51 was an adobe wall recorded in the west profile of unit 0N-2W (main fort). It

was part of the structure with standing adobe walls. Only a small portion of this

apparently north-south wall could be seen in the extreme southwestern corner of the

unit, adjacent to and west of Feature 50 (see above). In profile, at least four tiers of bricks

were seen. These bricks exhibited various lengths and widths and were laid in a staggered

fashion with the long dimension either parallel or perpendicular to the length of the wall.

Adobe brick thickness was uniformly nearly 8 cm.

A very shallow rock foundation beneath the tiers of adobe bricks was no more than 10

cm in thickness and was almost entirely a single tier of relatively small rocks. None were

any larger than the adobe bricks above them.

No artifacts were found in clear association with Feature 51.

Feature 52 was an east-west adobe wall recorded in the south profile of unit 0N-2W (main

fort). It was adjacent to and east of Feature 50. Five tiers of adobe bricks were
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documented. Wall construction techniques appear to have been rather haphazard, with

bricks not exhibiting any consistent pattern. In addition, brick lengths and widths varied

significantly, though brick thickness was fairly consistent at about 7-8 cm.

Little evidence of a foundation was found beneath the tiers of adobe brick. One relatively

small rock—no more than 14 by 10 cm in length and width—was observed, along with

a fair quantity of puddled adobe. This layer rested directly on sterile, sandy soil.

The artifacts found in association with Feature 52 were all located near the bottom of the

wall, in Level 3. They include 22 nails and nail parts. All are square-cut, indicating a

pre- 1880 date. No other artifacts provide specific temporal data.

Four bottles were recovered. Three were designed to contain beer. The original contents

of the fourth bottle are not known. The one historical-imported ceramic sherd has been
identified as part of a plate.

Fifty-seven of the 69 objects or artifacts that could be placed in functional categories are

architecture/construction (82.6%). An additional eight are subsistence/mess (1 1.6%), three

are indulgences (4.3%), while one is furniture (1.4%). None are military, munitions, or

personal/clothing.

Artifacts from 0N-4E, Level 3 1 can part

5 spikes

1 aqua bottle 1 tack

3 amber bottles 20 wire pieces

10 windowpane fragments (12.5 g) wood (3.9 g)

I semivitreous body sherd 1 flake

11 nails (all square-cut) 1 Aves bone
II nail parts (all square-cut) 5 mammal bones

Feature 53 was yet another adobe wall segment seen in 0N-2W(main fort), this one across

the east wall profile (Figure 3.23) of the structure with standing adobe walls. Up to five

tiers of adobe brick were visible, and construction techniques appeared similar to those

of Features 51 and 52 (i.e., rather haphazard and not exhibiting much in the way of a

regular pattern, although more bricks were laid with lengths perpendicular than parallel

to the length of the wall). Brick dimensions were a bit more regular in Feature 53, with

average brick size being 40 cm long, 20 cm wide, and 7 cm thick.

A foundation of relatively small rocks, consisting of one or two tiers, was seen below the

adobe. No rocks were larger than the adobe bricks, and most were considerably smaller.

The foundation never extended more than 1 5 cm below the wall itself.

No artifacts were found in association with Feature 53.

Feature 54 was the outer hearth, or apron, of the fireplace identified as Feature 44. It was
encountered in unit 22N-2W (main fort; Figure 3.20). This feature was constructed of

red-fired brick, similar to those of other fireplaces recorded at the fort. Only six of the

bricks remained at the time of excavation—they averaged 22 cm long, 9 cm wide, and 6

cm thick.
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Figure 3.23. Profile of Feature 53, a segment of adobe wall in the structure with standing adobe
walls (main fort).

The artifacts recovered in association with Feature 54 include 38 nails and nail parts. All

are square-cut, indicating a pre-1880 date. Five clothing rivets were also found ("L.S. & CO.
S.F."), clearly manufactured by Levi Strauss and Company, San Francisco. These postdate

ca. 1850. More of these rivets were located in the same unit, some in Feature 44 (above)

and others not in clear association with any feature (see Appendix L).

Three glass bottles were recovered from Feature 54, one of which was manufactured for

beer. The original contents of the other two could not be determined. No
historical-imported ceramics were found. Of 54 objects and artifacts that could be placed

in functional categories, 41 are architecture/construction (75.9%), seven are personal/

clothing (12.9%), two are subsistence/mess (3.7%), one is indulgences (1.8%), and one is

furniture (1.8%). Two horseshoes are placed in the "other" category (3.7%). No objects or

artifacts are placed in the military or munitions categories.

Artifacts from 22N-2W, Level 2

1 clear bottle

1 green bottle

1 amber bottle

adobe (197.5 g)

mortar (339.0 g)

3 nails (all square-cut)

20 nail parts (all square-cut)

1 spike

1 tack

1 pry-bar

1 handle

2 horseshoes

1 rivet/snap

5 rivets (Levi Strauss and Co.)

1 wire piece

charcoal (2.9 g)

wood (37.4 g)

1 shell button

1 mammal bone
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Artifacts from 22N-2W, Level 3

5 nails (all square-cut)

10 nail parts (all square-cut)

charcoal (1.3 g)

Feature 55 was a trash concentration in Level 4 of unit 0N-4E (main fort), below Feature

48 and separated from it by a layer of relatively sterile soil (see above). It was formed

within a room of the structure with standing adobe walls and is thought to have been

quite close to the original floor.

Artifacts found within Feature 55 include 11 nails and nail parts. All are square-cut,

suggesting a pre-1880 date of use, not deposition. No other artifacts provided specific

temporal information.

Only one glass bottle was found within the feature. Its original contents could not be

determined. The single historical-imported ceramic sherd could not be related to any

particular vessel type. Seventeen objects and artifacts could be placed in functional

categories: fourteen in architecture/construction and one each in subsistence/mess,

furniture, and personal/clothing. None are in the military, munitions, or indulgences

categories.

Artifacts from 0N-4E, Level 4

1 clear bottle

1 semivitreous body sherd

3 nails (all square-cut)

8 nail parts (all square-cut)

1 can part

1 spike

1 door latch

2 strap pieces

charcoal (0.2 g)

19 eggshell fragments (0.5 g)

1 glass button

2 flakes

Feature 56 was a concentration of charcoal-stained soil (not collected) and trash. It was
scattered throughout 3S-24W Level 1 (Hyatt land), though it was most dense in the

northern half of the unit. Artifacts include 90 square-cut nails and nail parts, but no wire

nails, suggesting a pre-1880 date. No other specific temporal data are provided. Eighteen

bottles were recovered from the feature, including nine manufactured for wine and seven

for beer. The original contents of the remaining two remain unclear. The vessel type

represented by the one historical-imported ceramic sherd could not be determined.

Ninety-three of the 114 objects and artifacts that could be placed in functional categories

fall in architecture/construction (8 1 .6%). An additional 1 6 are indulgences ( 14.0%) and five

are furniture (4.4%). None fall in the military, munitions, subsistence/mess, or personal/
clothing categories.

Artifacts from 3S-24W, Level 1

2 green bottles

1 dark amber bottle

6 amber bottles

9 black bottles

1 historical earthenware body sherd

50 nails (all square-cut)

40 nail parts (all square-cut)

1 spike

3 tacks

1 screw

1 staple

2 wire pieces
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Feature 57 was a concentration of charcoal, charcoal-stained soil (not collected), and
trash, very similar to Feature 56 and observed in unit 7N-12W Level 1 (Hyatt land). These
two features probably represent parts of a much larger concentration.

Artifacts found within Feature 57 include 38 nails and nail parts, all of which are

square-cut. This suggests a pre- 1880 date. No other specific information regarding dates

is available from artifacts. Two bottles were recovered, one of which was manufactured
for wine. The original contents of the other remain unknown. The single historical-

imported ceramic sherd is from a bowl. Of the 68 objects or artifacts that could be placed

in functional categories, 43 are in architecture/construction (63.2%), 24 in subsistence/

mess (35.3%), and one in indulgences (1.5%). None could be placed in the military,

munitions, furniture, or personal/clothing categories.

Artifacts from 7N-12W, Level 1

1 clear bottle

1 black bottle

3 glass handle fragments (7.0 g)

1 semivitreous rim sherd

18 nails (all square-cut)

20 nail parts (all square-cut)

20 can parts

5 wire pieces

charcoal (4.5 g)

Feature 58 was a wooden floor seen in unit 22N-2W, Level 3 (main fort; Figure 3.20). It

was west of and in association with Features 44 and 54, the fireplace and outer hearth,

respectively, located in the structure with standing adobe walls.

A few artifacts were located on the floor. None provided specific information regarding

dates. Five bottles were recovered, one of which was manufactured for beer. The original

contents of the other four could not be determined. No historical-imported ceramics were
found. Only four objects or artifacts could be placed in functional categories: three in

subsistence/mess and one in indulgences. No other functional category is represented.

Artifacts from 22N-2W, Level 3

3 clear bottles

1 green bottle

1 amber bottle

adobe (16.2 g)

mortar (15.2 g)

charcoal (29.4 g)

wood (39.9 g)

3 mammal bones

Feature 59 was an additional wooden floor seen in unit 22N-2W, in this case east of the

fireplace identified as Feature 44. This floor was not in association with Features 44 and

54, however, because it was located in the adjacent room, east of the adobe wall labeled

Feature 43. It was also somewhat lower than Feature 58, located in this case in Level 4.
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Artifacts found on Feature 59 include 10 nails and nail parts. All are square-cut,

indicating a pre- 1880 date. No other specific information on dates is available from
artifacts. Two bottles were recovered, one of which was designed for beer. The intended

contents of the other could not be determined. No historical-imported ceramics were

found.

Fourteen objects or artifacts could be placed in functional categories. Eleven are in

architecture/construction (78.6%), and one each in subsistence/mess, indulgences, and
personal/clothing (7.1% each). None are in the military, munitions, or furniture categories.

Artifacts from 22N-2W, Level 4

1 clear bottle

1 amber bottle

plaster (0.5 g)

2 nails (both square-cut)

8 nail parts (all square-cut)

1 wire piece

charcoal (4.6 g)

wood (77.0 g)

1 cloth fragment (0.1 g)

eggshell fragment (0.1 g)

1 ungulate bone

Feature 60 was a mixture of adobe, rock, mortar, and wood, embedded in caliche. It was
seen in unit 7N-12W (Hyatt land), near the perimeter wall of the original fort. Only a

sample of the wood was collected, along with a few associated artifacts.

Five nails and nail parts were found, four of which are square-cut and one of which is

wire. This suggests a ca. 1880 date. The only other artifacts to be recovered are a single

piece of wire and some wood. The six objects or artifacts that can be placed in functional

categories all fall into architecture/construction.

Artifacts from 7N-12W, Level 1

3 nails (2 square-cut/ 1 wire)

2 nail parts (both square-cut)

1 wire piece

Artifacts from 7N-12W, Level 2

wood (12.4 g)

Feature 61 turned out to be a concentration of caliche in 3S-24W (Hyatt land). At first, it

appeared that this "feature" might be structural—part of an adobe wall or compact dirt

floor. This turned out not to be the case, and little information was gained by exploring

this "feature" with any degree of care. No artifacts were found in association with the

"feature."

Feature 62 was a concentration of structural debris—wooden floor, wooden window
framing, and window glass fragments. Other artifacts were also located within the

feature, which was observed throughout 1S-2W (main fort), within Level 2.

Recovered artifacts include 34 nails and nail parts, all of which are square-cut. This

indicates a pre-1880 date. No other artifact provides specific temporal data.

Six glass bottles were recovered from the feature. One was manufactured for beer. The
intended contents of the other five are not known. No historical-imported ceramics were
found. Eighty-one objects or artifacts could be placed in functional categories.
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Seventy-one are architecture/construction (87.6%), six are subsistence/mess (7.4%), two
are furniture (2.5%), one falls in munitions (1.2%), and one in indulgences (1.2%). None fall

in the military or personal/clothing categories.

Artifacts from 1S-2W, Level 2

5 clear bottles

1 amber bottle

2 glass tableware fragments (1.6 g)

29 windowpane fragments (155.1 g)

3 nails (all square-cut)

31 nail parts (all square-cut)

2 screws

8 wire pieces

charcoal (0.1 g)

wood (3949.5 g), two boards, one slat, one
window frame

4 leather fragments (4.7 g)

1 burlap fragment (7.0 g)

1 cartridge case

2 mammal bones
2 ungulate bones

Feature 63 was a relatively shallow trash deposit seen throughout 9N-10W (Hyatt land),

Level 1. It contained a good number of artifacts, including 21 nails and nail parts. Fully

20 of these are square-cut, and only one is wire, suggesting a ca. 1880 date. One metal

can exhibits crimped seams. Additionally, a metal can lid contains writing ("ROYAL
BAKING POWDER...") clearly indicating it was manufactured sometime between the late

1860s and 1934 (Rock 1987:28; also see Appendix L). Finally, a metal corkcap has writing

("ROSS'S ROYAL BELFAST") that, unfortunately, has not been traced.

Seven glass bottles were recovered from this trash deposit, five of which were

manufactured for beer. The intended contents of the other two are not known. No
historical-imported ceramics were seen.

A total of 71 objects or artifacts could be recognized, counted, and thus placed in

functional categories. Of these, 27 are in architecture/construction (38.0%), 24 in

furniture (33.8%), 10 in subsistence/mess (14.1%), seven in indulgences (9.8%), and two
in personal/clothing (2.8%). One wood-working plane is placed in the "other" category

(1.4%). No objects or artifacts fall in the military or munitions categories.

Artifacts from 9N-10W, Level 1

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

1 light amber bottle

4 amber bottles

5 windowpane fragments (17.4 g)

adobe (151.4 g)

brick (1878.0 g)

12 nails (1 square-cut/1 wire)

9 nail parts (all square-cut)

8 can parts

1 lid (Royal Baking Powder)

1 corkcap (Ross's Royal Belfast)

6 bolts

5 nuts

6 washers
4 screws

1 ring

1 buckle

2 tubes

lfork
1 lattice work piece

1 wood working plane

charcoal (9.8 g)

wood (294.4 g), one board, one slat

1 meerschaum pipe fragment (18.0 g)

1 metal button

Feature 64 was a fireplace within the outlying building north of the original fort, in unit

120N-2W (Hyatt land; Figure 3.24). Unlike most fireplaces found at the fort itself, it was
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Figure 3.24. Profile of Feature 64, a fireplace in the middle of an east-west wall in an

outlying building on Hyatt land.

not a corner fireplace. Rather, it was located in the middle of an adobe wall, similar to

Features 44 and 54 (see above). The wall had originally run in an east-west direction.

Adobe bricks forming the back and partial sides of this fireplace were various sizes and

had deteriorated to a degree that average dimensions could not be determined (see

Feature 69, below). However, the sides of this fireplace were primarily constructed of

red-fired bricks, averaging 22 cm long, 9 cm wide, and 6 cm thick. There also remained

a small part of the outer hearth or apron of this fireplace, made of similar bricks of the
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same average dimensions. A maximum of 1 1 tiers of red-fired bricks was observed along

the sides, though only four bricks from the apron remained.

A number of artifacts in association with Feature 64 were collected. Included are 19 nails

and nail parts, all of which are square-cut. This suggests a pre- 1880 date. No other

artifacts provide specific temporal information.

Fully 3 5 glass bottles were recovered from the feature. Three were manufactured for wine

and 17 were manufactured for beer. The remaining 15 could not be identified, and the

vessel types represented by the two historical-imported ceramic sherds could not be
recognized. In total, 50 objects or artifacts could be placed in functional categories.

Twenty-four are in architecture/construction (48.0%), 20 are in indulgences (40.0%), and
three each in munitions and furniture (6.0% each). None are in the military, subsistence/

mess, or personal/clothing categories.
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J40MEAK1N
wuiur

K.MOLANO

J. & G. MEAK1N (LTD.)

Hanley, Staffordshire,

England

Earthenware, ironstone.

Printed

ca.1890 4 (1851 -present)

(member of Wedgwood
Group)

Figure 3.25. Example of a hallmark found
on a sherd from unit 16N-22E, trash dump
(from Kovel and Kovel 1986:11).

Artifacts from 120N-2W, Surface

brick (2276.2 g)

Artifacts from 120N-2W, Level 1

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

2 dark green bottles

5 light green bottles

2 light amber bottles

14 amber bottles

3 violet bottles

1 blue bottle

4 windowpane fragments (2.1 g)

2 semivitreous body sherds

adobe (110.8 g)

mortar (491.2 g)

2 nails (both square-cut)

8 nail parts (all square-cut)

3 tacks

charcoal (1.7 g)

wood (9.5 g)

1 ceramic tile fragment (12.2 g)

2 plastic fragments (0.1 g)

2 cartridge cases

1 percussion cap

6 flakes

Artifacts from 120N-2W, Level 2

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 amber bottle

2 violet bottles

adobe (28.5 g)

2 nails (both square-cut)

7 nail parts (all square-cut)

wood (7.0 g)

1 flake

Feature 65 was a portion of the adobe perimeter wall of the original fort. It was exposed

in unit 9N-8W (Hyatt land; Figures 3.26 and 3.27). The most striking characteristic of this

wall was its small size.
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Figure 3.26. North and south profiles of the trench exposing Feature 65, the perimeter wall

of the fort.

The adobe wall was 40-50 cm wide. Adobe bricks averaged 44 cm long, 25 cm wide, and

10 cm thick and were laid in a single row perpendicular to the direction of the wall. Three

tiers of these bricks remained at the time of excavation. They were slightly staggered.

There was no obvious rock foundation below this adobe wall, though the matrix upon
which it rested was a mixture of sand and rock inclusions. Nor was a foundation trench

visible.

Apparently, then, this was not the type of massive, secure wall one might expect forming

the perimeter of a fort. It is possible that it served more of a deterrent function— it would
never have stood up to any sort of serious attack. This type of wall makes sense, given
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Figure 3.27. West and east profiles of the adobe perimeter wall (Feature 65).

that the military could not devote many resources to its construction and that all threats

to the fort were the results of stealth and not full-scale force.

Only one artifact was found in association with this segment of the perimeter wall (in

Level 3), an amber glass bottle manufactured for beer. It is placed in the indulgences

functional category.

Feature 66 was an adobe wall running east-west in 21N-7W(mainfort; Figure 3.28). Adobe
bricks appeared to have more "rounded" corners than those in other walls, and average

brick size was 32 cm long, 28 cm wide, and 10 cm thick. Thus, they were more square

and less rectangular than most other bricks observed across the site.

At least six tiers of bricks were observed, though no rock foundation was noted. Some
white plaster fragments observed on the side of the wall were not collected. No other

artifacts were found in association with this feature.

Feature 67 was an adobe wall and room corner seen in unit 27N-14W (main fort). The
adobe wall ran east-west, with the room corner and an associated corner fireplace

(Feature 70, below) at the northern edge of the unit.

Adobe brick dimensions varied considerably, with no average or common size. Indeed,

the wall appears to have been constructed with a number of rather small adobe brick

fragments, shaped and fitted together to form a total wall width of 25-35 cm. Brick

thickness, however, was consistently 8 cm. Four tiers of brick were observed, though no
clear rock foundation was seen.
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Figure 3.28. Abutting adobe walls (Features 66 and 72) and red-fired bricks found nearby.

Artifacts found in clear association with Feature 67 include five nails and nail parts. Four

are square-cut and one is wire, suggesting a ca. 1880 date. In addition, one glass bottle

fragment has the letters "LED" while another has "2040 H 1 81 18". Neither has been
recognized or identified (Appendix L).

Seven bottles were observed in association with the feature. Three were manufactured for

beer. The other four could not be identified. The two historical-imported ceramic sherds

are thought to represent two jugs. Of the 14 total objects or artifacts that could be placed

in functional categories, nine are architecture/construction (64.3%), three are indulgences

(21.4%), and two are subsistence/mess (14.3%). None fall in the military, munitions,

furniture, or personal/clothing categories.

Artifacts from 27N-14W, Level 1

3 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

3 amber bottles

2 semivitreous body sherds

4 prehistoric earthenware body sherds

adobe (55.8 g)

plaster (0.4 g)

stone (42.0 g)

1 nail (wire)

2 nail parts (both square-cut)

3 foil pieces

4 wire pieces

charcoal (21.3 g)

wood (17.0 g)

4 leather fragments (13.7 g)

1 paper fragment (0.1 g)

1 biface

21 flakes

Artifacts from 27N-14W, Level 2

2 nail parts (both square-cut)

Feature 68 was the second privy to be located and excavated at Fort Cummings (cf.

Feature 5, above, and see Figures 3.29 and 3.30, as well as Figure 3.3 1). It was seen in unit

133N-15E (Hyatt land), just north of the fort itself; the other privy was just south of the
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Figure 3.29. Plan view of the privy (Feature 68).

fort. Feature 68 contained a great many more artifacts than Feature 5. Indeed, more
artifacts were found in association with this privy than in any other feature.

The privy did not show any evidence of lining, though the pit was clearly not natural. It

was rectangular with the long dimension running roughly east-west. It measured at least

180 cm long and 90 cm wide—the western end of the feature extended beyond the west

wall of the unit. Moreover, the privy had vertical sides. These dimensions changed little

throughout seven, 20-cm thick arbitrary levels or an overall depth of 140 cm. Unlike in

Feature 5, for which no final depth was recorded, the bottom of this privy was flat and
clearly observed at that depth.

Arbitrary levels were used because no natural stratigraphy was observed during

excavation within the feature. Some strata were seen in the surrounding matrix,
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however. Further, artifacts clearly suggest that the privy was filled relatively rapidly with

secondary refuse (see further discussion, below).

Of the 1,646 nails and nail parts recovered from Feature 68, 1,082 are square-cut while

564 are wire. This suggests a date of ca. 1880 or slightly later. Furthermore, nails and nail

parts that are square-cut within each arbitrary level represent 91.3% (surface), 77.2%

(Level 1), 64.3% (Level 2), 57.1% (Level 3), 55.0% (Level 4), 70.7% (Level 5), 62.8% (Level 6),

and 66.4% (Level 7) of each level's nail assemblage. No temporal pattern is indicated,

supporting the notion that this deposit is mixed.

Two matchstick-filler-hole cans were recovered from Feature 68, one from the surface and
one from Level 1. Both date from 1810 to 1910 (Rock 1987). One oval sardine can from
Level 3 might date to the second decade of the twentieth century or later (Rock 1987),

again reflecting the secondary and mixed nature of this deposit.

One metal button from Level 3 has "MODE DE PARIS" written on it, and another from
Level 4 has "Paris". Neither has been identified. Glass bottle fragments with writing

include one with "'67 5078" and "168" (Level 2), which could not be identified. Another
with writing ("O" in a square/rectangle, and "41"—from the surface) clearly was
manufactured by the Owens Bottle Co. between 1911 and 1929 (Toulouse 1971:393) and
another with writing ("McC"—from Level 4) was manufactured by Wm. McCully of

Pittsburgh between 1832 and ca. 1886 (Toulouse 1971:351; see Appendix L). The Owens
bottle was probably deposited upon the top of the feature well after it had been filled.

Ammunition with historical information includes two .38 cartridge cases with

headstamps marked ".38 CFW" (both from Level 6), another cartridge case with "WRA Co."
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Figure 3.31. Feature 68, the privy, during excavation.
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"44 WCF" (Level 5), and a shotgun shell with "Winchester 12 Blue Rival" stamped on it

(also Level 5).

A ceramic trademark (from an unknown level of the feature) indicates manufacture by
Thomas Furnival and Sons, Staffordshire Potteries, Cobridge, England. Dates of

manufacture range from 1871 to 1890. A registration mark on this same sherd indicates

the vessel was manufactured between 1868 and 1883. Together, these marks show this

piece was made after 1871 and before 1883 (Godden 1964:263, 526-527; see Appendix
L).

Finally, an "1886" dime was recovered from Level 5 of the feature. This one artifact, more
than any other, suggests the privy might have been filled with secondary refuse at the

time the fort was finally, officially, abandoned.

A total of 239 glass bottles are represented among the artifacts recovered from the privy.

Five were manufactured for wine, 92 for beer, 12 for spirits, and three for medicine. The
intended contents of the remaining 127 could not be determined. Among the 107
historical-imported ceramic sherds recovered, there are thought to be fourteen bowls,

four cups, five mugs, one plate, two serving platters, and one storage vessel.

Fully 3,430 objects or artifacts could be recognized, counted, and thus placed into

functional categories. The majority—2,410—fall in architecture/construction (70.3%),

while 723 are subsistence/mess (21.1%), 109 are indulgences (3.2%), 91 are personal/

clothing (2.6%), 69 are furniture (2.0%), 16 are munitions (0.5%), and one is military

(negligible). An additional 1 1 fall in the "other" category (0.3%), and include six horseshoe
nails, one horseshoe, one piece of chain, one dime, one key, and one leather horse

trapping.

Artifacts from 133N-15E, Surface

5 clear bottles

1 green bottle

2 dark amber bottles

1 amber bottle

2 violet bottles

1 blue bottle

3 lamp glass fragments (2.7 g)

1 glass tableware fragments (1.8 g)

14 windowpane fragments (66.5 g)

5 historical semivitreous sherds, four body
and one rim

14 nails (13 square-cut/one wire)

9 nail parts (8 square-cut/one wire)

4 cans

6 can parts

1 bottle cap

1 hasp/fastener

1 buckle

1 handle

1 bar

8 wire pieces

charcoal (3.6 g)

wood (2.6 g)

1 leather fragment (4.0 g)

6 mammal bones
6 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 133N-15E, Level 1

24 clear bottles

4 dark green bottles

2 green bottles

10 dark amber bottles

4 amber bottles

6 violet bottles

1 white bottle

16 light bulb fragments (11.4 g)

45 windowpane fragments (98.5 g)

6 semivitreous sherds: two body, three rim, one
handle sherd

137 nails (86 square-cut/51 wire)

152 nail parts (137 square-cut/15 wire)

6 can parts

4 spikes

3 screws

2 springs
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Figure 3.32. This machine-made mule shoe,

typical of those used at frontier military

posts, came from excavations at Fort

Craig.

1 dowel
8 bars

1 tube

1 buckle

2 snaps

1 uniform star

48 barbed wire pieces

1 wire mesh piece

97 wire pieces

charcoal (3.1 g)

wood (7.6 g)

9 leather fragments ( 1 7.4 g)

6 metal buttons

2 shell buttons

2 cartridge cases

18 mammal bones
1 ungulate bone

Artifacts from 133N-15E, Level 2

14 clear bottles

1 dark green bottle

2 green bottles

1 dark amber bottle

1 amber bottle

1 white bottle

2 glass jar fragments (2.9 g)

18 glass tableware fragments (11.3 g)

12 windowpane fragments (36.0 g)

18 semivitreous sherds: nine body, seven rim,

two base sherds

1 prehistoric earthenware body sherd

46 nails (18 square-cut/28 wire)

69 nail parts (56 square-cut/13 wire)

14 can parts

3 spikes

1 nut/bolt

1 buckle

1 tube

2 snaps

18 barbed wire pieces

76 wire pieces

charcoal (1.3 g)

wood (4.4 g)

2 leather fragments (4.7 g)

3 metal buttons

8 mammal bones
2 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 133N-15E, Level 3

12 clear bottles

2 aqua bottles

1 green bottle

30 amber bottles

3 violet bottles

1 glass jar fragment (2.7 g)

20 glass tableware fragments (15.1 g)

12 windowpane fragments (43.0 g)

24 semivitreous sherds: ten body, eleven rim,

three base

89 nails (33 square-cut/56 wire)

107 nail parts (79 square-cut/28 wire)

3 cans

19 can parts

2 spikes

1 tack

2 screws

1 staple

3 hooks
4 snaps
1 buckle

1 spoon
19 barbed wire pieces

90 wire pieces

charcoal (3.7 g)
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wood (9.4 g)

1 ceramic child's toy fragment (0.8 g)

4 leather fragments (7.7 g)

5 metal buttons

1 cartridge case

1 Aves bone
25 mammal bones
2 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 133N-15E, Level 4

30 clear bottles

I light green bottle

4 green bottles

7 dark amber bottles

I I amber bottles

3 glass jar fragment (3.0 g)

19 light bulb fragments (10.0 g)

10 glass tableware fragments (12.4 g)

14 windowpane fragments (58.4 g)

29 historical ceramic sherds: 14 body (one

vitreous, twelve semivitreous, one earthen-

ware), 9 rim (two vitreous, seven semi-

vitreous), 2 semivitreous base, 4 handle

(one vitreous, three semivitreous)

stone (54.3 g)

107 nails (41 square-cut/66 wire)

173 nail parts (113 square-cut/60 wire)

1 can

8 can parts

1 horseshoe

9 spikes

1 tack

1 screw
lbolt

1 washer/bolt

1 nut/bolt

5 rivets

1 handle

3 hooks
2 tubes

1 washer
1 washer/nail

5 snaps
1 chain piece

23 barbed wire pieces

96 wire pieces

wood (245.0 g)

1 ceramic child's toy fragment (1.1 g)

1 ceramic figurine fragment (13.9 g)

8 leather fragments (11.4 g)

5 plastic fragments (0.8 g)

2 leather shoe lace aglets (1.8 g)

1 button

1 glass button

2 metal buttons

1 metal/cloth buttons

1 shell button 1 cartridge case

1 percussion cap

1 flake

1 Aves bone
39 mammal bones
2 1 ungulate bones
1 Sus scrofa bones

Artifacts from 133N-15E, Level 5

1 aqua bottle

1 green bottle

18 amber bottles

2 violet bottles

3 windowpane fragments (16.8 g)

170 nails (89 square-cut/8 1 wire)

175 nail parts (155 square-cut/20 wire)

4 horseshoe nails

3 spikes

2 tacks

2 screws

1 u-nail

2 rivets

1 nut

1 latch

1 bracket

1 washer/nail

6 snaps

1 grommet
10 barbed wire pieces

1 strap piece

40 wire pieces

1 cloth fragment (0.1 g)

14 leather fragments (14.6 g)

1 leather horse trapping (63.4 g)

2 leather fragments (13.8 g)

1 1886 dime (0.1 g)

1 peach pit fragment (0.4 g)

3 animal waste (4.2 g)

2 blasting caps

2 cartridge cases

1 shell head casing

1 core

2 flakes

6 Aves bones
110 mammal bones
1 Lupus lupus bone
50 ungulate bones
1 Bos bone
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Artifacts from 133N-15E, Level 6 Artifacts from 133N-15E, Level 7

5 clear bottles

1 dark green bottle

7 light green bottles

1 dark amber bottle

1 light amber bottle

1 amber bottle

1 violet bottle

1 glass jar fragment (0.5 g)

7 glass tableware fragment (19.9 g)

3 windowpane fragment (23.4 g)

7 historical sherds: 6 body (one vitreous,

five semivitreous), 1 semivitreous rim
141 nails (65 square-cut/76 wire)

147 nail parts (116 square-cut/31 wire)

1 can

3 can parts

2 horseshoe nails

6 spikes

8 tacks

3 screws

4 washers
1 washer/nut/bolt

3 washer/nails

1 rivet

1 bracket

1 buckle

1 key

6 barbed wire pieces

41 wire pieces

charcoal (13.3 g)

1 cloth fragment (0.1 g)

6 leather fragments (11.0 g)

4 shell buttons

1 blasting cap

3 cartridge cases

9 Aves bones
136 mammal bones
1 Canis bone
54 ungulate bones
2 Bos bones
5 Sus scrofabones

7 clear bottles

1 green bottle

1 amber bottle

3 historical body sherds, one vitreous and two
semivitreous

32 nails (13 square-cut/19 wire)

78 nail parts (60 square-cut/18 wire)

10 can parts

10 tacks

1 washer
1 hasp/fastener

1 buckle

4 snaps 2 washers/nails

19 wire pieces

wood (87.1 g)

1 cloth fragment (0. 1 g)

6 leather fragments (8.3 g)

3 animal waste (17.1 g)

1 plastic button

1 shell button

2 blasting caps

1 flake

4 aves bones
28 mammal bones
10 ungulate bones
1 Sus scrofa bones

Artifacts from 133N-15E, Wall Scrapings

2 clear bottles

2 light green bottles

3 amber bottles

1 glass jar fragment (7.0 g)

1 windowpane fragment (7.8 g)

15 historical ceramic sherds: eight semivitreous

body, one vitreous and four semivitreous

rim, and two semivitreous base sherds

wood (1.0 g)

1 ceramic child's toy fragment (11.5 g)

1 metal button

5 mammal bones

Feature 69 was a concentration of adobe wall fall seen in 120N-2W (Hyatt land). The wall

had originally run east-west and had fallen to the south. Part of it once formed the back
and partial sides of a fireplace (Feature 64, described previously). Adobe bricks were

deteriorated or otherwise broken and jumbled to a degree that dimensions could not be

recorded with confidence.

A number of artifacts were found in association with the wall fall, including 35 nails and
nail parts. Twenty-nine are square-cut while six are wire, suggesting an immediately

post-1880 date. No other specific temporal information is provided by these artifacts.
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Figure 3.33. Ruins of Fort Cummings, 1904. Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 1836.

Four bottles were recovered, one for wine, two for beer, and one for food. The one
historical-imported ceramic sherd to be recovered is thought to represent a cup or a

small bowl. Of the 55 objects or artifacts that could be placed in functional categories,

46 were in architecture/construction (83.6%), four in subsistence/mess (7.3%), three in

indulgences (5.4%), and one in personal/clothing (1.8%). One horseshoe nail (1.8%) is in

the "other" category.

Artifacts from 120N-2W, Level 2

1 dark green bottle

1 light green bottle

2 amber bottles

1 glass jar fragment (19.1 g)

6 windowpane fragments (8.9 g)

1 semivitreous rim sherd

brick (19.8 g)

mortar (119.0 g)

14 nails (11 square-cut/3 wire)

21 nail parts (18 square-cut/3 wire)

1 horseshoe nail

1 rivet/snap

5 wire pieces

charcoal (5.5 g)

wood (1.0 g)

1 cork (0.9 g)

Feature 70 was an additional corner fireplace, observed in unit 27N-14W (main fort). The
fireplace extended beyond the north and east walls of the unit and could be seen in both
unit profiles (Figure 3.34). It was associated with the adobe wall identified as Feature 67
(see above).
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This fireplace was deteriorated to a degree that associated adobe bricks could not be

measured with confidence. However, a few red-fired bricks along its north wall measured
22 cm long, 9 cm wide, and 6 cm thick. No outer hearth or apron was observed.

Along with a large quantity of ash within the fireplace proper, a number of artifacts were

found in association with the feature. These occurred in three arbitrarily designated

levels, Levels 1-3. Included are 47 nails and nail parts. Thirty-seven are square-cut and
10 are wire, suggesting a ca. 1880 date or slightly later. Also recovered were 31 parts of

a tobacco tin from Level 2, which is said to postdate 1892 (Rock 1987:61). Finally, two
clothing rivets marked "L.S. & CO. S.F." were clearly manufactured by Levi Strauss and
Company, San Francisco. These postdate ca. 1850. (see Appendix L).

Sixteen glass bottles were recovered from Feature 70. Six of these were manufactured for

beer. The contents of the remaining 10 remains unknown. No historical-imported

ceramics were recovered. Of the 152 objects or artifacts that could be placed in

functional categories, 100 are architecture/construction (65.8%), 37 are indulgences

(24.3%), 11 are subsistence/mess (7.2%), three are personal/clothing (1.9%), and one is

furniture (0.6%). None fall into the military or munitions categories.

Artifacts from 27N-14W, Level 1

1 clear bottle

1 green bottle

1 windowpane fragment (1.9 g)

adobe (18.3 g)

plaster (0.4 g)

2 nails (1 square-cut/1 wire)

4 nail parts (3 square-cut/1 wire)

2 foil pieces

1 wire piece

charcoal (20.2 g)

wood (143.4 g), three slats

1 cloth fragment (0. 1 g)

2 eggshell fragments (0.1 g)

9 flakes

2 mammal bones

Artifacts from 27N-14W, Level 2

3 clear bottles

4 aqua bottles

1 green bottle

2 dark amber bottles

4 amber bottles

17 windowpane fragments (39.5 g)

4 prehistoric earthenware body sherds

plaster (1.6 g)

2 nails (both square-cut)

37 nail parts (29 square-cut/8 wire)

31 tobacco tin parts

1 tack

1 disc

1 rivet

2 rivets (Levi Strauss and Co.)

34 wire pieces

charcoal (112.6 g)

coal (3.3 g)

wood (607.9 g)

1 board
1 stake

4 cloth fragments (8.4 g)

13 leather fragments (18.2 g)

4 paper fragments (0.1 g)

7 flakes

3 Lepus bones
1 Rodentia bone
6 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 27N-14W, Level 3

2 nail parts (both square-cut)

charcoal (4.3 g)

1 flake

Feature 71 was the human burial, located in units 46N-6W and 46N-4W (main fort; Figure

3.35). This burial is described in detail in Appendix C. The historical artifacts are thought
to be intrusions but are nevertheless described here in the standard fashion. Included are

11 nails and nail parts, all of which are square-cut. This suggests a pre-1880 date. Other
artifacts providing temporal information are a crown bottle cap postdating 1889 (Rock
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46N-6W 46N-4W
Figure 3.35. Plan of excavation unit in which human remains (Feature 71) were

encountered.

1987:9), a screw-on metal lid postdating ca. 1890 (Rock 1987:17), and a modern pull-tab

(post-1962; Rock 1987:15). The first was found on the surface, while the second and third

were found in Level 1, suggesting some mixing and the gradual accumulation of soil

above the burial.

Six glass bottles were found in the units, near the burial. One of them was manufactured
for beer, and one was manufactured for soda. The intended contents of the other four

is unknown. The vessel types represented by the three historical-imported ceramic sherds

could not be identified.

Twenty-five objects or artifacts could be placed in functional categories, including 17 in

architecture/construction (68.0%), four in subsistence/mess (16.0%), two in munitions

(8.0%), and one each in indulgences and personal/clothing (4.0% each). None were placed

in the military or furniture categories.

Artifacts from 46N-6W, Unknown Level

1 prehistoric earthenware body sherd

Artifacts from 46N-6W, Surface

1 olive green bottle

1 bottle cap

2 wire pieces

1 metal button cover (?)
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Artifacts from 46N-6W, Level 1 Artifacts from 46N-4W, Surface

1 amber bottle

3 semivitreous ceramic sherds, two body
and one rim

81 prehistoric earthenware body sherds

3 nails (all square-cut)

4 nail parts (all square-cut)

1 nut/bolt

1 washer
1 pulley wheel (?)

1 core

16 flakes

1 ground stone

charcoal (0.6 g)

1 plastic fragment (0.1 g)

1 cartridge case

1 percussion cap

Artifacts from 46N-6W, Level 2

4 prehistoric earthenware body sherds

3 flakes

1 wire piece

Artifacts from 46N-4W, Level 1

4 clear bottles

28 prehistoric earthenware body sherds

3 nails (all square-cut)

1 nail part (square-cut)

1 screw-on lid

1 pull tab

1 foil piece

1 core

8 flakes

Artifacts from 46N-4W, Level 2

7 prehistoric earthenware body sherds

1 lithic core

Feature 72 was a small segment of an adobe wall, running north-south, seen in the

extreme southern portion of 21N-7W (main fort; Figure 3.28). It abutted the south side

of Feature 66 (see above) and continued south beyond the limits of the excavation unit.

Only two adobe bricks were visible, and these appeared to have more "rounded" corners

than those in other walls. Average brick size was 32 cm long, 28 cm wide, and 10 cm
thick. Thus, they were more square and less rectangular than most other bricks observed

across the site. They were in both senses identical to those seen in adjacent Feature 66
(see above).

These bricks were laid in a single row so their long dimension was perpendicular to wall

direction. While at least four tiers of adobe brick were seen, no rock foundation was
noted.

No artifacts were observed in association with Feature 72.

Feature 73 was a group of 10 red-fired bricks—two rows of five each lying

side-by-side—seen in the northeast corner of unit 21N-7W, at the bottom of Level 3

(Figure 3.28). These bricks measured 22 cm long, 9 cm wide, and 6 cm thick. It is unclear

whether these bricks formed the outer hearth of a fireplace (as similar bricks did

elsewhere) or served some other function. No artifacts were found in association with this

feature.

Feature 74 was a trash concentration in the northern half of 21N-7W (main fort), within

Levels 3 and 4, and adjacent to (though separate from) Features 66 and 73 (Figure 3.28).

Indeed, the trash concentration measured about 140 cm east-west and about 80 cm
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north-south, with Feature 66 forming its southern boundary and Feature 73 forming its

eastern boundary. It might have extended further to the north and west, beyond the

limits of the excavation unit.

A good number of artifacts were found within this feature/Included are 37 nail parts, all

of which are square-cut and none of which are wire. This suggests a pre- 1880 date. No
other artifact provides specific temporal information.

Fully 1 7 bottles were recovered from the trash concentration. Five were manufactured for

beer. The intended contents of the remaining 12 could not be determined. Two ceramic

jugs have been recognized among the 23 historical-imported sherds to be recovered.

A total of 118 objects or artifacts could be recognized, counted, and thus placed in

29 infunctional categories. Fifty-five are in architecture/construction (46

subsistence/mess (24.6%), eight in furniture (6.8%), five in indulgences (4.2%), and three

each in munitions and personal/clothing (2.5% each). None are placed in the military

category, though 15 (12.7%) are placed in the "other" category. These are one horseshoe
and 14 leather horse trappings.

Artifacts from 21N-7W, Level 3

8 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

1 green bottle

5 dark amber bottles

6 windowpane fragments (15.5 g)

23 semivitreous sherds, twelve body and
eleven rim

adobe (3.5 g)

brick (10.0 g)

plaster (0.9 g)

25 nail parts (all square-cut)

4 can parts

6 tacks

2 nuts

1 hasp/fastener

1 horseshoe
1 pipe

1 spoon
8 wire pieces

charcoal (5.9 g)

wood (71.3 g)

burlap fragments (67.4 g)

14 leather horse trappings (60.1 g)

13 organic fragments (12.3 g)

4 peach pits (9.9 g)

3 paper fragments (0. 1 g)

1 bullet

1 lead bullet

1 percussion cap

2 flakes

7 mammal bones
7 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 21N-7W, Level 4

1 clear bottle

1 green bottle

1 glass jar fragment (15.8 g)

2 windowpane fragments (3.6 g)

12 nail parts (all square-cut)

1 hinge

1 rivet

1 eyelet

wood (46.1 g)

1 cloth fragment (0. 1 g)

1 flake

2 mammal bones
1 Lepus bone

Feature 75 was a curving rock wall, forming a circular structure of unknown function. A
segment of the wall was observed at the east end of unit 113N-75E (Hyatt land). The
diameter of the entire structure is estimated to have been about 3 m.

The rocks exposed in the unit were relatively small, averaging no larger than 15-18 cm
in length and width. There was no mortar visible, and many of the individual rocks
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Figure 3.36. Young soldier in dress uniform (studio photo), ca. 1872. This photograph
shows the dress uniform and accouterments worn by the frontier soldier. Although a new
order for dress uniforms was issued in July 1872, the Quartermaster Department
continued to dispense the old-style uniform to various troops until 1880 (Steffen

1978:107). Photo by Mitchell and Baer, Prescott, Arizona. Courtesy of the New Mexico State

Records Center and Archives, Adella Collection, Neg. 32547.

appeared to be jumbled. This was particularly true near the bottom of the feature, which
measured a total of 26 cm in depth.

No artifacts were observed in association with the feature.
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Feature 76 was an adobe wall, running north-south, observed in both 112N-73E and
113N-75E, west end (both Hyatt land). The structure of which this wall was apart, outside

the perimeter of the fort itself, remains unknown. The adobe deteriorated to the point

that individual brick dimensions could not be determined. At least two tiers of brick

could be seen, however, resting directly on a layer of sand and caliche. No rock
foundation or foundation trench was observed. No artifacts were recorded in association

with the feature.

Comparable Features from Fort Fillmore

Artifact data from selected features at Fort Fillmore are presented here and compared
with data from Fort Cummings. Because the Fort Fillmore and Fort Cummings materials

were recovered and analyzed in slightly different ways, not all available data are

comparable. For example, data regarding architectural remains, lithic artifacts, and some
additional materials are not available for the Fort Fillmore collection. Still, most data from
both forts were generated in the same ways, so a number of informative, legitimate

comparisons are possible.

The most obvious distinction between Forts Fillmore and Cummings is temporal. As
mentioned previously, Fillmore was occupied from 1851 until 1862. The establishment

of Fort Cummings immediately followed, and the fort was occupied from 1863 until 1891.

National and regional developments with impacts on material culture during the middle

and late nineteenth century are suggested by the assemblage comparisons.

The Fillmore features presented here are those that best represent discrete refuse

deposits from officers' quarters and enlisted men's barracks. Unlike the archaeological

record at Cummings, refuse deposits at Fillmore were sufficiently discrete to enable

intrasite comparison of these two socioeconomic and ethnic groups (see Chapter 4).

Details regarding the formal characteristics of Fillmore features are not presented here,

however. Nor are artifact data regarding temporal and certain other social information.

Rather, total emphasis is given to functional categories which can be constructively

compared with the Cummings feature data.

Feature 30 was a privy located within the backyard but along the backyard wall of one
of the officers' quarters. Of the 129 objects or artifacts that could be recognized,

counted, and thus placed into functional categories, 61 are subsistence/mess (47.3%), 54

are architecture/construction (41.9%), seven are indulgences (5.4%), five are personal/

clothing (3.9%), and two are munitions (1.5%). None were placed in the military or

furniture categories.

Artifacts from 80N-10W, Level 6 Main Grid

wood (4.2 g)

1 clear bottle 7 eggshell fragments (0.1 g)

1 aqua bottle 1 button

4 dark green bottles 2 bullets

2 glass tumbler fragments (6.4 g) 6 Aves bones
1 windowpane fragment (2.0 g) 2 Gallus domesticus bones
7 semivitreous sherds, six body and one rim 2 mammal bones
2 nails 1 Rodentia bone
charcoal (21.0 g) 1 ungulate bone
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Artifacts from 80N-10W, Level 7 Main Grid Artifacts from 80N-10W, Level 9 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 green bottle

1 semivitreous body sherd

5 nail parts

charcoal (77.0 g)

13 eggshell fragments (0.2 g)

1 ceramic button

6 Aves bones
1 mammal bone

Artifacts from 80N-10W, Level 8 Main Grid

2 aqua bottles

1 dark green bottle

1 green bottle

1 windowpane fragment (0.7 g)

1 vitreous body sherd

1 nail

2 nail parts

charcoal (105.1 g)

wood/posts (944.2 g)

1 ceramic button

1 metal button

1 wooden button

9 Aves bones
2 mammal bones

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 semivitreous body sherd

4 nail parts

charcoal (9.0 g)

Artifacts from 80N-10W, Level 10 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

3 nails

5 nail parts

charcoal (57.2 g)

wood/post (120.6 g)

1 sunflower seed (0.1 g)

22 Aves bones
4 mammal bones
2 mammal/Rodentia bones

Artifacts from 80N-10W, Level 11 Main Grid

2 aqua bottles

16 nails

14 nail parts

charcoal (0.1 g)

wood/post (113.0 g)

1 Aves bone
1 Anatidae bone
1 ungulate bone

Feature 58 was a discrete refuse deposit immediately beyond the backyard wall of one
of the officers' quarters, just to the south of the quarters with the privy (Feature 30).

Fully 1,676 objects or artifacts could be placed in functional categories. Of these, 1,117

are architecture/construction (66.6%), 368 are subsistence/mess (21.9%), 63 are furniture

(3.7%), 57 are munitions (3.4%), 50 are indulgences (2.9%), and 21 are personal/clothing

(1.2%). No materials in the military category were recovered.

Artifacts from 72N-4W, Level 1 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 light green bottle

1 amber bottle

1 glass tableware fragment (6.8 g)

9 windowpane fragments (5.5 g)

9 semivitreous sherds, five body, three base,

and one handle

1 nail

3 nail parts

1 screw
1 foil piece

3 plate pieces

charcoal (4.8 g)

2 plastic fragments (0.2 g)

2 pipe bowl fragments (2.1 g)

Artifacts from 72N-4W, Level 2 Main Grid

15 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

3 dark green bottles

1 amber bottle

1 white bottle

4 glass tumbler fragments (3.9 g)

83 windowpane fragments (27.4 g)
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Figure 3.37. .58 caliber Minie balls. The
Minie ball was used at frontier posts from
about 1850 to 1880, when it was replaced

by cartridges. These Minie balls came from
excavations at Fort Craig.

39 semivitreous sherds, 35 body and four rim
32 local ceramic body sherds

2 nails

29 nail parts

2 can parts

3 bottle caps

1 grommet
1 machine part

25 plate pieces

charcoal (3.8 g)

wood (12.4 g)

8 plastic fragments (4.6 g)

4 pipe bowl fragments (2.5 g)

2 pipe stem fragments (1.4 g)

1 metal button

16 cartridge cases

1 shotgun shell

5 ungulate bones
4 Bos bones

Artifacts from 72N-4W, Level 3 Main Grid

4 clear bottles

2 dark green bottles

1 amber bottle

29 windowpane fragments (12.5 g)

32 semivitreous sherds, 27 body, 3 rim, and 2

base

44 local ceramic sherds, 43 body and 1 rim
1 nail

52 nail parts

49 plate pieces

charcoal (7.9 g)

4 peach pit fragments (0.8 g)

1 pipe bowl fragment (5.1 g)

12 cartridge cases

5 Aves bones
1 fish bone
4 mammal bones
6 ungulate bones
1 Bos bone

Artifacts from 72N-4W, Level 4 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

4 dark green bottles

1 green bottle

1 glass tumbler fragment (2.4 g)

5 windowpane fragments (1.8 g)

3 semivitreous sherds, two rim and one handle

5 local ceramic sherds, four body and one rim
3 nails

12 nail parts

2 buckles

1 clothing hook
3 tacks

15 plate pieces

charcoal (19.6 g)

1 pipe bowl fragment (11.3 g)

Artifacts from 76N-6W, Level 1 Main Grid

18 clear bottles

2 aqua bottle

12 dark green bottles

1 amber bottle

33 lamp glass fragments (21.2 g)

19 windowpane fragments (10.2)

1 wine glass fragment (14.2 g)

13 semivitreous sherds, ten body and three

rim
1 nail

1 5 nail parts

1 bottle cap
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1 clothing hook
2 tacks

11 plate pieces

1 wire piece

charcoal (5.8 g)

wood (9.7 g)

2 shell fragments

1 glass button

1 bullet

10 cartridge cases

7 Aves bones
1 Gallus domesticus bone
4 mammal bones
8 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 76N-6W, Level 2 Main Grid

19 clear bottles

2 dark green bottle

1 light green bottle

1 green bottle

1 glass tumbler fragment (2.0 g)

10 windowpane fragments (4.9 g)

7 semivitreous sherds, six body and one rim
3 nails

5 nail parts

charcoal (16.2 g)

1 mother of pearl button

1 bullet

1 mammal bone
1 ungulate bone

Artifacts from 76N-6W, Level 3 Main Grid

4 clear bottles

1 dark green bottle

? windowpane fragments (1.9 g)

3 semivitreous body sherds

1 nail

18 nail parts

charcoal (113.5 g)

1 eggshell fragment (7.0 g)

1 wood button

7 Aves bones
1 Gallus domesticus bone
3 mammal bones
6 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 76N-6W, Level 4 Main Grid

34 nail parts

5 bars

1 tack

1 5 plate pieces

4 Aves bones
1 fish bone
3 ungulate bones
3 Bos bones

Artifacts from 78N-6W, Level 1 Main Grid

4 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

2 green bottles

1 amber bottle

4 windowpane fragments (4.1 g)

40 semivitreous sherds, 31 body, 6 rim, 2

base, 1 handle

14 local ceramic body sherds

3 nails

13 nail parts

42 plate pieces

charcoal (2.1 g)

wood (1.3 g)

1 cloth fragment (0.4 g)

1 pipe bowl fragment (1.5 g)

1 buck ball

13 cartridge cases

7 mammal bones
10 ungulate bones
1 Bos bone

Artifacts from 78N-6W, Level 2 Main Grid

6 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

2 green bottles

1 amber bottle

12 glass tumbler fragments (9.6 g)

9 glass vase fragments (42.4 g)

55 windowpane fragments (13.6 g)

36 historical ceramic sherds, 31 semivitreous

body, one semivitreous and one earthen-

ware rim, and three semivitreous base

5 nails

55 nail parts

11 tacks

18 plate pieces

charcoal (22.7 g)

2 pipe bowl fragments (1.0 g)

1 pipe stem fragment (8.2 g)

1 toothbrush handle (1.3 g)

1 bone button

1 glass button

1 cartridge case

4 mammal bones
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52 ungulate bones
2 Bos bones
1 Ovis bone
5 Sus scrofabones

Artifacts from 78N-6W, Level 3 Main Grid

7 clear bottles

1 dark green bottle

1 light green bottle

8 windowpane fragments (2.4 g)

23 semivitreous sherds, 20 body and 3 rim
7 nails

24 nail parts

1 hook
2 tacks

6 plate pieces

charcoal (8.2 g)

wood (8.3 g)

1 mother of pearl button

12 Aves bones
2 fish bones
6 mammal bones
53 ungulate bones
6 Bos bones

Artifacts from 78N-6W, Level 4 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

30 windowpane fragments (12.5 g)

4 semivitreous body sherds

charcoal (4.5 g)

Artifacts from 78N-6W, Level 5 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 semivitreous body sherd

1 nail part

35 plate pieces

Artifacts from 78N-6W, Wall Main Grid

2 nail parts

1 ring

104 plate pieces

charcoal (8.6 g)

1 Aves bone
1 mammal bone
4 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 80N-8W, Level 1 Main Grid

6 clear bottle

4 aqua bottle

2 dark green bottles

2 light green bottles

1 amber bottle

1 glass jar fragment (5.0 g)

1 glass vase fragment (2.8 g)

24 windowpane fragments (10.3 g)

6 semivitreous sherds, five body and one rim
2 local ceramic sherds, one body and one rim
31 nail parts

2 can parts

6 plate pieces

charcoal (0.8 g)

3 Aves bones
1 Gallus domesticus bone
3 mammal bones
18 ungulate bones
3 Bos bones

Artifacts from 80N-8W, Level 2 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

1 green bottle

1 amber bottle

31 windowpane fragments (10.1 g)

3 semivitreous sherds, two body and one rim
1 local ceramic body sherd

59 nail parts

14 plate pieces

charcoal (174.0 g)

1 pipe bowl fragment (3.4 g)

1 metal button

1 wood button

4 Aves bones
3 mammal bones
20 ungulate bones
6 Bos bones

Artifacts from 80N-4W, Unknown Level

Main Grid

31 semivitreous sherds, 23 body, 5 rim, 2

base, and 1 handle

Artifacts from 80N-4W, Level 1 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 light green bottle

12 windowpane fragments (3.4 g)

7 local ceramic body sherds

4 nails
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10 nail parts

41 plate pieces

charcoal (3.1 g)

wood (6.8 g)

3 rubber fragments (1.2 g)

1 musket cap

1 Aves bone
4 mammal bones
15 ungulate bones
2 Bos bones

Artifacts from 80N-4W, Level 2 Main Grid

1 light green bottle

1 windowpane fragment (0.3 g)

2 semivitreous body sherds

1 nail

6 nail parts

4 plate pieces

2 Aves bones
2 ungulate bones

Feature 59 was a discrete refuse deposit immediately beyond the backyard wall of one
of the officers' quarters, the one with the privy (Feature 30). Of the 1,297 objects or

artifacts placed in functional categories, 771 are architecture/construction (59.4%), 428
are subsistence/mess (33.0%), 49 are indulgences (3.8%), 37 are furniture (2.8%), nine are

personal/clothing (0.

munitions category.

and three are munitions (0.2%). None could be placed in the

Figure 3.38. Troop K, 9th Cavalry, taken at Fort Huachuca, Arizona. Photo by Eugene A.

Faringhy. Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 94089. From August 1880 to

March 1881, although officially assigned to Fort Union, Troop K spent most of the time
on detached service at Fort Cummings (Billington 1991:216).
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Artifacts from 82N-8W, Level 1 Main Grid Artifacts from 82N-8W, Level 5 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

5 windowpane fragments (5.8 g)

2 semivitreous sherds, one body and one rim
4 nail parts

1 can part

10 plate pieces

charcoal (1.4 g)

3 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 82N-8W, Level 2 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

3 green bottles

2 local ceramic sherds, one body and one rim

4 nail parts

6 plate pieces

charcoal (6.0 g)

2 pipe bowl fragment (2.5 g)

12 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 82N-8W, Level 3 Main Grid

2 aqua bottles

2 dark green bottles

46 glass jar fragments (30.0 g)

15 windowpane fragments (8.8 g)

20 historical sherds, 13 semivitreous and 1

vitreous body sherds, 3 semivitreous rim
and 3 semivitreous base sherds

3 nails

16 nail parts

wood (0.2 g)

6 Aves bones
5 mammal bones
35 ungulate bones
5 Bos bones
1 Ovis bone

Artifacts from 82N-8W, Level 4 Main Grid

1 semivitreous body sherd

4 nails

8 nail parts

charcoal (90.7 g)

3 ungulate bones
1 Bos bone

4 nail parts

charcoal (11.1 g)

4 Aves bones
2 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 82N-6W, Level 1 Main Grid

10 clear bottles

3 aqua bottles

1 dark green bottle

2 green bottles

1 amber bottle

11 windowpane fragments (4.2 g)

22 historical ceramic sherds: 12 semivitreous,

1 vitreous, and 3 porcelain body sherds; six

semivitreous rim sherds

3 local ceramic sherds, two body and one rim
18 nail parts

1 can part

2 tacks

24 plate pieces

1 wire piece

charcoal (3.9 g)

2 Aves bones
14 mammal bones
27 ungulate bones
2 Bos bones

Artifacts from 82N-6W, Level 2 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

2 dark green bottles

1 light green bottle

1 amber bottle

4 windowpane fragments (1.9 g)

5 semivitreous sherds, two body and three rim
2 nails

22 nail parts

2 tacks

43 plate pieces

1 wire piece

charcoal (27.1 g)

2 musket caps

18 Aves bones
2 mammal bones
2 5 ungulate bones
13 Bos bones

Artifacts from 82N-6W, Level 3 Main Grid

1 nail
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Artifacts from 85N-10W, Level 1 Main Grid

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 light green bottle

5 historical ceramic sherds, four semivitreous

body and one vitreous rim sherd

6 nail parts

8 plate pieces

6 wire pieces

4 mammal bones
7 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 85N-10W, Level 2 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

2 aqua bottles

1 dark green bottle

1 green bottle

8 windowpane fragments (5.3)

26 historical sherds: 22 semivitreous body,

one semivitreous and one vitreous rim, and
two semivitreous base sherds

3 nails

21 nail parts

1 wire piece

14 plate pieces

charcoal (1.1 g)

wood (14.5 g)

1 pipe bowl fragment (1.0 g)

1 cartridge case

2 mammal bones
12 ungulate bones
2 Bos bones

Artifacts from 85N-10W, Level 3 Main Grid

2 aqua bottles

19 windowpane fragments (18.5 g)

27 historical sherds: 1 semivitreous and 21

vitreous body, 1 semivitreous and 3

vitreous rim, and 1 semivitreous handle
4 nails

37 nail parts

charcoal (0.1 g)

wood (4.8 g)

3 pipe bowl fragments (7.4 g)

Artifacts from 90N-12W, Unknown Level

Main Grid

2 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

1 green bottle

1 amber bottle

5 semivitreous body sherds

6 local ceramic sherds, four body and two rim

10 nail parts

1 can part

3 tacks

2 foil pieces

32 plate pieces

charcoal (7.8 g)

wood (1.7 g)

3 eggshell fragments (0.4 g)

3 pumpkin seeds (0.1 g)

1 pipe bowl fragment (1.3 g)

1

1

Aves bones
7 mammal bones
14 ungulate bones
3 Bos bones
1 Sus scrofa bone

Artifacts from 95N-16W, Unknown Level

Main Grid

5 clear bottles

2 dark green bottles

I light green bottle

II windowpane fragments (3.2 g)

5 wine glass fragments (2.5 g)

24 semivitreous sherds, 18 body, 4 rim, and 2

base

35 local ceramic sherds, 33 body and 2 rim
8 nail parts

1 grommet
5 plate pieces

8 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 95N-16W, Level 1 Main Grid

2 aqua bottles

1 dark green bottle

1 amber bottle

42 windowpane fragments (19.8 g)

34 semivitreous sherds, 24 body, 6 rim, and 4

base
15 local ceramic sherds, 14 body and 1 rim
14 nail parts

2 can parts

1 spike

1 tube

23 plate pieces

charcoal (38.6 g)

1 ungulate bone
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Artifacts from 95N-16W, Level 2 Main Grid

1

1

clear bottles

2 aqua bottles

4 dark green bottles

2 light green bottles

6 amber bottles

16 lamp glass fragments (3.5 g)

42 windowpane fragments (24.4 g)

1 wine glass fragment (6.2 g)

79 semivitreous sherds, 56 body, 22 rim, and
1 base

129 local ceramic body sherds

7 nails

56 nail parts

2 can parts

8 tacks

52 plate pieces

charcoal (42.3 g)

wood (5.0 g)

3 pipe bowl fragments (3.5 g)

1 wood button

12 Aves bones
16 mammal bones
1 5 ungulate bones
1 Bos bone

Artifacts from 95N-16W, Level 3 Main Grid

4 Aves bones
1 mammal bone
13 ungulate bones
3 Bos bones

Artifacts from 95N-16W, Level 4 Main Grid

Artifacts from 95N-14W, Level 1 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 amber bottle

20 windowpane fragments (7.2 g)

12 semivitreous sherds, nine body, two rim,

and one base
1 1 local ceramic body sherds

13 nail parts

1 can

2 tacks

8 plate pieces

1 wire mesh piece

charcoal (3.7 g)

wood (55.8 g)

3 ungulate bones
1 Bos bone

Artifacts from 95N-14W, Level 2 Main Grid

8 clear bottles

2 dark green bottles

2 light green bottles

1 green bottle

1 amber bottle

1 glass tableware fragment (1.2 g)

3 lamp glass fragments (0.2 g)

39 windowpane fragments (11.9 g)

14 semivitreous sherds, 12 body and 2 rim
92 local ceramic sherds, 89 body and 3 rim
2 nails

40 nail parts

1 1 plate pieces

charcoal (5.7 g)

wood (114.5 g)

4 Aves bones
1 Gallus domesticus bone
8 mammal bones
29 ungulate bones
4 Bos bones
1 Cervidae bone
1 Sus scrofabone

Artifacts from 95N-14W, Level 3 Main Grid

1 dark green bottle

1 windowpane fragment (0.4 g)

charcoal (0.3 g)

Feature 60 was a discrete refuse deposit immediately in front of the backyard wall of one
of the officers' quarters (i.e., within the backyard), just south of the quarters with the

privy (Feature 30). The 758 objects and artifacts placed in functional categories consisted

of 470 in architecture/construction (62.0%), 205 in subsistence/mess (27.0%), 34 in

indulgences (4.5%), 20 in munitions (2.6%), 18 in furniture (2.4%), and 11 in personal/

clothing (1.4%). None were placed in the military category.
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Artifacts from 72N-8W, Level 1 Main Grid Artifacts from 72N-8W, Level 4 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

2 aqua bottles

1 dark green bottle

2 light green bottles

4 amber bottles

1 white bottle

8 historical ceramic sherds: six semivitreous

and two vitreous body sherds, one semi-

vitreous rim, and one vitreous base sherd

5 local ceramic body sherds

19 nail parts

8 plate pieces

charcoal (2.0 g)

1 plastic fragment (0.2 g)

1 cartridge case

1 musket cap

3 shotgun shells

Artifacts from 72N-8W, Level 2 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

1 green bottle

1 amber bottle

3 windowpane fragments (0.5 g)

8 semivitreous sherds, seven body and one rim
88 local ceramic sherds, 84 body and 4 rim
2 nails

65 nail parts

13 bars

62 plate pieces

charcoal (34.2 g)

1 bullet

I cartridge case

3 Aves bones
I I mammal bones
10 ungulate bones
1 Bos bones

Artifacts from 72N-8W, Level 3 Main Grid

1 light green bottle

1 glass jar fragment (0.1 g)

1 semivitreous body sherd

2 local ceramic body sherds
2 nail parts

1 foil piece

9 plate pieces

charcoal (115.8 g)

3 Aves bones
2 mammal bones

charcoal (5.3 g)

wood (2.9 g)

wood/post (70.8 g)

1 Aves bone

Artifacts from 72N-8W, Level 5 Main Grid

1 ungulate bone

Artifacts from 74N-8W, Level 1 Main Grid

5 clear bottles

1 dark green bottle

1 light green bottle

1 amber bottle

9 historical ceramic sherds: six semivitreous

and one vitreous body sherds, one semi-

vitreous and one vitreous base sherds

1 local ceramic body sherd

2 nail parts

1 tack

3 plate pieces

charcoal (0.5 g)

1 plastic fragment (0.4 g)

Artifacts from 74N-8W, Level 2 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

2 green bottles

1 windowpane fragment (0.9 g)

3 local ceramic body sherds

1 nail

13 nail parts

charcoal (22.8 g)

wood (17.5 g)

1 metal button

1 mammal bone
2 ungulate bones
6 Bos bones

Artifacts from 74N-8W, Level 3 Main Grid

1 light green bottle

1 glass jar fragment (1.9 g)

charcoal (7.9 g)

wood (0.6 g)

plastic fragments (18.3 g)

Artifacts from 74N-6W, Level 1 Main Grid

2 clear bottles
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4 dark green bottles

1 glass tableware fragment (12.6 g)

15 semivitreous sherds, 14 body and 1 rim
5 local ceramic body sherds

9 nail parts

1 ring

15 plate pieces

1 bullet

4 cartridge cases

1 Aves bone
2 mammal bones
3 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 74N-6W, Level 2 Main Grid

3 clear bottles

1 dark green bottle

2 light green bottles

3 windowpane fragments (0.8 g)

1 semivitreous base sherd

4 local ceramic body sherds

21 nail parts

1 clothing hook
3 plate pieces

charcoal (4.5 g)

eggshell fragments (0.3 g)

1 rubber fragment (0.2 g)

1 metal button

2 Aves bones
6 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 74N-6W, Level 3 Main Grid

1 dark green bottle

3 windowpane fragments (0.9 g)

1 local ceramic body sherd

3 nails

13 nail parts

4 tacks

2 plate pieces

charcoal (22.7 g)

wood (1.4 g)

eggshell fragments (1.9 g)

1 pipe bowl fragment (2.3 g)

1 Aves bone
1 mammal bone
16 ungulate bones
9 Bos bones

Artifacts from 74N-6W, Level 4 Main Grid

1 dark green bottle

1 light green bottle

1 nail

8 nail parts

3 tacks

charcoal (0.4 g)

1

5

Aves bones
5 fish bones
5 mammal bones
2 ungulate bones
1 Sus scrofa bone

Artifacts from 76N-8W, Unknown Level

Main Grid

3 nails

1 1 nail parts

8 plate pieces

Artifacts from 76N-8W, Level 1 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

4 aqua bottles

10 dark green bottles

1 amber bottle

1 glass jar fragment (4.3 g)

6 windowpane fragments (2.7 g)

11 semivitreous sherds, nine body, one rim,

one base

5 local ceramic body sherds

2 nails

36 nail parts

8 tacks

17 plate pieces

1 wire piece

charcoal (1.2 g)

wood (1.5 g)

2 ceramic buttons

3 bullets

2 cartridge cases

1 musket cap

4 Aves bones
14 mammal bones
16 ungulate bones
1 Bos bones

Artifacts from 76N-8W, Level 2 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 windowpane fragment (0.4 g)

2 historical body sherds, one semivitreous and
one vitreous

charcoal (141.7 g)

wood (24.9 g)

1 eggshell fragment (0.1 g)

1 mother-of-pearl button
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5 Aves bones

6 mammal bones
12 ungulate bones
2 Bos bones
1 Sus scrofa bone

Artifacts from 78N-10W, Level 1 Main Grid

4 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 green bottle

I amber bottle

II windowpane fragments (4.3 g)

5 semMtreous sherds, three body, one rim,

and one base

5 local ceramic body sherds

3 nails

16 nail parts

1 bottle cap

24 plate pieces

charcoal (23.9 g)

wood (13.2 g)

1 cartridge case

1 mammal
4 ungulate bones
1 Copra bone

Artifacts from 78N-10W, Level 2 Main Grid

3 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

3 green bottles

1 amber bottle

8 windowpane fragments (2.7 g)

2 nails

25 nail parts

1 tack

charcoal (99.3 g)

wood (15.5 g)

1 plastic button

1 projectile

1 Aves bone
1 Gallus domesticus bone
5 mammal bones
2 ungulate bones
3 Bos bones

Artifacts from 78N-10W, Level 3 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

I green bottle

3 semivitreous sherds, two body and one rim
II nail parts

1 plate piece

charcoal (92.5 g)

10 eggshell fragments (0.1 g)

organic fragments (11.1 g)

2 Aves bones
1 Gallus domesticus bone
1 mammal bone
6 ungulate bones
1 Bos bone

Feature 62 was a discrete refuse deposit immediately in front of the backyard wall of one
of the officers' quarters (i.e., within the backyard), the one with the privy (Feature 30). Of
the 402 objects or artifacts that could be placed in functional categories, 268 are

architecture/construction (66.6%), 88 are subsistence/mess (21.9%), 23 are indulgences

(5.7%), 15 are munitions (3.7%), seven are personal/clothing (1.7%), and one is furniture

(0. None are in the military category.

Artifacts from 80N-10W, Unknown Level

Main Grid

3 nails

1 nail part

21 plate pieces

Artifacts from 80N-10W, Level 1 Main Grid

5 clear bottle

3 aqua bottles

4 dark green bottles

2 light green bottles

3 amber bottles

2 windowpane fragments (0.9 g)

10 historical ceramic sherds, five semi-vitreous

and four vitreous body sherds and one
semivitreous handle

8 nail parts

8 plate pieces

charcoal (4.9 g)

wood (1.3 g)

1 plastic fragment (0.1 g)

1 bullet
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1 cartridge case

1 Aves bone
7 mammal bones
1 ungulate bone

Artifacts from 80N-10W, Level 2 Main Grid

3 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

1 light green bottle

2 glass jar fragments (8.4 g)

4 windowpane fragments (5.1 g)

1 semivitreous body sherd

3 local ceramic body sherds

charcoal (30.0 g)

1 ceramic button

1 pewter button

1 mammal bone
3 ungulate bones
1 Bos bone

Artifacts from 80N-10W, Level 3 Main Grid

3 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

3 dark green bottles

1 semivitreous body sherd

18 nail parts

1 spike

charcoal (51.8 g)

wood (6.4 g)

1 bullet

1 shell base

12 Aves bones
10 mammal bones
18 ungulate bones
1 Bos bone

Artifacts from 80N-10W, Level 4 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 green bottle

1 vitreous body sherd

8 nails

13 nail parts

12 plate pieces

charcoal (142.5 g)

wood (1.6 g)

10 eggshell fragments (2.3 g)

2 Aves bones
2 fish bones
1 Bos bone

Artifacts from 80N-10W, Level 5 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

2 aqua bottles

2 dark green bottles

1 light green bottles

1 windowpane fragment (0.2 g)

5 historical body sherds, two semivitreous and
three vitreous

19 nail parts

charcoal (16.0 g)

wood (5.1 g)

23 eggshell fragments (0.7 g)

peach pit (0.5 g)

1 button

1 bullet

1 mammal bone
1 Rodentia bone
2 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 88N-14W, Level 1 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

2 aqua bottles

1 dark green bottle

1 amber bottle

4 windowpane fragments (2.5 g)

17 semivitreous sherds, 12 body, 3 rim, and 2

handle

3 local ceramic body sherds

3 nails

18 nail parts

2 foil pieces

29 plate pieces

charcoal (6.7)

3 seeds (0.1 g)

2 pipe bowl fragments (2.1 g)

1 mother-of-pearl button

lball

1 bullet

1 cartridge case

1 loaded round
3 musket caps

4 Aves bones
2 mammal bones
4 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 88N-14W, Level 2 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

2 dark green bottles

1 amber bottle
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5 windowpane fragments (1.1 g)

6 semMtreous sherds, four body and two rim
charcoal (7.1 g)

Artifacts from 90N-14W, Level 1 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

1 green bottle

1 dark green bottle

2 amber bottles

1 blue bottle

1 white bottle

10 windowpane fragments (4.8 g)

14 historical ceramic sherds, nine semivitreous

and two vitreous body sherds and three

semivitreous rim sherds

3 local ceramic sherds, two body and one rim
2 nails

12 nail parts

1 tack

18 plate pieces

charcoal (9.1)

2 pipe bowl fragments (1.1 g)

2 cartridge cases

1 ungulate bone

Artifacts from 90N-14W, Level 2 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

3 green bottles

1 amber bottle

5 windowpane fragments (2.3 g)

20 semivitreous sherds, 12 body and 8 rim

4 local ceramic body sherds

2 nails

29 nail parts

7 plate pieces

1 wire piece

charcoal (15.3 g)

wood (1.5 g)

1 eggshell fragment (0.1 g)

1 seed (0.1 g)

1 cartridge case

3 Aves bones
1 Sus scrofa bone

Artifacts from 90N-14W, Level 3 Main Grid

3 windowpane fragments (1.1 g)

3 semivitreous body sherds

1 plate piece

charcoal (1.8 g)

wood (5.7 g)

eggshell fragments (0.1 g)

3 seeds (0.1 g)

Feature 63 was a discrete trash deposit behind and associated with the enlisted men's
barracks. Of the 2,011 objects or artifacts from this large trash deposit that could be

placed in functional categories, 1,261 are architecture/construction (62.7%), 322 are

subsistence/mess (16.0%), 147 are munitions (7.3%), 123 are personal/clothing (6.1%), 115
are indulgences (5.7%), 39 are furniture (1.9%), and four are military (0.2%).

Artifacts from 79S-60W, Level 1 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

5 dark green bottles

10 windowpane fragments (6.6 g)

5 semivitreous sherds, two body and three rim
34 local ceramic sherds, 33 body and 1 rim
2 nails

3 nail parts

1 wire piece

charcoal (14.0 g)

1 cloth fragment (1.5 g)

1 pipe bowl fragment (1.3 g)

1 mother-of-pearl button
1 musket cap

Artifacts from 79S-60W, Level 2 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 dark green bottle

5 windowpane fragments (1.9 g)

6 semivitreous sherds, four body and two rim
4 nail parts

2 springs

charcoal (0.4 g)

1 metal button

2 balls

3 buck balls

4 musket caps
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Figure 3.39. Soldiers of the First Delaware Infantry on a 12-day hike, resting at the standing

adobe walls (main fort), ca. World War I period. Courtesy of Robert Myers, New Mexico
State University.

Artifacts from 79S-60W, Level 3 Main Grid Artifacts from 79S-60W, Level 5 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

2 dark green bottles

2 glass jar fragments (28.6 g)

4 windowpane fragments (0.9 g)

8 semivitreous sherds, seven body and one
base

4 nail parts

charcoal (5.8 g)

wood/post (570.1 g)

1 metal button

3 musket caps

Artifacts from 79S-60W, Level 4 Main Grid

1 dark green bottle

3 windowpane fragments (1.3 g)

2 nails

1 nail part

charcoal (1.9 g)

1 musket cap

1 clear bottle

1 semivitreous body sherd

charcoal (10.3 g)

1 metal button

Artifacts from 78S-63W, Level 1 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 dark green bottle

1 amber bottle

1 glass jar fragment (13.2 g)

18 windowpane fragments (13.2 g)

1 semivitreous body sherd

2 local ceramic body sherds

7 nails

1 wire piece

charcoal (6.0 g)

1 eggshell fragment (0. 1 g)

2 mesquite seeds (0.1 g)

6 rubber fragments (0.9 g)
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Figure 3.40. Soldiers of the First Delaware Infantry on a 12-day hike, resting at Fort

Cummings, ca. World War I period. Courtesy of Robert Myers, New Mexico State University.

1 metal button

1 musket cap

1 mammal bone
4 ungulate bones
2 Bos bones

Artifacts from 78S-63W, Level 2 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

2 aqua bottles

2 dark green bottles

1 amber bottle

1 glass jar fragment (10.8 g)

25 windowpane fragments (28.2 g)

7 historical ceramic sherds, three semivitreous

and two porcelain body sherds and two
semivitreous rim sherds

4 local ceramic body sherds

20 nails

1 fish hook
1 hook
1 plate/rivet

6 wire pieces

charcoal (6.4 g)

1 eggshell fragment (0.3 g)

1 musket cap

2 mammal bones
1 Lepus bone
4 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 78S-63W, Level 3 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

2 dark green bottles

1 light green bottle

1 amber bottle

19 windowpane fragments (8.6 g)

4 semivitreous sherds, three body and one rim

2 local ceramic body sherds

21 nails

1 clothing hook
1 wire piece

wood (5.5 g)

4 seeds (0.6 g)
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2 pipe bowl fragments (0.1 g)

1 glass button

1 metal button

3 musket caps

Artifacts from 78S-63W, Level 4 Main Grid

8 clear bottles

2 aqua bottles

1 dark green bottle

2 green bottles

53 windowpane fragments (54.2 g)

10 semivitreous sherds, six body, three rim,

and one handle

6 local ceramic sherds, five body and one rim
73 nails

2 clothing hooks
1 insignia number 3: 3rd Mounted Rifle

1 mess plate

16 plate pieces

1 wire piece

charcoal (13.5 g)

1

1

cloth/rubber fragments (4.9 g)

20 eggshell fragments (0.4 g)

5 pipe bowl fragments (4.4 g)

2 glass buttons

1 ivory button

4 metal buttons

1 metal/cloth button

1 mother-of-pearl button

4 musket caps

Artifacts from 78S-63W, Level 5 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

2 dark green bottles

6 windowpane fragments (3.6 g)

charcoal (2.7 g)

1 metal button

Artifacts from 78S-62W, Unknown Level

Main Grid

2 nail parts

Artifacts from 78S-62W, Level 1 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

2 dark green bottles

17 windowpane fragments (16.2 g)

4 semivitreous sherds, three body and one rim
28 local ceramic body sherds

9 tacks

14 tack parts

1 wire piece

charcoal (2.9 g)

1 bone ring fragment (0.3 g)

2 rubber fragments (0.9 g)

3 pipe bowl fragments (6.8 g)

1 pipe stem fragment (0.4 g)

1 metal button

1 buck ball

1 bullet jacket

5 musket caps

Artifacts from 78S-62W, Level 2 Main Grid

10 clear bottles

6 aqua bottles

1 dark green bottle

43 windowpane fragments (43.0 g)

20 semivitreous sherds, 13 body, 5 rim, 2 base

37 local ceramic body sherds

37 nails

1 tube

charcoal (6.2 g)

1 knife blade (6.5 g)

2 knife handle fragments (12.7 g)

1 pipe bowl fragment (2.1 g)

1 bone button

4 metal buttons

2 metal military buttons

2 mother-of-pearl buttons

lball

13 musket caps

1 shell base

1 coiled spring

1 Aves bone
1 mammal bone
16 ungulate bones
3 Bos bones

Artifacts from 78S-62W, Level 3 Main Grid

Artifacts from 77S-62W, Level 1 Main Grid

6 clear bottles

2 aqua bottles

8 dark green bottles

3 light green bottles

1 amber bottle

2 eyeglass lens fragments (0.5 g)

9 glass jar fragments (6.5 g)

56 windowpane fragments (53.0 g)

12 semivitreous sherds, eight body, three rim,

one base

3 local ceramic body sherds
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58 nail parts

1 buckle

1 clothing hook eye

4 wire pieces

charcoal (8.0 g)

6 eggshell fragments (0.2 g)

1 glass bead fragment (0.7 g)

2 hairbrush fragments (3.0 g)

1 knife handle fragment (16.3 g)

12 rubber fragments (6.0 g)

I pipe stem fragment (9.8 g)

4 glass buttons

12 musket caps

I I ungulate bones
1 Bos bones

1 mother-of-pearl button

3 balls

3 buck balls

2 bullets

1 gun barrel

22 musket caps

1 shell base

1 worm
1 fish bone
3 mammal bones
1 Lepus bone
25 ungulate bones
6 Bos bones

Artifacts from 77S-62W, Level 3 Main Grid

Artifacts from 77S-62W, Level 1 Main Grid

3 mammal bones
12 ungulate bones
1 Bos bones

Artifacts from 77S-62W, Level 2 Main Grid

26 clear bottles

5 aqua bottles

13 dark green bottles

18 light green bottles

3 glass jar fragments (18.3 g)

2 glass tumbler fragments (16.4 g)

81 windowpane fragments (46.4 g)

1 wine glass fragment (1.1 g)

54 semivitreous sherds, 23 body, 20 rim, 6

base, and 5 spout sherds

4 local ceramic body sherds

78 nails

3 bolts

2 clothing hooks
1 clothing hook eye

1 insignia number 8

1 nut/bolt

1 ring

3 screws

1 spring

1 tack

1 tack part

1 strap piece

charcoal (7.2 g)

1 eggshell fragment (0. 1 g)

10 leather shoe sole fragments (21.8 g)

2 pipe bowl fragments (2.7 g)

2 pipe stem fragments (17.8 g)

3 glass buttons

8 metal buttons

6 clear bottles

2 aqua bottles

7 dark green bottles

1 light green bottle

74 windowpane fragments (94.3 g)

1 glass tumbler fragment (11.5 g)

10 semivitreous sherds, eight body and two
rim

1 local ceramic body sherds

42 nail parts

1 spring

charcoal (5.5 g)

4 cloth/leather fragments (0.4 g)

11 eggshell fragments (0.4 g)

6 metal buttons

15 musket caps

4 shell bases

Artifacts from 77S-62W, Level 4 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

9 windowpane fragments (10.2 g)

4 semivitreous sherds, three body and one rim

charcoal (0.7 g)

wood (2.6 g)

2 eggshell fragments (0.1 g)

2 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 77S-60.5W, Wall Main Grid

2 clear bottles

2 dark green bottles

4 windowpane fragments (1.8 g)

1 semivitreous body sherd

8 nail parts

charcoal (6.0 g)
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2 knife handle fragments (4.1 g)

2 mammal bones
2 ungulate bones
1 Bos bone

Artifacts from 77S-60.5W, Level 1 Main Grid

15 clear bottles

I aqua bottle

5 dark green bottles

3 green bottles

3 amber bottles

39 windowpane fragments (26.3 g)

13 semivitreous sherds, nine body, three rim,

one base

9 local ceramic body sherds

II nails

1 fish hook
1 ornament
2 springs

1 tack part

2 wire pieces

charcoal (13.1 g)

wood/post (11.4 g)

1 eyeglass fragment (0.8 g)

1 plastic fragment (0.4 g)

1 rubber fragment (2.2 g)

4 metal buttons

1 mother-of-pearl button

lball

6 buck balls

14 musket caps

1 rod tip

Artifacts from 77S-60.5W, Level 2 Main Grid

12 clear bottles

1 aqua bottle

8 dark green bottles

2 light green bottles

1 green bottle

1 glass jar fragment (4.2 g)

19 windowpane fragments (14.5 g)

2 clothing hooks
1 screw

charcoal (26.4 g)

1 earring (0.6 g)

1 pipe bowl fragment (0.4 g)

1 pipe stem fragment (7.2 g)

4 glass buttons

1 ivory button

2 metal buttons

1 mother-of-pearl button

1 Meleagris gallopavo bone
4 mammal bones

Artifacts from 77S-60.5W, Level 3 Main Grid

2 dark green bottles

Artifacts from 77S-60.5W, Level 5 Main Grid

Artifacts from 76S-64W, Unknown Level

Main Grid

26 nails

1 bottle cap

1 fish hook
1 wire piece

3 metal buttons

Artifacts from 76S-64W, Level 1 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

2 green bottles

2 amber bottles

20 windowpane fragments (14.2 g)

1 semivitreous rim sherd

wood (2.0 g)

1 gold earring (1.9 g)

3 rubber fragments (7.8 g)

1 Aves bone
1 mammal bone
1 ungulate bone
2 Bos bones

Artifacts from 76S-64W, Level 2 Main Grid

2 clear bottles

3 aqua bottles

1 dark green bottle

2 light green bottles

2 green bottles

1 amber bottle

2 glass jar fragments (1.4 g)

34 windowpane fragments (46.8 g)

3 semivitreous sherds, two body and one rim

29 nails

1 fish hook
wood (10.1 g)

1 ornament (0.7 g)

1 pipe bowl fragment (0.7 g)

1 glass button

3 metal buttons

1 Aves bone
2 mammal bones
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Artifacts from 76S-64W, Level 3 Main Grid

1 aqua bottle

1 dark green bottle

I green bottle

17 windowpane fragments (20.3 g)

II nails

lbolt

1 metal button

1 mother-of-pearl button

1 ungulate bone

Artifacts from 76S-64W, Level 4 Main Grid

1 green bottle

1 nail

Artifacts from 76S-63W, Level 1 Main Grid

5 clear bottles

2 aqua bottles

4 dark green bottles

1 light green bottle

1 amber bottle

1 glass jar fragment (0.8 g)

67 windowpane fragments (58.6 g)

5 semivitreous sherds, one body, three rim,

and one base
1 local ceramic body sherd

30 nail parts

lbolt

3 wire pieces

charcoal (1.0 g)

wood (13.2 g)

3 eggshell fragments (0.3 g)

4 pipe bowl fragments (3.9 g)

3 pipe stem fragments (25.9 g)

2 glass buttons

2 metal buttons

lball

8 musket caps

5 mammal bones
1 Lepus bone
3 ungulate bones
1 Bos bone
1 Sus scrofa bone

Artifacts from 76S-63W, Level 2 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

4 aqua bottles

1 dark green bottle

1 glass jar fragment (1.2 g)

38 windowpane fragments (27.8 g)

5 semivitreous sherds, three body and two rim
52 nails

lbolt

1 nut/bolt

1 screw

wood (37.4 g)

1 glass button

5 metal buttons

lball

4 musket caps

2 mammal bones
1 Lepus bone
3 ungulate bones

Artifacts from 76S-63W, Level 3 Main Grid

3 clear bottles

3 aqua bottle

2 green bottles

9 windowpane fragments (4.5 g)

17 nails

3 springs

20 eggshell fragments (0.4 g)

1 pipe bowl fragment (2.1 g)

1 pipe stem fragment (10.0 g)

3 metal buttons

2 musket caps

Feature 64 was an additional discrete trash deposit behind and associated with the

enlisted men's barracks. Seventy-five objects or artifacts could be placed in functional

categories: 47 in subsistence/mess (62.7%), 24 in architecture/construction (32.0%), and
two each in indulgences and personal/clothing (2.7% each). None were placed in the

military or munitions categories.

Artifacts from 117S-10W, Unknown Level

Main Grid

2 semivitreous sherds, one rim and one base

Artifacts from 117S-10W, Level 1 Main Grid

1 clear bottle

2 dark green bottles

4 windowpane fragments (3.5 g)
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2 nails Artifacts from 116S-9.5W, Level 1 Main Grid

4 can parts

1 wire piece 1 clear bottle

charcoal (0.1 g) 2 windowpane fragments (0.6 g)

6 semivitreous sherds, three body and three

Artifacts from 117S-10W, Level 2 Main Grid rim
15 nails

charcoal (0.1 g) charcoal (0.1 g)

1 mammal bone 2 metal buttons

1 ungulate bone 2 fish bones
3 Bos bones 1 mammal bone

17 ungulate bones
Artifacts from 116S-9.5W, Surface Main Grid 5 Bos bones

2 mammal bones
1 Lepus bone
2 ungulate bones

Comparisons

Fifty-nine of the Fort Cummings features contained objects or artifacts that could be
placed in functional categories. In contrast, only seven comparable features were
excavated at Fort Fillmore; most of the many other features identified at Fillmore were
very much smaller than these seven, and the artifact data are not comparable. Data from
both forts are presented in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

The 59 Cummings features and the seven Fillmore features contained nearly the same
total number of objects or artifacts that could be categorized (6,124 in the former and
6,348 in the latter). In addition, relative amounts of objects and artifacts within each of

the functional categories are about the same, when total percents from each fort are

compared. Identical percentages are seen for the military (negligible), furniture (2.5%), and
personal/clothing (2.8%) categories. In contrast, relatively more material was seen in the

munitions and subsistence/mess categories from Fillmore (3.8% vs 1.0% from Cummings,
and 23.9% vs 1 7.9% from Cummings, respectively), whereas more material was seen in the

indulgences and architecture/construction categories from Cummings (4.9% vs 4.4% from
Fillmore, and 69.5% vs 62.5% from Fillmore, respectively). The "other" category is not

included in this analysis, since information on such materials is not available from the

Fillmore data base.

These small differences between the artifact assemblages from two forts are not

significant. The fact that the structural remains at Fort Cummings were more thoroughly

excavated than those at Fort Fillmore is congruent with the few observed differences.

At Fort Cummings, by far the greatest number of objects and artifacts placed in

functional categories came from Feature 68 (3,430 total from this feature, of 6,124 total

from all relevant features, or 56.0%). The next "largest" feature (Feature 37) contained only

191 items that could be recognized and counted, which is merely 3.1% of the grand total.

The remaining 57 features in this sample contained between 0% and about 3% of this

total, underscoring the exceedingly high yield from the Hyatt land privy.
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The Fillmore features, in contrast, exhibited a more equal distribution in terms of

numbers of objects or artifacts recovered. There, the "largest" was Feature 63, containing

2,011 items that could be placed in functional categories (31.7% of the total from the

seven features). Next comes Feature 58 (1,676 items; 26.4%), Feature 59 (1,297 items;

20.4%), Feature 60 (758 items; 11.9%), Feature 62 (402 items; 6.3%), Feature 30 (129 items;

2.0%), and finally Feature 64 (75 items; 1.2%).

More detailed, comparative analyses and interpretations of these data will be possible at

some future time.
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The Research Design:

Addressing the Research Questions

General Theoretical Perspective

The general theoretical perspective, or paradigm, under which this project has been
undertaken is best described as cultural materialism (Harris 1979), and the following

assumptions have been held: (1) Both material culture and behavior are patterned, and
there is a knowable (though often complex) relationship between the patterns. (2) Material

culture patterns not only reflect behavior but also shape them. The relationship between
material culture and behavior patterns is dynamic. (3) The study of material culture

patterns can reveal important information about changing behavioral patterns and thus

can contribute significantly to our understanding of history.

As in all projects in historical archaeology, it has also been assumed that the

documentary record can supplement and complement the data and interpretations

generated by studying material remains. Archival and archaeological approaches have

been considered equally important, even though a site report of this kind cannot present

the former to the same extent as the latter.

Finally, it has been assumed that historical events and processes at one location are not

independent of the conditions present elsewhere. In the case of Fort Cummings, a

frontier military outpost located on undeveloped territory recently acquired by the United

States, national and regional processes were of great relevance. Many of the research

questions addressed here consider these conditions and processes explicitly, and the

history of Fort Cummings has been placed in its proper, broader context.

Fort Cummings was constructed shortly after the Civil War, and it remained in use well

into the 1880s (see Chapter 1 and Appendix A). At the beginning of its occupation the

territory of southern New Mexico had recently been acquired from Mexico, as part of the

settlement of the Mexican War and the Gadsden Purchase. It was almost totally

undeveloped, though on the edge of the expanding United States western frontier. By the

time of the fort's last official abandonment the region had become closely tied to the rest

of the country, primarily because of the arrival of the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe

railroads, economic growth, and an increasing Euroamerican population. Much had
changed in the country during the two decades of the fort's existence, and many of these

changes had an impact on life in the region and at the site. Traces of these impacts are

evident in the archaeological record.

The soldiers at Fort Cummings acted as representatives of United States society, and the

installation itself served as an example (and a symbol) of growing Euroamerican power
in the region. Although this expansion and growth had previously been accomplished at

the expense of Mexico—as was the case during the occupation of Fort Fillmore
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(1851-1862)—by the time of Fort Cummings it was more often directed against Native

Americans, primarily Apaches. Conflict with the Apache continued throughout the period

of occupation, and their constant presence in the area touched all soldiers' lives and
shaped official policy. Thus, one theme of this project has concerned culture contact on
the frontier—conflict with the Apache, and their eventual subjugation.

A second theme concerns the cultural entity known as the "American West." This multi-

faceted and abstract historical phenomenon has been recognized as a powerful collective

representation that nevertheless exhibited various behavioral components (Smith 1957).

It moved across the United States as both a symbolic and an actual border (or ethnic

"boundary"—Barth 1 969) between expanding Euroamerican culture and traditional Native

American and Hispanic cultures. Fort Cummings, which represents one of the area's

earliest incursions of Euroamerican society, seemed an ideal setting for its investigation.
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Figure 4.1. Geronimo and three of his warriors in the Sierra Madres, March 25-27, 1886,

during a conference with General George Crook. From left, Yanozha, brother-in-law of

Geronimo; Chappo, son of Geronimo and his second wife, Chee-has-kish; Fun, Geronimo's

second cousin; and Geronimo. In 1886 General Nelson Miles replaced General Crook as

commander of the Geronimo campaign. To aid in the capture of the elusive Apache
warrior and his group, Miles decided to install a network of 27 heliograph stations across

Arizona and New Mexico. One of the stations was located at abandoned Fort Cummings.
Between July and the end of September, and perhaps longer, a signal group supported by
detachments from two cavalry companies maintained a garrison of about one hundred
men at the fort. The heliograph stations remained in operation after Geronimo's surrender

and the removal of the Apaches to prisons in the East in September. Photo by C. S. Fly.

Courtesy of Fort SiU Museum, Fort Sill, Oklahoma.
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The majority of the research is related to these themes, to one degree or another, though

not explicitly as each research question was addressed. Rather, integration emerged as

research results were interpreted. In addition, the research was structured so

comparisons could be made with results of archaeological excavations at Fort Fillmore,

conducted by NMSU field schools in 1986 and 1987 (Staski 1989a, 1989b; also see

numerous references to the Fillmore data throughout earlier sections of this volume).

Fillmore, located some sixty miles to the east, was abandoned less than two years before

Cummings was built, and both were designed to serve a similar function. Comparative

study has resulted in a broader understanding of Southwest frontier history.

The history of the American West has grown in popularity over the past two decades. A
number of important revisionist studies have recently emerged, part of the new paradigm
of social history sweeping several academic disciplines (e.g., Frazer 1983; Katz 1987;

Luckingham 1982; Morgan 1993; Smith 1990; Worster 1992; see Wylie 1993 for some
recent insights from an archaeological perspective). Perhaps the most thorough and
influential of these recent works is Richard White's (1991) It's Your Misfortune and None
ofMy Own. Of nearly equal influence is Ray Billington's (1981) Land of Savagery, Land of
Promise, a social history written by an important scholar more commonly associated with

a more traditional approach (see Billington 1967). Other traditional histories important

to this project include Horgan (1984), Hutton (1987), Leckie (1967), Savage (1979), and
Utley(1967, 1973, 1984).

White, Billington, and other modern scholars suggest a number of new themes and
arguments. For instance, it is convincingly argued by many that we must move away from
the Great Man/Great Event emphasis so common in traditional histories. The American
West is not well understood by concentrating on a handful of individuals or occurrences

that previously have been given undue attention and awarded undue importance. Rather,

we must shift our perspective to knowing about the common person and the (seemingly)

uneventful conditions of life.

This argument applies to groups as well as individuals. Thus, there is a growing interest

in the roles and experiences of Native Americans, African-Americans, the Chinese,

women, and the poor in general—groups that previously were ignored or at least thought
relatively unimportant in the growth of the American West.

The inclusive scope of social history also requires that serious consideration be given to

the environment of the American West, another issue often ignored by traditional

histories. Here, a true ecological perspective works best when equal consideration is given

to two complementary research issues. The first concerns the impacts of people on a

relatively fragile environment. This is a more traditional emphasis, involving such
well-researched issues as overgrazing and water depletion. The second concerns the

impacts of the environment on people. Only recently developed, this emphasis involves

addressing the fascinating issue of how the distinctive physical nature of the West has
shaped American culture and behavior.

A third development within this new social history of the American West involves

rethinking the nature of its cultural and social development, relative to what was
occurring in the eastern United States, in Europe, and elsewhere. What is emerging is a

remarkable conclusion—the American West was and remains, in numerous ways, one of

the most socially and politically progressive places on the face of the earth. It was never
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the center of reactionary or even traditional Western values, though it is often so

described in the popular culture.

Numerous examples of this progressivism can be mentioned. The West was largely

anti-slavery well before the Civil War. Indeed, most minorities fared better in the West
than in the more developed regions of the country, and many moved west to escape the

more pervasive and powerful discrimination of the older states. The West was also a

place were women were treated with greater equality and fairness, from a very early time.

It might even be said that nineteenth-century feminism emerged in the West, most
obviously represented by the granting of political suffrage to women in several western

territories well before it became federal law. Finally, the West has always been the scene

of progressive labor movements and conditions. Many labor movements had their origins

or witnessed their greatest growth in the West, including the more revolutionary. The
most influential of these was the Industrial Workers of the World (the I.W.W.), popularly

known as the Wobblies and having its greatest impact during the early decades of the

twentieth century. More recently have been the widely reported activities of the United

Farm Workers, led by Cesar Chavez.

Throughout its history, the West was never as violent or lawless as the East. Lawlessness

(law by the gun or by random force) was hardly ever the case. Saloon brawls, showdowns
at high noon, and shoot-em-ups are more the product of Hollywood than history. Life on
the frontier was commonly safer than life in the "civilized" parts of the country.

Finally (and surprisingly), the West has long been more urban than the east, and
continues to be so even today. For more than one hundred years a greater percentage of

the West's population has lived in cities than outside them. Although there continue to

be vast unpopulated areas, and western cities remain relatively distant from one another,

people have settled in tight concentrations and were never uniformly distributed across

the landscape. As a result, culture contact between various individuals and groups—one
of the two main themes of this research (see above)—was and remains a more significant

factor in cultural development in the West, relative to the East (see various papers in

Bohannan and Plog 1967 for a different interpretation).

Of the other myths of the American West that have been debunked by the new social

histories, the most significant is the myth that "rugged individualism" has been a

pervasive and important element in the West's development. A related notion is that the

West has been relatively free from federal control and influence—this relative

self-sufficiency is often cited as a major reason for the West's growth. Just the opposite

appears to have been the case, however. Cooperative enterprises were more important

for survival and development then they were in other parts of the country. Dependence
on federal support (and resulting control) was absolutely necessary throughout the West's

history.

The very fact that the military was present in an important way during the early stages

of the West's emergence—the fact that Fort Cummings existed and was historically

significant, for instance—supports this argument. The necessity of significant federal

participation in the West's development since then is reflected in the large subsidies

given mining enterprises, the massive support given the expanding railroads, the notable

governmental role in ranching and agricultural activities, the nearly exclusive federal

support of numerous (and often enormous) water management undertakings, and most
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recently, the development of major military enterprises once again. These are, of course,

only the most obvious examples of federal involvement in the American West—many
others could be included, including the federal role in historic preservation (of which this

archaeological project is a part).

Finally, social historians of the American West have recently argued that the nineteenth-

century military presence was not exclusively an exercise in racism and brutal genocide.

Nor was it uniformly one of heroism and goodness. Clearly, certain evils as well as certain

heroic acts did occur, and they can be found in the historical record. But the process of

military incursion and resulting culture contact and change was more complex than many
traditional histories suggest. The military itself was a complex and diverse institution,

having varied impacts on the West and being influenced in varying ways by this West in

turn. The research questions addressed during this project reflect an attempt to keep this

and the other recent revelations in mind.

The Research Questions

The various research issues have been compiled in a list of research questions (Staski

1989c). These questions were purposefully similar to the ones in the research design for

archaeological investigations at Fort Fillmore (Powder 1988) and addressed during that

project. They were also designed to be fairly general in scope, which was especially

appropriate since archaeological investigations were just beginning when the questions

were developed. More detailed and precise research questions and alternatives were
proposed subsequently.

Original research questions, alternatives, and data needs were as follows.

Research Question 1: What was the nature of the economic differences between officers

and enlisted men at the fort?

Alternative 1 : There were dramatic economic differences between officers and enlisted

men, which will be evident in the material record at the fort. Officers had clearly higher

economic status.

Alternative 2: No dramatic economic differences between officers and enlisted men will

be evident in the material record at the fort. Officers did not have clearly higher

economic status.

Data Needs: (1) Archaeological measures of availability of a number of commodities,
including wines, spirits, ceramic pieces, utensils, and other imports, as reflected in trash

deposits of officers and enlisted men. (2) Archaeological measures of architectural

differences between officers' quarters and enlisted men's barracks, including nature of

flooring, number of fireplaces and stoves, nature and number of architectural accessories,

and the sizes of rooms per person. (3) Documentary evidence relating to these and other

various measures of economic status.

Results: (1) The largest concentrations of trash clearly associated with the fort's

occupation were excavated from the two privies (especially Feature 68) and from the

trash dump. Few commodities were found elsewhere at the main fort or on Hyatt Land,
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Figure 4.2. Ruins of Fort Cummings. Cooke's Peak is visible in the distance. Department
of Development (DOD) No. 58004. Courtesy of the New Mexico State Records Center and
Archives, Neg. 35147.

and those from the stage station, spring house, and corral cannot be directly or easily

tied to the military.

Unfortunately, the nature of deposition in the privies and at the trash dump does not

allow confident separation of officers' and enlisted men's refuse. Until discrete deposits

of either officers' or enlisted men's trash are located, it will not be possible to answer this

question with confidence.

Still, very little clear evidence of very expensive commodities—fine wines, fine spirits,

high-quality ceramic pieces, expensive utensils, or other imported luxuries—was observed

at any location. From available artifact information it seems that there were no dramatic

economic differences between officers and enlisted men. At least this is the conclusion

one reaches when considering this portion of the material record recovered from the fort.

(2) Recognizing architectural remains once associated with either officers or enlisted men
is also problematic. Almost all of the excavated structural remains are south of the sally
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Table 4.1. Garrisons at Fort Cummings (from Agnew 1971:2)

3rd Cavalry 1867 Company M

4th Cavalry 1880-• 1884 Troop A,C,F,G,H,I

6th Cavalry 1884- 1886 Troop C,I,K,L

8th Cavalry 1870 Company G,I

9th Cavalry (C) 1880- • 1881 Company B,C,D,E,F,H,I,K,M

13th Infantry 1881- 1884 Company A,B,D

1 5th Infantry 1869-
1879-

1873

1880

Company B,D,E,F,G,I,K

38th Infantry (C) 1867- 1869 Company A,F

125th Infantry (C) 1866- • 1867 Company D,I

port (the main fort location), a portion of Fort Cummings for which no historical plan has

been found. In contrast, just a few excavation units could be placed over structural

remains to the north of this architectural landmark (the Hyatt Land location), for which
several plan views are available (see Couchman 1990:172, Fig. 43). Thus, architectural

data from the available archaeological record cannot be spatially associated with

architectural data from the available documentary record. This situation is the result of

certain practical limitations. Excavations concentrated on the southern half of the fort

because it is located on BLM land. The northern half of the fort was the scene of limited

excavation because it is on private land.

Furthermore, those structural distinctions that couldbe observed archaeologically appear
to be the result more of temporal than economic differences. These distinctions do
include what appear to be different levels of construction effort, and thus differing

degrees of building quality (see Research Question 14, below). Still, this portion of the

material record is not very informative as far as Research Question 1 is concerned.

(3) Documentary evidence presents a somewhat different and more informative picture.

Similar to the differences recorded at other military outposts on the frontier, differences

in economic status between officers and enlisted men at Fort Cummings are reported to

have been striking. At Fort Cummings in particular, the status differences were especially

dramatic, combined as they were with an ethnic/racial distinction. All officers were white,

whereas at times many of the soldiers were members of the 9th Cavalry, the 38th Black

Infantry, and the 125th Infantry—African-American units (Agnew 1971:2; see Table 4.1).

Racial distinctions might have exacerbated economic distinctions. It is certain they

strained interpersonal relations to the point of riot and attempted mutiny (Couchman
1988:396-397, 1990; Faunce 1992).

Officers at many frontier forts appear to have enjoyed a life similar to what was
experienced in more developed parts of the country. It was not uncommon for their

families and household possessions to be with them at the fort. They indulged in

exclusive social events— special dinners, dances, and so on—designed to emphasize the
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high status of the participants. They apparently were supplied with the material

trappings of high-status living, including fine wines, good foods, and other luxuries (Lane

1964; Wallace 1972).

This image is in sharp contrast to the conclusions concerning the daily experiences of the

common soldier drawn by Herskovitz (1978) from his analysis of the material culture

from Fort Bowie. The enlisted man's diet was monotonous. He possessed few, if any,

luxuries, and in general a small number of material goods. Life was difficult, lonely, and
boring most of the time, with few social occasions to attend. Clearly a similar situation

existed at other frontier forts, including Fort Cummings.

An unexpected pattern was observed among the materials recovered from Fort Fillmore,

where officers' and enlisted men's trash could be distinguished with confidence. There,

it appears that officers accepted traditional Hispanic materials more often than enlisted

personnel, largely owing to the former's greater economic power. This surprising

conclusion is discussed in greater detail when the ethnic differences between officers and
enlisted men are considered (see Research Question 3, below).

Research Question 2: What was the nature of the economic differences between soldiers

and civilian personnel at the fort?

Alternative 1: There were dramatic economic differences between soldiers and civilian

personnel, which will be evident in the material record at the fort. Soldiers had clearly

higher economic status.

Alternative 2: No dramatic economic differences between soldiers and civilian personnel

will be evident in the material record at the fort. Soldiers did not have clearly higher

economic status.

Data Needs: (1) Archaeological measures of availability of a number of commodities,

including wines, spirits, china, utensils, and other imports, as reflected in trash deposits

of soldiers and civilians. (2) Archaeological measures of architectural differences between
soldier and civilian housing, including nature of flooring, number of fireplaces and
stoves, nature and number of architectural accessories, and the sizes of rooms per

person. (3) Documentary evidence relating to these and other various measures of

economic status.

Results: (1) Again, the nature of deposition in the privies and at the trash dump presents

a problem—no descrete deposit of commodities clearly used by civilians has been
located, or at least recognized. Furthermore, almost all of the items used by soldiers and
civilians alike were apparently manufactured for consumption by the general population;

without spatially discrete deposits in clear association with these social groups, most of

the recovered materials cannot be placed in the military functional category (or

confidently in any comparable category that might be devised; see Chapters 2 and 3).

(2) Recognizing architectural remains once associated with either soldiers and civilians

is problematic as well, for the same reasons discussed above (Research Question 1; but,

again, see Research Question 14, below).
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(3) Once more, documents provide a clearer picture. The meager existence of enlisted

men at frontier forts, relative to that of officers, appears to have been quite rich when
compared with that of civilian personnel. The civilian individuals were, for the most part,

Indian army scouts, laundresses, cooks, and others in various supporting roles. These

kinds of civilian workers could be found at Fort Cummings, at various times and for

varying durations (Couchman 1988, 1990). They were often thought of as second-class

citizens, it is reported, and treated as such.

Research Question 3: What was the nature of the ethnic differences between officers and
enlisted men at the fort?

Alternative 1: There were dramatic ethnic differences between officers and enlisted men,

which will be evident in the material record at the fort. Euroamerican officers and
African-American soldiers maintained clear behavioral and material boundaries of

ethnicity.

Alternative 2: No dramatic ethnic differences between officers and enlisted men will be

evident in the material record at the fort. Euroamerican officers and African-American

soldiers did not maintain clear behavioral and material boundaries of ethnicity.

Data Needs: (1) Archaeological measures of dietary and related preferences, as reflected

in faunal remains. 2) Documentary evidence relating to these and other various measures
of ethnicity.

Results: (1) The apparent mixing of refuse reflecting the activities of various groups at

the fort makes it difficult to answer this question as well. Still, the faunal data suggest

at least one striking distinction between dietary and related preferences at Fort

Cummings and Fort Fillmore, which might be related to patterns of ethnic diversity at the

two outposts. The Fort Cummings faunal assemblage contains a relatively greater number
of bones showing evidence of butchering with a cleaver, whereas the Fort Fillmore

assemblage contains a relatively greater number of bones showing evidence of butchering

with a saw (see Chapter 2).

This distinction might reflect the presence of Chinese civilians at Cummings, and their

absence at Fillmore, which would be expected given that significant numbers of these

immigrants were not present in the West until the former was occupied and the latter

was abandoned. It might also reflect a less direct though still more pervasive influence

of the Chinese at Fort Cummings than at Fort Fillmore, in that a greater number of

soldiers and civilians at the former came from California (e.g., the California Column
under General James H. Carleton, which reached southern New Mexico in 1862; see Miller

1982). The West Coast, of course, was where Chinese cultural influence was greatest

during the nineteenth century.

The actual impact of this possible ethnic influence on Euroamerican officers and African-

American enlisted men remains unclear. Furthermore, there are no clear markers of

ethnic identity within the other artifact classes represented in the archaeological record.

As discussed in the research design (Staski 1989c) these other classes are not focused
upon in order to separate factors of ethnicity from those of economic class.
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Figure 4.3. Plan of unfinished Fort Cummings received by Headquarters, Department of New
Mexico, Santa Fe, in February 1864 (National Archives Record Group 363, Frames 278-279). This

is an intriguing plan for several reasons. First, it indicates that more of the buildings had been
constructed than actually were at that date. Couchman (1990:171) notes that up until the spring

of 1864 "there had been no progress beyond the temporary winter quarters for the command
because of the lacking of materials, tools, and transportation." Second, the locations of the various

quarters, stables, etc., do not correspond to the plan of 1876 (cf. Figure 1.5). Although numerous
changes and additions were made to the interior building arrangement in later years (Myers

1968:30), it seems highly unlikely that the relocation of buildings would have been as drastic as

that suggested by the two plans, especially given the confinement of the walls around the exterior.

Finally, the location of the spring relative to the fort is inaccurate. It shows the fort as being much
closer to the spring that was actually the case.

Key: 1. Adjutant's Office

2. Commanding Officer's Quarters

3. Quartermaster and Commissary Departments
4. Guard House
5. Company Quarters

6. Company Quarters Unfinished

7. 1st Sargeant Quarters Unfinished

8. Company Kitchen

9. Det. of Cavalry Stables

10. Sheep Pen or Corral

11. Det. of Cavalry Stables

12. Det. of Cavalry Kitchen

13. Det. of Cavalry Quarters

14. Co. Laundresses

15. Officers' Mess House
16. Cooks Spring

(at bottom) Note the figures in the proportions of buildings and distances denote feet.
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(2) Documentary data still show that ethnic distinctions were relatively meaningful and
significant at Fort Cummings. There were Euroamerican officers, many African-American
enlisted men, and civilian personnel of various ethnic identities (including Native

American and possibly Chinese; see above). What is of interest here is the degree to which
these people maintained separate ethnic identities while interacting with one another at

a fairly isolated military installation, during a time when Euroamerican control was
becoming pervasive across the region.

Results from investigations at Fort Fillmore—involving both the archaeological and
documentary records—suggest a surprising distinction between officers and enlisted men
(all of whom were Euroamerican in the case of Fort Fillmore) involving degrees of ethnic

assimilation into the traditional Hispanic culture of the region (Staski 1990). It is possible

that the officers, because of their great economic and social power relative to the enlisted

men, had a greater number of consumer choices available to them. As a result, they more
freely accepted aspects of the region's sociocultural offerings, including a number of

traditional ceramic items. In contrast, the enlisted men had little choice but to remain
behaviorally within the confines of Euroamerican society. Their lives were highly

regimented, reflecting the military's official mission to subdue and incorporate the

region. If these observations are correct (and they might not be— see Staski 1990), then

the archaeological data can be viewed as reflecting the nature of a significant historical

process—the emergence of the American West.

Research Question 4: What was the nature of the impacts of the local economy and
culture(s) on the fort?

Alternative 1: The local economy and culture(s) played important roles in shaping fort

life, which will be evident in the material record at the fort. Fort personnel were
dependent on local civilians in important ways.

Alternative 2: The role the local economy and culture(s) played in shaping fort life will

not be evident in the material record at the fort. The fort was essentially independent and
self-sufficient.

Data Needs: (1) Archaeological measures of dependence on locally produced brownware
ceramics. (2) Archaeological measures of dependence on locally produced architectural

materials, including adobe. (3) Archaeological measures of dependence on local civilian

help with construction. (4) Archaeological measures of dependence on local sources of

food. (5) Documentary evidence relating to these and other various measures of the local

economy and culture(s).

Results: (1) Fort Cummings was a relatively isolated outpost, even for its time. Neverthe-

less, very few if any locally produced brownware ceramics were present during the time

it was occupied. As discussed in Chapter 2, none were identified in the recovered

archaeological record.

In contrast, this common utilitarian ware, found throughout the region and beyond
during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, was a significant component of the

ceramic assemblage recovered from Fort Fillmore (Staski 1990). The proximity of La

Mesilla and other Hispanic communities played a part in its presence there—no
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comparable community was in the vicinity of Fort Cummings, which in this sense appears

to have been fairly self-sufficient.

(2) Clearly, the majority of architectural materials used at Fort Cummings was locally

available. Almost all of the fort was adobe, with rock foundations in many places.

Although numerous wooden shingles, slats, and other cuts were also recovered, no
portion of any excavated structure appeared to be primarily constructed of wood. Even

less was constructed of red-fired brick. Here, self-sufficiency is questionable, though this

particular military dependence was more directly related to the environment, not the

local economy or culture(s).

(3) Most of the adobe bricks at Fort Cummings are of poor quality, with large inclusions

of straw and pebbles and having varying dimensions and (in some instances) irregular

shapes. These qualities are discussed throughout Chapter 3 and are presented here in

summary form in Table 4.2 (see also Research Question 14). Apparently, several different

sizes of adobe brick were manufactured. The most common sizes are 40 by 20 by 7 cm
and 44 by 25 by 10 cm. Less common are 40 by 30 by 7 cm, 40 by 25 by 10 cm, 32 by 28

by 10 cm, and 28 by 16 by 5 cm. Additional adobe brick sizes might very well be

represented by the various-sized or otherwise unmeasurable bricks that were observed.

The bricks observed at Fort Fillmore present a striking contrast. Fillmore adobes
appeared well-made, with few large inclusions and a smooth, uniform appearance. Brick

dimensions observed during the NMSU field seasons did vary (e.g., 28 by 22 by 6-7 cm;

44 by 35 by 8 cm; 58 by 32 by 10 cm—larger than any adobe bricks seen at Cummings),
though the amount of variation appears to have been less. Of course, most of the adobe
bricks excavated at Fillmore were associated with the officers' quarters, where better-

quality materials would be expected. Still, a significant contrast between Fort Cummings
and Fort Fillmore is apparent.

Though the bricks at Cummings were poorly made, construction techniques reflect the

expenditure of a relatively great effort to creating a fairly permanent facility. The
numerous stone foundations are the most obvious reflection of this effort. At Fillmore,

in contrast, although individual bricks were well-made, general construction methods
were poor. Few foundation trenches were dug, no stone foundations were observed, and
adobe walls were often built atop eolian sand and previously deposited refuse. Perhaps
the Fillmore occupants depended on local residents only to make the bricks, and then

built the fort themselves. The degree to which Cummings occupants depended upon local

residents to make bricks or construct the fort is unclear, though documents show some
local help was available (e.g., the local contractor mentioned in Appendix A). Explaining

the differences between the two forts with any degree of confidence is difficult.

(4) The faunal remains from Fort Cummings and Fort Fillmore exhibit a number of

differences that might relate to the degree to which each outpost was dependent on the

local economy for food (see Chapter 2). First, less taxonomic diversity is represented by
the Cummings assemblage. Second, relatively fewer recognizable juvenile animals are

present in the Cummings assemblage. Finally, relatively more recognizable long bones
and relatively fewer recognizable foot bones are present in the Cummings assemblage.

The difference in taxonomic diversity most clearly represents the different environmental
settings of the two forts. Cummings was in a relatively uniform desert, with most
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Table 4.2. Brick Dimensions (in cm)

Feature Length Width Thickness Description

1 40 25 10 Adobe

2 40 30 7 Adobe

4 Adobe

10 28 16 5 Adobe

11 40 20 7 Adobe

12 30 20 Adobe

13 44 25 10 Adobe

23 40 20 7 Adobe

25 40 20 7 Adobe — external wall segment

25 44 25 10 Adobe — N-S wall

26 Adobe — E-W wall

26 44 25 10 Adobe — N-S wall

27 44 25 10 Adobe

28 40 25 10 Adobe

30 44 25 10 Adobe — center

30 40 20 7 Adobe — ends

31 44 25 10-12 Adobe

33 44 25 10-12 Adobe — eastern portion

33 40 20 7 Adobe — western end

34 22 9 6 Red-fired bricks

36 22 9 6 Red-fired bricks

37 40 20 7 Adobe

43 25 7 Adobe — fireplace

43 28-44 7 Adobe — either side of fireplace

45 Various Various 7-8 Adobe

51 Various Various 8 Adobe

52 Various Various 7-8

53 40 20 7 Adobe

54 22 9 6 Red-fired bricks

64 22 9 6 Red-fired bricks

65 44 25 10 Adobe

66 32 28 10 Adobe

67 Various Various 8 Adobe

70 22 9 6 Red-fired bricks

72 32 28 10 Adobe

73 22 9 6 Red-fired bricks
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environmental variability a result of differences in elevation. Fillmore, in contrast, was
near the desert, close to mountains, and in the Rio Grande valley as well. Indeed, faunal

analysis shows that the presence of aquatic taxa largely explains the greater taxonomic
diversity of the Fillmore assemblage (Chapter 2). Still, some of this greater diversity might

have been the result of regular supplies from nearby civilian settlements—the different

economic and cultural settings might have played a part as well, however minor.

The fewer recognizable juvenile animals present in the Cummings assemblage is best

explained by economic and cultural, and not environmental, conditions. For the majority

of animals consumed (e.g., cow, sheep, pig), the more tender juveniles would have been
choice selections. These same juveniles would also have been rather difficult to move
over long distances, especially across the desert. Thus (and assuming that the majority

of animals were brought to the forts "on the hoof"), soldiers at Fillmore consumed more
juveniles because they could—supplies from nearby civilian communities were of greater

quantity and reliability. Soldiers at Cummings, being more isolated, just did not have the

same degree of choice.

Finally, the relatively more recognizable long bones and relatively fewer recognizable foot

bones present in the Cummings assemblage might also, in part, be the result of economic
and cultural conditions, though this contrast is the most difficult to understand.

Generally, long bones represent choicer cuts of meat than do foot bones. Additionally,

the presence of the latter in the archaeological record is often a reflection of past

economic need—the more foot bones present within refuse deposits, the more likely that

entire animals were used (i.e., few parts wasted) in diverse ways. Both of these

observations, along with the nature of the faunal assemblages, would lead one to believe

that access to animal resources was greater at Cummings! This contrary conclusion is

probably incorrect, though this issue remains open for further consideration.

(5) Taken together, these various archaeological observations suggest that the local

economy and culture(s) did not play that important a role in shaping life at Fort

Cummings. It was essentially independent and self-sufficient. Still, documentary evidence

shows considerable interaction between the military and local populations. For instance,

early in the fort's existence the army hired a local contractor to make adobe bricks and
to help in construction (Couchman 1988:369, 1990; also see Appendix A), and there is

little question that others were involved in daily tasks and activities. If nothing else, the

proximity of Cooks Spring must have attracted numerous local occupants, as it did those

passing through. There were also more dubious interactions: concerns were expressed

about the numerous "hog ranches" (houses of prostitution) in the vicinity, and the

resulting possibility of disease. In response to these and other local "distractions" the

army made several attempts to limit or eliminate civilian settlement near the fort, first

by establishing a military reservation (in 1868) and later by enlarging it considerably (in

1880; see Appendix A).

Research Question 5: How effective was the U.S. Army in shipping supplies from the East

to the fort?

Alternative 1: The U.S. Army was very effective in shipping supplies to the fort. Most
imported items reached the frontier on a regular and reliable basis.
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Figure 4.4. Unidentified cavalry troop, ca. 1886. This photograph is a good example of

what the cavalry troops from Fort Cummings would have looked like while on patrol.

Photo by A. Frank Randall. Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 56157.

Alternative 2: The U.S. Army was not effective in shipping supplies to the fort. Imported
items did not regularly or reliably reach the frontier.

Data Needs: (1) Archaeological measures of lag time between dates of manufacture and
dates of use and deposition, for a number of items including bottles and ceramics. (2)

Archaeological measures of the speed at which technological innovations reached the

fort, including advances in arms and munitions. (3) Archaeological measures of amounts
of reuse. (4) Documentary evidence relating to these and other various measures of the

shipment of goods.

Results: (1) Most datable artifacts are contemporary with fort occupation (Chapters 2 and
3 and Appendix L). Furthermore, a number of these artifacts date to the final years of

occupation (the 1880s), suggesting rapid shipment of new items to Fort Cummings (see

Research Question 8, however).

A complicating factor is the possible occurrence of postoccupational deposition by
squatters or other settlers. For example, a homesteader occupied the still-standing

portion of the main fort on BLM land—his upkeep, and the tin roof he put on the

structure, were responsible for its survival. All efforts were made to recognize such
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events, and a fair number of artifacts were observed to postdate occupation (Chapter 3

and Appendix L).

(2) Still, it is not surprising that Fort Cummings was routinely and effectively supplied.

Results of excavations at other frontier forts in the Southwest suggest that materials

reached these outposts on a fairly regular basis, and that new items exhibiting new
manufacturing techniques appeared shortly after their development. For example,

Harper's Ferry bullets, developed in 1855, arrived and were used at Fort Fillmore

sometime before its abandonment in 1862. Likewise, Sharps Carbines model 1852, issued

to the 1st dragoons in 1854 and 1855, were present at that fort (Johnston 1989; Staski

and Johnston 1992). A similar situation probably existed at Fort Cummings.

(3) Clear evidence of reuse among the artifacts from Fort Cummings is presented in

Appendix M. Almost all of the relevant artifacts are metal, reflecting the fact that reuse

is more easily observable on artifacts of this class. Undoubtedly, many instances of reuse

are not visible in the archaeological record. Still, the overall amount of reuse that can be

observed appears small.

(4) Documentary evidence presents a somewhat confusing picture of how well Fort

Cummings was supplied from the East. For instance, documents show that fort personnel

sometimes supplied needy civilians with food and other goods (see Appendix A), at least

during the early years of its occupation. This suggests that supplies were adequate and
shipping was a reliable enterprise. By 1880, however, commanding officer Lieutenant

Colonel Dudley was complaining bitterly about post conditions, including the general lack

of supplies available to fort personnel. He recommended immediate abandonment of the

post at that time, because it was not being adequately supplied (Couchman 1990:

202-203). Thus, the shipment of supplies to the fort might have been effective at first,

though this effectiveness might have decreased through time, at least until the arrival of

the railroad. Dudley's complaints, after all, came just before the railroad reached

southern New Mexico, and archaeological data strongly suggest that this development
resulted in a dramatic increase in the number of material goods at the fort (Research

Question 8, below).

Granted, the available documents presented here are anecdotal and might not reflect

general patterns. Until a more thorough documentary analysis can be completed,

however, it is suggested that supplies were shipped effectively during most of the fort's

occupation. This effectiveness might have decreased somewhat towards the end of

occupation, though only for a short time and clearly not after the railroad was built.

Research Question 6: How effective was the U.S. Army in shipping supplies between forts

in times of need or reorganization?

Alternative 1: The U.S. Army was very effective in shipping supplies between forts,

including Fort Cummings, in times of need or reorganization.

Alternative 2: The U.S. Army was not effective in shipping supplies between forts.

Data Needs: (1) Archaeological measures of amounts of reuse. (2) Documentary evidence
relating to these and other various measures of the shipment of goods.
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Results: (1) As mentioned above, evidence for the reuse of materials is almost entirely

limited to metal artifacts. Also, relatively few artifacts exhibit clear evidence, suggesting

that reuse was not common or extensive (Appendix M).

As discussed in the research design (Staski 1989c), evidence of reuse is more important
for answering this research question than evidence regarding lag time, since it is doubtful

that new items or manufacturing techniques were developed at neighboring forts

(compare Research Question 5). It thus appears that the U.S. Army was quite effective in

shipping supplies between forts, including to Fort Cummings, in times of need or

reorganization.

(2) For the most part, documentary evidence supports this conclusion. The military

history of the frontier is replete with records of material and personnel movements
between forts (Couchman 1988, 1990). Still, there were times when supplies were in short

supply and when transport was disrupted by Apache or other hostile groups.

Research Question 7: How effective were the soldiers at adapting to the local

environment at the fort?

Alternative 1: The soldiers were very effective at adapting to the local environment at the

fort. Lack of water and fuel was not a major problem.

Alternative 2: The soldiers were not effective at adapting to the local environment at the

fort. Lack of water and fuel was often a major problem.

Data Needs: (1) Archaeological measures of water availability and use. (2) Archaeological

measures of the use of wood in construction, and the burning of wood as fuel. (3)

Documentary evidence relating to these and other measures of the environment.

Results: (1) No clear material evidence for the degree of water availability was observed

in the archaeological record, except for the obvious proximity of Cooks Spring. At least

some water was available in the immediate vicinity of the fort.

(2) As mentioned previously, evidence from the archaeological record suggests that no
structure or major structural feature was constructed primarily of wood (Research

Question 4). Rather, adobe and rock were the most common materials used in

construction, and both were available in quantity in the local area. This suggests that the

soldiers adapted in a logical and effective manner to the local environment.

No material evidence of firewood availability was observed. Little else can be concluded.

(3) Documentary data does inform on the problems of obtaining necessary resources. The
locations of all frontier forts were determined by strategic matters and environmental

conditions. Strategic matters dictated that forts were necessary in a general area: in the

case of Fort Cummings, midway between Las Cruces and Fort Bowie. Environmental

conditions in large measure determined the exact locations of forts, usually in spots

where maintenance (and even survival) was possible. With Fort Cummings, the chosen

locale was near the permanent Cooks Spring.
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Still, it is clear that there were difficulties in obtaining the two most critical resources,

water and wood, primarily because of the threat posed by the Apache (Caldwell 1975;

Couchman 1988, 1990; Parker 1916). The dramatic Apache attack on the wood-gathering

camp at Oak Grove, on January 17, 1866 (Couchman 1988:376-377, 1990), underscores

the constant fear of leaving the fort in order to obtain these necessities. Why the main

fort was not established even closer to Cooks Spring is not known, since any excursion

beyond the walls could be dangerous. The most likely explanation is that the army did

not wish to restrict civilian access to the water. Also, perhaps the short distance between

the spring and the fort was thought to be sufficient to minimize fraternization between
civilians and soldiers.

Research Question 8: What was the impact of the arrival of the railroads on the operation

of the fort?

Alternative 1: The arrival of the railroads had a profound impact on the operation of the

fort and, in fact, caused its abandonment.

Alternative 2: The arrival of the railroads did not have a profound impact on the

operation of the fort, which was abandoned for other, unrelated reasons.

Data Needs: (1) Archaeological measures of the shipment of a number of commodities
by rail. (2) Documentary evidence relating to these and other various measures of the

impact of the railroads.

Results: (1) There is little question that the railroad had a profound impact on the region.

To measure its direct impact on Fort Cummings requires the comparison of materials

antedating the railroad's arrival with those postdating it.

Forty-nine of the 76 features could be dated by reference to the artifacts they contained

(Chapter 3). (Actually, 50 of the features could be dated. Feature 6, located at the spring

house, is not included in this analysis because it does not directly relate to activities at

the fort.) These dates are only broad estimates, and they more accurately reflect dates

of manufacture rather than dates of use or deposition. In addition, the 49 features only

represent a fraction of the total artifact assemblage recovered from the site. Still, an
interesting contrast can be made between those deposits representing pre-railroad

activities and those representing post-railroad activities.

The 49 datable features can be placed into a number of general temporal categories:

pre-1880 (before the railroad), ca. 1880 (about the time that the railroad arrived; see

below), post-1880 (after the arrival of the railroad), and mixed (containing both pre- and
post-railroad activities, and representing a relatively long period of time). The locations

of these 49 features are presented in Table 4.3.

The interesting contrast between pre- and post-railroad activities is revealed by
comparing the number of features (along with the number of objects and artifacts within

these features that could be placed in functional categories; see Chapter 3) in each of the

general temporal categories. At the main fort, sixteen features containing 648 items date

to pre-railroad times. Eight additional features containing 654 items date to ca. 1880,
about the time the railroad arrived, and fifteen additional features containing 722 items
postdate the arrival of the railroad. Thus, 60% of these main fort features and 68% of the
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Table 4.3. Number of Objects or Artifacts in Functional Categories by Site Location and
Estimated Date of Feature

Main Fort Main Fort (1992) Hyatt Land
Estimated Date

of Feature Number of Number of Number of

Feature Artifacts Feature Artifacts Feature Artifacts

Pre-1880 5 137 44 21 56 114

10 10 45 20 57 68
12 20 47 4 64 50

13 53 49 6

16 14 50
52

54

55

59
62

74

10

69
54

17

14

81

118

Subtotal 5 234 11 414 3 232

ca. 1880 19 120 46 46 60 6

24 10 67 14 63 71

25 85
30 180
32 8

37 191

Subtotal 6 594 2 60 2 77

Post- 1880 4 61 43 15 69 55

11 41 70 152

15 11

17 40
21 101

23 73

27 6
28 12

31 88

34 19

36 40
39 45
40 18 •

Subtotal 13 555 2 167 1 55

Mixed 26 48 48
71

142

25
68 3,430

Subtotal 1 48 2 167 1 3,430
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related recognizable and countable items date to the railroad and post-railroad periods.

Only 40% of these features and 32% of the items date to the pre-railroad period.

This is a remarkable finding, given that the fort was occupied for nearly 18 years before

the arrival of the railroad and only for 10 years afterwards. Indeed, these last 10 years

were a time of diminishing activities, troop withdrawals, and periods of partial and total

abandonment (see Appendix A and Couchman 1988, 1990). The fact that significantly

more datable features and materials represent post-railroad activities reflects the

profound, historically significant impact of the railroad.

Comparisons between main fort units excavated before and during the 1992 field season

(separate columns in Table 4.3) are considered when addressing Research Question 14

(below).

(2) The Southern Pacific railroad moved east from Yuma, Arizona, in December, 1878. It

passed to the south of Fort Cummings in early 1881, leaving behind the newly formed
towns of Lordsburg and Deming. At about the same time the Santa Fe railroad was being

constructed to the north, and the fort rapidly became tied to these lines and thus to the

rest of the country.

The railroads played a very important role in the development of the Southwest. Their

presence resulted in an increased Euroamerican population, a reorientation of trade

routes from north-south to east-west, and an influx of material goods from the settled

portions of the United States. Their profound impact on the frontier forts is clearly visible

in the archaeological record. Herskovitz, for instance, reports a preponderance of material

goods dating to the later stages of occupation at Fort Bowie, after the Southern Pacific

had been constructed (1978:141-142). Impacts on Fort Cummings might have been even
greater, ultimately leading to the outpost's abandonment (Caldwell 1975:79).

Research Question 9: What effect did the Butterfield Overland Stage have on the settling

of the frontier?

Alternative 1: The Butterfield Overland Stage had a profound effect on the settling of the

frontier. Stage stations were "beacons of civilization" from which supplies and people
were available regularly. They were direct connections to the more settled regions of the

country.

Alternative 2: The Butterfield Overland Stage did not have a profound effect on the

settling of the frontier. Stage stations were just as isolated as other frontier institutions.

Data Needs: (1) Archaeological measures of availability of a number of commodities,
including wines, spirits, ceramic pieces, utensils, and other imports, as reflected in trash

deposits at the Stage Station. (2) Archaeological measures of dependence on locally

produced brownware ceramics. (3) Archaeological measures of dependence on locally

produced architectural materials, including adobe. (4) Documentary evidence relating to

these and other various measures of the role of the Butterfield Overland Stage.

Results: (1) A number of diverse artifacts were recovered in association with the stage

station during the 1989 field season (see Chapters 2 and 3 and various appendices).

Initial impressions suggest that the Butterfield Overland Stage did have a profound effect
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on the settling of the frontier—Euroamerican items of material culture would not have
reached the Fort Cummings area in such large quantities during the 1850s without this

transportation system, nor would they be as varied and diverse. The stage station

assemblage has not been completely analyzed or interpreted—emphasis has been placed

on materials from Fort Cummings proper. Still, these initial impressions are unlikely to

be contradicted by future research.

(2) Remarkably, no locally produced brownware ceramics were observed. Instead, a full

range of imported commodities were represented, including wines, spirits, and ceramic

pieces. It appears that the stage station was not very isolated from the more developed

regions of the United States, at least as far as the availability of these material items is

concerned.

(3) Like Fort Cummings, the stage station appears to have been constructed primarily of

locally available rock and adobe materials. Indeed, dependence on imported construction

materials appears to have been even lower at the stage station. Little red-fired brick or

wood of any kind was recovered, and no examples of structural wood cuts were observed

(see Appendix H). Unlike the commodities considered above (locally produced versus

"exotic" ceramics), architectural materials suggest that the stage station was relatively

isolated from the more developed regions of the United States. Here again, however, we
are dealing with a logical dependence on the environment, and not directly with a

necessary dependence on the local economy or cultures (cf . Research Questions 4 and 7).

Figure 4.5. Unidentified military encampment near Kingston or Hillsboro, New Mexico, ca.

1885-1892. Photo by J. C. Burge. Courtesy of the Museum of New Mexico, Neg. 76470.
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(4) The Butterfield Overland stage played a role in the Southwest similar to that of the

railroads, though not as profound (see Research Question 8). So did the numerous other

stage lines and companies, no matter how short-lived. They enabled people and

commodities to reach the region and encouraged contact and communication with the

East. What is significant is that this occurred well before the railroads' arrival. The stage

lines were the first to have this kind of impact on the West.

Research Question 10: Is there material evidence for prehistoric occupation or other

activities at the site?

Alternative 1: There is material evidence for prehistoric occupation or other activities at

the site.

Alternative 2: There is no material evidence from these excavations for prehistoric

occupation or other activities at the site.

Data Needs: (1) Archaeological measures of prehistoric occupation or other activities,

including the presence of Mimbres ceramics, lithic artifacts dating to various prehistoric

periods, and structural remains. (2) Documentary evidence relating to these and other

observations of prehistoric materials.

Results: (1) There is clear evidence of prehistoric activities at the site. A number of

Mimbres ceramic sherds were recovered, along with a number of lithic artifacts dating

from the Paleoindian to Formative/Apache periods (Chapters 2 and 3). There is no
evidence of prehistoric occupation, however—no features were observed other than the

single, isolated prehistoric burial (Feature 71; Appendix C), and the artifacts do not

appear to be concentrated in any particular location.

(2) Thus, it is unclear how the various prehistoric artifacts came to be located at the site,

especially within the walls of the fort. Unfortunately, no historical documents that

mention prehistoric materials have been found. Perhaps the soldiers at Fort Cummings
collected prehistoric artifacts, as treasure hunters do today (Research Question 12).

Perhaps these materials were moved onto the site by physical processes, subsequent to

occupation (Research Question 11). Or perhaps the evidence for prehistoric activities

simply remains undetected.

Research Question 11: How well can physical site formation processes be recognized and
understood, and what was their nature?

Alternative 1: Site formation processes are recognizable and understandable.

Alternative 2: Site formation processes are obscure and cannot be recognized or

understood with precision or accuracy.

Data Needs: (1) Geomorphic and other evidence of patterns of deposition, erosion, fire,

and other processes. (2) Documentary evidence relating to these and other observations

of physical site formation processes.

It is possible to recognize and understand physical site formation processes at Fort

Cummings. All locations have been mapped, including present topography. Soil samples
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Figure 4.6. Work at the NMSU field school at Fort Cummings.

for geomorphic analysis have been collected from each level of each unit and feature.

Observable stratigraphy in all excavation units has been recorded.

Results: (1) Soil particle analysis suggests the presence of a typical high-desert

environment since the time of occupation. At all locations and depths across the site,

except for the lower levels at the trash dump, sand predominates over both clay and silt.

Soil types are limited to sandy clay, sandy clay loam, sandy loam, and loam (see Chapter

2; Bonneau and Souchier 1982; Soil Survey Staff 1951). Indications are that wind-related

formation processes have been primary, most notably deflation (Schiffer 1987). The
importance of deflation is indicated by the fact that many structural features were found
near the current surface, especially those associated with the excavated structure (see

discussions of various features in Chapter 3).

In contrast, soil recovered from the lower levels of the trash dump contained relatively

less sand and more silt, which indicates that water-related formation processes have been
more important. These data and implications are relevant to addressing Research

Question 13 and are discussed in greater detail below.

An additional physical formation process that can be explored is fire. Actually, fires can

have either natural or cultural causes, so what is really being addressed is either a

physical or a cultural formation process. Although it was generally impossible to
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determine which type of process was involved, the overall pattern of burning across the

site appears to reflect both.

Evidence of burning is presented in Appendix N. A number of different artifact classes

were recorded as burned. Wood charcoal is the most common and widespread material,

and it is included in this analysis to serve as a baseline. The presence of charcoal in any

provenience is thought to represent the occurrence of burning of any intensity. The
absence of charcoal in any provenience is thought to represent the absence of all burning.

The amount of charcoal, as represented by weight, is not considered because it more
directly represents the amount of wood once present rather than the intensity of burning.

The presence of burned glass or ceramics is thought to represent intensive burning, since

neither of these materials shows evidence of burning unless very high temperatures are

reached. The same is true for adobe.

In contrast to the presence of charcoal, and the high-intensity burning categories just

described, the presence of burned cloth, paper, leather, and shell represents low-intensity

burning in the few places where these relatively rare artifact classes were located.

Faunal remains were not included in this analysis because bones were often burned in

the process of food preparation. Distinguishing intentional heating from subsequent site

formation processes involving fire would be impossible.

Of the 444 proveniences excavated across the site, 182 contained charcoal (41.0%). Hyatt

Land contained the greatest percentage (24 of 44 proveniences, or 54.5%), followed by the

main fort (113 of 247 proveniences; 45.7%), the spring house (15 of 39 proveniences;

38.5%), the trash dump (16 of 44 proveniences; 36.4%), and the stage station (7 of 23
proveniences; 30.4%). Much less was recovered from the corral (7 of 46 proveniences;

15.2%), and none from the single provenience at the cemetery.

Charcoal does not appear to be concentrated in any area within any location. Rather, it

seems that low-intensity fire occurred across the entire site at some time or another.

In contrast, only 41 of the 444 proveniences excavated across the site contained burned
glass, ceramics, or adobe (9.2%; Table 4.4), and these signs of high-intensity burning did

cluster in some instances. Burned glass was most widespread (32 proveniences),

occurring in all locations but the corral and apparently representing a number of "hot

spots" across the site. Burned adobe was next (eight proveniences) and burned ceramics

was last (observed in only four proveniences). The former was primarily concentrated

either in features identified as fireplaces or associated with them (54, 58, 63, 64, 67). The
only exception is Feature 63, a shallow trash deposit on Hyatt land (Chapter 3) that

exhibited no such association and, like burnt glass, seems to represent a number of

isolated "hot spots."

(2) None of the numerous documentary references to the environmental conditions

around the fort directly or specifically refer to the various physical site formation
processes explored by archaeologists. Careful study of these references might reveal

general patterns of site formation, though it is doubtful that any information detailed

enough to be useful (and not obvious in the archaeological or environmental records)

would be found.
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Table 4.4. Evidence of High-Intensity Burning

Burned Glass Burned Ceramics Burned Adobe

Main Fort

1S-2W LI

0N-2W LI

13N-24W LI

14N-38W LI

14N-35W LI

16N-42W LI

21N-29W Surf

26N-41W LI

F31

F37 16N-42W LI F37

F39

22N-2W LI

22N-2W L2 W043
22N-2W L2 F54
22N-2W L3 F58

27N-14W LI F67

Hyatt Land

3S-24W Surf

3S-24W LI

3S-24W LI

3S-24W L2

7N-12W LI

7N-12W LI

133N-15E Surf

133N-15E L1-L2

133N-15E L5-L7

8S-10E LI

ON-10W LI

2N-2W Surf

2N-20E LI

2N-20E L2

16N-22E LI

16N-24E L2

12S-21E LI

8N-15E LI

10S-2E LI

6S-12W LI

ON-OE L3

F56

F57
9N-10W LI F63

120N-2W LI F64
120N-2W L2 F64

Trash Dump

16N-22E LI

Stage Station

Spring House

ON-OE L3

Corral

5N-20E L2
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Research Question 12: What have been the impacts of treasure hunting and recent

recreational activities on the site?

Alternative 1: Treasure hunting and recent recreational activities have had profound

impacts on the site. Few deposits with integrity are present.

Alternative 2: Treasure hunting and recent recreational activities, although occurring,

have not had profound impacts on the site.

Data Needs: (1) Archaeological measures of treasure hunting and recent recreational

activities, including shovel holes, mixed deposits, a lack of materials thought valuable by
treasure hunters, tire tracks, and other signs of vandalism. (2) Documentary evidence

relating to these and other observations of treasure hunting and recreational activities.

Results: (1) There is little question that treasure hunting and recent recreational activities

have impacted the site. Several lines of evidence indicate these activities. First, a number
of shovel holes and backfill piles (in some cases consisting of screened dirt) left by
treasure hunters were observed, most notably to the east of the stage station and
throughout the trash dump. Some were no more than several weeks old when observed,

though all were recorded during the first, 1989 field season. No new disturbances were

noted upon return to the field in 1 990, 1991, and 1992. Treasure hunting appears to have

decreased dramatically with the beginning of the project.

Our presence might have played some role in discouraging treasure-hunting activities, but

the establishment of a permanent caretaker's facility at the site in 1991 has had a more
profound impact. A second line of evidence is that during all four seasons the field

school was visited on a fairly regular basis by people who obviously had an interest in

treasure hunting. Encounters were friendly, with the visitors often introducing themselves

as "local historians" and the staff always showing interest and support. No unpleasant

interactions occurred.

(2) During interviews conducted by student Lori Heckman (see Chapter 2), Ms. Elizabeth

Hyatt described treasure-hunting activities at the site, some dating back several decades.

Still, the majority of the archaeological record appears to be intact. No extensive

subsurface disturbance was noted. There is no evidence of heavy machinery, for instance.

Even features immediately below the surface— e.g., the many adobe walls and fireplaces

recorded at the main fort—were not disturbed very much. Treasure hunting and recent

recreational activities do not appear to have had a profound impact on the site.

This is not to say that greater protection is unnecessary. The site is continuously
threatened, and it is only a matter of time before significant disturbance occurs.

Additional Research Questions

The previous 12 research questions were presented in the original research design (Staski

1989c). A few additional research questions were developed in light of the 1989
excavation results and before the 1990 field season.
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Figure 4.7. Fort Cummings today—the standing adobe walls at the main fort.

Research Question 13: What was the nature of artifact deposition at the trash dump?

Alternative 1: The majority of artifacts were purposefully deposited at the trash dump
by soldiers stationed at the fort.

Alternative 2: The majority of artifacts, while originating at the fort, were deposited by
soldiers elsewhere and were transported to the trash dump by other processes.

Data Needs: (1) Geomorphic and stratigraphic evidence from within and around the trash

dump. (2) Documentary evidence regarding activities within and around the trash dump.

Results: (1) As mentioned, there is evidence that many trash dump artifacts were moved
and deposited by flowing water: in particular, overflow from the large arroyo running

south of the site location. Geomorphic and stratigraphic analysis have helped determine

the relative importance of both direct human and water deposition.

Soil recovered from the lower levels of the trash dump differs from soil recovered

elsewhere across the site. It contained relatively less sand and more silt, suggesting that

water-related formation processes have been more significant than wind-related ones (see

Chapter 2 and Research Question 11, this chapter). This distinction makes it necessary

to question the traditional level of the location as a trash dump, a term used consistently

since well before the start of archaeological investigations. Obviously, a concentration of

material culture was observed there, and part of it was recovered. Nothing in the

archaeological or geomorphic records clearly indicates purposeful dumping of this trash

in discrete deposits, however. Indeed, results of the soil particle size analysis suggest that

some or all of this dumping might have occurred elsewhere, farther up Cooks Spring.

Water and gravity might have subsequently displaced and dispersed this trash across the
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"trash dump" location, destroying any discrete feature boundaries in the process. The
evidence remains incontrovertible, though intriguing.

(2) No historical documents specifically regarding deposition at the trash dump have been

found. There are several references to refuse and the various health and other problems

that this refuse might have created (e.g., the Surgeon General's 1869 report regarding the

garbage behind the post trader's buildings and in the general area of the fort; Couchman
1990:183; also see Appendix A), though nothing concerning the trash dump proper.

Research Question 14: What were the functions of the structures at the main fort on BLM
land?

Alternative 1: The structures at the main fort on BLM land were officers' quarters and
related buildings (e.g., stables, storage).

Alternative 2: The structures at the main fort on BLM land were enlisted men's quarters

and related buildings (e.g., stables, storage).

Alternative 3: The structures at the main fort on BLM land served a variety of general

functions.

Data Needs: (1) Architectural measures of the structures, recovered archaeologically. (2)

Documentary evidence relating to the functions of the structures.

Results: (1) Walls revealed during excavations at the main fort are from structures of

various kinds and (undoubtedly) various functions. Unfortunately (and for reasons

mentioned previously when considering Research Question 1), the specific intended

functions of the structures represented by the excavated structure at the main fort, the

standing adobe walls at the main fort, and the stone walls northwest of the main fort

location remain unclear.

An informative comparison can nevertheless be made between datable main fort features

excavated before and during the 1992 field season (Table 4.3, above). Those excavated

during 1989 and 1990 were west of the standing adobe walls, mostly within the

excavated structure. Those excavated during 1992 were east of these walls, within more
deteriorated portions of this other structure. The former consist of five pre-railroad

features containing 234 recognizable and countable items, six railroad-period features

containing 594 items, and thirteen post-railroad features containing 555 items. Thus,

79.2% of these features and 83.1% of these items date to the railroad and post-railroad

periods. The western portion of the main fort appears to be a largely post-railroad locale.

The features excavated during the later period consist of eleven pre-railroad features

containing 414 recognizable and countable items, two railroad-period features containing

60 items, and two post-railroad features containing 167 items. Thus, only 26.7% of these

features and 35.4% of these items date to the railroad and post-railroad periods. Fully

73.3% of the features and 64.6% of the items are pre-railroad. The eastern portion of the

main fort appears to be a largely pre-railroad locale.

The six datable features on Hyatt Land include three pre-railroad features containing 232
recognizable and countable items (50.0% and 63.7%, respectively), two railroad-period
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features containing 77 items (33.3% and 21.1%), and one post-railroad feature containing

55 items (16.7% and 15.1%). Thus, pre-railroad activities seem to predominate within this

northern portion of the main fort. This finding supports the initial assertion that it was
the earliest part of Fort Cummings to be constructed. Still, most objects and artifacts

recovered from Hyatt Land came from Feature 68 (a total of 3,430 in functional

categories), a temporally mixed deposit most likely containing both pre-railroad and
post-railroad materials.

Thus, datable features suggest a temporal sequence of activities starting at the northern
portion of the fort (Hyatt Land), moving soon to the southeastern portion (main fort,

1992 field season), and subsequently expanding to the southwestern portion (main fort,

1989 and 1990 field seasons).

Another intriguing comparison can be made between features within the (relatively early)

structure with standing adobe walls and features within the (relatively recent) excavated

structure. A review of architectural characteristics (Chapter 3) suggests that in general

the former structure was not as well-built as the latter structure. For example, adobe
brick dimensions are more uniform throughout the excavated structure (see Research
Question 4) and were laid in a more consistent manner. Furthermore, the excavated

structure rested upon a more formidable rock foundation, and this foundation was
seemingly ubiquitous throughout this western portion of the main fort. In contrast, the

structure with standing adobe walls to the east exhibited various adobe brick dimensions,

rather haphazard adobe wall construction techniques, and little or no rock foundation
in many places.

Whether or not this general contrast in building quality reflects any meaningful
socioeconomic contrast remains to be demonstrated.

(2) As mentioned several times previously, historical plans of Fort Cummings depict the

northern portion of the post now on Hyatt Land. No plan of the southern, main fort

location has been found.

Research Question 15: How accurate are the various contemporary maps of the fort and
its environs?

Alternative 1: The various contemporary maps of the fort and its environs are very

accurate, showing few inconsistencies among them and between them and the

archaeological record.

Alternative 2: The various contemporary maps of the fort and its environs are very

inaccurate, with many major inconsistencies among them and between them and the

archaeological record.

Data Needs: (1) Various contemporary maps of the fort and its environs. (2) Relevant

archaeological data.

Results: (1) A number of contemporary maps of the fort have been considered elsewhere

(Couchman 1988, 1990) and are not discussed in detail here because little of the available

archaeological record can be related to the relevant documents (see above).
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(2) Clearly (and as reported several places previously), additional field work must be

carried out at the site before the data will be sufficient to enable comparisons.

Research Question 16: How accurate are the various other contemporary descriptions of

the fort and its environs?

Alternative 1: The various other contemporary descriptions of the fort and its environs

are very accurate, exhibiting few inconsistencies among them and between them and the

archaeological record.

Alternative 2: The various other contemporary descriptions of the fort and its environs

are very inaccurate, exhibiting many major inconsistencies among them and the

archaeological record.

Data Needs: (1) Various contemporary descriptions of the fort and its environs. (2)

Relevant archaeological data.

Results: (1) Numerous contemporary descriptions of structures, features, and other

material forms (many presented in Couchman 1988, 1990) have been used as references

during archaeological research.

(2) Again, the available data are insufficient until additional field work is carried out. To
this point, however, no significant inaccuracies have come to light after more than four

years of research.
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Appendix A

Fort Cummings Chronology

The following chronology (from Couchman 1988) highlights events at Fort Cummings that

are pertinent to the archaeological research endeavor.

1863

August 7 Carleton directs West to consider an appropriate place for an adobe fort

at Cooke's Spring.

September 30 A board of officers is directed to select a site for the fort, based on an
inspection of the area. The board selects the site that is later used for the post

cemetery.

The name "Fort Cummings" had been selected by this time.

October 2 Infantry Captain Valentine Drescher arrives to establish a permanent fort,

with 45 men.

December Captain Drescher orders that no liquor sales will be permitted at the fort.

1864

Soon after February Captain Whitlock becomes the new commander of the fort.

Spring An adobe contractor from Las Cruces is hired to assist with the fort's

construction.

Spring-Summer The garrison establishes a small garden near the marsh, near the

spring.

September 16 Men from Camp Mimbres move to Fort Cummings.

1865

Early 1 865 California Volunteers leave, replaced by New Mexico Volunteers and
California reenlisted men.

Second half of 1865 A spurt of construction at the fort.

September The force at the fort is increased by around one hundred men—Company
C First Cavalry, California Volunteers, and ten others.
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1866

January 17 The temporary wood-gathering camp at Oak Grove is attacked by
Apaches.

By September Captain R. B. Foutes is the new fort commander.

September 10 Apaches attempt to stampede a stock herd at the fort.

December 10 A post office is established at the fort—Robert V. Newsham named first

postmaster.

Congress authorizes commissary department to sell supplies to soldiers at cost.

1867

Spring-Summer Apaches enter the fort using "rope and rock" trick.

Summer Three emigrant groups ask for help from the fort—Captain Foutes

supplies them with food. Other travelers purchase food.

October Captain Foutes's command is ordered to Fort Bayard, replaced by the

38th Black Infantry, commanded by Captain Charles E. Clark.

December Charges of mutiny are leveled against members of the 38th.

Two pieces of mountain artillery reported at Fort Cummings. No such weapons reported

previously.

Late 1867 Cavalry entirely removed from Fort Cummings; it was experiencing

shortfalls in supplies before this.

The Kerns and Mitchell Company re-establishes stage transport along the Butterfield

Trail. Cummings station is moved closer to the spring.

William Thornton Parker arrives at the fort—stays less than 3 months.

1868

January Apache attacks at the fort continue. Men killed. Infantry not effective.

Early 1 868 Wall of stone built around the fort cemetery—said to be square, 250 feet

to a side, and 5 feet high.

August Captain Alexander Moore leaves the fort on an extended foray against the

Apache.
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December The first survey of the proposed Fort Cummings military reservation,

performed by First Lieutenant Henry Jackson.

1869

Early 1 869 Complaints from Captain Moore regarding the fort's need to protect the

mail service—not enough animal or man power.

December 30 Jacob Applezoller appointed new post trader.

December 31 Applezoller appointed postmaster as well.

1869

Captain Moore tries to resolve the issue of a private residence that had been built on the

military reservation.

Surgeon General's report critical of all the garbage behind the post trader's buildings and
in the general area. Other complaints regarding the unhealthy conditions.

Tensions rising at the fort—increasing alcohol abuse and rates of desertion.

1870

April Order authorizing Cummings military reservation signed by President

Grant.

July Continued problems with drinking. Post commander orders alcohol to be
sold only by the drink. Four enlisted men forbidden to drink at all.

September Maria Shrode records that the post cemetery contained 20 graves—

6

deaths by Indians. The perimeter wall is described as whitewashed, with a folding

gate.

Fall W. V. B. Wordwell has a woodcutting contract with the fort.

Census Report: 70 people at the fort, including soldiers, laundresses, and servants. A
hotel is also listed.

1871

February 9 Lyons officially becomes post trader; he had been serving in that capacity

since July 10, 1870.

February 28 Lyons takes over postmaster job from Applezoller.
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Spring Bennett's Southern Overland Mail and Express Line is still operating.

April Second Lieutenant Ryan is the only officer left at the fort—a shortage of

men.

1872

January More alcohol problems at the fort. Lyons ordered to follow the

liquor-by-the-drink-only rule, or cease all sales. Post Commander—Captain Hedberg.

February 13 Captain Charles Steelhammer replaces Hedberg as post commander.

Spring Kerns and Mitchell Stage Company builds a relay station near Cooke's

Spring—large rock corral south of the spring.

July Steelhammer replaced by First Lieutenant Henry H. Humphries.

1873

April Humphries replaced by Captain Edward William Whittemore as post

commander.

December 1 The fort is completely abandoned.

1877

Spring Telegraph line reaches Fort Cummings—operator stationed at Sam
Lyons's place.

Troops using Fort Cummings on and off. Because of growing Apache problem, there is

some talk of stationing men there.

1879

November 25 soldiers under Lieutenant James Money stationed at the fort.

1880

Summer Fort officially and formally reopened. Several hundred soldiers living in

tents outside the old walled fort—companies of the Fourth and Ninth Cavalries and

Fifteenth Infantry.

August 3 A. S. Lyons becomes postmaster at the fort.

October 25-26 President Rutherford B. Hayes visits the fort.
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November 9 The size of the fort's military reservation is increased ninefold in an
attempt to keep out unwanted civilians.

Lieutenant Colonel Dudley becomes post commander. Commander Dudley complains

about post conditions: lack of supplies, etc. He recommends immediate abandonment.

1881

January The Lyonses pull out of Cummings—stage routes diminishing in number
because of the railroad.

February 7 Samuel P. Carpenter becomes postmaster.

March Dudley requests to use now-abandoned Lyons place for officers' quarters,

and their stables for military horses.

Fall Agreement for the railroad to build the spring house.

November Colonel George A. Forsyth takes command of post.

More problems with alcohol, and nearby "hog ranches"—houses of prostitution—leading

to the soldiers contracting diseases.

1882

Winter-Spring Spring house built.

September Forsyth orders impressive building program at the fort—new adobe
buildings with rock foundations, wood floors, sashed windows, and shingled roofs.

1883

Spring

planned.

Building continues—24 men making adobe. An impressive garden

1884

June

July

July 18

August 14

August 31

The size of the garrison at the fort drops from 226 to 125.

The size of the garrison at the fort drops from 125 to 59.

The trading post at the fort burns down.

Fort ordered abandoned.

Only 13 men left.
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1885

January Only one lieutenant and six enlisted men present as caretakers.

May Post completely abandoned. Only a few citizens remaining at Cooke's

Spring. Fort ruins used as cattle corral.

1886

At least 100 men temporarily stationed at Fort Cummings to support heliograph.

1887

July Final withdrawal of troops from the fort.

1890

June Reopening of Fort Cummings post office.

1891

October 6 Secretary of War recommends that Fort Cummings be closed. Troops
totally withdrawn.

October 7 President Benjamin Harrison concurs.
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Appendix B

Standard Field and Lab Forms
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NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY

Field Journal

SITE t Page o-f P*9»s

PROJECT : Excavation DATE :

LOCALITY : — NAME :

Crew Chief t Member* t
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NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY

Field Journal
Continuation Sheet

NAME : DATE : Page of
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NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY

Sur-face Collection Form

Site: Session:

Date:

Grid Coordinates:

Unit Dimensions:

Crew Chie-f:

Crew Members:

Sur-face Con-figuration: (-flat, slope, depression, rise, wash, etc)

Veget a t i on :

Evidence o-f Disturbance? Yes No

Observed Features? Yes No

Descr i be:

Types c-f Materials Collected:

glass metal

historical ceramic architectural remains

prehistoric -ceramic lithic

-faunal other

__ leather

wood

ON THE BACK, LIST AND DESCRIBE ALL NOTABLE DIAGNOSTICS
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NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY

Unit Form

SITE :

UNIT :

DATE :

CREW CHIEF :

UNIT SIZE :

LEVELS : < 1 >

< 2 >

< 3 >

< 4 >

< 5 >

cm to

cm to

cm to

cm to

cm to

Beginning Depth B.D.

Ending Depth B.D.

cm

cm < 6 >

cm < 7 >

cm < 8 >

cm < 9 >

1.

cm to cm

cm to cm

cm to cm

cm to cm

FEATURES :

Feature Number Description

SAMPLES TAKEN

PHOTOS TAKEN

I]Pollen nFloatation
Q Other (describe fully)

DSoil inDendro,

*ES Dno If YES, of what?

(( Sketches, plan views and profiles should be drawn on graph paper
and attached ) )
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SITE :

UNIT :

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY

Level Excavation Form

DATE :

CREW CHIEF :

Unit Size :

LEVEL NUMBER DEPTH B.D. Top Bottom

METHOD OF EXCAVATION :

Trowel Shovel Shovel Scraping Other

SCREENING : 1/4-inch Fine DNone Dother

NATURE OF FILL :

COLOR : (Describe)

BURNED : dYes No

SOIL TYPE : delay dSilt Gravel Q Wind-blown Sand
'.•rater £oi} H Other

TEXTURE : QFine Medium Coarse

INCLUSIONS : Gravel Pebbles
Clay Balls None

Cobbles
Other

Boulders

FURTHER DESCRIPTION :

FEATURES PRESENT Feature Number Description

ARTIFACTS : Sherds QLithics DShell
3one QGlass QMetal
Leather Architectural
Ammunition Charcoal/Wood
other (describe)

!]Ground Stone
Cloth

Historical Ceramic
"Pre-Historical" Cerami.

SAMPLES TAKEN : Pollen
Dendro,

Floatation
other

water Screen
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NE» MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY

Feature Form

SITE :

OMIT :

DATE :

CREW CHIEF :

FEATURE NUMBER :

FEATURE DEPTH B.D.

LEVELS

Top

DIMENSIONS (N-S X E-W X Depth)

DESCRIPTION OF SHAPE
AND/OR CONSTRUCTION

PROBABLE FUNCTION Storage pit
Wall
Cremation
Refuse Mound
Refuse Pit

other

NATURE OF FILL :

COLORS :

BURNSD : LlYes No

TEXTURE : DFine Medium

FURTHER DESCRIPTION :

Bottom

structure
Fire Area
Cistern
Post Hole(s)

Non-Refuse Pit

Coarse

Floor
Burial
well
Hearth
Privy

ARTIFACTS / CULTURAL MATERIALS :

BAmmunition QLithics ^Ground Stone
Bone DFloral DGlass Metal
Leather Architectural Charcoal/Wood
Historical Ceramic M Pre-Historical M Ceramic

other (describe)

Shell
Cloth

SAMPLES TAKEN : QPollen Floatation
Dendro. Other

PHOTOS TAKEN :

water Screen

YES NO If YES, Describe :
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>RD =

MD =

MH =

ND =

NH =

COLOR

LIP

SHAPE

CONTENTS

SITE

UNIT

LEVEL

FEATURE

MOLD

1ARKS /WRITING:

>THER COMMENTS:

PEC
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INITIAL CATOLOG SHEET FOR ARCHITECTURAL REMAINS

Unit
Level

Feature

Type Weighl: Observable
Dimensions

Munsell Marks/Comments

•

|
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SPEC.$_

UNDIACNOSTIC FAUNAL MATERIAL

RECORDER: SITE NAME:

DATE: UNIT:

LEVEL:

FEATURE:

BAG OF

BONE COUNT
:_

BONE WEIGHT:

COMMENTS/ MISC. "OBJECTS:
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SPEC.0:

CATALOG SHEET FOR DIAGNOSTIC FAUNAL MATERIAL

RECORDER:

DATE;

SITE NAME:

UNIT:

RECORDER.^

DATE:

LEVEL:

REC.'D BY: DATE:

FEATURE:

BAG OF

TAXONOMY:

Domestic Fowl Lg. wild Sin. wild Non-Mammalian

BONE:

PORTION: Whole_

POSITION: L

_ Prox. Mid Distal__

R Axial Appendicular

AGE: Juvenile/non-fusion Juvenile/partial-fusion Adult l
m

SEX: Female Male Castrated ?

CONDITION: Burned Weathered

Diseased Petrified_

KnifeBUTCHERING: Saw_

INDIVIDUAL
CUT OF MEAT:

Ax

Split Worked Cooked^

? Other

Cleaver Joint ?

Chewed

Other

Price per Id. :

MAX LENGTH: cm / rmi [Circle one]

MAX WIDTH (d.): cm / mm

WEIGHT: grams

COMMENTS: CONSERVE: Yes_

DETERIORATION:

Excellent

Good

Poor

No

CONNECTING BOKE(S):
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Appendix C

Feature 71, The Human Burial

by Dayna Potter

During the excavation of unit 46N-6W in the main fort, human remains were discovered

in Level 2, concentrated along the eastern edge of the unit. A second unit (46N-4W) was
opened to insure that all of the remains were recovered. A fairly large mesquite bush was
growing at the southern edge of 46N-4W.

Excavation in this area of the main fort was conducted because the BLM plans to erect the

plaza flagpole there. No specific historical remains were anticipated. Other than the

human remains, which are thought to be prehistoric, few artifacts of any note were
recovered.

Artifacts from 46N-6W, unknown level

1 prehistoric earthenware body sherd

Artifacts from 46N-6W, surface

1 olive green bottle

1 bottle cap

2 wire pieces

1 metal button cover (?)

Artifacts from 46N-6W, Level 1

1 amber bottle

3 semivitreous historical sherds, two body,

one rim
81 prehistoric earthenware body sherds

3 nails (all square-cut)

4 nail parts (all square-cut)

1 nut/bolt

1 washer
1 pulley wheel (?)

1 core

16 flakes

1 groundstone
charcoal (0.6 g)

1 plastic fragment (0.1 g)

1 cartridge case

1 percussion cap

Artifacts from 46N-6W, Level 2

4 prehistoric earthenware body sherds

3 flakes

Artifacts from 46N-4W, Surface

1 wire piece

Artifacts from 46N-4W, Level 1

4 clear bottles

28 prehistoric earthenware body sherds

3 nails (all square-cut)

1 nail part (square-cut)

1 screw-on lid

1 pull tab

1 foil piece

1 core

8 flakes

Artifacts from 46N-4W, Level 2

7 prehistoric earthenware body sherds

1 core

No artifacts were encountered more than 48 cm below datum. A layer of hard caliche was
discovered a little below this depth, at the bottom of Level 2. This caliche was not

excavated.
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The historical artifacts are thought to be intrusive. Throughout both units evidence of

rodent activity was extensive, as was the mesquite root action. The human remains
exhibit gnaw marks, and the various bones were jumbled.

The human remains were pedestaled to avoid unnecessary impacts. Once both units were
excavated to the bottom of Level 2 the remains were removed using dental picks and
paintbrushes. All of the matrix from both units was screened, first through quarter-inch

and then through eighth-inch mesh. The entire excavation process was photographed.

The skull was the first element to be completely exposed. It was badly fragmented and
could not be removed in one piece. The face was present but the back of the skull was
missing. The individual is suggested to be female for the following reasons:

1. The brow ridges are not pronounced but smooth.
2. The upper margin of the eye orbit is somewhat sharp.

3. The chin is not square but slightly rounded to a small point.

4. The mastoid process is small, and the posterior root of the zygomatic process

does not extend past the external auditory meatus.

The mandible is nearly complete, missing only the left condyle, coronoid process, and
mandibular notch. The teeth remaining in the mandible are the right canine, premolar,

and first and second molar. No incisors are present in the jaw or in the matrix of the

units. Teeth recovered from the matrix are a left lower canine and the lower left first and
second molars. One other deformed human tooth was recovered from the matrix. The
wear patterns observed on the teeth suggest the individual was about 35 years of age at

the time of death.

No vertebrae were recovered, though a few spinous process fragments were discovered.

Also missing were ribs, the pelvis, and all hand and foot bones.

The long bones are fragmented. The right and left femora, tibias, fibulae, humeri, radii,

and a small fragment of an ulna were recovered. These elements are all missing their

proximal and distal ends. All exhibit root etchings. No pathologies are apparent. The long

bones that exhibit rodent gnawing are a tibia, radius, and the ulna fragment.

Stature has been estimated by measuring the humeri. The approximate stature of this

individual is 167.2 cm, or 5 feet 6 inches. Because no incisors were recovered, the ethnic

affinity of the individual cannot be positively determined. The associated artifacts

suggest a prehistoric context, and a Native American affinity.

This burial did not exhibit evidence of ceremonial interment and was perhaps not even

purposeful. No pit could be seen in the stratigraphy. The absence of vertebrae, ribs,

pelvis, hand, and foot bones suggests that the individual might have died and

subsequently been scavenged. However, these missing bones are quite fragile and are

commonly absent for numerous reasons. Scavenging also commonly results in the

absence of long bones. An alternate scenario would be that the individual died or was
buried in a shallow depression, and not scavenged. Fluctuating moisture content, along

with significant amounts of root and rodent action, would have destroyed some bones
and jumbled the rest.
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Appendix D

Using Video at Fort Cummings

by Edward Schneider
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The following appendix is drawn from The Use of Video

Recordings in Archaeology (Schneider 1993), a Masters Thesis

completed at New Mexico State University.

In developing archaeological methods, archaeologists must
often capitalize on opportunities presented to them in order to refine

their new techniques. The 1992 Fort Cummings Field School served

this purpose. It was my intention to develop a video documentation
program in order to create a more dynamic presentation of
archaeological data. This report summarizes the methods used and
evaluates the feasibility, of recording on video, archaeological data

and the data-gathering process.

This video documentation program, as presented here, relies

heavily on methods developed in Visual Anthropology. A detailed

description of some of these methods can be found in Collier and
Collier (1986) and Hockings (1975). However, from Visual

Anthropology we learn that the anthropologist-filmmaker can
produce a more comprehensive record of cultural data by using

film's synthesis of sight, sound, and motion. Likewise, the

archaeologist-filmmaker will be able to use film to produce a more
comprehensive record of archaeology-in-practice, provided proper
methodologies are developed

In the future in archaeology', a video camera may prove to be
indispensable for field recording. It seems, however, as though most
archaeologists who are currently using video as a recording device

have made their camera only a casual addition to the equipment list,

rather than a necessary item. There have been several notable

exceptions in the archaeological literature.

One of the first archaeologists to reference the use of motion-

picture film in archaeology is Stuart Struever (1975). Struever

discusses two major roles that film can play in archaeology. The first

is to "document field research and the second to communicate the

activities and results to a broader audience" (Struever 1975:201).

Struever argues that film's contribution to archaeology is more
relevant to the second of these two roles. I disagree. I believe that

both roles need to be developed in order to exploit the full potential

of the archaeological film record.

Hanson and Rahtz (1988; personal communication 1991) have,

to date, published one of the most comprehensive guidelines for

video recordings of excavations. Through independent

experimentation, they have used video as a recording tool on several

prehistoric excavations in England and have begun to question

whether still photography is indeed the best photographic method
for preserving information. Although they state that it is unlikely

that the printed word and publication-quality photos will be
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abandoned for video anywhere in the near future, they do make a

strong case for the use of this relatively new technology.

According to Hanson and Rahtz (1988) there are three

advantages to video recordings. The first advantage is high-quality

color images. High-quality can be achieved if the more expensive

3/4-inch system is used for taping. (Later, a high-quality color

monitor is needed for display.) I have used 1/2-inch video (in

conjunction with a high-quality color monitor) for this thesis, which
from my experience provides quality images in a variety of lighting

conditions. However, both Hanson and Rahtz (1988) and Grace

(1988) are convinced that a 3/4-inch system is necessary.

One problem that will occur in 1/2-inch video, and to a lesser

extent in 3/4-inch video, is the degenerative aspects of image
quality. There is a noticeable decrease in the resolution of the

picture with each successive generation of videotape copies. This

means that the quality of all edited versions of the tape will be less

than for the originals.

The second advantage is instant playback. Playback gives field

personnel the opportunity to review features or stratigraphic profiles

from the previous day or the previous week. By reviewing shots in

the field, the archaeologist will be better able to see the details of a
feature's context again, and more effectively plan to excavate the

feature. The desired shots can easily be retrieved if an efficient

video cataloging system is used. This catalog system will be
discussed in detail later.

Finally, Hanson and Rahtz claim that the third advantage of

video documentation is probably the most significant Video images
provide flexibility not easily attained in conventional photographic
methods. Video's advantage over still photography is the addition of
movement, with or without its synchronous sound, and can record

the archaeological process in a way that still photos cannot. Even the

best still photos are but frozen images in time and space. It is the

moving-image alone that captures the spatial relationships crucial to

archaeological studies. With one continuous pan of the camera,
viewers will be able to see 360 degrees, and can realistically orient

themselves in terms of this moving "datum." Even though the

archaeological record does not move, the movement of the video
camera can simulate dynamic motion on the ground. Written
descriptions of such visual relationships are not a valid substitute for

actually watching the video.

Accompan>ing this significant technological innovation is a
need for a new methodological orientation to the archaeological data-

gathering process. Hanson and Rahtz (1988) describe two basic

approaches; the first is a "site tour" and the other is a "site diary." At



Fort Cummings I thought of these two approaches as two sets of

videotapes. The first is of the archaeological record containing

feature and level shots, some narration, always with a menu board
and north arrow in the excavation unit. The resulting "video-

notebook" will provide instant recall for the analysis of the data.

During the report preparation archaeologists may chose to edit

together several shots at various phases of the excavation reflecting

the stages of the research design. The process of editing can be used
to convey both qualitative and quantitative changes in the site's

structure and content. For example, time-lapse recordings of

excavations will prove helpful in reconstructing the methods used to

uncover archaeological features. Or, video from a particular cultural

strata throughout the site can be edited together to compare and
contrast significant archaeological features.

The second set of videotapes documents the data-gathering

process. The methods used on an archaeological project can be as

revealing as the artifactual materials recovered. This tape also

includes candid interviews with the fieldworkers. Hanson and Rahtz

(1988) point out that this aspect of video archaeology may prove to

be useful as an historical document of archaeology in the 1990s. My
use of filmic techniques such as those outlined above for both sets of
tapes has enabled me to develop this study's contributions to

archaeology: methodological guidelines for data recording using

video, and the recording of the archaeological process in its current

state of evolution.

The research design that I employed in the field, although

successful to varying degrees, is meant as a practical guideline that

can be used if one wishes to capture archaeology in a moving-image
format. However, one cannot expect the relevant data to magically

appear in the camera's viewfinder. Steps must be taken to insure a
proper sequence of documentation.

My primary recording device for this project was an Hitachi

1/2-inch color camcorder, model VM-2400A (approx. $800). Some of
the features of this camera include an 8x power zoom with macro
capabilities, a 2-lux illumination rating, high speed shutter, time-

lapse and one shot recording, video and audio dub, and a titler. This

camera model is a full-sized 1/2-inch camcorder and is my personal

preference over a palm-sized version.

Also, a larger and more cumbersome 3/4-inch camera was
used to a limited degree. The system consisted of a bulk}', all metal

camera on one shoulder, with a cord running to a portable video

recorder on the other shoulder. In lieu of hand-held videotaping, a

thirty pound tripod needs to be hauled around as well. It is

primarily for this reason that I opted for the more portable 1/2-inch



version. With four crews excavating over a large area it seemed
preferable to strap my camera on my back, tripod in hand, and walk
around the site.

A number of accessories were needed to accompany these

cameras. Some of the most important are audio components. Due to

a plague of technical problems with my lapel microphone, 100
percent of the audio on the videotapes comes from the microphone
mounted on the camera. In many situations the audio quality is

adequate, but also inadequate in just as many other situations. It

prevented me from picking up some conversations in the field. For

example, if two archaeologists were crouched down in a unit

discussing the profile on a particular wall, the camera needs to be

facing that wall in order to see what they are talking about. This

puts the microphone a good distance from the two archaeologists. A
wireless microphone was necessary in that situation.

Another accessory of almost equal importance is the tripod, A
tripod must be used in order to adequately record archaeological

features, and it is a mandatory piece of equipment for any time-

lapse photography. For this project I used a Hollywood Company
plastic tripod (approx. $75), and it performed well for three out of

the six weeks in the field. The tilt lock became progressively less

effective, which meant that I could not leave the camera unattended
without it tipping over. Many of the feature shots in the last week of

field school used the tripod from the 3/4-inch system. I recommend
using a metal tripod.

The power source for this equipment was from the beginning

an important concern. I was afraid of running low on battery power
in the field and missing that once-in-a-lifetime shot. I therefore had
two batteries providing together three hours of power. Many factors

influence power consumption including extreme weather conditions,

use of camera features such as automatic zoom and fades, and
regular recharging. During the field school I only used the second
battery once, though, it was worth the expense of an extra battery.

The videotapes used for this project are Maxell T120 P/I Plus.

Thirty tapes were purchased, twenty of which were used during
production in the field. Four have been used during post-production.

The recorded tapes varied in length from two minutes to the full 120
minutes, for a total of approximately 704 minutes, or just under
.twelve hours. In addition, two 3/4-inch tapes with approximately
24 minutes of video were also shot Because video is a relative])'

new technology, the shelf-life of a videotape is uncertain. Certain

procedures can be undertaken to mitigate the effects of videotape
degeneration, including transfer to film, videodisk, or computer disc.



A final category of accessories are for storage of equipment and
protection from the elements. It is extremely important to do
everything within reason to protect equipment, especially in an
environment that is extremely hot and in situations which create a
lot of flying dust. The camera was transported everyday in its hard
case and upon arrival at the site each morning it was taken out,

mounted on the tripod and covered with a white bed sheet until

needed. All field supplies, including videotapes, were stored in an
airtight cooler and kept in the shade. The camera, tripod, and each
videotape were cleaned with a non abrasive solution and dusted with

compressed air at least once a week.

From the beginning I was anxious to get on video the entire

evolution of this project. In this way the feasibility of using video at

different stages of an excavation project could be evaluated. In

February 1992, videotape recordings were made of my proposal

hearing in which myself and my four committee members discussed

the theoretical strengths and weaknesses of video recordings in

archaeology. Then, the first day of field school was a classroom

orientation to the excavation. It was there that a brief description of

the project was given, and the students were asked for their help.

This classroom orientation was also videotaped. It was necessary to

explain to the students my interest in two basic sets of data, the

archaeological record and the archaeological process. It was also

explained that nobody would be forced to be videotaped. If they
objected to having their image and voice preserved on video they

should talk to me about it Two students were reluctant about being

videotaped Later, several of the students confided that because my
project was presented in such a formal context they were more
inclined to take it seriously.

The methodologies used for this project had been worked out
prior to any actual field work. In some instances, the methods used
were adequate. Other methods had to be modified in order for

them to be successful, and still other ideas did not work at all.

The arrangement and filing of the videotapes was the first

obstacle to be overcome so as to have an orderly and efficient system
for production and post-production use. I had a rather vague idea of

having a tape for each excavation unit. I did realize that shots of

features and levels would not take up much tape time. The problem
soon resolved itself in the field. Each crew had its own tape. The
names of the tape corresponded with the names of the crew chiefs.

This provided a quick identification when, for example, I knew that

Brian's crew just finished a level. The unit designations were then
written on the videotape label. Other videotape subjects included
two tapes of miscellaneous field working shots, two videotapes of



social moments out of the field, and several tapes of experimental

techniques (Table 1).

Accompanying each videotape were forms to make daily

entries including date, videotape number, shot description, direction,

time, weather, and comments. In addition to daily video logs, I used

a videotape catalog form to record videotape number, subject and
dates used. I found it useful in the field to also keep a daily journal.

Many of my entries deal with my frustration as an archaeologist

assuming a filmmaker's role. As far as ease of retrievability of

specific video shots, the best form is probably a post-production

form which lists for each videotape, shot sequence number, shot

description, and comments (mostly comments about audio and video

quality). In addition, videotapes with interviews or lectures were
transcribed. These post-production forms are indispensable when
you get into the editing room. It is nearly impossible to go through

twelve hours of videotape without them.

One methodological contribution of this project was the use of

video datums. By sinking into the ground three 1-1/2 inch x 1-1/2

inch x 8 inch stakes at strategic points, the camera and tripod can be
put on the stakes so as to produce consistent recordings from each
fixed locale. Datums such as these were actually employed in two
ways. The first was with time-lapse photography which I will

discuss below, and the other was in order to record a wide overview
of excavation areas. The latter idea did not provide any significant

data. By panning 360 degrees from this datum the viewer is

supposed to see changes over time of the excavation. All that was
ever seen are different people walking around on different days. If

the datum was moved to the edge of the excavation unit, it would be
possible to record qualitative changes until that time when the unit

became too deep for the camera to record the bottom of the unit In

order to correct this problem a tripod needs to be constructed so that

the camera can straddle the excavation unit and point vertically

down. Although this will eliminate the problem of identifying

changes during the excavation process, it ma)' obscure relevant

information on the profile of the unit walls. In this case, both
techniques- aerial photography and oblique ground photography-
need to be employed to fully record the video archaeological record.

Another methodological contribution that was made was the

idea of recording on video every level and every feature of every
excavation unit. At Fort Cummings this strategy did not always

provide much information in terms of relevant data. The majority of

excavation levels contained features such as adobe walls, wall fall,

stained or burnt soil, or concentrations of artifacts. In cases such as

these, the video camera was routinely used to record the features



Table 1: Catalog of Videotapes

Videotape # Name Subiect Aorox. Time
l Proposal Hearing Discussions with thesis

committee
51 min.

2 Orientation Meeting Classroom lecture on 83 min.
first day of fieldschool

3 The Early Days Various shots from the
field and Starlight Village

on the first two days of
fieldschool

58 min.

4 Datum #1 Video from Main Fort Datum 3 min.
5 Missy 24N,6E; 3S,24W; 120N,2W 20min.
6 Man 22N,2W; 7N,12W; 46N,6W;

21N,7W
22 min.

7 Brian 0N.4E; 7N,12W; 9N,10W;
9N,8W;133N,15E

27 min.

8 Brent ON,2W; 1S,2W; Mitigation

units; 27N,14W; 113N,75E
U2N,73E

47 min.

9 Datum #2 Datums other than Main Fort 11 min.
10 Reldstuff #1 Various shots of archaeology 120 min.
11 Standing Walls Main Fort standing walls 27 min.
12 Extras #1 Various shots from out of

the field

120 min.

13 Brian Time-Lapse 9N,10W; 9N,8W 2 min.
14 Missy Time-Lapse 120N,2W 2 min.
15 Burial Various shots of burial

excavation

• 9 min.

16 Pro PI Various 3/4-inch video 20 min.
17 For the Birds 1/2-inch aerial video 9 min.
18 Extras #2 Various shots from out of

the field

26 min.

19 Life of Brian From wake-up through lunch 27 min.
20 Reldstuff #2 Various shots of archaeology 10 min.
21 Pro #2 Various 3/4-inch video 10 min.
22 Interviews Interviews done on last day

of fieldschool

28 min.

Post-Production
23 3/4-inch Transfers Tape numbers 16 and 21

transferred to 1/2-inch
24 Features 42-76
25 Fort Cummings: Anthrofilming Archaeostudents
26 Video to Accompany Text



regardless of whether the level itself was finished. A menu board

and north arrow were used for all such shots. Difficulty arose,

however, for those levels that contained no features, i.e., sterile

levels. The video of these levels provided little or no usable data,

except perhaps to a geomorphologist, and even in that case the

camera would not have sufficient resolution for their analyses.

At Fort Cummings many of the features were left in situ.

Features such as standing adobe walls, adobe melt, floors, and privys

were in the unit throughout the excavation process and routinely

were being videotaped as part of my research design to

systematically record all features. There were cases where
documenting a new excavation level did not significantly provide a
new view of the feature or was dug in unproductive areas. Although
most of these sterile levels were recorded, these video segments do
not significantly contribute to the documentation of archaeology. The
archaeological-videographer must decide if the benefits and potential

use of such shots is worth the cost- mostly in terms of labor and
battery power.

Systematic video shots of artifacts were also of limited,

although of more promising, success. It is certainly worthwhile to

have a visual inventory of artifacts, especially since few projects

expend the effort to make a list of individual artifacts in the field.

Artifacts are often misplaced in the process of bringing them to the

lab. Two factors can prevent a video record of artifacts from being

made The first is a logistical problem of keeping up with the crews

as they finish their levels and bag their artifacts. The crews were
not expected to wait for me to continue to the next level and
consequently artifacts left the field without being videotaped. The
second problem is the inability to recognize in the field those

artifacts that may hold "the key" to the site. Therefore, all that can
be done, without spending an exorbitant amount of time on it, was a

several second close-up of the artifacts, separated into material

types. The larger and more conspicuous items can be picked out

more readily.

At Fort Cummings I recorded approximately 130 minutes of
candid field working shots. I believe this constitutes an important
cultural document concerning archaeological methods in the 1990s.

However, as a filmmaker I had some reservations. My journal entry

for June 4, 1992, the fifth day of actual digging reads: "Today seems
as though video shots are getting redundant. Perhaps this is not a
full-time job." It was difficult for beginning students to work fast

enough so that they could keep me busy. However redundant it may
be to watch and record video of people digging, screening, brushing,

writing notes, or any of the other arduous tasks archaeologists are

8



expected to do, it is worthwhile to record as much as possible

because the students do get better. It is possible to see most
students become more competent Much of the video shot in the

latter half of field school was some of the most interesting. The
students were becoming more familiar with the techniques of

archaeology, and more importantly for my purposes, they were
becoming more comfortable when around my video camera.

A good deal of time was spent, especially the first two weeks,

in walking around the site without videotaping. The camera,

however, was always with me, hanging over my shoulder. Often I

would sit near the edge of the unit and talk with the excavators.

Some time later I would come back to that unit, set up the tripod in a
retracted position and videotape while still sitting down. This

/technique seemed less intimidating to some of the students.

( Another technique that proved to be useful at Fort Cummings
was to spend most of the day walking around with the field director.

In this case, since the field director was also the site still

photographer, we coordinated video and still photos of levels and
features. Beyond that, however, it seemed more likely that students

would have meaningful conversations about archaeology when the

field director stopped by on his hourly rounds around the site. It

was therefore more likely for me to record these conversations.

In addition to several videotapes of the archaeological record,

six separate videotapes were produced in the field that combine both
traditional filmic techniques with experimental procedures specific to

archaeology.

The first is time-lapse photography of an excavation unit. As
stated previously, three stakes were used in order to have a fixed

location where the camera could be set up on successive days. It is

not enough to simply leave the camera in a time-lapse mode and let

it run for several hours. First of all, with only one camera it was not
possible to keep it at one unit throughout the whole day. Second,

unattended time-lapse photography will produce an image of people

magically appearing and disappearing from the unit. Instead, the

crew would be asked to get out of the unit and, in the normal
recording mode, perhaps twenty seconds were recorded. This

procedure was then repeated several times during the excavation

process. The post-production phase could then be relied on to edit

the images together.

The research methodology for videotaping features has already

been mentioned. No further elaboration is needed here. However, as

a post-production video, shots of all features from this excavation

season were edited together thus providing a quick visual reference

to the work done in the field.



I was also lucky enough to attempt aerial videography from a

low-flying Cesna airplane. Crammed into the back seat with a still

camera, the 1/2-inch Hitachi, and the 3/4-inch system I found it

extremely difficult to get quality video from the plane. Aside from
the rapid speed at which the site passes through the viewfinder

(which can be extremely exaggerated if using the telephoto lens

position), it was difficult to see portions of the site because of dense
overgrowth. Luckily, the area near the Main Fort standing walls is

bare of vegetation and I was able to spot it from the air. If at all

possible, the camera should be mounted on the plane so that the

picture is steady.

One of my goals for this project was to try and record

information in new ways to aid in archaeological interpretations.

This was originally discussed during the proposal hearing. It was
concluded that perhaps while actually out in the field with camera in

hand I would be able to be creative and record data in a new way.
The videotape of the Main Fort standing walls is a good example
(Figure 1). First, a plan view of the walls was sketched and the

walls or fragments of walls were consecutively numbered. That
number then corresponded to the order of the shots on the

videotape. Arrows on the plan view also indicate the direction in

which the camera was facing. This is an easy method of documenting
a large feature such as a standing structure. This method could have
as easily been used to record profiles of excavation units throughout
the site with an accompanying site map indicating the location and
direction of the vertical cut

Approximately 27 minutes of video were shot based on a "Day
in the Life of an Archaeologist". Brian Knight, a field school student,

was very natural in front of the camera and was very willing to

participate.

Finally, I videotaped interviews with eleven out of the fifteen

other people on the excavation. This was done in private on the

second to last day of the field school. I asked each one about their

reasons for taking the field school, their impressions before and after

this initial exposure to archaeology, and about the friendships they
had made in the preceding six weeks. I was happy that so many of
the them felt comfortable enough around the camera to do set

interviews. I felt like I was finally accepted.

Videotape shot using the methods just described has the

potential to be an effective communication tooL However, in order
for this to be accomplished filmmakers must properly target their

intended audience. This means that the production phase must be
geared towards obtaining those shots that will facilitate

communication between filmmaker and audience.
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Cinematographers must therefore always properly target their

intended audiences. The intended audience for this project were the

general public and archaeologists in general.

In general, however, I foresee three broad groups of audiences:

1) Archaeologists, anthropologists, and students, 2) the general

public, and 3) those individuals who, because of their ownership of

land or their administrative position, must by law or moral obligation

take the archaeological resource base into consideration (McGimsey
and Davis 1977:79).

A videotape shot by and for archaeologists will highlight

specific details of the archaeological record and research

methodology. Of course, it is up to each individual to emphasize

those details they find important at a particular site. I do not believe

that this audience requires a formalized documentary. A "rough cut,"

or even the raw footage may be adequate, especially if the tape will

remain within the confines of the project personnel. It is then

possible to arrange the scenes in order to please a whole host of

professional colleagues. It would provide an interesting vehicle for

presentations at conferences and would most certainly be a source

for unity and entertainment
When dealing with the general public, on the other hand, it is

more vital to communicate and educate in a way the non-
professional understands. Even research-oriented archaeology can
not operate solely within its ivory towers. "In fact, unless the

profession can and does communicate these results to the general

public, the justification for its existence will be called into question"

(McGimsey and Davis 1977:85). Video is perfectly suited to

enlighten the general audience. Moving-pictures provide an
opportunity to both dramatize "the search for the past," while at the

same time pointing out that there are limitations on archaeologists

and their fieldwork. It is also imperative to make a videotape
directed towards "pot hunters" or those who illegally disturb sites

Video presentations of archaeological sites and work can help to

educate them about their destructive actions. TV news coverage also

serves as an educational tool. Project directors should actively seek

out the media when beginning their fieldwork. In whatever way the

material is presented it should be believable and accurate. "Poorly

presented or inaccurate information can result in a disinterested,

hostile, and most certainly, and ill-informed public" (McGimsey and
Davis 1977:85).

Finally, video communication with land owners or a

comparable federal or state agency who administers the land can be
an effective means of detailing the work being done, while at the

same time presenting the work to a possibly inexperienced or

12



unaware resource manager who does not have an archaeological

background. If the manager controlling the land is more interested

in a brief synopsis of the fieldwork, a video can be a management
summary tool in much the same way as is a written report. Video
can also provide the means for personal contact between the

archaeologists and their clients. Federal, state, and local government
officials usually do not have the time or energy to visit a site. A
videotape can bring the project into their offices. Also, by selecting

scenes from various projects and situations, a promotional tape for

potential clients can be made and then viewed early in planning

development.

To conclude, the adoption of a moving-image format provides

the researcher with a dynamic medium in which audio and video are

intertwined in an attempt to duplicate reality. How closely moving-
images can approximate reality is an issue for the cinematographer.

The archaeologist, on the other hand, provides meaning to the video

images.

As a result of video research at Fort Cummings four main
conclusions concerning the use of video in archaeology can be
discussed.

First, archaeologists have traditionally been confronted with

the problem of deciding what to record, how much to record, and
how much energy to expend in the effort. At its most basic level,

video has the potential to record a vast amount of data with little

effort. Imposed upon this vast potential is the filmmaker's style.

Cinematic style, such as documentary, cinema verite, or scientific will

dictate the quality and quantity of information gathered. For this

project my style has been flexible enough to systematically record

the archaeological record as well as the actions of individuals. It is a

style that was comfortable for me and consequently was accepted by
others on the excavation.

Second, video does have the capacity to elicit information that

is not readily available from still photos or site maps, provided the

proper methodologies are employed. Aside from the picture and
audio components, video has the capacity to be edited together to

point out relationships at the site or to tell a story. Video is also a
cost-effective method for taking notes in the field. This method may
allow excavators to be more creative in what they record, and may
allow them to record things not usually written down. It is my hope
that when video will become a regular addition to an excavation

equipment list, each crew will be able to record features, levels, and
techniques in an easy and efficient manner.

Third, video documentation of archaeological data has the

potential of contributing both scientifically and aesthetically to
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archaeology. These two views are not mutually exclusive. In fact,

this dualistic approach may be the very nature of archaeological-

cinematography. It allows for a creative yet systematic recording of

the archaeological record as well as the archaeological process. Video
can be used as a raw source of data or it can be used to disseminate

information in the form of a scripted and edited product Karl Heider

(1976:8), although discussing ethnographic filmmaking, expresses it

well: "The effort of thinking cinematically about (archaeology) or

thinking (archaeologically) through film results in a new and
different understanding of each of these disciplines."

Finally, I pose this question - to what extent can a non-
archaeologist accomplish what I have done? There are many ways to

videotape archaeology that I have not attempted and an infinite

number of ways to edit it together. It would be interesting to see

how an ethnographic filmmaker would have approached this project

Perhaps visual anthropologists have the advantage over
archaeologists in this matter due to their experience with visual

images. Being an archaeologist, what I have developed is a visual

tool to facilitate understanding of archaeology. However, like other

technological advances, video is just a tool. Tools do not define

research nor offer solutions to theoretical problems. Nonetheless, the

use of video recordings as I have outlined will help to organize data

for archaeological analysis. Then the data, in the form of a videotape,

can be structured to reveal together what they could not in isolation.
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Appendix E

Metal Artifacts

MAIN FORT

Unknown Unit

Unknown Level

10 nails

18 nail parts

24 can parts

3 wire pieces

1 additional piece

Surface

40S-12W

Level 1

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

5 can parts

1 strap piece

3 wire pieces

35 nails (34S-1W)

104 nail pts(104S)

1 can

2 horseshoe nails

3 screws

1 hinge

3 washers
1 sprocket

1 ring

1 additional piece

34S-14W

Surface

2 can parts

Level 1

Wall Fall Feature 5

7 nails (6S-1W)

6 nail parts (5S-1W)

1 can part

1 tack

2 strap pieces

Level 2

6 nails (6S-0W) 6 nail parts (6S-0W)

15 nail parts (15S-0W) 1 can part

2 can parts 1 wire piece

1 horseshoe

3 additional pieces

Level 2 Feature 5

1 nail (1S-0W)

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

2 strap pieces

Level 4

2 strap pieces

Level 5 Feature 5

1 nail (1S-0W)

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

1 washer/pin
1 strap piece

Level 7 Feature 5

3 nails (3S-0W)

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

1 washer

Level 3

7 nails (7S-0W)

16 nail parts (16S-0W)

1 buckle

1 wire piece

1 additional piece

Level 4 Feature 5

7 nail parts (7S-0W)

3 strap pieces

1 additional piece

Level 6 Feature 5

1 nail (1S-0W)

1 nail part (1S-0W)

1 washer
1 handle

1 additional piece

Level 8 Feature 5

1 nail (1S-0W)

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

5 can parts

1 claw hammer
1 strap piece

1 wire piece

1 additional piece

Level 1

32S-14W

Level 2

25 nails (23S-2W)

45 nail parts (45S-0W)

3 can parts

1 screw

1 washer
1 ring

1 buckle

1 fastener

17 nails (17S-0W)

32 nail parts (31S-1W)

4 can parts

2 washers
1 additional piece
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Level 3 Level 4 Level 2 Level 2 Feature 49

8 nails (8S-0W) 2 nail parts (2S-0W) 8 nail parts (8S-0W) 1 spike

7 nail parts (7S-0W) 1 dowel pin 2 screws

1 can part

1 nut Level 3 Level 3 Feature 49

Level 5 14 nails (12S-2W)

23 nail parts (23S-OW)

1 nail part (1S-0W)

6 nails (4S-2W) 1 can part

3 nail parts (3S-0W) 1 spike Level 3 Feature 50
1 can part 1 screw

1 screw 1 hinge (?) 5 nail parts (5S-0W)

1 wire piece 1 buckle/fastener

4 wire pieces

7S-23

ON-41

Surface Level 1

Surface Wall Scrapings

1 nail part (1S-0W) 2 nails (2S-0W)

4 wire pieces 3 nail parts (3S-0W) 1 additional piece 11 nail parts (11S-0W)

1 spike 1 strap piece

1 wire piece 1 wire piece

1S-2W Level 1 Level 2 Feature 48

Level 1 Level 2 15 nails (14S-1W) 19 nails (18S-1W)

27 nail parts (27S-0W) 37 nail parts (37S-0W)
12 nails (12S-OW) 5 nails (5S-0W) 3 can parts 1 can
41 nail parts (33S-8W) 24 nail pts (24S-0W) 2 screws 1 can part

1 additional piece 7 can parts 1 dowel pin 1 screw
4 screws 2 strap pieces 1 ring

1 eyelet 17 wire pieces 1 hasp/fastener

2 buckles (?) 3 additional piece 1 rivet/fastener

1 handle 61 wire pieces

1 snap

6 wire pieces Level 3 Level 3 Feature 52

Level 2 Feature 62 Level 3 22nails(21S-lW) 11 nails (11S-0W)

108 nail pts (108S-0W) 1 1 nail parts (11S-0W)

3 nails (3S-0W) lnail(lS-OW) 1 can 1 can part

31 nail parts (31S-0W) 19 nail pts (19S-0W) 1 can part 5 spikes

2 screws 2 spikes 1 tack

8 wire pieces 2 screws

9 tacks

20 wire pieces

0N-2W 1 eyelet

1 fountain pen tip

Surface Level 1 17 wire pieces

1 nail part (1S-0W) 2 nails (2S-0W)

16nailpts(15S-OW)
1 buckle
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Level 4

2 nails (1S-1W)

29 nail parts (28S-1W)

2 can parts

1 spike

4 tacks

2 hasp/fasteners

2 wire pieces

Level 4 Feature 55

3 nails (3S-0W)

8 nail parts (8S-0W)

1 can part

1 spike

1 door latch

2 strap pieces

10N-30W

Level 1

4 nails (3S-1W)

13 nail parts (13S-0W)

1 additional piece

Level 1 Feature 21

24 nails (23S-1W)

52 nail pts

(40S-12W)
2 grommets

10N-28W
Level 1

2 nails (0S-2W)

11 nail parts (11S-0W)

1 washer/bracket

1 bottle cap

8 rivets (Levi Strauss)

6 wire pieces

12N-30W

Level 1

5 nails (4S-1W)

17 nail parts (13S-4W)

10 can parts

1 screw
2 grommets

Level 3

8 nail parts (0S-8W)

19 can parts

1 spike

1 buckle

1 coin purse handle
1 threaded tube

1 foil piece

Level 4 Feature 4

Level 2

2 nails (0S-2W)

17 nail pts (OS-17W)
96 can parts

1 bottle cap

1 staple

1 rivet

2 strap pieces

Level 4

15 nail pts (OS-15W)
1 base plate

Level 5

1 1 nail parts (0S-1 1W) 1 1 nail pts (0S-1 1W)
1 can part

Level 1

13N-32W

Level 2

50 nails (49S-1W)

35 nail parts (35S-OW)

1 can part

2 nails (2S-0W)

3 nail parts (2S-1W)

13N-29W

Level 1

4 nails (0S-4W)

121 nail pts

(10S-111W)

1 bottle cap

1 hinge

1 wire piece

2 flange pieces

Level 1

Level 2

56 nail parts (0S-56W)

1 cover plate

13N-24W

1 door plate

1 chain piece

1 straight pin

1 additional piece

Level 2

5 nail parts (0S-5W)

Level 1 Feature 31

2 nails (0S-2W)

39 nail parts (2S-37W)

1 eyelet

1 additional piece

Level 2 Feature 31

4 nail parts (0S-4W)

1 can part

14N-38W

Level 1

6 nails (6S-0W)

29 nail parts (27S-2W)

10 horseshoes

Level 3

Level 2

9 nails (7S-2W)

61 nail parts (1S-60W)

2 can parts

1 screw

9 flange pieces

1 additional piece

27 nail parts (1S-26W)

14N-35W

Level 1 Level 2

46 nails (46S-0W)

61 nail pts (41S-20W)
1 screw

19 nails (19S-0W)

52nailpts(llS-41W)
1 buckle
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Level 3

I nail part (1S-0W)

14N-22W

Level 1 Feature 30

3 nails (3S-0W)

II nail parts (6S-5W)

1 spike

20N-40W
Level 1

4 nails (3S-1W)

1 nail part (1S-0W)

1 additional piece

20N-30W

Level 1 Level 1 Feature 15

1 washer 1 nail (1S-0W) 2 nails (0S-2W)

1 grommet 5 nail parts (5S-0W) 2 nail parts (2S-0W)

1 tack

15N-43
Level 1 Feature 16 Level 2 Feature 13

Level 1 Level 2

1 nail (1S-0W) 25 nails (25S-OW)

14 nails (14S-0W]1 6 nails (6S-0W) 2 nail parts (2S-0W) 15 nail parts (12S-3W)

12 nail parts (9S-3W) 2 nail parts (2S-0W) 1 washer

16N-42W Level 2 Feature 19

Surface Level 1 Feature 37 31 nails (28S-3W)

36 nail parts (22S-14W)

2 nails (0S-2W) 7 nails (7S-0W)

53 nail pts

(20S-33W)

22 horseshoes

6 horseshoe parts

10 muleshoes
4 brackets

5 can parts

2 tacks

1 bridle half

1 rod

1 uniform star

1 additional piece

1 chain piece 20N-25W

16N-23W Surface Level 1 Feature 10

Level 1 Feature 36 1 wire piece 5 nail parts (5S-0W)

1 additional piece

24 nail parts (4S-20W) Level 1 Feature 12

28 additional pieces

3 nails (2S-1W)

18N-41W 6 nail parts (6S-0W)

1 can

Level 1 Level 2 1 bottle cap

4 can parts 1 nail part 21N-41W
51 wagon parts Level 1

Level 3 Level 4 10 nail parts (8S-2W)

36 can parts

28 nail parts (28S-0W) 9 nail parts (0S-9W) 1 bottle cap

1 horseshoe 1 dowel pin

8 wagon parts
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21N-29W 22N-2W

Level 1 Level 2 Surface Level 1

38 nails (34S-4W) 12 nail parts (12S-0W) 1 nail (0S-1W) 6 nails (6S-0W)

58 nail parts (54S-4W) 1 additional piece 4 nail parts (3S-1W)

4 can parts 1 rivet/snap

3 washers 1 tack

6 grommets
1 buckle Level 1 Feature 43 Level 1 Feature 44
2 hooks
1 lock plate 10 nails (6S-4W) 1 nail part (1S-0W)

1 additional piece 2 nail parts (2S-0W) 5 rivets (Levi Strauss)

1 spike 2 wire pieces

21N-21W 2 bottle caps

Level 1 Feature 30 Level 2 West of 43 Level 2 East of 43

6 nails (3S-3W) 13 nails (11S-2W) 4 nails (3S-0W)

12 nail parts (12S-0W) 14 nail parts (14S-0W) 1 foil piece

1 tack 1 spike

2 brackets 1 horseshoe nail

1 rivet 2 rivets/snaps

2 rivets (Levi Strauss)

2IN-T 4 tacks

1 washer
Level 1 Level 2 1 barbed wire piece

16 nails (16S-0W) 9 nails (8S-1W) Level 2 Feature 44 Level 2 Feature 54
14 nail parts (14S-0W) 21nailparts(21S-0W)

1 pull tab 1 can part 2 nail parts (2S-0W) 3 nails (3S-0W)

1 twist tie 2 spikes 20 nail parts (20S-0W)

9 foil pieces 3 tacks 1 spike

1 washer 1 tack

2 foil pieces 1 pry-bar

3 wire pieces 1 handle
1 additional piece 2 horseshoes

1 rivet/snap

Level 3 Feature 74 Level 4 Feature 74 5 rivets (Levi Strauss)

1 wire piece

25nailparts(25S-0W) 12 nail parts (12S-0W) 1 additional piece

4 can parts 1 hinge

6 tacks 1 rivet Level 3 W of 43, 58 Level 3 E of 43
2 nuts 1 eyelet

1 hasp/fastener 36 nails (36S-0W) 1 nail (1S-0W)

1 horseshoe 109 nail pts (109S-0W) 1 nail part (1S-0W)

1 pipe 1 knife/tool

1 spoon 1 disc

8 wire pieces 2 wire pieces

Level 3 Feature 54 Level 4

5 nails (5S-0W) 1 nail (1S-0W)

10 nail parts (10S-0W) 20 nail parts (20S-0W)
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Level 4 Feature 59 Level 1 Feature 30

2 nails (2S-0W)

8 nail parts (8S-0W)

1 wire piece

24N-28W

Level 1

30nails(27S-3W)
43 nail parts (34S-9W)

1 screw

1 tack

lbolt

1 uniform decoration

2 additional pieces

Level 1 Feature 26

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

1 chain piece

1 uniform star

5 wire pieces

Level 1 Feature 19

3 nails (2S-1W)

13 nail pts (13S-0W)

8 can parts

1 chain piece

24N-23W

Level 1 Feature 26

3 nails (3S-0W)

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

9 can parts

Level 2 Feature 26

6 nails (0S-6W)

Level 1 Feature 32

1 nail (1S-0W)

2 nail parts (1S-1W)

1 wire piece

Level 2 Feature 34

3 nails (0S-3W)

1 can

Level 1

24N-21W

Level 1 Feature 29

1 nail (0S-1W)

4 nail parts (3S-1W)

6 can parts

1 buckle

1 bottle cap

1 ring

1 additional piece

1 can part

1 buckle

2 additional pieces

15 nails (7S-8W)

6 nail parts (6S-0W)

20 can parts

1 eyelet

1 spring clamp
2 wire pieces

24N-6E

Level 1

1 nail (1S-0W)

7 wire pieces

Level 1 Feature 46

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

1 latch

1 wire piece

1 additional piece

Level 2 Feature 45

4 nails (4S-0W)

9 nail parts (9S-0W)

lbolt

1 rivet

Level 1 Feature 45

2 can parts

1 dowel
2 additional pieces

Level 1 Feature 47

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

1 wire piece

Level 2 Feature 46

5 nails (5S-0W)

17 nail parts (16S-1W)

2 can parts

1 tack

1 bar

1 wire piece

25N-40W

Level 1 Feature 17

3 nails (2S-1W)

8 nail parts (6S-2W)

1 horseshoe

1 horseshoe part

1 grommet
1 handle

2 additional pieces

25N-22W

Level 2 Feature 34

10 nail parts (2S-8W)

1 screw
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26N-41W

Level 1 Feature 37 Level 1 Feature 39

4 nails (4S-0W) 28 nail pts (1S-27W)

12 nail parts (12S-0W) 8 eyelets

1 bracket

2 additional pieces

Level 1 Feature 40

5 nail parts (0S-5W)

6 can parts

2 brackets

3 additional pieces

27N-14W

Surface

1 screw

Level 1 Feature 67

1 nail (0S-1W)

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

3 foil pieces

4 wire pieces

1 additional piece

Level 2

Level 1

4 nail parts (2S-2?)

2 tacks

1 bottle cap

5 bars

2 foil pieces

4 wire pieces

Level 1 Feature 70

2 nails (1S-1W)

4 nail parts (3S-1W)

2 foil pieces

1 wire piece

Level 2 Inside Str.

1 nail (1S-0W) 9 nails (6S-3W)

28 nail parts (28S-0W) 39 nail pts (36S-3W)

1 ring 1 screw

2 tacks

1 handle

9 wire pieces

2 additional pieces

Level 2 Feature 67

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

Level 2 Feature 70

2 nails (2S-0W)

37 nail pts (29S-8W)

31 tobacco tin parts

1 tack

1 disc

1 rivet

2 rivets (Levi Str.)

34 wire pieces

Level 3 Inside Str.

1 nail (1S-0W)

6 nail parts (6S-0W)

1 latch/buckle

Level 3 Outside Str.

1 foil piece

Level 3 Feature 70

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

28N-32W

Level 1

1 door hinge

1 additional piece

Level 2 Feature 11

15 nail parts (OS-15W)
4 additional pieces

Level 1 Feature 11

8 nail parts (1S-7W)

1 spike

1 additional piece

Level 1

29N-27W

Level 1 Feature 24

5 additional pieces 2 nails (1S-1W)

6 nail parts (6S-0W)

Level 1 Feature 25

34nails(23S-llW)
40nailparts(23S-17W)
1 staple

6 strap pieces

1 additional piece

29N-22W
Level 1

1 nail (1S-0W)

Level 1

3nails(lS-2W)

36 nail parts (0S-36W)

2 can parts

I grommet

Level 1 Feature 28

II nail parts (OS-11W)

30N-40W

Level 1 Feature 27

5 nail parts (2S-3W)
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30N-35W 4S-4E

Surface Level 1 Feature 23 Surface Level 1

1 nail (0S-1W) 50 nail parts (OS-50W) 1 nail (1S-0W) 5 nails (5S-0W)

1 nail part (OS-1W) 1 nail part (1S-0W) 20 nail parts (20S-0W)

7 can parts

30N-3< 7 horseshoe nails

21 h-shoe nail parts

Surface Level 1 Feature 23
-

1 u-nail

1 additional piece

2 nail parts (2S-OW) 3 nails (3S-0W)

4 nail parts (4S-0W) 3S-24W

46N-6W Surface Level 1

Surface Level 1 32 nails (30S-2W)

4 nail parts (4S-0W)

69 nails (67S-2W)

185 nail parts

1 bottle cap 3 nails (3S-0W) 1 tack (185S-0W)
2 wire pieces 4 nail parts (4S-0W) 2 wire pieces 1 can part

1 nut/bolt 1 additional piece 4 tacks

1 washer 2 screws

1 pulley wheel (?) 3 staples, 1 rivet

1 additional piece

Level 1 Feature 56

4 wire pieces

46N-4W
50 nails (50S-0W)

Surface Level 1 40 nail parts (40S-0W)

1 spike

1 wire piece 3 nails (3S-0W)

1 nail part (1S-0W)

1 screw-on lid

1 pull tab

3 tacks

1 screw

1 staple

2 wire pieces

1 foil piece 7N-12W

Surface Level 1

HY>
9 nails (9S-0W) 49 nails (47S-2W)

Unknown Unit 3 nail parts (3S-0W) 13 nail parts (13S-0W)

1 tube 1 horseshoe nail

Unknown Level 1 spring

63 sheet metal pieces

1 screw

1 spring

7 nails (5S-2W) 3 wire pieces 1 ring

22 nail parts (14S-8W) 1 washer

1 can part 3 wire pieces

1 horseshoe nail 4 additional pieces

5 wire pieces

Level 1 Feature 57 Level 1 Feature 60

18 nails (18S-0W) 3 nails (2S-1W)

20 nail parts (20S-0W) 2 nail parts (2S-0W)

can parts 1 wire piece

3 nails (2S-1W)

20 can parts

5 wire pieces

1 additional piece
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9N-10W 112N-73E

Level 1

Level 1

1 nail (0S-1W)

1 nail part (1S-OW)

1 fastener/ornament

1 additional piece

Level 1 Feature 63

12 nails (11S-1W)

9 nail parts (9S-0W)

8 can parts

1 lid (Royal Baking
Powder)

1 corkcap (Ross's

Royal Belfast)

6 bolts

5 nuts

6 washers
4 screws

1 ring

1 buckle

2 tubes

lfork
1 lattice work piece

1 woodwork plane

10 additional pieces

9N-8W

Level 1

1 ring

Surface

Level 2

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

1 sheet metal piece

111N-13E

35 nails (6S-29W)

8 nail parts (5S-3W)

1 staple

1 clothespin spring

1 bottle cap

1 safety pin

7 wire pieces

2 additional pieces

Level 1

182 nails

(31S-151W)
170 nail pts

(127S-43W)
15 can parts

1 horseshoe nail

1 tack

6 u-nails

6 screws

3 staples

1 spring

1 handle
1 disc

2 safety pins

1 screwdriver

1 uniform
decoration

15 wire pieces

6 additional piece

1 nail (1S-0W)

10 nail parts (10S-0W)

1 can part

113N-75E

Surface

3 can parts

Level 2

12 nails (8S-4W)

9 nail parts (9S-0W)

1 can

12 can parts

1 buckle

3 wire pieces

3 additional pieces

Level 1

2 nails (2S-0W)

5 nail parts (5S-0W)

4 can parts

1 horseshoe nail

1 rivet

Level 3

10 nails (8S-2W)

7 nail parts (7S-0W)

2 additional pieces

120N-2W

Surface

1 nail (1S-0W)

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

I horseshoe nail

Level 2

II nails (3S-8W)

10 nail parts (10S-0W)

1 screw

1 rivet/snap

1 strap piece

3 wire pieces

Level 2 Feature 69

14 nails (11S-3W)

21 nail parts (18S-3W)

1 horseshoe nail

1 rivet/snap (?)

5 wire pieces

Level 1 Feature 64

2 nails (2S-0W)

8 nail parts (8S-0W)

3 tacks

Level 2 Feature 64

2 nails (2S-0W)

7 nail parts (7S-0W)
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133N-15E 1 washer/bolt 1 latch

1 nut/bolt 1 bracket

Surface Feature 68 Level 1 Feature 68 5 rivets 1 washer/nail

1 handle 6 snaps

14 nails (13S-1W) 137 nails (86S-51W) 3 hooks 1 grommet
9 nail parts (8S-1W) 152 nail pts 2 tubes 10 barbed wire pieces

4 cans (137S-15W) 1 washer 1 strap piece

6 can parts 6 can parts 1 washer/nail 40 wire pieces

1 bottle cap 4 spikes 5 snaps 3 additional pieces

1 hasp/fastener 3 screws 1 chain piece

1 buckle 2 springs 23 barbed wire pieces

1 handle 1 dowel 96 wire pieces

1 bar 8 bars

8 wire pieces 1 tube

1 buckle

Level 6 Feature 68 Level 7 Feature 68

2 snaps 141 nails (65S-76W) 32 nails (13S-19W)
1 uniform star 147 nail pts 78 nail pts

48 barb wire pieces (116S-31W) (60S-18W)
1 wire mesh piece 1 can 10 can parts

97 wire pieces 3 can parts 10 tacks

3 additional pieces 2 horseshoe nails 1 washer
6 spikes 1 hasp/fastener

Level 2 Feature 68 Level 3 Feature 68 8 tacks 1 buckle

3 screws 4 snaps

46 nails (18S-28W) 89 nails (33S-56W) 4 washers 2 washers/nails

69 nail pts (56S-13W) 107 nail pts 1 washer/nut/bolt 19 wire pieces

14 can parts (79S-28W) 3 washer/nails

3 spikes 3 cans 1 rivet

1 nut/bolt 19 can parts 1 bracket

1 buckle 2 spikes 1 buckle

1 tube 1 tack 1 key
2 snaps 2 screws 6 barbed wire pieces -

18 barbed wire pieces 1 staple 41 wire pieces

76 wire pieces 3 hooks 7 additional pieces

2 additional pieces 4 snaps

1 buckle

1 spoon TRASH]
19 barb wire pieces

90 wire pieces 24S-I

1 additional piece

Surface Level 1

Level 4 Feature 68 Level 5 Feature 68

13 can parts 11 nails (11S-0W)
107 nails 170 nails 2 strap pieces 16 nail parts (16S-0W)

(41S-66W) (89S-81W) 9 can parts

173 nail pts 175 nail pts 1 tack

(113S-60W) (155S-20W) 1 screw
1 can 4 horseshoe nails 1 D-ring

8 can parts 3 spikes

1 horseshoe 2 tacks

9 spikes 2 screws

1 tack 1 u-nail

1 screw 2 rivets

1 bolt 1 nut
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20S-24E ON-10W

Level 1

21nails(21S-OW)
19 nail parts (19S-0W)

9 can parts

1 screw

1 buckle

4 strap pieces

1 wire piece

1 additional piece

Level 2

5 nails (5S-0W)

16 nail pts (16S-0W)

15S-20W

Level 1

Surface Level 1

22 nails (22S-OW)

100 nail parts (26S-74W)

9 can parts

1 horseshoe part

3 brackets

1 washer
2 grommets
4 rings

1 hook
1 belt buckle

3 wire pieces

2N-2W

3 nails (3S-0W)

2 can parts

6 nails (6S-0W)

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

2 can parts

1 screw

3 base plates

1 additional piece

8S-10E

Surface

4 can parts

1 bar

3 strap pieces

1 wire piece

Level 2

8 nails (8S-0W)

28 nail parts (28S-0W)

14 can parts

1 chisel/tool

1 ring

1 screw

1 washer
1 grommet
1 rod

1 1 wire pieces

2 additional pieces

Level 1

15 nails (15S-0W)

46 nail parts (46S-0W)

21 can parts

1 horseshoe
1 screw

2 rings

1 hook

Level 3

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

1 strap piece

Surface

lnail(lS-OW)

5 nail parts (4S-1W)

19 can parts

1 buckle

4 barrel hoops
2 strap pieces

Level 1

31 nails (31S-0W)

145 nail pts

(135S-10W)

51 can parts

5 screws

2 barrel hoops
7 saw blades

1 spike

1 nut/bolt

2 bolts

2 door plates

11 grommets
1 eyelet

6 rivets

1 bar

2 rings

1 buckle

1 key
8 strap pieces

3 additional pieces
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2N-20E Level 2 Level 3

Surface

9 nail parts (9S-0W)

3 can parts

1 horseshoe part

1 wire piece

Level 2

lnail(lS-OW)

1 nail part (1S-0W)

1 can part

1 additional piece

Level 1

59 nails (56S-3W)

205 nail pts

(196S-9W)

56 can parts

2 washers
1 staple

2 hooks
2 bolts

6 screws

lnut
3 grommets
2 horseshoes
1 flask

3 strap pieces

1 wire piece

4 additional pieces

Level 3

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

4N-8E

Surface

1 nail (1S-0W)

2 nail parts (0S-2W)

7 can parts

1 barrel hoop
1 strap piece

Level 1

73 nails (72S-1W)

1 78 nail pts

(157S-21W)
35 can parts

1 horseshoe pin

1 clamp
8 tacks

2 hooks
1 nut/bolt

4 screws

3 grommets
1 barrel hoop
2 horseshoes

2 muleshoes
1 belt buckle

9 strap pieces

10 wire pieces

16 nails (15S-1W)

38 nail pts (26S-12W)
4 can parts

1 screw

1 washer
1 buckle

3 staples

2 strap pieces

1 wire piece

Level 4

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

1 can part

14 nail parts (14S-0W)

1 can part

16N-22E

Surface

1 nail (1S-0W)

1 can part

Level 2

1 nail (1S-0W)

1 nail part (1S-0W)

1 strap piece

Level 4

5 nail parts (5S-0W)

Level 1

40 nails (28S-12W)

82 nail parts (80S-2W)

46 can parts

13 tacks

1 horseshoe nail

2 handles

2 hinges

3 grommets
1 buckle

1 hasp
1 door plate

1 base plate

4 screws

1 horseshoe

1 rod

1 1 strap pieces

6 wire pieces

2 additional pieces

Level 3

4 nails (3S-1W)

32 nail parts (32S-0W)

2 rings

1 hinge

1 bracket

1 grommet
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16N-24E 2N-45E

Surface

1 can

1 barrel hoop

Level 2

4 nail parts (3S-1W)

10 can parts

1 thimble (?)

1 additional piece

Level 4

2 nails (2S-0W)

16 nail parts (16S-0W)

1 can

4 can parts

1 grommet

Level 1

9 nails (9S-0W)

27nailpts(27S-0W)
17 can parts

2 tacks

2 grommets
3 sheet metal pieces

7 strap pieces

7 wire pieces

Level 3

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

4 can parts

1 base plate

Surface

4 can parts

2 wire pieces

Level 1

3 nails (3S-0YV)

7 nail parts (7S-0W)

4 can parts

1 handle

4 strap pieces

4 wire pieces

4N-8E

Level 1

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

Level 2

3 nails (3S-0W)

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

1 spike

1 spoon
1 strap piece

8N-10E

STAGE STATION

Surface

1 nail part (1S-0W)

Level 2

Level 1

1 nail (1S-0W)

14 nail parts (4S-10W)

1 strap piece

12S-21E

Surface

1 nail part (1S-0W)

6 can parts

(64S-15W)

1 bottle cap

2 strap pieces

1 wire piece

1 additional piece

Level 2

2 nail parts (2S-0W)

1 buckle

1 staple (?)

1 rivet

1 additional piece

Level 1

27nails(25S-2W)
79 nail p arts

13 can parts

3 screws

4 brackets

2 bolts

2 washers

1 rivet

3 rings

7 wire pieces

4 additional pieces

10 nail parts (0S-10W)

2 can parts

8N-13E

Surface

1 strap piece

Level 1

5 nails (5S-0W)

1 nail part (1S-0W)

1 tack, 1 hook
1 buckle

1 strap piece

1 additional piece

Level 2

1 nail part (1S-0W)

2 can parts

1 washer
8N-15E

Surface

1 strap piece

Level 1

1 nail(lS-OW)

8 nail parts (8S-0W)

1 bottle cap
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Level 2 ON-OE

lbolt Level 1 Level 2

SPRING HOUSE 5 nails (0S-5W) 4 nails (4S-0W)

21 nail parts (2 1S-0W) 146 nail par
12S-( (0S-146W)

1 staple 1 bracket

Level 1 Level 2 1 gasket 1 nut
2 bottle caps 1 grommet

2 nails (0S-2W) 1 spike 2 foil pieces 1 horseshoe part

7 nail parts (6S-1W)

1 screw Level 3 Level 3 Feature 6

10S-2E
5 nail parts (1S-4W) 1 nail (0S-1W)

Level 1 Level 2 1 can part

1 bracket

1 nail part (0S-1W)

2 nails (2S-0W) 3 nails (3S-0W)

6 nail parts (6S-0W) 1 nail part (1S-0W) 3N-17W
3 can parts 1 hinge

1 wire piece 1 foil piece

1 additional piece

Level 1 Level 2

Level 2 Feature 41 5 nails (5S-0W) 1 nail (1S-0W)

1 sheet metal piece 5 nail parts (5S-0W)

1 foil piece 2 strap pieces 1 horseshoe part

3 additional pieces 2 strap pieces

6S-K
Level 2 6N-4W

1 nail part (1S-0W) Surface Level 1

6S-12W 3 nails (3S-0W) 5 nail parts (5S-0W)

1 key can opener
Level 1 Level 2 11 wire pieces

1 additional piece

1 key 33 foil pieces

1 key can opener Level 2

3S-16W
Level 1

2 nails (2S-0W)

1 additional piece

Level 1

2 nails (2S-0W)

0N-17W

Level 2

1 nail (1S-0W)

1 strap piece

1 nail (1S-0W)

3 nail parts (3S-0W)

7N-14W

Level 1

2 nails

1 nail part

1 additional piece

Level 2

5 nails (5S-0W)

6 nail part (6S-0W)

1 u-nail

1 washer
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9N-3W

Level 1 Level 2

33 nails (31S-2W) 2 additional pieces

10 nail parts (10S-0W)

6 can parts

1 spike

6 wire pieces

1 additional piece

Level 3

1 key can opener
1 additional piece

Level 5

1 strap piece

CORRAL

1S-24E

Level 1

1 nail part (1S-0W)

Surface

1 wire piece

Level 1

6 nails (6S-0W)

2 nail parts (2S

Level 1

2 nails (2S-0W)

2 nail parts (2S-

1 wire piece

Level 1

5N-6W

Level 1

1 nail (1S-0W)

1 wire piece

5N-1W

0W)

5N-4E

OW)

5N-8E

2 wire pieces 5 nail parts (5S-0W)

1 nut

Level 2

3N-20E 1 wire piece

5N-20E

1 can part

1 wire piece Surface Level 1

Surface

5N-15W

Level 1

1 wire piece 2 nails (2S-0W)

3 can parts

2 staples

2 nails (2S-0W) 2 nails (2S-0W)

1 nail part (1S-0W)

5N-12W

1 wire piece

1 strap piece

Level 1 Level 2

6 wire pieces 2 wire pieces
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Appendix F. Cans and Lids, Dimensions

Unit Level

Diameter
(in mm)

Height

(in mm) Shape*

Main Fort

40S-12W 1 68
34S-14W 8(F5)
32S-14W 1 75

32S-14W 1 65

32S-14W 3 70
32S-14W 5

1S-2W 2 88
0N-4E 1

0N-4E 2 (F 48) 108 x 78

0N-4E 4(F 55) 68
12N-30W 1 42

12N-30W 2 48
12N-30W 2 102

12N-30W 3 35

12N-30W 3 76
14N-38W 2 78
20N-30W 2 (F 19) 38
21N-41W 1 80
21N-41W 1 115
21N-29W 1

21N-7W 2 68
24N-23W 2 (F 34) 105
24N-21W 1 (F 29) 82
24N-21W 1 (F 30) 100 x 36
24N-21W 1 (F 30) 45
26N-41W 1 (F 40) 130
30N-40W 1

Hyatt Land

4S-4E 1

113N-75E surface

113N-75E 2 99
113N-75E 2 140 x 94
133N-15E surface (F 68) 98
133N-15E surface (F 68) 93
133N-15E surface (F 68) 55

133N-15E surface (F 68) 41

133N-15E 1 (F 68) 58

133N-15E 3 (F 68) 40
133N-15E 3 (F 68) 95 (long)

133N-15E 3 (F 68)

80
123

rectangular

square

oval

138

120

125

rectangular

rectangular

rectangular

square

rectangular

oval

oval

rectangular
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Appendix F (continued)

Unit Level

Diameter
(in mm)

Height

(in mm) Shape*

133N-15E 3 (F 68) 38

133N-15E 4 (F 68) 75

133N-15E 6 (F 68) 47

Trash Dump

24S-0E surface

24S-0E surface 84 x 55

24S-0E surface 106 x 73

24S-0E surface 114 x 73

24S-0E
8S-10E

8S-10E 76

8S-10E 76

8S-10E 65

8S-10E 2 58

8S-10E 2 75

8S-10E 2 64
8S-10E 2 62

8S-10E 2 65

8S-10E 2 66
8S-10E 2 65
2N-2W surface 88

2N-2W surface 65

2N-2W surface 56

2N-2W
2N-2W 42
2N-2W 56

2N-2W 63

2N-2W 102 x 80
2N-2W 78 x 52

2N-20E 92

2N-20E 46
2N-20E
2N-20E 58

2N-24E surface 60
4N-8E 2 57

16N-22E surface 88
16N-22E 66
16N-22E 54

16N-22E 61

16N-22E
16N-22E

rectangular

rectangular

rectangular

rectangular

rectangular

rectangular

rectangular

oval

rectangular

rectangular

square

rectangular

rectangular
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Appendix F (continued)

Diameter Height

Unit Level (in mm) (in mm) Shape'

16N-24E surface 88
16N-24E 3 62

Stage Station

12S-21E surface 71

2N-45E surface 87
2N-45E 1

8N-10E 2 11 120
rectangular

Cans are cylindrical and lids are round unless otherwise noted.
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Appendix G. Bone/Body Parts for Elements Identified as Mammal, Ungulate, and Bos

Provenience: Main Fort Mammal Ungulate Bos Total

Longbone 28 10 38

epiphysis

femur 15 2 1 18

fibula 1 1 2

humerus 3 1 1 5

radius 3 3

tibia 11 7 18

tibiotarsus

ulna 4 4
Foot 1 1

calcaneus 1 1 1 3

carpus

hoof 2 2

metacarpus 1 1

metapodial 1 12 13

metatarsus 3 5 2 10

phalange 1 14 15

talus

tarsus 2 2

Joint 1 1

carpus 2 4 6

epiphysis 7 7

fulcrum
patella

sesamoid
tarsus

tibiotarsus

Skull 3 5 8

cranium
mandible 3 1 4

premaxilla

premax-cranium
tooth 1 8 9

Vertebra 19 5 24
atlas 2 1 3

cervical 8 2 10

coccyx

epiphysis 2 2

lumbar 8 8

thoracic 5 7 12

Flatbone 2 2

menubrium
rib 12 48 60

Shoulder coracoid

scapula 4 3 7

Pelvic acetabulum
ilium

pelvis 6 1 7

sacrum 6 1 7

Total 159 147 6 312
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Appendix G (continued)

Hyatt Land (minus Feature 68) Mammal Ungulate Bos Total

Longbone 4 4
epiphysis

femur 1 1

fibula

humerus
radius

tibia 1 1

tibiotarsus

ulna

Foot

calcaneus 1 1

carpus

hoof
metacarpus 1 1

metapodial 1 1

metatarsus

phalange 1 1 2

talus

tarsus

Joint

carpus

epiphysis

fulcrum
patella

sesamoid
tarsus

tibiotarsus

Skull

cranium
mandible
premaxilla

premax-cranium
tooth 1 1

Vertebra 2 1 3

atlas

cervical

coccyx

epiphysis

lumbar
thoracic o •

Flatbone

menubrium
rib 3

ll
5

Shoulder coracoid

scapula

Pelvic acetabulum
ilium

pelvis

sacrum 1 1

Total 15 6 21
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Appendix G (continued)

Feature 68, Hyatt Land Mammal Ungulate Bos Total

Longbone 237 47 1 285
epiphysis 6 6
femur 2 2 4
fibula 2 1 3

humerus
radius 2 2

tibia 4 6 10
tibiotarsus

ulna 3 3 6
Foot

calcaneus 1 1

carpus

hoof
metacarpus
metapodial 6 14 20
metatarsus

phalange 1 4 5

talus 1 1

tarsus 2 2 4
Joint

carpus 3 4 7

epiphysis 24 13 37
fulcrum
patella 1 1

sesamoid 2 2

tarsus 1 1

tibiotarsus

Skull 4 4
cranium
mandible 5 1 6
premaxilla

premax-cranium
tooth 2 9 2 13

Vertebra 8 2 10
atlas

cervical 1 1

coccyx 3 3

epiphysis

lumbar
thoracic 1 1

Flatbone 5 5

menubrium
rib 27 19 46

Shoulder coracoid

scapula 13 6 19
Pelvic acetabulum

ilium

pelvis 2 1 3

sacrum 4 1 5

Total 369 139 3 511
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Appendix G (continued)

Trash Dump Mammal Ungulate Bos Total

Longbone 3 7 10

epiphysis

femur 1 1

fibula

humerus 1 1 2

radius

tibia 1 1 2

tibiotarsus

ulna

Foot

calcaneus 1 1

carpus

hoof 1 1

metacarpus 1 1

metapodial 1 1

metatarsus

phalange 1 1

talus

tarsus

Joint

carpus

epiphysis 1 1

fulcrum
patella

sesamoid
tarsus 8 8

tibiotarsus

Skull

cranium
mandible
premaxilla

premax-cranium
tooth 9 9

Vertebra 1 1

atlas

cervical

coccyx

epiphysis

lumbar
thoracic 1 1

Flatbone

menubrium
rib 6 13 19

Shoulder coracoid

scapula 1 1

Pelvic acetabulum
ilium

pelvis

sacrum 1 1

Total 13 47 1 61
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Appendix G (continued)

Stage Station Mammal Ungulate Bos Total

Longbone 1

tibia 1 2

Foot metacarpus 1

metatarsus 1

Vertebra 1

cervical 1

lumbar 1

Flatbone/rib 3 3

Total 1 10 11

Spring House Mammal Ungulate Bos Total

Longbone
radius

1

1

1

1

tibia 3 3

Joint carpus

Skull tooth

1

4
1

4

Vertebra/cervical

Flatbone/rib

Pelvic pelvis

1

1

1

1

1

1

Total 1 12 13

Corral Mammal Ungulate Bos Total

Longbone

Total

1

1

1

1
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Appendix H. Structural/Architectural Wood Remains (specimens of recognizable types

or other diagnostic features only)

Number of Dimensions (cm)

Unit Level Type of Cut Pieces L W T Description

Main Fort

unknown unknown slat 1 13.2 5.7 1.6

unknown unknown slat 1 14.6 3.2 1.5

unknown unknown slat 1 16.0 4.8 1.6

unknown unknown slat 1 21.3 4.8 1.4

unknown 1 (F 31) shingle 1 31.0 4.5 ?

unknown 1 (F 31) shingle 20 ? ? ?

1S-2W ? ? ? 7 7 blue paint

1S-2W board 1 6.9 4.1 1.7

1S-2W board 1 17.2 15.4 1.7

1S-2W slat 4 21.3 3.6 0.5

1S-2W 2 windowframe 1 21.0 2.0 7 white paint

1S-2W 2 (F 62) board 1 3.3 4.6 1.5

1S-2W 2 (F 62) board 1 9.3 5.1 2.5

1S-2W 2 (F 62) slat 1 25.4 7 2.5

1S-2W 2 (F 62) windowframe 1 ? ? ? white paint

0N-2W 3 (F 50) ? ? ? 7 7 white paint

10N-30W 1 shingle 1 17.5 6.5 7

10N-30W 1 shingle 2 7 7 ?

10N-30W 1 (F 14) board 2 7 7 7

12N-30W 2 shingle 1 7 ? 7

12N-30W 3 shingle 426 7 7 7 red paint

12N-30W 3(F3) shingle 61 7 ? 7 red paint

12N-30W 4 shingle 254 7 7 7 red paint

12N-30W 4(F4) ? 1 7 7 7 red paint

12N-30W 4(F4) shingle 49 7 7 7 red paint

12N-30W 5 7 1 7 7 ? red paint

13N-29W 1 (F 31) shingle ? ? 7 7

13N-29W 1 (F 31) shingle 1 40.0 9.0 ?

13N-29W 1 (F 31) shingle 1 40.0 13.0 ?

13N-29W 2 shingle ? 7 7 7

13N-29W 2 shingle 1 15.0 8.5 7

13N-24W 1 slat 4 7 7 7

13N-24W 2 (F 31) slat 4 7 ? 7

14N-38W 2 floorboard 1 7 ? 7

14N-38W 2 shingle 10 7 7 7

14N-22W surface slat 2 7 7 7

14N-22W surface slat 1 13.0 3.0 ?

14N-22W 1 (F 30) slat ? 7 7 7

14N-30W surface slat 1 15.0 3.5 7

15N-43W surface shingle 2 7 7 7

15N-43W 2 shingle 1 34.0 5.0 7

16N-42W 1 (F 37) slat 1 11.5 2.5 7

16N-23W 1 (F 36) ? 1 7.0 7 7

16N-23W 1 (F 36) ? 1 8.5 7 7

16N-23W 1 (F 36) ? 1 13.0 1.5 7
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Appendix H (continued)

Number of Dimensions (cm)

Unit Level Type of Cut Pieces L W T Description

16N-23W 1 (F 36) shingle 1 41.0 12.0 7

18N-42W 3 ? 4 ? ? 7 white paint

18N-42W 3 board 8 ? ? 7 white paint

18N-42W 3 shingle 94 ? 7 7

18N-42W 3 shingle 1 40.0 10.0 7

18N-42W 3 shingle 1 40.0 18.0 7

18N-42W 3 shingle 1 180.0 7 7

20N-30W surface slat 1 17.0 3.3 7

20N-30W 1 board 50 ? 7 7

20N-30W 1 slat ? ? 7 7

20N-30W KF15) ? 1 2.0 1.5 ?

20N-30W KF15) slat 5 ? 7 ?

20N-30W 1 (F 16) slat 3 ? 7 7

20N-30W 2 (F 18) ? ? 2.0 1.5 7

20N-30W 2 (F 19) shingle ? ? 7 7

20N-30W 2 (F 19) shingle 2 14.0 5.0 7

20N-30W 2 (F 19) shingle 1 26.0 6.5 7

20N-30W 2 (F 19) shingle 1 26.0 7.5 7

20N-25W 1 (F 12) board 20 ? 7 7

20N-25W 1 (F 12) shingle 6 ? ? 7 cedar

21N-41W surface board 3 ? 7 7

21N-41W 1 board ? ? 7

21N-29W surface slat 29.0 3.0 ?

21N-29W 1 ? ? 7 ? white paint

21N-21W 1 (F 30) shingle ? 7 7

21N-7W 1 ? ? 7 7 plaster

21N-7W 2 ? 2.8 0.8 0.6 green paint

21N-7W 2 ? ? 7 7 green paint

21N-7W 2 stake 20.7 2.5 2.0

22N-2W 2E0 43 ? 3.2 2.2 1.4

22N-2W 4 (F 59) ? ? 7 ? blue paint

24N-28W 1 ? ? 7 7 white paint

24N-28W 1 shingle ? 7 0.2

24N-28W 1 shingle ? 7 7

24N-28W 1 shingle 26.5 7.5 7

24N-28W 1 shingle 27.0 10.5 ?

24N-28W 1 shingle 27.5 10.5 7

24N-28W 1 (F 19) shingle ? 7 7

24N-28W 1 (F 19) shingle 31.0 14.0 ?

24N-28W 1 (F 26) board ? 7 7

24N-23W 1 (F 26) board ? 7 7

24N-23W 1 (F 26) shingle ? ? 7

24N-23W 1 (F 26) shingle 18.0 7.5 7

24N-23W 1 (F 35) shingle ? 7 7

24N-23W 1 (F 35) shingle 7.0 5.0 7

24N-23W 1 (F 35) shingle 13.0 4.0 7

24N-23W 2 (F 34) board 21.0 3.5 7

24N-21W 1 slat ? 7 7
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Appendix H (continued)

Number of Dimensions (cm)

Unit Level Type of Cut Pieces L W T Description

24N-21W 1 (F 30) shingle 30 ? ? ?

24N-21W 1 (F 30) shingle 1 24.0 9.0 ?

24N-6E - (F 47) board see Chapter 3

24N-6E 1 (F 45) ? ? ? ? ? green paint

24N-6E 1 (F 46) ? 6 ? ? ? plaster

24N-6E 2 (F 45) ? ? ? ? ? blue paint

24N-6E 2 (F 45) ? 1 ? ? ? white paint

25N-40W 1 (F 17) slat ? ? 7 ?

25N-22W 1 (F 35) shingle 1 17.0 4.2 7

25N-22W 1 (F 35) shingle 4 21.0 2.0 7

25N-22W 1 (F 35) shingle 1 22.0 5.5 7

25N-22W 1 (F 35) shingle 1 22.0 7.0 7

25N-22W 2 (F 34) ? ? ? ? 7 white paint

25N-22W 2 (F 34) shingle ? ? ? 7

25N-22W 2 (F 34) shingle 1 14.0 5.5 7

25N-22W 2 (F 34) shingle 1 15.5 6.0 7

25N-22W 2 (F 35) shingle ? ? ? ?

25N-22W 2 (F 35) shingle 1 20.0 4.5 7

25N-22W 2 (F 35) shingle 1 33.0 4.5 7

25N-22W 2 (F 35) shingle 1 37.0 8.0 7

27N-14W 1 (F 70) slat 2 ? ? 7 red paint

27N-14W 1 (F 70) slat 1 27.2 3.9 0.5

27N-14W 2 (F 70) ? ? ? ? 7 plaster

27N-14W 2 (F 70) board 1 43.2 17.8 2.5

27N-14W 2 (F 70) stake 1 22.9 3.4 3.4

28N-32W 1 (F 11) board 1 32.0 12.0 1.8 "2002 No.3"

28N-32W 1 (F 11) shingle 1 40.0 9.0 7

28N-32W 2 (F 11) shingle ? ? ? 7

28N-32W 2 (F 11) shingle ? 38.5 3.0 7

28N-32W 2 (F 11) shingle 1 20.0 7.0 7

28N-32W 2 (F 11) shingle 1 23.0 3.0 7

28N-32W 2 (F 11) shingle 1 34.0 12.0 7

28N-32W 2 (F 11) shingle 1 39.0 14.0 7

28N-32W 2 (F 11) shingle 3 39.5 6.0 7

29N-27W 1 shingle 2 18.5 6.7 7

29N-27W 1 shingle 1 28.0 5.0 7

29N-27W 1 slat 1 19.0 3.0 7

29N-27W 1 slat 2 27.0 1.5 7

29N-22W 1 shingle 1 33.0 7.0 7

29N-22W 1 slat ? ? ? 7

30N-40W surface slat 2 ? ? ?

30N-40W surface slat 1 22.0 2.0 ?

30N-40W 1 shingle ? ? ? 7

30N-40W 1 shingle 3 22.0 7.0 7

30N-40W 1 shingle 5 22.5 5.0 7

30N-40W 1 shingle 1 23.0 10.5 7 triangular

30N-40W 1 shingle 1 28.0 7.0 ?

30N-40W 1 shingle 1 34.0 12.0 7
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Appendix H (continued)

Unit Level Type of Cut

Number of

Pieces

Dimensions (cm)

L W T Description

30N-40W 1 shingle

30N-40W 1 slat

30N-40W 1 slat

30N-40W 1 (F 27) slat

30N-40W 1 (F 28) slat

30N-35W surface shingle

30N-35W surface ?

30N-35W 1 (F 23) board
30N-35W 1 (F 23) shingle

30N-35W 1 (F 23) shingle

30N-35W 1 (F 23) shingle

30N-35W 1 (F 23) shingle

30N-35W 1 (F 23) shingle

30N-35W 1 (F 23) shingle

30N-35W 1 (F 23) shingle

30N-35W 1 (F 23) shingle

30N-35W 1 (F 23) shingle

30N-35W 1 (F 23) shingle

30N-35W 1 (F 23) shingle

30N-35W 1 (F 23) shingle

30N-35W 1 (F 23) slat

30N-30W surface slat

Hyatt Land

9N-10W 1 (F 63) board
9N-10W 1 (F 63) slat

Trash Dump

ON-10W 1 board
16N-22E 1 board

Spring House

12S-6W 1 board
10S-2E 1 board
10S-2E 2 block

3S-16W 1 shingle

ON-OE 1 moulding
ON-OE 1 shingle

6N-4W surface board
7N-14W surface floorboard

9N-3W surface board
9N-3W 1 board

3 36.0 7.5 ?

? ? ? ?

1 15.0 3.5 ?

? 7 ? ?

? ? ? ?

1 36.0 5.0 ?

1 10.0 6.5 1.0

1 9.0 7.0 ?

? ? ? ?

1 32.0 11.0 ?

2 35.0 6.0 ?

4 38.5 10.0 ?

3 39.5 5.0 ?

? 40.0 ? ?

1 40.0 9.5 ?

1 40.0 14.0 ?

2 41.0 7.5 ?

2 41.0 10.0 ?

1 41.0 14.5 ?

4 42.0 5.0 7

? ? ? ?

1 21.0 1.5 ?

1 27.9 8.3 1.5

1 99.1 8.9 1.3

2 ? ? ? corner

1 ? ? ?

6 ? ? ?

2 ? ? ?

24 ? ? ?

1 ? ? ?

2 ? ? ?

17 ? ? ?

5 ? ? ?

1 ? ? ?

3 ? ? ?

21 ? ? ?
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Appendix I. Other Miscellaneous Materials

Weight
Unit Level Number (ing) Material Description

Main Fort

1S-2W 1 2 0.3 organic walnut shells

1S-2W 1 1 0.4 organic spore pod
1S-2W 1 0.7 insect fragments
1S-2W 2 1 7.0 cloth fragment
1S-2W 2 (F 62) 4 4.7 leather thin fragments; thin, folded,

with stitching and metal

1S-2W 2 (F 62) 1 7.0 burlap fragment
1S-2W 3 1 0.7 leather fragment
0N-2W 1 2 0.7 leather fragments
0N-2W 3 (F 49) 12 70.1 plastic clear fragments
0N-2W 4 2 4.3 animal waste
0N-4E wall 47 0.6 egg shell fragments
0N-4E 1 2 15.3 leather shoe sole fragments, with

nails/tacks

0N-4E 2 0.3 leather fragment
0N-4E 3 0.2 leather fragment
0N-4E 4 48 2.3 egg shell fragments
0N-4E 4(F 55) 19 0.5 egg shell fragments
10N-30W 0.6 porcelain fragment, doll arm (?)

10N-28W 1.0 leather fragments
10N-28W 6 2.6 leather boot fragments, with

grommets
10N-28W 91.7 leather nearly complete woman's

shoe sole, with nails

10N-28W 22.2 leather fragment; woman's shoe
heel, body and sole, with

nails

10N-28W 13.4 leather fragment; shoe heel and
sole

10N-28W 9.0 leather fragment; woman's shoe toe

and sole, with nails

10N-28W 2 17.0 leather shoe sole fragments
12N-30W 2 2.7 cloth cotton fragments, dark blue

12N-30W 2 6 1.5 cloth purple fragments
12N-30W 2 3 1.6 leather fragment
12N-30W 2 10 43.1 leather shoe sole fragments, with

grommets, nails, and
stitching

12N-30W 2 20 33.5 leather shoe toe and sole

fragments, with grommets
12N-30W 2 1 4.5 wood stopper, with "5"

12N-30W 3 2 0.1 burlap fragment
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Appendix I (continued)

Weight
Unit Level Number (ing) Material Description

12N-30W 3 3 1.1 cloth fragment

12N-30W 3 8 15.1 leather shoe sole fragments

12N-30W 3 1 0.1 paper brown fragment

12N-30W 4(F4) 1 0.4 leather fragment with metal

12N-30W 4(F4) 1 54.7 porcelain complete jar lid, white

"MASON FRUIT JAR
PHILADA PA.

... 2 ..."

fragments13N-24W surface 4 13.7 leather

13N-24W 1 1089.5 burlap fragments with dirt

13N-24W 1 53 74.1 burlap fragments, coarse

13N-24W 1 24 36.6 cloth dark brown fragment
13N-24W 1 (F31) 8 3.8 cloth dark blue fragments

13N-24W 1 (F31) 7 14.5 organic peach/plum pits

13N-24W 1 (F31) 1 0.1 string fragment; brown, braided

14N-38W 3 1 4.3 whole marble

14N-35W 1 1 78.3 wood/metal tool handle

14N-22W 1 4 2.1 leather shoe fragments

14N-22W 1 1 11.9 leather shoe sole fragment, with

nails

14N-22W 1 1 45.3 leather nearly complete child's shoe

14N-22W 1 (F 30) 1 6.0 wood thread spool

14N-22W 1 (F 30) 2 26.0 burlap fragments

16N-42W surface 1 0.6 rubber strap

16N-23W 1 (F 36) 70 120.8 burlap fragments

16N-23W 1 (F 36) 4.9 burlap crumbled
16N-23W 1 (F 36) 1 0.1 newspaper fragment, "REGULAR SALE

... SHOES, HATS, ... GOODS

... AVIS HABER & CO ..."

20N-30W 2 (F 19) 19 35.2 burlap fragments

20N-30W 2 (F 19) 4.3 cloth fragments, woven
20N-30W 2 (F 19) 1 0.5 organic peach/plum pit

21N-29W 1 1 0.2 cork from bottle

21N-29W 1 1 0.1 organic pumpkin seed shell

21N-29W 1 2 13.3 leather strap fragments, with

button hole

21N-29W 2 1 0.1 eggshell fragment

21N-29W 2 2 0.6 leather fragments, thin strips

21N-21W 1 (F 30) 1.7 leather shoe fragment, with rivet

21N-7W 1 1 1.8 organic seed

21N-7W 1 1 plastic first aid bandage
21N-7W 2 1 4.6 organic peach pit

21N-7W 2 3 0.2 organic seed shells

21N-7W 3 (F 74) 67.4 burlap fragments/clumps
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Appendix I (continued)

Unit Level Number
Weight
(ing) Material Description

21N-7W
21N-7W

21N-7W
21N-7W
21N-7W

21N-7W
21N-7W
21N-7W
21N-7W
21N-7W

21N-7W
22N-2W
22N-2W
22N-2W
22N-2W
22N-2W
22N-2W
22N-2W
22N-2W
22N-2W
22N-2W
22N-2W
22N-2W
22N-2W

22N-2W
22N-2W
22N-2W
24N-28W
24N-28W
24N-23W
24N-21W
24N-21W
24N-21W
24N-21W
24N-21W

24N-21W
24N-6E

3 (F 74)

3 (F 74)

(F74)
(F74)
(F74)

(F74)

(F74)

(F74)

4 (F 74)

1

1 (EO 43)

1 (F 44)

1 (F 44)

1 (F 44)

1 (F 44)

(WO 43)

(WO 43)

(WO 43)

(WO 43)

(EO 43)

(EO 43)

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

(WO 43+58)
4 (WO 43)

4 (F 59)

4 (F 59)

1

1

1 (F 32)

1

1

1

1 (F 30)

1 (F 30)

1

11

1

1

1

13

4

3

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

2

3

3

2

2

1

10

4

3

1 (F 30)

2 (F 46)

24

6

25N-40W 1 (F 17)

burlap fragment

24.4 leather fragments, strips, knots,

slots; horse trappings

19.6 leather fragment, spiral-cut

3.5 leather rosette, horse trappings

12.6 leather belt fragments, with snap;

horse trappings

12.3 organic fragments

9.9 organic peach pits

0.1 paper fragments, some writing

0.4 leather fragment, strip

4.3 leather fragment, strip, with

stitching

0.1 cloth red fragment
0.1 paper fragment
0.1 cloth pink fragment
2.9 cloth fragment
1.4 cloth blue fragment
7.2 cloth/dirt clumps
0.7 leather fragments
0.4 cloth fragments

11.5 cloth coarse fragments/mass
0.9 leather fragments
0.1 organic peanut shells

0.1 plastic light brown fragment
0.7 cloth fragment
0.5 leather fragment

0.1 eggshell fragment
0.1 cloth yellow/green fragment
0.1 eggshell fragment
3.2 burlap fragment

14.4 leather fragment
0.1 cloth black fragment
2.8 leather fragments, straps

0.5 organic nut
5.4 organic peach pits

10.6 leather shoe fragments, with tacks

3.3 milk glass doll fragments, "skin-tone"

(white), brown, and black

4.6 organic peanut shells

8.6 leather fragments, small holes;

possible shoe sole or belt

0.1 eggshell fragments
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Appendix I (continued)

Weight
Unit Level Number (ing) Material Description

25N-40W KF17) 1 8.5 rubber hose fragment
25N-22W 1 (F 35) 1 1.6 organic peach pit

25N-22W 2 (F 34) 1 4.2 cork whole, with "S"

27N-14W 1 1 8.9 cloth clump
27N-14W 1 (F 67) 4 13.7 leather fragments, straps, small

holes

27N-14W 1 (F 67) 1 0.1 paper fragment

27N-14W 1 (F 70) 1 0.1 cloth fragment
27N-14W 1 (F 70) 2 0.1 eggshell fragments

27N-14W 2 (IS) 0.1 cloth fragment

27N-14W 2 (F 70) 4 8.4 cloth fragments

27N-14W 2 (F 70) 13 18.2 leather fragments

27N-14W 2 (F 70) 4 0.1 paper fragments

28N-32W 2 (F 11) 2 6.2 corks from bottles

30N-30W 1 (F 23) 2 0.9 cloth fragments

46N-6W 1 (F 71) 1 0.1 plastic light brown fragment

Hyatt Land

3S-24W 1 23 1.9 paper fragments
7N-12W surface 2.4 plastic black pipe stem fragment

9N-10W 1 (F 63) 18.0 meerschaum white pipe bowl and stem
fragment

111N-13E surface 1.3 ceramic child's toy fragment, body
and handle, molded

111N-13E 1 0.9 ceramic figurine/doll fragment,

molded
111N-13E 1 1.7 ceramic dark yellow doll face

fragment, molded
112N-73E 1 36 160.8 paper fragments, printed

112N-73E 1 3 10.2 animal waste

113N-75E 2 3 26.2 paper printed; clumps with soft

rock

120N-2W 1 (F 64) 1 12.2 ceramic pink tile fragment

120N-2W 1 (F 64) 2 0.1 plastic red, white, and clear

fragments

120N-2W 2 (F 69) 1 0.9 cork

133N-15E unknown
(F68)

1 11.5 ceramic child's toy plate fragment;

rim, body and base

133N-15E surface

(F68)

1 4.0 leather fragment

133N-15E 1 (F 68) 9 17.4 leather fragments

133N-15E 2 (F 68) 2 4.7 leather fragments

133N-15E 3 (F 68) 1 0.8 ceramic rim fragment; child's toy (?)
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Appendix I (continued)

Weight
Unit Level Number (ing) Material Description

133N-15E 3 (F 68) 4 7.7 leather fragments

133N-15E 4 (F 68) 1 1.1 ceramic red rim fragment, child's toy

(?)

yellow/black figurine133N-15E 4 (F 68) 1 13.9 ceramic

fragment, elephant's foot

133N-15E 4 (F 68) 8 11.4 leather fragments

133N-15E 4 (F 68) 5 0.8 plastic clear fragments
133N-15E 4 (F 68) 2 1.8 leather shoelace aglets with metal

133N-15E 5 (F 68) 1 0.1 cloth black fragment
133N-15E 5 (F 68) 14 14.6 leather fragments
133N-15E 5 (F 68) 1 63.4 leather nearly complete strap with

knot; horse trappings

133N-15E 5 (F 68) 2 13.8 leather fragments with metal snaps
133N-15E 5 (F 68) 1 0.1 metal coin, 1886 dime
133N-15E 5 (F 68) 1 0.4 organic peach pit fragment
133N-15E 5 (F 68) 3 4.2 animal waste
133N-15E 6 (F 68) 1 0.1 cloth fragment
133N-15E 6 (F 68) 6 11.0 leather fragments
133N-15E 7 (F 68) 1 0.1 cloth black fragment
133N-15E 7 (F 68) 4 3.7 leather fragments
133N-15E 7 (F 68) 2 4.6 leather fragments with metal snap
133N-15E 7 (F 68) 3 17.1 animal waste

Trash Dump

2N-2W 1 2 2.2 leather fragments with stitching

2N-20E surface 1 3.9 leather fragment
2N-20E 1 1 1.3 kaolin white pipe stem fragment
2N-20E 3 1 0.3 leather fragment
4N-8E 1 3 7.1 leather shoe fragments
16N-22E 1 2 1.7 string green/yellow fragments,

woven
16N-22E 3 1 1.1 leather fragment
16N-24E 3 2 68.4 leather boot sole fragments, with

nails

16N-24E 4 2 2.8 leather shoe sole fragments

Stage Station

2N-45E 1 4 4.0 glass thermometer
8N-10E 2 1 9.2 wood handle with metal pin
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Appendix I (continued)

Unit Level Number
Weight
(ing) Material Description

Spring 1-louse

ON-OE
6N-4W
9N-3W

1

1

5

1

1

1

8.5

0.1

0.1

porcelain

leather

sea shell

doll arm fragment, white

fragment
white fragment

Corral

6S-21E 1 1 0.4 plastic fragment of lens from
yellow vehicle light
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Appendix J. Buttons

Unit Level Material Description

Main Fort

34S-14W 1 metal 4-hole

34S-14W 2 plastic green

34S-14W 3 metal military/Eagle general service style/

jacket

34S-14W 3 metal military/Eagle general service style/coat

34S-14W 3 metal 4-hole

34S-14W 3 metal 4-hole

34S-14W 3(F5) shell white/2 -hole

34S-14W 4(F5) rubber black/4-hole/"Novelty Rubber Co."

34S-14W 5(F5) metal
32S-14W 1 metal military/Eagle general service

32S-14W 2 metal military/Eagle general service

32S-14W 2 metal 4-hole

32S-14W 2 metal 4-hole

32S-14W 2 metal

1S-2W 1 plastic white/4-hole

1S-2W 2 metal military/Eagle general service/ "R"

1S-2W 2 metal
0N-2W 1 metal military/Eagle general service

0N-2W 1 metal
0N-4E 2 glass black

0N-4E 3 metal
0N-4E 3 metal
0N-4E 4 ceramic white/4-hole
0N-4E 4 ceramic black/4-hole
0N-4E 4(F 55) glass white/4-hole

10N-30W ? metal military/Eagle

12N-30W 3 metal
13N-24W 1 wood/cloth brown
13N-24W 1 wood/cloth brown
14N-38W 2 metal/cloth

14N-38W 3 metal
14N-38W 3 metal
14N-35W 1 metal military/Eagle
14N-35W 2 unknown white/4-hole
15N-43E 2 unknown white/4-hole
16N-23W 1 (F 36) pearl

16N-23W 1 (F 36) pearl

18N-42W 3 metal
21N-29W 1 metal military/Eagle general service style

21N-29W 1 metal
21N-7W 2 metal 2-hole

21N-7W 2 metal
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Appendix J (continued)

Unit Level Material Description

22N-2W 1 metal 4-hole

22N-2W 1 (F 44) metal/cloth

22N-2W 2 metal/cloth suspender holder?

22N-2W 2 metal

22N-2W 2 metal

22N-2W 2 metal/cloth

22N-2W 2 metal/cloth

22N-2W 2 (F 44) metal/cloth suspender holder?

22N-2W 2 (F 44) metal/cloth suspender holder?

22N-2W 2 (F 54) shell 4-hole

24N-28W 1 glass white

24N-28W 1 (F 19) unknown white/4-hole

24N-6E 2 (F 46) plastic white/4-hole

25N-22W 1 (F35) metal

27N-14W 2 (IS) ceramic or glass 4-hole

27N-14W 2 (IS) shell 2-hole

27N-14W 2 (IS) metal

27N-14W 2 (OS) metal 4-hole

27N-14W 2 (OS) metal 4-hole

27N-14W 3 (IS) metal cover (?)

30N-35W 1 (F 23) metal 4-hole

30N-35W 1 (F 23) metal

46N-6W surface (F 71) metal cover (?)

Hyatt Land

9N-10W 1 (F 63) metal 4-hole

111N-13E 1 metal 4-hole

111N-13E 1 metal 1-hole

113N-75E 2 metal military/Eagle general service

133N-15E wall (F 68) metal

133N-15E 1 (F 68) metal

133N-15E 1 (F 68) metal

133N-15E 1 (F 68) shell

133N-15E 1 (F 68) shell

133N-15E 1 (F 68) metal coat

133N-15E 1 (F 68) metal

133N-15E 1 (F 68) metal

133N-15E 1 (F 68) metal

133N-15E 2 (F 68) metal

133N-15E 2 (F 68) metal

133N-15E 2 (F 68) metal

133N-15E 3 (F 68) metal coat

133N-15E 3 (F 68) metal

133N-15E 3 (F 68) metal
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Appendix J (continued)

Unit Level Material Description

133N-15E 3 (F 68) metal

133N-15E 3 (F 68) metal 2-hole/"MODE DE PARIS"

133N-15E 3 (F 68) metal 1-hole

133N-15E 4 (F 68) shell 4-hole

133N-15E 4 (F 68) glass white and blue floral/4-hole

133N-15E 4 (F 68) unknown gray/4-hole

133N-15E 4 (F 68) metal/cloth

133N-15E 4 (F 68) metal 2-hole/"Paris"

133N-15E 4 (F 68) metal
133N-15E 6 (F 68) shell 2 -hole

133N-15E 6 (F 68) shell 2 -hole

133N-15E 6 (F 68) shell 2 -hole

133N-15E 6 (F 68) shell 2 -hole

133N-15E 7 (F 68) shell white/2 -hole

133N-15E 7 (F 68) plastic white/4-hole

Trash Dump

20S-24E 1 metal
8S-10E 1 pearl white/4-hole

8S-10E 2 metal military/Eagle/"United States"/

c. 1835-1850
ON-10W 1 metal military/Eagle/" Scovill MFG.

WATERBURY71854-1884
ON-10W 1 metal 4-hole

2N-2W 1 pearl white

2N-2W 1 metal 4-hole

2N-2W 1 metal 4-hole

2N-2W 1 metal 4-hole

2N-2W 1 metal
2N-2W 1 metal
2N-20E 1 pearl white/4-hole
2N-20E 1 metal/cloth

2N-20E 1 metal
4N-8E 1 metal
4N-8E 1 metal
4N-8E 1 metal
4N-8E 1 plastic white/2 -hole
4N-8E 2 metal 4-hole

4N-8E 2 metal
16N-22E 1 bone or wood 4-hole

16N-22E 1 ceramic white/4-hole
16N-22E 1 metal 4-hole

16N-22E 1 metal 4-hole
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Appendix J (continued)

Unit Level Material Description

16N-22E 1

16N-24E 1

16N-24E 1

16N-24E
16N-24E
16N-24E
16N-24E
16N-24E

Stage Station

12S-21E 1

12S-21E 1

12S-21E 1

12S-21E 1

12S-21E 1

12S-21E 1

12S-21E 1

8N-13E 2

8N-15E 1

8N-15E 1

Spring House

ON-OE 3

7N-14W 1

9N-3W 1

metal

metal

metal

ivory

ivory

ivory

ivory

pearl

metal

metal

metal

military/Eagle general service

early style/cuff/"SCOVILLS & CO.
EXTRA"/ 1840-1850
4-hole

military/Eagle general service

early style/coat/"Horstman Bros.

& CO. PHILA'71859-1863,
1867-1893
4-hole

4-hole

4-hole

4-hole
2 -hole

military/Eagle general service

early style/cuff/ 1854-1884
military/Eagle general service

early style/cuff/"Waterbury

Button Co."/ 1854-1884
military/Eagle general service

early style/coat/"Waterbury

Button Co."/ 1854-1884
metal 4-hole

metal 4-hole

metal 4-hole

pearl 4-hole

bone 2 -hole

metal 4-hole

metal 4-hole

bone 2 -hole

glass white

metal
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Appendix K. Munitions

Unit Level Type Description

Main Fort

32S-14W 1 cartridge case .22 short/"U" on base

32S-14W 2 cartridge case rimfire/no end markings
1S-2W 1 cartridge case .22 long/rimfire/fired

1S-2W 1 lead bullet .52

1S-2W 2 (F 62) cartridge case

0N-2W 1 cartridge case .22 long/rimfire/fired

0N-2W 1 cartridge case .22 long/rimfire/fired

0N-2W 1 cartridge case .22 long/rimfire/fired

0N-2W 1 cartridge case .22 long/rimfire/fired

0N-2W 1 cartridge case .22 long/rimfire/fired

0N-2W 2 cartridge case .22 long/rimfire/fired

0N-4E surface cartridge case .22/rimfire/"super X" on base
0N-4E 1 cartridge case .44/centerfire/fired

0N-4E 1 lead bullet .38/fired

0N-4E 1 lead bullet .22/fired

0N-4E 1 percussion cap
0N-4E 2 cartridge case .4 5/centerfire/fired

0N-4E 4 cartridge case .38/fired

10N-30W 1 cartridge case .2 2/"super X" on base
10N-30W 1 cartridge case .22/rimfire/"C" on base
10N-30W 2 cartridge case .4 5/centerfire/rifle

12N-30W 4 shell base shotgun
13N-32W 1 cartridge case .38/centerfire

13N-29W 2 cartridge case .45.70 or .45.60/centerfire

13N-24W 1 (F31) cartridge case .22/rimfire/"C" on base
13N-24W 1 (F31) cartridge case .22/rimfire/"C" on base
14N-38W 2 lead bullet

14N-38W 2 lead bullet

14N-38W 3 lead bullet

14N-35W 2 cartridge case .38 S+W long/centerfire

14N-35W 2 cartridge case .44 or .45 Colt long/centerfire

14N-22W 1 (F 30) cartridge case .22 CB cap
15N-43W 1 cartridge case .22

15N-43W 2 cartridge case .22/rimfire/"F" on base
15N-43W 2 bullet

16N-42W surface cartridge case .22/rimfire/" super" on base
16N-42W 1 (F 37) bullet

16N-42W 1 (F 37) bullet

16N-42W 1 (F 37) bullet

16N-42W 1 (F 37) bullet

16N-42W 1 (F 37) bullet

20N-40W 1 cartridge case .22/rimfire/"H" on base
20N-40W 1 cartridge case .22/rimfire/"H" on base
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Appendix K (continued)

Unit Level Type Description

20N-40W 1 cartridge case .22/rimfire/"W" on base
20N-40W 1 cartridge case .22

20N-40W 1 lead bullet fired

20N-30W surface cartridge case .22 magnum/rimfire/"C" on base

20N-30W surface cartridge case .22 long/"C" on base
20N-30W 1 cartridge case .22 short/rimfire/" super X" on base

20N-30W 2 (F 13) cartridge case .22 short/"super X" on base

20N-30W 2(F 13) cartridge case

20N-30W 2 (F 13) lead bullet

20N-25W 1 (F 10) cartridge case rimfire/"C" on base

20N-25W 1 (F 10) cartridge case rimfire/2 striking marks/"H" on base

20N-25W 1 (F 10) percussion cap

20N-25W KF12) cartridge case .22 magnum
21N-41W cartridge case

21N-41W cartridge case

21N-41W cartridge case

21N-41W cartridge case

21N-41W cartridge case

21N-29W surface cartridge case .22

21N-29W surface bullet .45 or .50

21N-29W cartridge case .22 short

21N-29W cartridge case .22 short

21N-29W cartridge case .22 short

21N-29W cartridge case .22 magnum
21N-29W 2 cartridge case centerfire/rifle/"F" on base

21N-7W cartridge case .22 long/rimfire/fired

21N-7W cartridge case .22 long/rimfire/fired

21N-7W cartridge case .22 long/rimfire/fired

21N-7W cartridge case .22 long/rimfire/fired

21N-7W 2 cartridge case fired

21N-7W 3 (F 74) lead bullet .42/fired

21N-7W 3 (F 74) bullet

21N-7W 3 (F 74) percussion cap

21N-7W 4 lead bullet .42/fired

22N-2W unknown
(EO 43)

cartridge case .4 1 /centerfire/fired

22N-2W 1 (EO 43) shell head casing shotgun/fired/winchester 20

24N-28W 1 cartridge case

24N-28W 1 cartridge case

24N-28W 1 cartridge case

24N-28W 1 cartridge case

24N-28W 1 cartridge case

24N-21W 1 (F 29) cartridge case .22 short/"F" on base

24N-21W 1 (F 29) cartridge case .22 short/"F" on base

24N-21W 1 (F 30) cartridge case "F" on base
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Appendix K (continued)

Unit Level Type Description

24N-21W 1 (F 30) cartridge case "F" on base

24N-21W 1 (F 30) cartridge case "F" on base

24N-21W 1 (F 30) cartridge case centerfire/rifle/"4 B 4" on base

24N-21W 1 (F 30) lead bullet

25N-40W KF17) cartridge case .44/centerfire

25N-40W 1 (F 17) cartridge case .45/centerfire

25N-40W KF17) cartridge case .45/centerfire

25N-40W KF17) lead bullet .38/fired

25N-22W 2 (F 34) cartridge case

25N-22W 2 (F 34) shell base 12 gauge/shotgun/"WRA Co. No 12

RIVAL" on base

26N-41W surface cartridge case .45 Colt long/centerfire

26N-41W 1 (F 37) cartridge case .22 short/rimfire/"H" on base

26N-41W 1 (F 37) cartridge case .22 short/rimfire/"Rem" on base

26N-41W 1 (F 37) cartridge case

26N-41W 1 (F 37) cartridge case

26N-41W 1 (F 40) cartridge case .45.70 or .45.60/centerfire

27N-14W 1 cartridge case .22 long/rimfire/fired

27N-14W 2 lead bullet .32/fired

27N-14W 2 (IS) cartridge case .22 short/rimfire/fired

27N-14W 2 (IS) cartridge case . 56/rimfire/fired

28N-32W KF11) cartridge case .45

28N-32W KF11) lead bullet fired

29N-27W 1 (F25) cartridge case .22/rimfire/"F" on base
29N-27W 1 (F25) cartridge case .22/rimfire/"F" on base
29N-27W 1 (F25) cartridge case .22/rimfire/"R" on base
29N-27W 1 (F25) cartridge case .22/rimfire/"Super" on base
30N-30W surface cartridge case .22/rimfire/"H" on base
46N-6W 1 (F 71) cartridge case . 3 0/centerfire/fired

46N-6W 1 (F 71) percussion cap

Hyatt Land

3S-24W 2 cartridge case

111N-13E surface shell head casing shotgun/fired/winchester 12

113N-75E 1 lead bullet .58 Minie ball

113N-75E 2 bullet

120N-2W 1 (F 64) cartridge case externally primed
120N-2W 1 (F 64) cartridge case externally primed
120N-2W 1 (F 64) percussion cap

133N-15E 1 (F 68) cartridge case .38/centerfire/fired

133N-15E 1 (F 68) cartridge case .4 5 /centerfire/fired

133N-15E 3 (F 68) cartridge case .38/centerfire/fired

133N-15E 4 (F 68) cartridge case .45.70/externally primed
133N-15E 4 (F 68) percussion cap
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Appendix K (continued)

Unit Level Type Description

133N-15E 5 (F 68) shell head casing shotgun/paper-cased externally

primed/ "Winchester 12"

133N-15E 5 (F 68) cartridge case "WRA Co. 44WCF"
133N-15E 5 (F 68) cartridge case

133N-15E 5 (F 68) blasting cap metal cylinder w/fuse interior

133N-15E 5 (F 68) blasting cap metal cylinder w/fuse interior

133N-15E 6 (F 68) cartridge case .38/externally primed/fired/ "UMC .38

CFW"
133N-15E 6 (F 68) cartridge case .38/externally primed/fired/ "UMC .38

CFW"
133N-15E 6 (F 68) cartridge case externally primed/fired

133N-15E 6 (F 68) blasting cap

133N-15E 7 (F 68) blasting cap metal cylinder w/fuse interior

133N-15E 7 (F 68) blasting cap metal cylinder w/fuse interior

Trash Dump

2N-2W 1 cartridge case .44

Stage Station

8N-15E 1 percussion cap

Spring House

12S-6W 1 cartridge case

12S-6W 1 cartridge case

12S-6W 1 cartridge case

10S-2E 1 cartridge case

10S-2E 1 cartridge case

10S-2E 1 cartridge case

10S-2E 1 cartridge case

10S-2E 1 cartridge case

10S-2E 1 cartridge case

10S-2E 1 cartridge case

10S-2E 1 cartridge case •

10S-2E 1 cartridge case

10S-2E 1 cartridge case

10S-2E 2 cartridge case

10S-2E 2 cartridge case .22

10S-2E 2 cartridge case .22

10S-2E 2 shell shotgun
6S-16W 2 shell shotgun
6S-12W 1 cartridge case .38/"W.R.A. Co. 38 S&W SP" on base

6S-12W 1 cartridge case
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Appendix K (continued)

Unit Level Type Description

6S-12W
6S-12W
6S-12W
6S-12W
3S-16W
6N-4W
6N-4W
6N-4W
6N-4W
6N-4W
7N-14W
9N-3W

lead bullet

lead bullet

lead bullet

lead bullet

cartridge case

cartridge case

cartridge case

cartridge case

cartridge case

cartridge case

cartridge case

cartridge case

.38

.45/copper jacketed/"U" on base

.22

.44/rimfire

"32 58W WRA Co" on base

.22 short/rimfire/"super X" on base

.22 short/rimfire/"U" on base

Corral

6S-21E

6S-21E

5N-15W
5N-20E
9N-20E
9N-20E

1

1

surface

1

1

1

cartridge case

cartridge case

cartridge case

cartridge case

cartridge case

lead bullet

.22 short/"super X" on base
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Appendix L. Historical Artifact Data

Unit Level Class Description

Main Fort

40S-12W glass bottle "I G Co...", Illinois Glass Co., Alton,

Illinois, ca. 1880-1900; Toulouse
1971:264

40S-12W glass bottle "W G", maker and user unknown;
Toulouse 1971:538

40S-12W glass bottle "I" (in diamond) "...K" "LYRIC", Illinois

Glass Co., Alton, Illinois, ca. 1916-1929;

Toulouse 1971:264

40S-12W glass bottle "(M)..."

40S-12W glass bottle "...E..."

34S-14W 4(F5) rubber button "Novelty Rubber Co."

32S-14W 1 ammo "U", cartridge case, .22

32S-14W 3 metal can lid "THE MOST PERFECT" "MADE" "0.

PRICE'S CREAM" "BAKING POWDER"
"1/2 lb" "RULE WEIGHT"

1S-2W 2 metal can lid "...CREAM"

1S-2W 2 metal button "R", General Service button, Mounted
Riflemen, 1846-1861; Wyckoff 1984:62

0N-4E surface ammo "SUPER", cartridge case, .22

0N-4E 1 ceramic Royal Arms trademark
0N-4E 2 (F 48) glass bottle "WIS. G. Co" "L" "MIL", Wisconsin Glass

Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1882-1886;

Toulouse 1971:541
10N-30W KF21) glass bottle "...D..."

10N-30W ammo "Super X", cartridge case, .22

10N-30W ammo "C", cartridge case, .22

10N-28W glass bottle "...OF FIGS"

10N-28W 8 metal rivets "L.S. & CO. S.F.", Levi Strauss and Co.,

San Francisco

12N-30W glass bottle "...RL"

12N-30W glass bottle "...ACOA" "7"

12N-30W glass bottle "...OV..."

12N-30W 2 wood stopper "5"

12N-30W 3 ceramic "IRONSTONE CHINA", Royal Arms
trademark

12N-30W 4 glass bottle "...L..."

12N-30W 4(F4) ceramic jar lid "MASON FRUIT JAR" PHILADA PA.",

Mason Fruit Jar Co., Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, 1885-1900; Toulouse
1971:343-345

13N-29W 2 glass bottle "...M..."

13N-24W 1 (F31) 2 pieces of ammo "C", cartridge cases, .22

14N-22W 1 (F 30) glass bottle "...ERQUE..."
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Appendix L (continued)

Unit Level Class Description

5N-43W 2 ammo
6N-42W surface ammo
6N-23W 1 (F 36) glass bottle

16N-23W 1 (F 36) paper

20N-40W 1 metal tab

20N-40W 1 ammo
20N-40W 1 ammo
20N-30W surface glass bottle

20N-30W surface glass bottle

20N-30W surface 2 pieces of ammo
20N-30W 1 ammo
20N-30W 2 (F 13) ammo
20N-25W 1 (F 10) ammo
20N-25W 1 (F 10) ammo
21N-29W 1 ceramic

21N-29W 2 ammo
21N-21W 1 (F 30) glass bottle

22N-2W 1 (F 44) 5 metal rivets

22N-2W 2 WO 43 2 metal rivets

22N-2W 2 (F 54) 5 metal rivets

24N-28W 1 adobe
24N-23W 2 (F 34) metal can

(paper label)

24N-21W 1 (F 29) ammo
24N-21W 1 (F 30) 3 pieces of ammo
24N-21W 1 (F 30) ammo
24N-6E 2 (F 46) glass bottle

25N-22W 2 (F 34) cork

25N-22W 2 (F 34) ammo

"F", cartridge case, .22

"super", cartridge case, .22

"TOMATO" "CATSUP" "H.J. HEINZ Co."

"PITTSBURG..." (paper label), since 1888,

H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania; Toulouse 1971:236

"...Regular Sale..." "...shoes, hats,..."

"...goods..." "...Avis, Haber & Co...."

"GRADE"
"H", cartridge case, .22

"W", cartridge case, .22

"...N..."

"...C..."

"C", cartridge cases, .22

"SUPER X", cartridge case, .22

"SUPER X", cartridge case, .22

"C", cartridge case

"H", cartridge case

"MEAKIN" "...ASTWOOD" "HANLEY"
trademark, Charles Meakin, Eastwood
Pottery, Hanley, England, 1883-1889
(Godden 1964:426) or J. and G. Meakin,

Eagle Pottery and Eastwood Works,

Hanley, England, 1851-present (Godden
1964:426)

"F" "4", cartridge case

"L"

"L.S. & CO. S.F.", Levi Strauss and Co.,

San Francisco

"L.S. & CO. S.F.", Levi Strauss and Co.,

San Francisco

"L.S. & CO. S.F.", Levi Strauss and Co.,

San Francisco

"...A8LE2T..." (imprinted backwards)

"...O...VW..." "...I...MO...LLN..."

"F", cartridge case, .22

"F", cartridge cases
"4 4" "B", cartridge case

"D" "FAM"
"5"

"WRACo" "No 12" "RIVAL", cartridge

case, Winchester Repeating Arms Co.,

late 1870s-early 1900s (Herskovitz

1978:51)
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Appendix L (continued)

Unit Level Class Description

26N-41W 1 (F37) ammo "H", cartridge case, .22

26N-41W 1 (F37) ammo "Rem", cartridge case, .22

27N-14W 1 (F 67) glass bottle "LED"

27N-14W 1 (F 67) glass bottle "2040 H 1 81 18"

27N-14W 2 (IS) glass bottle "...IC"

27N-14W 2 (F 70) 2 metal rivets "L.S. & CO." "S.F.", Levi Strauss and Co.,

San Francisco

28N-32W 1 (F 11) wood board "2002 No. 3"

29N-27W 1 (F25) ammo "F", cartridge case, .22

29N-27W 1 (F25) ammo "R", cartridge case, .22

29N-27W 1 (F25) ammo "Super", cartridge case, .22

30N-30W surface ammo "H", cartridge case, .22

Hyatt Land

9N-10W 1 (F 63)

9N-10W
111N-13E
112N-73E

133N-15E

133N-15E
133N-15E
133N-15E

1 (F 63)

surface

1

surface

(F68)

2 (F 68)

3 (F 68)

4 (F 68)

metal can lid

metal cork cap

glass bottle

ceramic

113N-75E 2 ceramic

113N-75E 3 glass bottle

133N-15E unknown
(F68)

ceramic

glass bottle

glass bottle

metal button

glass bottle

"ROYAL BAKING POWDER..." Royal

Baking Powder, ca. late 1860s-1934;

Rock 1987:28

"ROSS'S ROYAL BELFAST"
"MA."
"...EOUS STONE BOTTLE" "...BOURNE &
SONS", "PATENTED" "...BY POTTERY"
"... NEAR DERBY" "...Y ARNOLD"
"...ONDON", trademark, Joseph Bourne
and Sons Ltd., Bourne's Pottery, Denby,
Derbyshire, England, ca. 1850-present;

Godden 1964:89-90

flying eagle trademark
"C...RN" "...ST' (paper label)

"IV" "Rd" "M" "T. FURNIVAL & SONS",

trademark, Thomas Furnival and Sons,

Staffordshire Potteries, Cobridge,

England, 1871-1890; registration mark,

second design, 1868-1883; year

missing, day of month and parcel

number, illegible; month — June;

Godden 1964:263, 526-527

"O" (in square/rectangle) "41", Owens
Bottle Co., 1911-1929; Toulouse
1971:393
"'67 5078" "168"

"MODE DE PARIS"

"McC", Wm. McCully, Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, 1832-ca. 1886; Toulouse
1971:351
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Appendix L (continued)

Unit Level Class Description

133N-15E
133N-15E

4 (F 68)

5 (F 68)

metal button
ammo

133N-15E
133N-15E
133N-15E
133N-15E

5 (F 68)

5 (F 68)

6 (F 68)

6 (F 68)

ammo
dime
ammo
ammo

Trash Dump

20S-24E
20S-24E
20S-24E

1

1

2

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

15S-20W surface glass bottle

15S-20W surface metal can lid

"Paris"

"Winchester 12 Blue Rival", shotgun
shell

"WRA Co." "44 WCF", cartridge case
"1886"

"UMC" ".38 CFW", cartridge case, .38

"UMC" ".38 CFW", cartridge case, .38

"...N'S"

"...ICA..."

"CVC°No 2" "+", Chase Valley Glass Co.

No. 2, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

1880-1881; Toulouse 1971:151

"B.G.C..." "T", Burlington Glass Works
and Co., Hamilton, Ontario, Canada,
1877-1909; Toulouse 1971:85

"...S...D" "ROYAL" "Baking" "Powder"

"...Absolutely Pure", Royal Baking

Powder, ca. late 1860s-1934; Rock
1987:28

15S-20W 1 glass bottle
II -yll

15S-20W 1 glass bottle "...O.C...."

15S-20W 1 glass bottle "B.G....", Burlington Glass Works,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, 1875-1909;

Toulouse 1971:85

15S-20W 1 glass bottle "...15..."

15S-20W 1 glass bottle "B", maker and user unknown; Toulouse
1971:59

15S-20W 1 glass bottle "...G" "12"

15S-20W 1 glass bottle ".W"

15S-20W 1 glass bottle
„
F

„

15S-20W 1 metal can part "...NEIG..."

8S-10E surface glass bottle "A"

8S-10E surface glass bottle "MC..." '

8S-10E 1 glass bottle "A & DHC...", A. and D.H. Chambers,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1865-ca.

1886; Toulouse 1971:37

8S-10E 1 glass bottle »P
H

8S-10E 1 glass bottle "B.G. Co.", Burlington Glass Works and
Co., Hamilton, Ontario, Canada,

1877-1909; Toulouse 1971:85

8S-10E 1 glass bottle "...C & G"

8S-10E 2 glass bottle "6"
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Appendix L (continued)

Unit Level Class Description

8S-10E

8S-10E

ON-10W

ON-10W
ON-10W
ON-10W
ON-10W

2N-2W
2N-2W
2N-2W
2N-2W
2N-2W

2N-2W
2N-2W

surface

surface

surface

surface

surface

glass bottle

metal button

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

metal button

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

2N-2W glass bottle

2N-2W glass bottle

2N-2W glass bottle

2N-2W glass bottle

2N-2W glass bottle

2N-2W glass bottle

2N-2W glass bottle

2N-20E surface glass bottle

2N-20E surface glass bottle

"O.C"

"U S
M
"UNITED" "STATES", General

Service button, 1820-1850; Wyckoff
1984:85-86

"F.H.G...", Frederick Hampson Glass

Works, Salford 5, Lane, England, ca.

1880-1900; Toulouse 1971:202

"A" "...GC..."

"...W..."

"SCOVILL MF..." "WATER...", General

Service jacket button, Scovill

Manufacturing Co., Waterbury,

1854-1884; Herskovitz 1978:41
n ^o"

"4"

"A&OHC" "3"

"O"

"D", Davey and Moore, Ltd., Brimsdown,
Middlesex, England, ca. 1870-1900;

Toulouse 1971:153
"A &..."

"A..." "M G...", Millgrove Glass Co.,

Millgrove, Indiana, 1898-1911 (Toulouse

1971:359) or Modes Glass Co., Cicero,

Indiana, 1895-1904 (Toulouse

1971:360)

"...HN..."

"...PICKL..."

"...GHT" "...ER"

"H"
"0 5 Q" "10"

"13"

"...DOLE..."

"...L C. Co...."

"A" "M G...", Millgrove Glass Co.,

Millgrove, Indiana, 1898-1911 (Toulouse

1971:359) or Modes Glass Co., Cicero,

Indiana, 1895-1904 (Toulouse

1971:360)
2N-20E ] glass bottle "E"

2N-20E ] glass bottle "A"

2N-20E ]L glass bottle "A..."

2N-20E ] glass bottle "L"

2N-20E ] glass bottle "I C L" "0 8"
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Appendix L (continued)

Unit Level Class Description

2N-20E 1

2N-20E 1

2N-20E 1

2N-20E 1

2N-20E 1

2N-20E 1

2N-20E 1

2N-20E 2

4N-8E 1

4N-8E 1

4N-8E 1

4N-8E 1

4N-8E 1

4N-8E 1

4N-8E 1

4N-8E 1

4N-8E 1

4N-8E 1

4N-8E 1

4N-8E 2

4N-8E 2

4N-8E 2

16N-22E
16N-22E
16N-22E
16N-22E

16N-22E
16N-24E

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

ceramic

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

ceramic

16N-22E 1 glass bottle

16N-22E 1 glass bottle

16N-22E 1 glass bottle

16N-22E 1 glass bottle

16N-22E 1 glass bottle

16N-22E 1 glass bottle

16N-22E 1 ceramic

ceramic

ceramic

metal can lid

metal button

glass bottle

glass bottle

"...CO"

"...H C..."

"...JUNLI"
ii q ii

"...HI..."

"...S"

"DE...", trademark
"CVC° N° 2" "2" "MILW", Chace Valley

Glass Co. No. 2, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

1880-1881; Toulouse 1971:151
ii >-\ n

"...FR A..."

"...C. C..."

"C"

"...HU..."

"...ER"

"...L PA..."

"...K801E..."

"S..."

"...O..."

"LW"

"TEX..."

"...LOU..."

"CAMBELLFIELD "7" "GLASCOW",
trademark, Cambellfield Pottery Co.

Ltd., Springburn, Glasgow, Scotland,

1850-1905; Godden 1964:125

"...UH..."

"x x" "cOco."

"100..."

"BCO..." "3"

"...E..."

"...O..."

"...AKIN" "...EY" "...LAND", Royal Arms
trademark, J. and G. Meakin Ltd., Eagle

Pottery and Eastwood Works, Hanley,

England, 1890-present

"...NSTONE" trademark
"...ONE" trademark
"...ON" "...LH...LE" "...SONS" "...DON"

"SCOVILLS & C°." "EXTRA", General

Service cuff button, 1840-1850;

Herskovitz 1978:41

"...ENT"

"...0..."
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Appendix L (continued)

Unit Level Class Description

16N-24E 1 glass bottle

16N-24E
16N-24E

16N-24E

glass bottle

metal button

glass bottle

16N-24E
16N-24E

2

3

glass bottle

glass bottle

Stage Station

12S-21E

12S-21E

12S-21E

12S-21E

12S-21E

12S-21E

12S-21E

surface

surface

surface

surface

1

1

1

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

12S-21E

12S-21E

12S-21E

12S-21E

12S-21E

12S-21E

1

1

1

1

1

1

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

12S-21E 1 glass bottle

12S-21E 1 glass bottle

12S-21E

12S-21E

12S-21E

12S-21E

1

1

1

1

glass bottle

glass bottle

glass bottle

ceramic

"A" "M G Co." "8", Millgrove Glass Co.,

Millgrove, Indiana, 1898-1911 (Toulouse

1971:359) or Modes Glass Co., Cicero,

Indiana, 1895-1904 (Toulouse

1971:360)

"LO
s
5"

"Horstman Bros & Co." "Phila", General

Services coat button, 1859-1863 and
1867-1884

"F H G W" "12", Frederick Hampson
Glass Works, Salford 5, Lane, England,

ca. 1880-1900; Toulouse 1971:202
"LU..." "17..."

"...Co"

...Y MILW..."

...OHNSON..."

...CAT..."

B.O....S...."

...C..."

...S SS..."

S. MCKEE", S. McKee and Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1836-ca.

1886; Toulouse 1971:476
. S S..."

. UN &..." "...ORR..."

.EL..."

.F..."

.Q..."

MCKEE", S. McKee and Co., Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, 1836-ca. 1886; Toulouse
1971:476
"C C C...", Carl Conrad and Co., St.

Louis, Missouri, 1876-1883; Toulouse
1971:117
"C & Co", Cunninghams and Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1879-1907;

Toulouse 1971:119
"105"

"...FAS..."

"...S..."

"...ONE...", trademark
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Appendix L (continued)

Unit Level Class Description

12S-21E 1 metal button

12S-21E 1 metal button

12S-21E 1 metal button

2N-45E 1 ceramic

2N-45E
2N-45E
2N-45E
2N-45E

1

1

1

1

ceramic

ceramic

ceramic

ceramic

2N-45E
2N-45E
2N-45E
8N-15E

1

1

1

1

ceramic

ceramic

ceramic

glass bottle

Spring House

6S-12W 1 ammo

6S-12W
ON-OE

1

1

ammo
metal

"Waterbury Button Co.", General Service

coat button, 1854-1884; Herskovitz

1978:41

"Waterbury Button Co.", General Service

cuff button, 1854-1884; Herskovitz

1978:41

"Waterbury Button Co.", General Service

cuff button, 1854-1884; Herskovitz

1978:41

"DIEUE..." "IRONSTO..." "COXO...",

Royal Arms trademark
"...CO...."

"GOO...", trademark
"IRONS..." trademark
"MEAKIN..." "...AND", Royal Arms
trademark
"COX...", trademark
"ROYAL ...", Royal Arms trademark
"...SOFT" "...NSE", Royal Arms trademark
"...11..."

"W.R.A. Co. 38 S&W SP", cartridge case,

38

"U", bullet, .45

"FUEL, COMPRESSED" "TRIOXANE"
"RATION HEATING" "CLASSIFICATION;"
"MIL-F-10805D" "FOR HEATING"
"COMPONENTS OF A MEAL" "WARNING
HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED" "TAKE
PRECAUTIONS TO AVOID"
"CONTAMINATION OF FOOD" "BY

LOOSE POWDER." "CLEANSE HANDS
AFTER HANDLING" "DO NOT REMOVE
WRAPPER UNTIL READY TO USE."

"REMOVE ANY LOOSE POWDER FROM
TABLET" "BEFORE IGNITING. PLACE
AND BURN" "ENTIRE BAR
APPROXIMATELY TWO INCHES"
"BELOW VESSEL BEING HEATED."
"PROTECT FROM WIND — BUT USE"

"ADEQUATE VENTILATION." "VAN
BRODE MILLING CO. INC." "CLINTON,
MASS. 01510" "U.S.A."
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Appendix L (continued)

Unit Level Class Description

ON-OE
ON-OE
6N-4W
9N-3W

2

2

1

1

glass bottle

glass bottle

ammo
ammo

"...ANC..." "D"

"...HA..." "C"

"SUPER X", cartridge case, .22

"U", cartridge case, .22

Corral

5N-15W surface ammo "SUPER X", cartridge case, .22
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Appendix M. Evidence of Reuse

Unit Level Description

Main Fort

40S-12W surface

34S-14W 6(F5)

34S-14W 8(F5)

16N-42W 1 (F 37)

22N-2W 4 (F 59)

24N-28W 1 (F 19)

24N-23W 1 (F 32)

24N-6E 2 (F 46)

27N-14W 2

27N-14W 2 (F 70)

27N-14W 3 IS

46N-4W surface

Hyatt Land

cylindrical can body part cut into a square piece of metal

washer (20 mm diameter) hand-made out of a flat piece of

metal

metal claw hammer head attached to a wooden handle with

square-cut nails used as wedges
link of a heavy chain cut with a saw
piece of heavy wire bent into a "U"

length of chain cut with a saw
piece of wire twisted into a nooselike loop

wire nail bent into an "S" hook
circular piece of metal (25 mm diameter) cut from a larger

piece

square-cut nail bent into an "S" hook
circular piece of metal (25 mm diameter) cut from a larger

piece

piece of wire twisted into a nooselike loop

3S-24W
7N-12W

7N-12W

7N-12W
7N-12W

7N-12W
7N-12W
7N-12W
9N-10W

9N-8W
111N-13E
113N-75E

113N-75E
113N-75E

surface

surface

surface

surface

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

3

133N-15E 1(F68)

piece of wire twisted into a nooselike loop

3 (or more) sheet metal squares (121 x 121 mm) cut from
larger piece(s). All have bent corners and 1 has a 45 mm
hole in it.

4 (or more) sheet metal strips cut from larger piece(s). All

have holes, and they might have been used for

reinforcement.

2 sheet metal strips cut from a larger, circular object

piece of wire flattened and shaped into a bracket with a

pointed/sharpened end
piece of wire twisted into a nooselike loop

2 pieces of wire twisted and joined together

2 square-cut nails bent into "J" hooks
piece of lead pounded into a strip (202 mm long) with a

hole punched through one end subsequent to first use

sheet metal strip cut from a larger piece

15 pieces of wire twisted into nooselike loops

cylindrical can body part with top and base removed.
Flattened by pounding into a rectangular shape.

can top or base cut into a half-circle

bent piece of metal framing with two holes punched
through it subsequent to first use
can/rim part bent into an "S" hook
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Appendix M (continued)

Unit Level Description

133N-15E 1(F68)

133N-15E
133N-15E
133N-15E
133N-15E
133N-15E

(F68)
(F68)

(F68)
(F68)

(F68)

133N-15E 5(F68)

metal bar with holes punched through it subsequent to

first use

square-cut nail with a piece of wire attached to the shaft

3 small hooks strung together to create a larger hook
2 wire nails attached together

2 pieces of wire twisted into nooselike loops

2 pieces of wire twisted into nooselike loops and joined

together

2 pieces of wire twisted into nooselike loops and joined

together

Trash Dump

20S-24E

20S-24E

8S-10E

8S-10E

8S-10E

8S-10E

8S-10E

2N-2W
2N-2W
2N-20E

2N-20E

4N-8E
4N-8E
16N-22E

16N-22E

16N-22E
16N-24E
16N-24E

1

1

surface

surface

surface

surface

1

surface

surface

surface

square-cut nail bent into an "L" hook or latch

square-cut nail bent into a "J" hook
2 cylindrical can body parts with tops and bases removed.

Flattened by pounding into rectangular shapes.

hand-made triangular metal bar

piece of wire twisted into a nooselike loop

metal strap with holes punched through it subsequent to

first use. Might have been used for reinforcement.

oval metal ring cut from a larger object with a saw
4 staves cut from a barrel(s)

metal bar cut off a larger piece

washer (8 mm diameter) hand-made out of a flat piece of

metal

2 cylindrical cans flattened with holes punched through

them subsequent to first use

stave cut from a barrel

stave cut from a barrel

2 pieces of wire twisted into nooselike loops and joined

together

hand-made sheet metal strap hinge part with 2 small

fasteners/holes punched through it

hasp hand-made from other flattened pieces of metal

stave cut from a barrel

sheet metal piece with a hole punched through it (9 mm
diameter) subsequent to first use

Stage Station

12S-21E surface green bottle neck fragment with a worked edge

5N-8E 2 square-cut nail with the top of the shaft hand-modified into

a cylindrical shape
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Appendix M (continued)

Unit Level Description

8N-13E 1

8N-15E 1

Spring House

3N-17W 1

Corral

5N-6W 1

"D" ring cut and shaped into a hook shaped like a "2"

clear bottle body fragment with a worked edge

triangular sheet metal strip cut from a larger piece

piece of wire twisted into a nooselike loop
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Appendix N. Evidence of Burning

Unit (grid)

Dimensions
(m) Levels Features Evidence of Burning

Main Fort, 1989 Grid

40S-12W
34S-14W

32S-14W

12N-30W

2x2
2x2

2x2

2x2

Main Fort, 1990/1992 Grid

1S-2W(E-W1992) 1x1.5

0N-2WU992)

0N-4EU992)

2x2

2x2

10N-30W(N-S) 1 x 1

13N-29W(E-W)
13N-24W(E-W)

1 x 5

1 x4

14N-38W(E-W) 1 x 3

14N-35W(E-W) 1 x 5

15N-43W(E-W) 1 x 5

16N-42W(N-S) 1 x 5

1

2

5

8

wall

1

2

3

5

1

2

3

3

5

1

2

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

4
4
wall

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

charcoal

charcoal

5 charcoal

5 charcoal

5 charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

3 charcoal

charcoal

burned glass

charcoal

62 charcoal

charcoal

charcoal, burned glass

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal, burned glass

charcoal

charcoal, burned glass

charcoal

charcoal, burned glass

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

37 charcoal, burned glass,

burned ceramic

55

14

31

31

31
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Appendix N (continued)

Dimensions
Unit (grid) (m) Levels Features Evidence of Burning

16N-23W(N-S) 1 x 2 1 charcoal

18N-41W(N-S) 1 x 2 1

2

4
•

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

20N-40W (E-W) 1 x 5 1 charcoal

20N-30W (E-W) 1 x 5 1 charcoal

1 15 charcoal

1 16 charcoal

2 18 charcoal

2 19 charcoal

20N-25W(E-W) 1 x 5 1 10 charcoal

1 12 charcoal

21N-29W(N-S) 1 x 5 surface

1

2

burned glass

charcoal

charcoal

21N-21W(N-S) 1 x 3 surface

1

charcoal

charcoal

1 30 charcoal

21N-7W(1992) 2x2 1

2

charcoal

charcoal

3 74 charcoal

22N-2WU992) 2x2 surface

1

1 (EO 43)

2 (WO 43)

2 (EO 43)

charcoal

charcoal, burned adobe
charcoal

charcoal, burned adobe
charcoal

2 54 charcoal, burned adobe

3 (EO 43) charcoal

3 54 charcoal

3 58 charcoal, burned adobe
4 (WO 43) charcoal

4 59 charcoal

24N-28W (E-W) 1 x 5 1 charcoal

1 19 charcoal

1 26 charcoal

24N-23W (E-W) 1 x 2 1 26 charcoal

1 32 charcoal

2 26 charcoal

24N-21W(N-S) 1 x 5 surface

1

charcoal

charcoal

1 29 charcoal

1 30 charcoal
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Appendix N (continued)

Unit (grid)

Dimensions
(m) Levels Features Evidence of Burning

24N-6EU992) 2x2

25N-40W(N-S)
25N-22W

1 x 5

1 X 1

26N-41W(N-S) 1 x 5

27N-14WU992) 2x2

28N-32W 2x2

29N-27W(E-W) 1 x 5

29N-22W(E-W)
30N-40W (E-W)

1 x 5

1 x 5

30N-35W(E-W) 1 x 5

30N-30W (E-W) 1 x 5

46N-6WU992) 2x2

Hyatt Land

4S-4E 2x2

3S-24W 2x2

surface

2 (IS)

2 (OS)

2

3 (IS)

3

surface

1

2

surface

surface

surface

surface

1

surface

1

1

2

46 charcoal

45 charcoal

46 charcoal

17 charcoal

35 charcoal

34 charcoal

37 charcoal

39 charcoal, burned glass

40 charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

67 charcoal, burned adobe
70 charcoal

charcoal, burned cloth

charcoal

70 charcoal, burned cloth,

burned paper
charcoal

70 charcoal

charcoal

11 charcoal

11 charcoal

charcoal

24 charcoal

25 charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

27 charcoal

28 charcoal

charcoal

23 charcoal

23 charcoal

24 charcoal

71 charcoal

56

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal, burned glass

charcoal, burned glass

burned glass

burned glass
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Appendix N (continued)

Dimensions
Unit (grid) (m) Levels Features Evidence of Burning

7N-12W 2x2 surface

1

charcoal

charcoal, burned glass

1 57 charcoal, burned glass

9N-10W(E-W) 1 x 2 1 63 charcoal, burned adobe
9N-8W (E-W) 1 x 2 1

2

charcoal

charcoal

113N-75E(E-W) 1 x 6 surface

1

2

3

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

120N-2W 2x2 1

2

64 charcoal, burned adobe
charcoal

2 64 burned adobe
2 69 charcoal

133N-15E 2x2 surface 68 charcoal, burned glass

1 68 charcoal, burned glass,

burned leather, burned
shell

2 68 charcoal, burned glass,

burned leather

3 68 charcoal

5 68 charcoal, burned glass

6 68 charcoal, burned glass,

burned cloth

7 68 charcoal, burned glass

Trash Dump

20S-24E 2x2 1

2

charcoal

charcoal

8S-10E 2x2 1 burned glass

ON-10W 2x2 1

3

burned glass

charcoal

2N-2W 2x2 surface

1

burned glass

charcoal

2N-20E 2x2 surface

1

2

3

charcoal

charcoal, burned glass

charcoal, burned glass

charcoal

4N-8E 2x2 1

2

3

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal

16N-22E 2x2 1

2

charcoal, burned glass,

burned ceramic

charcoal
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Appendix N (continued)

Dimensions
Unit (grid) (m) Levels Features Evidence of Burning

16N-24E 2 x 2 surface

1

2

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal, burned glass

Stage Station

12S-21E 2 x 2 1 charcoal, burned glass

2N-45E 2 x 2 1 charcoal

4N-8E 2 x 2 2 charcoal

8N-10E 2 x 2 1

2

charcoal

charcoal

8N-13E 2 x 2 2 charcoal

8N-15E 2 x 2 1 charcoal, burned glass

Spring House

12S-6W 1 X 1 1 charcoal

10S-2E 1 x 1 1

2

2

charcoal, burned glass

charcoal

41 charcoal

6S-16W 1 X 1 1 charcoal

6S-12W 1 X 1 1

2

charcoal, burned glass

charcoal
3S-16W 1 X 1 1

2

charcoal

charcoal
ON-OE (1989) 2 x 2 1

2

3

3

charcoal

charcoal

charcoal, burned glass,

burned ceramic

6 charcoal
6N-4W 1 x 1 1 charcoal
7N-14W 1 x 1 2 charcoal

Corral

6S-21E 1 x 1 1 charcoal
5N-15W 1 x 1 5 charcoal
5N-12W 1 x 1 surface charcoal
5N-1W 1 X 1 surface charcoal
5N-4E 1 X 1 1 charcoal
5N-8E 1 X 1 3 charcoal
5N-20E 2 x 2 1

2

charcoal

charcoal
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